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authors.
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MAGNETIC RECOBNECTION IN SPACE AND LABORATORY PLASMAS

S.7. B'.'ianov, A.G. Prank

General Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences of the USSR
117924 Moscow, Vavilov st., 38, USSR

1. INTRODUCTION

Now a series of phenomena are known under space and laboratory condi-

tions when plasma in a magnetic field can be stable enough for a long peri-

od and then suddenly and very fast it turns into instable state. The process

is often accompanied by burst-type manifestations: in a short time plasma is

heated up to high temperature, intensive plasma flows are ejected, the beams

of accelerated particles, electrons and ions, are generated as well as radia-

tion in a wide range of electromagnetic spectrum. The best known and most

impressive example of the phenomenon of this kind is the solar flare, one of

the most powerful manifestation of solar activity. Enormous quantities of

energy, up to 3*10-* ergs, are released in solar atmosphere during a time

interval of a few minutes. Similar processes are also observed on other

stars, in magnetospheres of the Earth and other planets, in same well-known

laboratory devices for plasma confinement , for example tokamaks, stella-

rators, compact tori, plasma focus devices and so on. In all the processes

mentioned above there is observed directly or it is necessary to assume an

extraordinary rapid dissipation of magnetic energy and its transformation

into other forms.

The rapid magnetic energy dissipation is accompanied by a change in the

magnetic field structure referred to as magnetic field line reconnectilon

[1-7]. The process occurs if the well-known condition that the magnetic

field is frozen into high-conductivity plasma[8] becomes no more valid,

that corresponds to the appearance of the resistive diffusion of magnetic

field lines through the matter.

According to freezing-in condition the magnetic flux through any closed

surface which moves with high-conductivity plasma have to be concerved. Then

the magnetic field lines can be distinguished and their topology structure

have to be maintained. The freezing in condition is known to be correct,

if magnetic Reynolds number is large enough:

i.e. for the typical distance scale L the resistive dissipation time

T R = I>l/Om (2)
is much more, than the typical magnetobydrodynamical time

ra ~V
va » w



where

is the magnetic viscousity, (5"- plasma conductivity and

(4)

(5)

is the typical Alfve*n velocity. For space plasmas the condition (1) seems
to be always fulfilled: for active regions of solar corona with typical
size of l 0 ^fO-

7 cm, Rem ~10 '•*, for flares in the atmospheres of red dwarf
stars Re ~»10 . But if the distance scale becomes small enough, then the
resistive dissipation becomes essential and the magnetic field line recon-
nection occurs even at rather high conductivity. The decrease of the dis-
tance scale results in the electrio current density j increase as well as the
the dissipation rate ~ j /& . Such a situation is realized, for example,
in the course of shock wave formation: nonlinear processes cause the shock
front steepening, the typical scale decrease and the corresponding increase
of the dissipation.

2. CURRENT-SHEET FORMATION

Magnetic reconnection is also quite impor-
tant in the vicinity of singular magnetic lines,
where the current sheet formation is known to be
possible [9]. Here the converging plasma flows
arise, so that two firstly quite different magne-
tic lines of force draw together. As a result mag-
netic reconnection occurs due to finite plasma con-
ductivity and two other magnetic lines are formed,
which may be topology quite different from the
previous ones. The simplest example of singular
line is the X -type neutral line of a two-dimen-

sional (2D) magnetic field configuration,
fig. 1. The most detailed investigations of
the magnetic reconnection have been done just
for this case by theoretical methods, inclu-
ding numerical simulation, as well as by
means of special laboratory experiments.

The plane 2D magnetic field is usually
described by one-component vector-potential

Pig. 1
The magnetic field struc-
ture in the vicinity of
the X-type neutral line,
which is perpendicular to
the plane of the drawing
(Oz-axis). The magnetic
force lines are marked by
arrows. The electrio field
E causes the electrio.
currents in a-direction
and plasma flows in (x,y)-
plane, flow directions are
indicated by short arrows.

In this case the magnetic force lines are the lines of equal values of the
vector-potential

A(x,y,t) - const (8)
In the absence of electric currents the magnetic field in the vicinity of

A - A(x,y,t)e: (6)



X-type neutral line can be desoribed in the following way:

to - - h{y;x;OJ (9)
Ao(x,y) - | (x

2 - y2) (10)

^ ; (?[ -Vx2* y2' (11)'

Even the behaviour of small amplitude magnetohydrodynamioal (VHD) per-

turbations of initial equilibrium state allows to conclude, that plasma

flows lead to magnetic energy accumulation and electric current density in-

crease in the vicinity of the neutral line [6,10,11]. Let the Initial state

be characterized by homogeneous density and pressure

o = const; p • const; v_ • 0 • (12)

and the magnetic field of (9)-type. If some perturbation of initial equi-

librium state appears, for example, if an electric field is suddenly appli-

ed along the neutral line, then the 2D plasma flows in (x,y)-plane arise,

fig. 1. In the approximation of strong magnetic field, when

8» 8Jrp /B2<:<:1 and v n«v (13)

everywhere except very small region around the neutral line, the perturba-

tion of the initial state cause the appearance of MHD-waves of magnetoacous-

tic and Alfve"n types, their phase velocity being equal to local Alfve"n velo-

V ± t y ! vph " va " ^ r (5'>

Si - h/utf-N^)1/2 - t;1 (u)

t is the typical time for the wave propagation in the field with the gra-

dient h. In the course of the wave converging towards the neutral line

(r «•*»• 0) the phase velocity decreases, but the corresponding amplitudes of

the perturbations of the magnetic field, the plasma velocity, the plasaa

density and the electric current density increase, namely:

<?A - const; !<5B| ~r""1; | v"/ ~ r"1; Sp ̂ r ~ 1; J ~ r"2 (15)

i.e. the wave steepens, so that nonlinear and dissipatlve effect* become
more and more important.

The pecularities of converging magnetoacoustic wave were also observed
experimentally [12,13] in the laboratory installation shown on fig. 2. The
device represents the impulsive electric discharge in the ZD Magnetic field
(9) - (11), the electric current J^ parallel to the neutral line, which ±m
arranged on the vacuum chamber axis. The magnetic field does not depend on
z-coordinate along the plasma column length, •£ • 40 cm.

The process of magnetoacoustic wave propagation from plasaa be*dari*a
to the neutral line is shown on fig. 3, where the spatial distributions of
magnetic field at successive times are plotted. The electric current exita-
tion at the plasma boundaries, far away from the neutral line, causes the
perturbations of the Initial magnetic field, which are relatively mall.
Uagnetoacoustlc wave, radially converging to the neutral line, carries the



Pig. 2 a, b

The experimental device for study current sheet formation and the following
evolution [I4j. (a) - the cross-section: (1) Current carrying conductors
for creating the initial guasistationary two-dimensional magnetic field
with gradient h =(0.5 - 3) x 103 G/cm and the neutral line at the chamber

Lai. plasma witn the density % „ • 101-1 cm"-3 and electron temporal
r e Teo = 1 - 3 eV is created by an auxiliary discharge, (b) - the side-
view of the device and the electric circuit for plasma current exitation
and the formation of the current sheet -(3),the initial electric field E •
" (100 - 400)V/cm. A series of magnetic probes arranged at the sheet z

surface is shown on the fig. (a) by short arrows.

Pig. 3
The y-distributions of B -component of the
magnetic field for several moments of time
after the start of plasma current (t • 0);
the typical for the experiment conditions
MHD-time ta = 2-10-'^sec. The data from [13].

on ae t,f*

Pig. 4
Ion plasma velocities ob-
tained from the broadening
of Ar II 4806A spectral
line by plasma observation
at different directions;
the data from [16].

perturbations, their amplitudes increase and the wave is slowing down (fig.
3, t • 0.2; 0.3/Mseo). The nonlinear stage is completed by the current
sheet formation, which changes essentially the magnetic field topology (t -
- 0.4; 0.5 jMsee).

Plasma dynamics demonstrates also the cumulative nature of flows under
consideration: plasma velocities in (x,y)-plasma increase with time, exce-
eding the ion thermal velocity (fig. 4) The comparison of inflow velocity
vy with outflow velocity vx [15-17J reveals the 2D character of plasma
flows

x ** y <* Tt. * 'b}

This results in fast plasma compression into a plane sheet with sharply out-



lined boundaries (fig. 5) and the sheet density which exceeds both the

initial and surrounding densities more tnan 10 times. pl8-2ij.

3. METASTABLE PHASE OP CURREHT SHEET EXISTENCE

In the self-similar solutions [22,231 f o r a compressible fluid flow in

the nonlinear region near the neutral line the singularity was obtained for

a finite time interval. In the solution the kind of plasma collapse is re-

alized, when the current density, the plasma density, one component of mag-

netic field and one component of the velocity become infinite. The conclu-

sion was made that the collapse results in the formation of the pinch cur-

rent sheet, the magnetic field structure around the sheet was obtained in

[24l» The collapse-type behaviour of plasma flow near the neutral line was

obtained experimentally [12—21^ . The electric current distribution after

the formation stage.takes the shape, similar .to one shown on fig. 6, i.e.

the electric current is concentrated in the limits of the plane sheet with

the width 2^x ^,7 cm and the thickness 2 Ay ^. 1 cm. The increase of the

total sheet current T leads to the increase of the sheet width 2 Ax, ac-
z

cording to the expression [24]•

A± = [FoTA^/h7 (17)
which was proved experimentally [13. 18j.

Plasma density has also, the sheet shape, fig.
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Pig. 5

The two-dimentional plasma density distribu-
tions at successive times during the sheet
formation. At t = 0.20/U gee, N <1Oi5cin~3.
The data [21] obtained by five-frames cine-
holographic technique [19-21] .

The current density distri-
bution in (x.y)-plane, ob-
tained from the magnetic
field measurements. Only
one quadrant is shown, the
picture is symmetrical re-
latively the planes (x • 0)
and (y = 0 ) . The distribu-
tion corresponds to meta-
stable phase of current
sheet existence: t = 1.3

the MHD-time t -
The data from= 0.15 Msec.

[25 j.
The current sheet formation leads to the considerable change in the

magnetic field structure, fig. 7: B^-component parallel to the sheet sur-

face is increased essentially by the simultaneous decrease of By-component

normal to the sheet surface, so that By < Bx (fig. 7, t = 0.5; 0.9^sec) in

contrast with the initial field, t = 0. The process corresponds to the mag-
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Fig. 7
The magnetic field struc-
ture inside the current
sheet at successive times
after the start of j -cur-
rent. Only one quadrant
of (x,y)-plane is shown,
the picture is symmetrical
relatively the planes (x=
eO) and (y=O). The inter-
val between the next mag-
netic force lines ia 6A=
=0.25 kG«cm. For the two
time moments, t=0.9 and
t=1.1 w sec, the through

netic energy accumulation in the vicinity of the

current sheet.

The sheet-shape distributions of current den-

sity and plasma density, similar to the plotted on

fig. 6, 5, don't change practically during rather

long time interval, which usually exceeds several

times the typical MHD-time (14). The situation cor-

responds to metastable sheet existence. The most

important point is that the current sheet is not

the static object at metastable phase, it repre-

sents principally dynamic configuration: plasma is

flowing into the sheet through wide boundaries and

is throwing away with higher velocities through

narrow side edges [16,27]. Thus the dynamic equilib-

rium is settled,and plasma density distribution

seems to be practically unvariable.

At this stage the magnetic reconnection

process also takes place continuously because

of the non-infinite value of plasma conductivity:

C :<: 2«1014 sec"1. The time dependen-

ces of the voltage on the plasma column, the

discharge electric current and its time deriva-

tive, fig. 8, are the foundation for the calcu-

lation of the time dependences of the plasma re-

sistance H(t) and the conductivity ©" (t) ave-

raged over the electric current region. The

ditions: h =2«io3 G/cm; equation for the whole electric circuit, inclu-

oen'a5'/ ̂ °mZ .a orr' -z= ding plasma, is used for the calculations. The=2.0 V/cm. The data ^^
from [26] . locei value of plasma conductivity around the

neutral line is also obtained [28 j using the equation for the vector-poten-

tial change:

2-4 + (tTV)A - \)mAA (18)

and the data about plasma velocities [27]. It is possible to attribute then
to every magnetic force line its own value A and to follow the line's moti-
on in time, i.e. to observe the magnetic reconnsction process [29], fig. 9.
The magnetic field structure is rather complicated even at the metastable
stage (fig. 9» t <Z 1.2^sec) and can include several neutral lines both of
X-eype and O-type. The reconnection rate varies in time and along the sheet
surface because of plasma conductivity is not homogeneous. This is the cause
of current density redistribution and magnetic topology change. At t=0.9frfsae
the current sheet contains the neutral line of X-type. At the next time-mo-
ments, t = 1.0; 1.05 Msec, the reconnection rate increases in the regions
1 c m < x ^ 1 . 5 c m and p.s a result the current density increases in the mid-
dle of the sheet, where the O-type neutral line appears with the closed mag-



The y-distributions
of helium plasma lu-

Ui minousity in spectral
— lines of helium atom

i
lies of h l m ato
He I 5876 i and hell-
um ion He II 4686 A.

0
Pig. 8

The typical time-dependen-
ces of tha discharge elect
rotechnical parameters: U
the voltage at the
plasma interval,|L -
the total plasma •
electric current,? -
its time deriva-
tive, R(t) - the cal-
culated value of plas-
ma resistance. The
initial conditions:
h"s2»103 G/cm, Ar-gas,
p «x10-2Torr, E°=190V/cm.

Pig.
Analogous to fig. 7, ex-
cept the initial conditi-
ons: h«600 G/cm; He-gas,
p -5»10-2Torr{ B°.-315 V/cm.
Tne through numeration of
the magnetic force lines
la used for all the plot-
ted time-moments. The da-
shed lines correspond to
the initial magnetic field,
without plasma current.

Tha spectral line
Ar II 4880 1 profi-
les observed in x-
direction,i.e.along
the sheet surface.
At t»0.6.vsec the
profile corresponds
to the ion tempera-
ture T^^OiS eV.Tha
distortiorfof the
line shape at t«
•1.1jusec reveals
the increase of plas-
ma flow velocities
along the sheet,y •
+2.5-1O6 cm/aec, f
W x ^ 140 eV.

netic lines of force.
Then the reconnect1-
on rate increases
in the middle of the
sheet, the current

density decreasea hero by the simultaneous increase in the neighbour regions,
and the O-type neutral line is gradually transformed into X-type (t • 1.13;
1.21 Msec).

Pig. 12
The two-dimensional distributions of the electric cur-
rent density j and plasma density f in the vicinity of
the current sheet, according to the numerical simula-
tion [30J.
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The current sheet

with the electric cur-

rent density up to 10kA/

cm is the region of en-

hanced release of the

energy, which is effecti-

vely transformed here In-

to thermal and kinetic

plasma energy. The direct

evidence, that the elect-

ron temperature inside

the sheet exceeds the tern

perature of the immedia-

te sheet environment

follows from the fig.10,

t • 1.25 /w sec [16]. Tnt*

space distribution of the

radiation of helium ion

spectral line He II 4686JJ

is very sharp and corres-

ponds to the sheet region

only, 2&y^1 cm, while

the radiation of helium

atom spectral line He I

5876 X is spread practi-

cally over whole vacuum

chamber. The difference

is caused by the differen-

ce in the exitation ener-

gy for the both spectral

lines; 51 eV and 23 eV.

The estimated electron

temperature Inside the

sheet is about T^^10 eV;

?ha experimental da-

ta show that the current

sheet is the distinguis-

hed region of high plasma

density and high electron

temperature,i.e. the re-

gion of the increased

plasma pressure, which is

Magnetic field topology of the current sheet in the
"UB-I1enix"-device at successive time moments; t*0

start of plasma electric current. Bz «400 G;

balanced by the mag-

N"=io12cm-3; B 01300 G at t=0.6«sec.Dot lines show the position of zero
lines (Bz=0)

 z



netic pressure outside:
Mk(Te + T ± ) ^ B£/8/T (19)

The measurements of magnetic field near the sheet surface B and plasma den-
city N inside the sheet give the value of thermal plasma energy (T + T±)~
=* 20-50 eV at the metastable phase of sheet existence JJ7,18,21J. (The un-
equal ity

T± ^. Tg (20)

is usually fulfilled for the sheet region [i6~}» We believe that the rise of

ion temperature is caused by the relaxation of inflow plasma energy inside

the sheet.

The intensive hydrodynamlc flows with time increasing velocities, fig.

11, are observed during the metastable phase. The outflow velocities are not

uniform along the sheet surface, increasing from the middle to the edges[27].

This is caused by the action of the additional electrodynamic force:

x Vy
For the real experimental conditions the calculated force density f ^10

dyne/cm [28] can provide plasma acceleration up to velocities v — 3*10 cm/

/sec near the sheet edges in agreement with the results of [27J.

Numerical simulations reveals also the cumulative nature of plasma

flows in the vicinity of neutral line [30], The statement of the problem

was similar to the discussed above. The plasma is taken out of its initial

equilibrium state by the action of an electric field applied at the plasma

boundary and parallel to the neutral line. During a short time interval a

thin current sheet is formed where the electric current and plasma density

are compressed, fig. 12. After the formation stage the magnetic field confi-

guration and current structure do not display any radical changes. There are

clearly seen the joined shock wave front at the sheet edge in a contrast

with the results of laboratory experiments [13]. The difference may be cau-

sed by the unhomogeneous character of dissipative processes in real condi-

tions.

4. STABILITY OP CURRENT SHEETS

Thus the current sheet that is formed near the initial neutral line

represents a flat sheet of current-carrying plasma which separates the oppo-

sitely directed magnetic fields,In such a static configuration the well-

known instability of tearing-mode pij can develop, which leads to the fast

magnetic field line reconnection and to the formation of magnetic islands.

The instability arises, if the inequality

< 1 (22)

takes place, where 2 Ay is the current sheet thickness, k_ • 2Tf/A is the

component of the wave number directed along the sheet width. The maximum in-

stability growth rate in the high conductivity limit ita/ts-«'\) is



10

^ ' * (23)
where

f* ^ 1 f (24)
In the lowconductivity limit ( 2 ^ / ^ M ) the instability growth rate, accor-
ding to ["31,32] is of the ordei* of magnitude:

/- ro'
d (as)

For the above discussed experiment (21,28] To/f^- — J, and the typical in-

stability growth rate is about £"£• From (22)-(25) expressions it is clear,

that current sheets with the elongation Ax/Ay>2 7/ should be unstable

practically all the time. But the results of laboratory experiments both

reported above and [~33j show, that the wide current sheets can exist wit-

hout significant change of their structure for a long period which exceeds

fo about ten times. It is caused probably by some mechanism of stabiliza-

tion: the influence of the external plasma,, surrounding the sheet [*34,35j,

plasma flow inside the sheet [36,37] and so on. If the typical time for the

instability development,^ , exceeded the time Ax/v which is necessary

for initial perturbations to be carried out of the sheet with plasma flow,

then the instability would be suppressed. The numerical simulation, of the

current sheet stability [38] confirms this conclusion. Under the experimen-

tal conditions of [21,28] the both times are of the same order of magnitude.

Under the boundary conditions and initial conditions, which are quite diffe-

rent from the previous ones, [39.4Cjthe formation and the following evoluti-

on of magnetic islands is observed, fig. 13, as a result of tearing-mode

instability.

5. EXPLOSIVE DISRUPTION OP THE CURRENT SHEET

Under specific initial conditions a spontaneous explosive disruption

of the current sheet was observed experimentally [41 ] after rather long pe-

riod of metastable sheet existence. The sheet disruption occurs dramatical-

ly: there is a significant change in the magnetic field topology duo to

electric current redistribution [29,28j , plasma is heated, superthermal

flows are generated ejecting plasma from the sheet |i6,17,27j, the electric

fields of inductive nature appear, accelerating the changed particles effec-

tively [42,26]. The phenomena of that kind were observed previously in some-

what different experiments: in the annular teta-pinch device [43 ] and in

the double inverse pinch device [44]. In the case of plane current sheet

f~26,45j the process starts always by the increase of the magnetic reconnec-

tion rate in the central region: the magnetic field tangential component B

decreases here by the simultaneous and sharp increase of the normal compo-

nent B (fig. 7, t a 0.9-1.1 /iisec; fig. 9, t = 1.21-1.29jusec). The process

corresponds to the appearance of the local minimum of electric current in

the middle of the sheet, fig. 14, t > 1.2 Msec, x = 0-0.5 cm, by the simul-
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taneous electric current increase in the neighbour

regions, x ^ 1 cm. The magnetic flux through the

sheet surface increases several times: at t a

= 1.29/wsec (fig. 9) the magnetic field contains

an X-type neutral line with the gradient which is

a factor of three greater than the initial gradi-

ent , The start of the fast impulsive phase of mag-

netic reconnection is accompanied by strong nonli-

near wave exitation. The wave propagatea along the

sheet surface (Ox-axis) from the middle of the

,. - . o- . .. . r . sheet to its edges with a super-Alfve"ii velocity
the shee1^ thickness, at ° * J

various regions and the and causes the fast expansion of the intensified
ratio of the total plas- m a g n e t i C reconnection region and electric current
ma current («J . t) to

j. J c •,*• J.X. redistribution, fig. 14: the current is thrown
current in half the °

away to the sheet periphery without any substan-

tial violation of the sheet symmetry [29j.

The increase of magnetic reconnection rate ia

The time evolution of
the linear current den-

the
sheet OBh/2) obtained

from magnetic measure-
ments. The experimental
conditions correspond
to those for fig. 9.

X.-JO'U

accompanied by plasma heating and redistribution,

fig. 15« The first frame (t « 1.40 Msec) corresponds

to the final stage of metastable sheet existence with the uniform distribu-

tion of electron density along sheet width. Then the faat plasma expansion

is observed in the middle of the sheet (t = 1.46^1 sec), that cause the plas-

ma density decrease and the increase of the sheet thickness. It is very li-

kely, that the faat plasma heating takes place, which is connected directly

with the local energy release. The following frames (t = 1.52-1.64 fit sec)

show the expansion of low plasma density region and the decrease of total

particle quantity.

The appearance of plasma flows ejected from

tne sheet in the course of its explosive dis-

ruption is displayed in the change of ion spect-

ral line shapes registered at different directi-

ons p6,273, in particular in the halfwidth incre-

ase, figi6ln the time interval 0.7-1.2 usec the

both halfwidthes are close to each other and in-

crease smoothly, that corresponds to ion tempera-

ture rise from 100 to 200 eV. Under the condi-

tions, when the explosive sheet disruption occurs

(the curves(2)) the sharp increase in &A± half-

width is observed at t = 1.25/1'sec, that is the

evidence of local plasma heating and expansion.

At the following, time interval, t •= 1 .4-1 .6,«sec,

is increasing impetuously from 2.8 a to

The two-dimensional plasma 4 *» s o t n a t A>]» > '^1 * Assuming that
density distribution at succe-
ssive times during explosive
disruption of the current sheet. The data obtained by five-frame cineholo-
graphic technique |i9—21̂ ] •
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the halfwidth A^-2.5 & is connected at this stage

with the ion temperature, T. 190 eV, we obtain the

Halfwidth3 of He II
4686 A spectral line
vs time by current
sheet observation at
different directions:
&Ai - along z-axis;
A^ 1, - along x-axis
AMI - along y-axis.
Experimental condi-
tions: h=600 G/cm;
helium. DES.10~2TOI

plasma flow velocity directed along the sheet surface

vx >.1O cm/sec and the ion energy W ^250 eV. The su-

perthermal plasma flows are observed also by the split-

ting of the Ar II 4806 A spectral lines [27JL The veloci-

ties are 3•106 <z v% £ 4.4*10 cm/sec and the corres-

ponding energy of argon ions are 200<W ^400 eV.

At the explosive stage of the sheet existence

some pecularities are observed sometimes in the cur-

rent density distribution, i.e. the appearance of the

reverse currents near the sheet edges [̂ 25,28], fig. 17,

t >2 Msec, x$>3 cm* It is the evidence of high velo-

city plasma motion across strong transversal magnetic

field redulting in the exitation of the reverse elect-

ric field, Ez<^£vx*By. It is clear from the data abo-—v *Be x y
ve, that both B -component of magnetic field and plas-

ma velocity v increase towards sheet edges, so that

reverse electric currents have to be of a maximum va-
/..% T,- oc« ,T/ in\ lue here, that is in a good agreement with the experi-(1) -E «2pO V/cm, (2)
-B =400 V/cm. The da- mental data, fig. 17. The value of reverse electric
z ,_ _

ta from [16 J • field near sheet edge was obtained from the direct
measurements of magnetic field and plasma velocities [28j, The sharp increa-

se in the calculated value of the reverse electric field and the appearan-

ce of the reverse electric current are time correlated with the sheet dis-

ruption. -

The decrease of the electron density inside the sheet at the explosive

stage, fig. 15, causes a sharp increase of the electron current velocity,

fig. 18, first of all in the middle of the sheet, x - 0, and in a short time

interval away from it, i « 2 cm fi7,2i]. Before the start of fast magnetic

reconnection (Z£ 0) and right up to X » 0.3 - 0.5/fsec the current veloci-

ty is iQ a (2 - 3)'10 cm/sec, and then increases sharply, exceeding in some

cases 10 cm/sec. Th© sharp increase in the current velocity indicates, that

some parts of the aheet could be transformed into turbulent state with ano-

malous resistance. In fact estimations of magnetic reconnection rate [29,26,

28"l allow to conclude, that at certain stage of the sheet disruption plasma
19 1

conductivity falls more than ten times in 0,1 juaeo, so that <% » 7*10 sec .
An abrupt transition of the current region into turbulent state was demon-
strated [46] in the double inverse pinch device (DIPD).

Fast changes of the magnetic field in the course of sheet disruption
should produce strong enough electric fielde^ef inductive nature E ̂ JOOV/cm
in the middle of the sheet J41.29J. Thus the acceleration of changed partic-
les is possible. The electrons with the energies c e >5 - 10 keV have been
observed by X-ray-measurements just at the moment of sheet disruption [42,
26], The spectrum of energetic electrons may be approximated either by the
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Pig. 17

steep power function with the index Y =

a - (6-7) or by the exponential function

in agreement with [471. The power energy

spectrum with the index y » -4 was obtai-

ned for energetic electrons in DIPD f<l&~}»

How we shall consider the nonlinear

model of a current shejt decay following

to [35,49]. If the r tabilleation conditi-

on breaks down, for example, due to the

exitation of a plasma turbulence and the

onset of anomalous resistivity, then the

increment of the tearing mode instability

increases. In this case the nonlinear sta-

ge of the instability starts very fast,

that results in macroscopic disrupture of

the current sheet, the plasma density beco-

o.i. «•••-.

The electric current density vs
time at different regions along
the sheet width [28] : I - x=0;
II - 2=0.8 cm; III - x=1.7 cm;
IV - x=2.6 cm; V - x»3.5 cm.
Initial conditions: h=2.3kG/cm;

Ar-gaa, p=10~2 Torr; B B250V/cm. mes approximately zero in the region of a

finite width during a finite time, the

sheet breakes into separate pieces, and the fast

reconnection of magnetic field lines occurs p^9].

Let us consider the motion of the comming off

pieces of the sheet. The distance between them

(the length of discontinuity) is equal to L. The

magnitude of the magnetic field flux through the

discontinuity can be evaluated asCj>=^B L7 The mag-

netic field lines tension, acting on the disconti-

nuity edges, is of the order of magnitude P ( D — '

^B{<p=B':L7 The edge moves with the velocity J~L/At

under the influence of this force. The'mass of the

Fig. 18

Kiectron current ve-
locity vs time at
different regions of
the current aheet.

plasma participating in the motion can be evaluated
2 3

as M(L) = n L ami + n m.L , where n and ii is the
star? offlsfmagnetic*6 P l a s m a concentration in the sheet and beyond the

sheet, respectively. The equation of the motion of
g

reconnection through
the aheet. Initial con-
ditions:h=2 kG/cm; Ar-
gas, p=10~2Torr; E_«
250 V/cm. The data ob-
tained from the simul-
taneous measurements
of electron density
distribution by means
of cineholographic in-
terferometry and the
magnetic field measure-
ments. Every segment
on diagrams is the re-
sult of a single shot
of experimental device.

mited by the value vo »

the aheet.

the ends of the discontinuity, written in the
"snow plough" approximation, commonly used to des-
cribe Z-pinch dynamics, is as follows

P(L) • (26)d M/T\ dL
W M ( L ) dt

One can see, that for n
sheet ends is uniformly accelerated

J/2

n the motion of the
3

dL
dT

va(L/a) or L(t) = t2/2a (27)

The presence of the plasma with the concentration

n_ beyond the sheet results in a velocity dL/dt 11-

B /(4i/n m A) ' , v/hich is the Alfven velocity beyond
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6. THE CURRENT SHEET FORMATION I»

STRUCTURES

THREEDHUENSIONAL MAGNETIC FIELD

At present the main features of the processes of the magnetic field

lines reconnection in the planar two-dimensional configurations near the

null lines of a magnetic field have been investigated theoretically and ex-

perimentally. A study with spatially nonuniform configurations leads to es-

sentially new structures in which a formation of pinch current sheets is

also possible ^5O,5iJ. In distinguish to the planar two-dimensional structu-

res the magnetic field separatrix surfaces play the fundamental role in

this case. Besides the rotation of a plasma, which arises in a selfconsis-

tent manner, can prevent from pinch effect and hence from the formation of

current sheet. The situation depandson the initial direction of the electric

current relatively to the magnetic field separatrix surface.

Now we shall discuss the dyna-

mics of a plasma and a magetic fi-

eld near null points of a magnetic

field. Our aim is the elucidation

of the conditions under which the

origination of current sheets is

possible. The pinch current sheets

ars the objects for which similarly

to the shock waves the dissipation

Fig. 19

Total plasma cur-
rent and the sig-
nal of X-ray de-
tector v a time.
Initial conditi-
ons: h»600G/cm,
He-gas^ p=

•400 V/cm. Thi z

data from [26

Fig. 20

Magnetic field near
a zero point.

and nonlinearity are essential ai.d

comparable. Hence it is useful to

find the dimensionless parameter.s

describing the dissipation and non-

linearity, the large values of which correspond to the

condition of formation of current sheets.

The magnetic field strength is the linear function of the distance

from the origin of the coordinates near the null point. It can be approxima-

ted by the expression

Bi (28)

where x. is the displacement, and A« . = "t> B./7) x. I = Q . The structure of

magnetic field lines is determined by the eigenvalues <\d of A^A . If all

U^ are vanish, we have the neighbourhood of a nul.V surface. If one eigen-

value is equal to zero, then we have a null line, and for real nonvanishing

eigenvalues ^one have a zero point. The magnetic field lines enter the vi-

cinity of the zero point along one axis and leave along the separatrix pla-

ne, fig. 20. The null line of a magnetic field is the place of a crossecti-

on of two separatrix surfaces.

From (28) it follows that

•|B[ooh.|xl . (29)

where h is the typical quantity of the elements of the matrix A ^ . The time
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of propagation of

MHD waves towards

the null point Is

equal to infinity

(t =Jdr/v a -£>"\p«:/t>
-?«o>seiethe expressi-

ons (5),(H);if one

does not take into

account the effects

of the dissipation

and nonlinearity.

Hence, the dimension-

less parameters must

Qf, where t is the

typical time of the

variation of the boundary conditions, Dissipative effects in a magnetized

plasma are described by magnetic Reynolds number

-05

-i

Fig. 21

i

OS

o

-i

4

10 3

5

=aTul

•5 \

-10Curr?nt density J, divergence of
plasma velocity d=div v, and the
vorticity w vs time correspon-
ding to: a)electric current perpendicular to the sepa-
trix surface and b)electric current directed along
the separatrix surfacf 1

Re,
m

••f/t)m (3.0)

The analysis of the propagation of wavee in the vicinity of a null li-

ne of a magnetic field [1O,11J demonstrates that the nonlinear effects beco-

me important at the distance from the null line

(3DbQ/h

for Alfven wavee, and at the distance

1/2
m

= (b0 R/h) (32)

for magnetoacustic waves. Here b Q is the amplitude of the wave at the dis-

tance R, for example, at the boundary. The combination of the dimension-

leas numbers ,5if, R_(r), and r or r gives the parameters £52]J

La " ^ St-r/h2 0^ (33)

Im= £R^2.r/h0ffl (34)

which do not depend upon the distance from zero point, see also [S~\-

The computer simulation [30] and the laboratory experiments [53] de-

monstrate that the parameter L is quite important for the problem of the

formation of the current sheet along a null line of a magnetic field(the condi-

tion is ^ m ^ ^ 1 ) * a n d L
a
 i s t n e main parameter for the problem of the forma-

tion of the current sheet along a separatrix surface of a magnetic field

(the condition is L
a»

1)[5^].
The essentially nonlinear stage of the plasma motion near zeropoint of a

magnetic field is described by exact selfsimilar solutions of the equations

of mugnetohydrodynaraics [2,51J:
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(t)
dll^/dt

(35)

J
where the plasma density has only a time dependence, v* is the velocity vec-
tor, B i is the magnetic field, P/.J is the plasma pressure. One can write
the MHD equations as an equations for the matrix M;j [51] :

P*](0) (o)

(36)

respectively.
where D(t) - det (M;.- (t)), the initial values of the matrices
Ay and P;: are &ij ; uTLj (0) ; Jllj(0) i P{J (0)

The time evolution of A(j (t), S q (t) and f (t) is determined by
that of the matrix M <L " ''i

(t):

(37)

The results of
the numerical solu-
tion of the equati-
on (36) for Pif (0)-

m 0 are shown at the
fig. 21a for the

Fig. 22 case, when the elect-
a) 2D - magnetic fields with separatrices: ric current is per-

A - The aeparatrix surface between two pendicular to the

separatrix plane in
the vicinity of a
zero point of a mag-
netic field. There
is not any singula-

0) leads to the expantion of a plas-

null lines. B - Two crossing separat-
rices.

b) 2D - distribution of electric current density in
(x,y) plane excited in the magnetic structure A-
type (Ia - 32).

c) 2D - distribution of electric current density in
(i,y) plane excited in the structure S-type (L~>32)
[52J

rity in the solution. The rotation (w
ma (d • div v" > 0), and to the gradual decrease of the values | J/?|w| and
(df . But if the electric current has the component along the aeparatrix
plane, then the solution is quite different, fig. 21b: the singularity is
attained in a finite time interval. The fast compression of a,plasma takes
place (d <• 0) in spite of the presence of the rotation (w + 0), and the
electric current density tends to the infinity. The solution describes the
origination of a current sheet along the separatrix surface of a magnetic



field in the shearing flows of a plasma £52].

The pinch current sheet formation near th« separatrices of a magnetic

field have been studied in [52j on the basis of numerical 14HD simulation

for two-dimensional nonplanar configurations. The initial and boundary con-

ditions corresponded to current excitation orthogonal to the null lines of

a magnetic field. The flows of the plasma near the separatrix plane passing

through two zero lines and in the vicinity of the line of crossing of two

separatrices have been investigated, fig. 22 a. It was shown that on quasi-

stationary stage the electric current distributions have form of ths sheets

directed along the aeparatrices, fig. 22 b,c.

7. THE ACCELERATION OP CHARGED PARTICLES

The rapid change in a magnetic field structure in the course of decay

of the current sheet gives rise to an induced electric field B <= v_/cB.
a

This electric field can be nonvanishing in the vicinities of the magnetic

null lines and points, and the acceleration of charged particles can take

place[9.47,54] . In these fields nonadjab.atic regions exist near zero

points. Their dimension is equal to [9,47,54}: |f (38)
eh nJ

where e, m, P are charge, mass and initial momentum of a particle. Par-

ticles are not magnetized,and the straight acceleration by the electric

field takes place in this region. Some time later particles get into the

drift region, where the adiabatic invariant J^ = PJ //B | is concerved. If

the inequality 2eEm J j _ | n | i s valid then the trajectory of a particle

passes to the infinity and acceleration occurs. The maximum value of the

energy of a particle is determined by the electric field strength, the char-

ge of a particle, and the typical scale of the nonuniformity of a magnetic

field (^jaj-^611 )• I f t n e inequality 2eE m ^ j j h j takes place, then

the particle is trapped in a finite volume and no acceleration occurs. In

one- and two-dimensional cases the motion of particles is always unlimited.

Typical trajectories of positively charged particles in neighbourhoods

of magnetic zeroes are shown in figures 23, 24 for the electric field part-1-

lel to the z-axis. Hence the energy gain of a particle is A£ • e^ o
z* A

figure 23 on can see the straight acceleration in the nonadiabatic region

near null line of a magnetic field ( jxj •< 4, / y| - 2 ) and the change of

the energy of the particle in the drift region due to concervation of the

adiabatic invariant J^ = |PjJ / \B(. The motion and acceleration of un-

trapped particle in the vicinity of a zero point of a magnetic field is

shown at the figure 24•

The distribution function of fast particles can be determined with the

help of the conservation of particle flux in phase space. Depending on the

structure of a magnetic field near zero point the energy spectrum can be of
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Pig. 23
Trajectory of charged particle mar +/pe zero line in unform electric
field parallel to the z-axis{54J.

z.
700 i

f

600

500

m
300

200

Q2

0

-as

Pig. 24
Typical trajectory of untrapped charged particle in the vicinity of zero
point in uniform electric field parallel to the z-axia&fl

a power fora (n( g)c-o g."~ ̂ ) or of the exponential one (n( g )<*> exp(- ̂ )).

Hote, that the main feature of energy apectrue and the value c7 typi-

cal energy of faat electrons detected during the decay of a current sheet

in experiments [42] are in agreement with the estimations based on the dis-

cussed theory of acceleration of particles.

8. LABORATORY EXPERHIEHTS AHD SOLAR FLARES

The main purpose of the above reported experiments consisted in an in-

vestigation of a magnetic reconnection process and related phenomena. Ano-

ther aspect is a simulation of solar flares and some astrophysical phenome-

na of flare-type. Typical linear dimensions of the flare region differ
a Q

froBs that of laboratory devices by a factor of 10 -10 , so the exact labo-

ratory simulation of th« flare should require one to obtain a superdense

plasma in a superstrong magnetic field [55], that seems unrealizable. Ne-

vertheless the simulation of the flare is possible in the framework of re-

stricted-model principle [56], comparing values of characteristic dimenai-

onless parameters. If some parameter is greater than unity in the astro-

physical context, it should also be greater than unity in laboratory, even

theugk the actual values may differ by many orders of magnitude. Then the
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Table 1

Laboratory experimentsDimen-
t ion-
less DIPD.UC, CS-3,General PPD.UCLA

Riverside Phys.Inst. Loa-Ange-
p a r a " Ca.,USA Moscow, lea.Ca.,

USSR USA

Solar
flares

meters

UV Ceti
star
flares

I

Rem

L

S

3-10-4

0,13

50

30

6.5

1 0 3

(0.4-6)-

0 . 1

30-120

15-3

3-12

(0.3-5)-

10"3

I 0 2

0

0

1

5

0

1

. 4

.2

.2

4-

( 0

6*

6*

(2

o.;

10-4

.4-2).

1013

104

.4-12)

2-1

ID"4

•109

4

2

8

6

1

1

HO'4

•ID"4

•101 4

•103

.6-1011

experiment ahould be capable of reproducing the basic features of the pro-

cesses occuring in space.

To illustrate we have assembled in Table 1 {"571 the dimensionless pa-

rameters, which are typical for active regions of solar corona £58-6o7,for

flare-star atmospheres ^61,62] and for several laboratory experiments de-

signed to study the phenomena in the vicinity of magnetic neutral lines:

the double inverse pinch device (DIPD) {44,63], the current-sheet experi-

ment (CS) [14,53] and the device with two parallel flates for exitation of

the current (PPD) [33]. Pour of the dimentionless parameters are generally

accepted:

2; £- v/v = SB/B « cE/Bva; Re^ft= 8f>p/B2 v/va t/t (39)
i.e. the ratio of gas-kinetic and magnetic pressures; the nonlinearity pa-

rameter; the magnetic Reynolds number; the ratio of the duration of the

process and Alfven time. For plasma flows in essentially nonuniform magne-

tic fields with singular lines Syrovatskii's numbers

L - g'Rem; S = 28.fjb (40)

are of the most importance |_64j.

One can see from the Table 1, that in the frames of restricted simula-

tion only some of che above mentioned experiments can reproduce satisfacto-

rilly the preflare state,in particular the possibility of magnetic energy

accumulation (Re » 1 ; L> 1). Therefore these experiments could be adequate

to physical processes which take place during solar flares.

A comparison of typical plasma frequencies and microscopic scales,

which characterize the dense high-temperature plasma regions of a solar

flare and of the laboratory produced current sheet, Table 2, shows, that in

the both cases the following unequalities are valid for electrons:
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Table 2

Current sheet,
General Pays. Solar
Inst.,Moscow, flares
USSR and for ions.'

r d e

f «
c/u>

51 oi
^•81

E S

, cm

, cm

o e ' c "
cm

» B

, a ' 1

, cm

j, cm

(6-60)-

(3.5-9)

(1-2.5)

7-10"6

5*1O'5

3'1O"3

(5^0.5)

2«10"2

1.2'1O6

8-105

1

2

1011

•1010

•1010

• i o - 2

(6-60).109

5'1O9

3'1O4

0.08

0.07

0.1

5-0.5

104

106

2*1O5

4'102

40

104

(42)

Thus the current sheet experi-

ments aeema to be a rather

good model for the impulsive

phase of solar flares.
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ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION, TRANSPORT AND RATE COEF-
FICIENTS FROM HIGHER ORDER SOLUTION OF BOLTZMAffllJ's EQUATION

R. V/inkler1^, G.L. Braglia2^ and J. Wilhelm1^

1) Zentralinstitut fiir Elektronenphysik, IT Grelfswald, DDR

2) Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita di Parma, Italia

An important and widely used approach to determine macroscopic properties

of plasmas, especially transport and rate coefficients of electrons, is

provided by the Boltzmann equation whose solution yields the electron velo-

city distribution function F(r,v;,t) resulting from the electric field ac-

tion and the binary collision processeo suffered by the electrons in the

gas. In fact, by appropriate velocity-space averaging over the distribution

F all the mentioned macroscopic quantities can be obtained.

Several methods have been developed to solve Boltzmann's equation for elec-

tron swarms as well as for electrons of stationary and spatially homoge-

neous, weakly ionized plasmas, in a (d.c.) electric field B. The most con-

venient approximation of the velocity distribution is the well-known Lo-

reritz approximation which represents F by the first two terms of an expan-

sion in spherical harmonics or, due to the special symmetry of the problem,

in Legendre polynomials. Recent analyses have shown that the conventional

two-term approximation (TTA) of the velocity distribution is inadequate in

several cases of large practical interest. Since the connection between

cross ejections for elastic and inelastic collisions and macroscopic proper-

ties is provided by solutions of Boltzmann's equation, for the inference of

accurate croaa sections from measured swarm data (or for the determination

of accurate transport and rate coefficients from given cross sections) a

precise technique of solution of Boltzmann's equation is needed. In the

last years, several efforts have been done to improve the accuracy of the

conventional solution by using a velocity moment method /1/, a path inte-

gral method /2/, a finite difference approach /3/ and, very recently, a fi-

nite element approach /4/. The most comprehensive studies of the mentioned

question became possible by two further methods /5, 6/ which include higher

order terms than the second of the expansion in Legendre polynomials and

are strict generalizations of the two-term Lorentz approximation. The solu-

tion of the resulting singular differential-difference equation system for

the expansion coefficients is based upon the Galerkin method with cubic

B-spline approximation /5/ or upon a direct numerical integration supported

by an analysis of the mathematical structure of the general solution /6/..

The results given in this paper have been obtained by this last technique.

1. Homogeneous or space-averaged case

Let us consider first the higher order approximation to the electron velo-
city distribution for stationary and spatially homogeneous plasmas, or to
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the epace-avcr.aged velocity distribution of electron swarms in the hydrody-

namic sta^e. In both caaes the velocity distribution F.'(v), defined by

the relation (dn ) y = n I' dv, satisfies the Boltzmann equation

with the collision integrals C and C^n for elastic and inelastic elec-

tron-neutral collisions all preserving the electron number. V/ith an elec-

tric field IS = Ee„ (i.e. parallel to the z direction) the distribution

function hay the structure P (v.v^/v) and thus can be (jiven the Lerrendre

polynomial expansion

K v
which here v/e write in an approximate form involving only an even number 21

of terms. Substitution of (2) into (1) and truncation of a second expan-

sion of the collision integrals with reapect to the muss ratio in/M after

the Icadinc terms, yield the differential-difference equation system

where it ia assumed that the normalization condition

(4)

ia satisfied. Here, U = mv2/2, fn(U) = 2jr(2/m)
3/2'f*n£(2U/m)

 1/2J and p =

Qel(U)/(eoa/TJ), qf" = Q^
n(U)/(eoi,'/H) , q = 2 q £

n , £ = 2m/J.i, (Qel, Q^n are to-

tal cross sections). Moreover, iaotropic scattei'inc In all of the collision

procGnees ia cssumed. The ratio of the electron number in the volume ele-

ment dU'd(v,,/v) to the number of electron;: in dU is jjiven by

4

v/here'Y is the (normalised) angular distribution of the electrons with

energy U. A pronounced dependence of "V on v,,/v reflects a pronounced anj.se-

tro'iy of F in the velocity space whilst in the limit of small anisotropy

(l.o. for fQ([J)^ j fv)(U) J , n>1) the ancular distribution approuche3 the va-

lue 0.5 independent of v,./v.

Concerning tlie macroscopic quantities, Jiiea/; er)or.iiy, drift velocity, mean

power input from the electric, field and average collision frequencies arc

obtained v/ith (2) as

and thua 'ire only cletei-mined by fQ and f̂  indonendont of the chosen appro-

ximation order 21.

The so l.ut Ion procedure of system (3) recently developed 1:1 /G/ ic bused on
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an analysis of the weak singularity for U-P 0 and the strong singularity

for U H M © . It can be ahown that the general solution of (3) at low as well

as high energies contains 1 singular and 1 non-singular fundamental solu-

tions when using the 21 term approximation (2) of F K The isolation of

the non-singular part of the general solution in the two energy regions is

found to be numerically possible. This permits the construction of the

physically relevant solution by a continuous connection of both the non-

oingular parts and a final normalization according to (4).

In the following, solutions of (1) are reported which are obtained by sol-

ving (3) when increasing the order 21 of approximation beyond the TTA, up

to the converged approximation (CA). This makes an estimation of the er-

rors of the usual TTA also possible. Quite different situations have been

atudied in model /6, 7, 9/ as well as real gases /8/ and some general con-

clusions seem possible as concern the conditions where the CA deviates

significantly from the TTA. A large anisotropy of the velocity distribution

and thus the need of higher order approximations, generally arises when

the frequency of inelastic collisions is large and becomes comparable with

that of elastic impacts. This can be well characterized by a large sum
o f t h e tota-1- cross sections and by similarly large valueo of Z QĴ n as

of Q e . These conditions have the most important impact. Often, in real

gases, the occurence of these conditions is markedly dependent on the elec-

tron energy and is only verified over certain energy regions, e.g. at lar-

ge U in inert gases with intense (high threshold) inelastic processes, or

at energies of some eV in molecular gases because of intense vibrational •

excitation processes or even at small energies in molecular gases presen-

ting a significant Ramsauer effect or a pronounced electron attachment.

Since in a. given gaa the energy regions of interest can be quite different

depending on the value of H/N the need of higher order approximations will

depend on E/N too. Thus, it must be expected that the corrections to the

different macroscopic quantities provided by higher order approximations

will not be the same as the electrons of different energy regions contribu-

te to their values. This will be illustrated in the following for model as

well us real gases.

1 .1 Lodel ,'"u,3 - isotropic scattering

In order to give some of the main features of the corrections produced by

higher order approximations a simple model plasma /I/ with one inelastic

collision process having a threshold at U^n = 1 eV is considered first

(Qel = 6-1O"16 cm2, Q^"(i*Ufe1.2 eV) = Q •5(U-1), Q^n(Ui1.2) = U*, U = 4

utomic mass units). By this model with increase of Q* an increasing inten-

sity of the inelastic collision process can be modelled and its impact on

the correction of the TTA due to higher order approximations can be stu-

died.

I''i;> 1 reports a comparison between the isotropic distribution fQ obtained

by TTA and CA (i.e. £or 21=8) at iS/IJ = 50 Td for several values of if.
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An increasing difference between TTA and CA when increasing the electron

energy above the threshold can be observed for each Q . The higher values

of the CA show u monotone growth when increasing Q , which even reaches

one order of magnitude and which is completely confirmed by the results

(points) of accurate I'iC simulutions relevant to the same model. In corres-

pondence of the enlargement of fQ the corresponding angular distribution

1P reported in Pig. 2 reveals a monotone increase of the anisotropy of i1*0'

when increasing Q*. Both results clearly show how the TTA leads to increa-

sing errors at larger electron energies when Q* iu increased.

In order to illustrate the impact of the electric field on the correction

to the velocity distribution, Pig. 3 reports comparisons of f in TTA and
• — 16 2

CA at three JS/M values for Q =6*10" cm . It can be seen that the cor-

rection to f becomes higher at medium K/W values. Furthermore, the con-

verged isotropic distributions always agree with corresponding accurate

Lion to Curio (MC) simulation:?.

1.2 Real gases - isotropic scattering

V/e start by considering first at large K/M's the inert gas Ar /0/, with in-

elastic processes of high thresholds. The energy dependence of the cor-

responding collision cross sections Qe and ?Qv" is given in the inset of

Fig. 4. The figure reports fQ and I1 at 35C Td as obtained in TTA (dashed

lineo) und CA (full lines). There is a pronounced increase of the two di-

stributions in the CA when compared with those in the TTA only at large

energies (above 20 eV) where the lumped cross section ZQ^n becomes large

and comparable with Q . Mote how the increase is again in perfect agree-

ment with that of corresponding KC results. In addition, the representation

of fo,...,f-j reported in Pig. 5 demonstrates that the TTA is a fairly good

approximation for small energies but fails for energies above 20 eV. Accor-

ding to these results, a study of the macroscopic properties in the K/N

region from 70 to 400 Td has shown that the TTA results for U, W and P/N

are only in error by less than 0.5 ?•> and those relevant to the collision

frequencies Vjjlrj/ll by less than 2 %. In fact, all these macroscopic quan-

tities are accumulated by electrons at relatively small energies when con-

sidering the regions where the corrections to fQ and f̂  of Fig. 4 become

significant.

When going from an inert to a molecular gas, as mentioned above, a distinct

impact of higher order terms in the region of small energies (i.e. of in-

tensive vibrational excitations) can be expected. This is confirmed by the

behaviours of £ and f.. as obtained in the CA and the TTA for the two gases

C02 und Up at medium field strengths 35 and 40 Td /8/. Some results are

presented in Figs. 6 and 7 which show how pronounced corrections to the TTA

are already required at energies of some eV's. Indeed, from the energy-de-

pendence of the cross sections for C0 2 presented in Pig. 8, a large inten-

sity of inelastic processes at a few eV's can be seen.

The larger corrections to f in II g than in COg at nearly the same iS/11, is

certainly a consequence of the known remarkably larger intensity of vibra-
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tional excitations in N 2 than in COg. In correspondence of the inset of the

correction to 1 at energies between 2 and 3 eV (cf. Pig. 7), the angular

distributions for N 2 given in Pig. 9 at 40 and 100 Td show a particularly

large aniaotropy in the energy region of intense vibrational excitation. In

order to give an idea of the impact of higher order approximation on trans-

port and rate coefficients, in Table 1 the ratio between macroscopic 'quan-

tities in the CA and the TTA is given for U, W, P/N and for some selected

frequencies "^J/VN of vibrational and electronic excitation (ve and ee) as

well as ionization (i) in COg and N 2 (corresponding energy losses or term

symbols are given in parentheses) at several values of E/N. As one can see

the correction to the TTA values are markedly dependent on E/N. For U, W

and P/N, which are quantities accumulated in the body of the distributions,

the corrections amount to less than 10 % whilst for the inelastic collision

frequencies, which are accumulated in the tail of the distributions, cor-

rections which amount to 100 % and more are found.

co2

E/N U W P/N ve(.083) ve(.339) ee(7.) ee(10.5) i(13.5)

10 1.01 1.01 1.01 0.99 1.93 -

35 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.98 1.39 1.56

95 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.97 1.00 1.04 1.09

E/N U W P/N ve(v=1) ve(v=5) ee(A32)ee(C3ff)

10
40

100

1
1
1

.00

. 0 1

.07

1
0

0

. 0 0

.99

.98

1
0

0

. 0 0

.99
• 98

0

0

0

.99

.97

.94

1
1
0

.43

.07

.93

Table 1

2

1

-

.25

.19

2 .
1 .

37
21 1.43

As a final observation it will be noticed that the results found for model

and real gases allow to conclude that even under the conc'-'+ion of large an-

iaotropy of P , the CA for fQ and f, (up to about 3 signii
Jcant figures)

and thus for the macroscopic quantities is obtained with up to 21=8 terms.

On the contrary, the CA of F ^ ( v ) and thus of "Y(U,vz/v) needs a somewhat

higher approximation, that is up to 21=14 terms. The first conclusion is

underlined by the behaviour with increasing approximation order 21 of some

macroscopic quantities, i.e. of U (in eV), W (in 106 cm/s), P/N (in 10"9 eV

cnrVs) and of the mean collision frequency V/N (in 10" cm/s) for elec-

tronic excitation with the energy loss of 7 eV in C0 2 and for vibrational

excitation from the ground atate to the level v=5 in N 2, respectively,

which is given in Table 2 at 35 Td in C02 and at 40 Td in JTg. A comparison

is also reported with accurate MC results in this table.
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uo2

21

2

4
6

ViC

: 1S/N =

IT
1.421
1.408
1-409
1.404

35

iV

9.

9.

9-

9-

Td

670

541
540
520

P/N

3-385
3-340
3-339
3-332

3ee/H
2.242
3.108
3.110
3.119

W2:

21

2

4
6
8

IviC

B/N =

U

1.081
1.090
1.090
1.090
1.089

40 Td

W

5.5S1
5.504
5.503
5-503
5-506

P/N

2-233
2.202
2.201
2.201
2.202

?Ve/H
129-5
138.2
138.5
138.6
139-0

Table 2

1.3 Hon-iaotroplc scattering

In the case of non-isotropic scattering the differential cross sections (Jf

and fl*,in are dependent on the scattering angle. Thia leads to a generaliza-

tion /9/ of system (3) and needs also a generalization of the solution

technique of the isotropic case, uaed in /6/. To study the impact of non-

isotropic scattering, we consider the simple differential cross section

<5*(U,x)=Q(U)R(x)/2iT» X=COSAT (Q is total cross section) v/ith the normal!za-

tiou JR(x)dx=1- The scattering angle distribution R ia given the form

(x-Xj,.) /s ), i.e. a Gaussian profile with a maximum scattering

probability at x,, and a width s.

For the same model of sect. 1.1 (with Q*= 6*10" cm^), as an examplra of

the non-isotropic scattering effect in elastic collisions, Pig. 10 shows

the pronounced variation of the isotropic distribution in the CA v/ith the

width s for forward scattering (Xj.,= 1) at 50 Id /9/. For the oarne situation,

Pig. 11 gives the ratio between the isotropic distribution in the CA (i.-e.

for 21=8) and that in the TTA. As one can aee, there is a comparably large

correction to f when passing from the TTA to the CA as found in the iso-

tropic ease. Corresponding corrections to the drift speed when we pass from

the T'l'A to the CA are presented for forward, transversal (xy=0) and back-

ward (xj.,,=-1) scattering in Pig. 12. The results show widely differing be-

haviours of iV with the width s, however the corrections are nearly of the

â uno magnitude. l?or the same values of JS/IT and Q*, corrections to W are re-

ported in Pig. 13 for different situations of isotropic and non-i3otropic

( i..3 and uia) forward scattering in elastic and inelastic (el or in) colli-

sion a, which further show a particulary large dependence of \V on s, when

the scattering ia non-isotropic in elastic a..-j well as in inelastic colli-

sion c.

2. Inhoino.'ieneou.a case

To this point we have considered only higher1 order approximations to the so-

lution of the homogeneous (i.e. space-independent) Boltamann's equation (1).

Recently, the solution of the kinetic equations which determine the aniso-

la-opic diffusion of electron swarms in the hydrodynarnic stage (and which

arc derived in the frame of the modern transport theory from the general
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Boltsmann equation) has also been made possible to higher orders of appro-

ximation /5/, /10/. Substitution of the following expansion

for the velocity distribution (i.e. with respect to the gradient of the

electron density n (r,t)) into the general Boltzmann equation with E = Ee

yields, in addition to (1), the two further kinetic equations

for the components of F} ' with the additional normalization jl^ dv = 0,

j=x,y,z. Note how the inhomogeneities are determined by P , i.e. by the

solution of (1). As shown in /10/, the particular velocity dependences fol

lowing from eqs. (8) are: F£ 1'(V,V /v) and P 1' = (v./v. ) P,(v,v /v), i = x,

y with v^ = (v +v )'and with P^ as a common function for K .

Substitution of the two even order expansions

in Legendre and associated Legendre polynomials into (8) leads, in analogy

to (3), to two additional inhomogeneous differential-difference equation

systems for the expansion coefficients g* 'and n and to the following ex-

pressions

for the longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients. Again /10/,

both the resulting equation systems are, as system (3). weakly singular for

U—*0 and strongly singular for U-*oo and can be solved by properly genera-

lizing and modifying the technique used in /6/, /?/ and /0/ for the homoge-

neous system (3).

Por isotropic scattering, solutions of the kinetic equations (8) could be

obtained by this technique for models us well us real gases, by solving

the corresponding systems of equations for g and h with an increasing

(even) order 21 of approximation, up to the CA. In order to illustrate

with some examples the convergence i^roperties of the diffusion coefficients,

Table 3 gives values of IJDft and 1JBA (in 10
2 2 s~1ciir1) as found for CH,, Ar,

COg and Up when increasing the order 21. A comparison is also reported with

accurate I.IC results. Similar convergence properties a3 found for U, "/, P/K

and'v^n/N can also be seen for the diffusion coefficients.

Note how the I.iC results are always in very good agreement (i.e. within the

expected errors influencing the IX simulations) with the diffusion coeffi-

cients in the CA. Concerning the Legendre expansion coefficients, Pig. 14

reports for IIo at 40 Td the converged functions g1 and h1 (related to g1

and h, an f to f ), which determine the diffusion coefficients,
t n xj
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CU.

21
p

4
6

a
LIC

co2
21

2

4
6

MG

: E/H =
NDM

.9386
1.003
1.022
1.024
1.02

: ]i/N =

.1717

.1985

.1905

.199

6 Td
NDX

8.4^0
8.147
8.022
a.023
8.056

10 Td
NDA

. 1246

.1230

.1228

.1225

8 Td
ND,,
.6959
.7251
.7329
.7339
.739

If

7
7,
1,
1.
7,

95 Td
NDI(

1.835
1.889
1.890
1.96

P X

. 5 1 5

. 5 0 4

-423

.419

. 4 3 5

NL>X

3-.601

3.
3 .
3 .

578

-574
576

Ar:
21

2

4
6
8

MC

M2»

21

2

4
6
8

B/N =
ND,4

3.369
3.377
3.377
3.377
3.410

E/N =
ND,,
.8063

.8063

.8063'

.8063

70 Td
BDX

5.778
5.838
5.844
5.844
5.843

5 Td
NDj.

1.694
1.694
1.694
1.694

210
ND«,.
3.285
3.365
3-365
3-365
3.375

40
WDM

.6369

.6406

.6406

.6406

Td
HDj.

5-190
5.229
5.236
5-237
5.241

Td
NDX

1.641
1.660
1.660
1.661

I»;C .804 1.691 .665 1.660

Table 3

A comparison with the iaotropic part f of is also ahown. Pig. 15 il-

lustrates, for the same physical situation, the corrections to g1 and h1

introduced when going from the TTA to the CA (i.e. 21 = 8 ) . As one can see,

the corrections are very similar to those found for fQ and f, and given in

Pig. 7 for the same conditions.

3. Putui'e activitiea

An uapect of the higher order approximation which deserves further study

concerns the hydrodynamic stage with inclusion of non-conservative pheno-

mena such aa attachment and ionization, i.e. processes producing altera-

tions of the electron number in collisions. First investigations in this

direction have been related to stationary homogeneous plasmas or apace-ave-

raged electron distributions. In the latter case in particular, eq. (1)

must be replaced by

-ii E-sr.S "tf" (11)

dv is the total mean collision frequency relevant towhere V r

processes which change the electron number, e.g. - V s (i. the
difference between ionization and attachment frequencies) and C r the cor-

responding collision integrals. First results for pure Ho and for !!„ with

admixtures of SFg based on the Galerkin method are given in /11/. Here we

will present an example relevant to the model gaa considered in 1.1 (with
,-16 2Q * = 4*10" cm ) we have studied with our new approach /6-10/. V/e ahall

include one attachment process with cross section Qu(0slUfr0«,5 eV) =

10~15 cm2, Q a(0.5«Ui1) = 2(1-U)«10~15 and one ionisation process with an

energy loss of 10 eV and with the total cross section Q 1(1O*U*6O eV) =

(U-10)'10~1^ cm2, Qi(U£60) = 5«10~ . For the ionization it waa assumed

that both electrons aftsr each ionization event have the same energy, name-
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ly a half the remaining kinetic energy. Solutions can be obtained by an

appropriate extension of our solution technique /6/, which permits to solve

the eigenvalue problem resulting from (11) using expansion (2). To illuatra

te the corrections produced by higher orders of approximation, Pig. 16 pre-

sents the expansion coefficients fQ und f-j aa obtained in the TTA and the

CA (21=8) for 20 Td. The results clearly 3how how larger corrections are

needed in the energy region of intense attachment (i.e. below «1 eV). Fur-

thermore, the corresponding behaviour of some macroscopic quantities with

increasing approximation order 21, i .e . of "u (in eV), P/N (in eV CTTT/B.

and of the collision frequencies V°/N and ^ V N (in 10 cm^/s) for at-

tachment and ionization, respectively, is shown in Table 4 for 20 and 300 T<

It can be seen that the corrections of Va/N and V"/H, when increasing the

approximation order beyond the TTA, are nob larger than 10 % in these ca-

ses.

E/N = 300 Td

U P/N ^a/N V/N
6.873 06.47 1.324 2.223
6.770 85.40 1.460 2.260
6.764 85.44 1.473 2.256
6.771 85.39 1.463 2.260

Table 4

The extension of investigations on this subject, is one of the problems of

present interest But also the study of the impact of non-isotropic scatte-

ring in collisions, especially on the diffusion coefficients, is of parti-

cular importance and interest. In fact, thi3 should also be a subject of

further activities.
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TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS, TRANSPORT COLLISION FREQUENCIES

AND TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS FOR ELASTIC COLLISIONS

K. Suchy

Institute for Theoretical Physics

University of Diisseldorf

D-4 Dusseldorf 1, Fed.Rep.Germany

Orad's 13-monmnt approximation for the derivation of

balance equations from the Boltzmann equation is genera-

lized to multitemperature plasmas. The coefficients of

the collision moments and the transport coefficients are

expressed by suitably defined transport collision

frequencies. w

1. Kinetic equations and balance equations

For the description of transport phenomena (e.g. electrical and heat conduction,

diffusion) relations between fluxes and forces are needed. Examples for fluxes are

mass flow, heat flow, momentum flow; examples for forces are gradients of pressure,

temperature, velocity as well as outer forces like electromagnetic and gravity fields.

Besides of the outer forces all other quantities mentioned are average values of

microscopic quantities attached to single particles. For the averaging process a

distribution function f [X^^ytj for the particle positions X" and velocities -C is

needed. It obeys a kinetic equation of the form

df 9 -r 3 -r Sf
— + XT + —-CT = — . (i.i)

Sir % ~ . ?£ ~ Si
If the acceleration <C describes only the part caused by outer forces, then O T / Ol

must express the change of T (in unit time) due to the interaction of the particles.

If these are described by binary collisions and the corresponding Boltzmann collision

integral is written tor or fox then the kinetic equation (1.1) is named Boltzmann

equation. If, however, the plasma is fully ionized the Coulomb interaction among the

particles is often described by a microscopic electric field incorporated in the

acceleration C and consequently orJoX is.put equal to zero. Then the kinetic

equation (1.1) is named Vlasov equation. In the following Boltzmann's form is always

used.

Instead of solving (approximately) Boltzinann's equation (1.1) for the distribution

function T y£} < j t) and then using f for the averaging process to describe fluxes

like the mass flow

TO- J3-C f <C (1.2)
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(with ^V as number density and *iv &s particles mass), Maxwell derived a balance

equation for an averaged velocity quantity & (< \ from Eoltzmann's equation (1.1) as

Putting for the velocity quantity W f-C) dyadic powers of -C. , viz. A. c , 'C *€• etc.,

Maxwell obtained a coupled set of balance equations for mass, momentum, energy etc.,

where fluxes (moments)

and forces appear explicitly. With a corresponding expansion of the distribution

function T (K. < t ) , starting with the Maxwell distribution

and adding products of T with the dyadic powers off mentioned above, Maxwell

expressed the collision moments CyWJ in his balance equations (1.3) by the

fluxes (1.4). Therewith the desired relations between fluxes and forces were established.

Maxwell represented the coefficients of the fluxes in the expansions of the

fluxes in the expansions of the collision integrals C ( y ) by suitable averages over

collision cross sections (̂  (^J (2.3a). The results are most conveniently expressed

as linear combinations of temperature-dependent transport collision frequencies

V \T) (2.10b), which in turn enter the expressions for the transport coefficients

(e.g. electrical and heat conductivity, viscosity etc.).

Grad (1949) refined Maxwell's expansion of the distribution function rf^Cj using

an orthogonal system of three-dimensional Hermite polynomials

A *>T-r
A -C •£< ^~i etc- (1-6)

(with X as unit tensor) instead of the dyadic powers T , •€. ̂C-C etc. Other three-

dimensional orthogonal polynomicals can also be used, see a review by Weinert (1982).

Since plasmas are always mixtures of different particle species i with often

different temperatures li a generalization of the Maxwell-Grad procedure to multi-

species and multi-temperature gases is necessary (Suchy 1961). With

f (1 • '

as mean mass velocity of the plasma and

<U.. •= -C, — •«• (1.8)
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as intrinsic (peculiar) velocity of a particle of species i the Maxwell distributions

(1.5) for different particle species in partial local thermodynamic equilibrium

become

Therefore the particle velocities -C in the orthogonal polynomials (1.6) are to be

replaced by the intrinsic velocities W-. := •C . ~tf" (1.8) and Maxwell's balance

equation (1.3) is transformed into

<•••«

with

— :=: — + tr.-f_ (1.10b)

as barycentric derivative.

The fluxes are:

mass flow vectc'r

-, . . . . . . . (1.1la)

momentum flow (pressure) tensor of second rank

•p . •=• it- M: (it-' U-) = T. + T; (1.11b)

with the hydrostatic scalar partial pressure

and the (trace-free) stress tensor

heat flow vector

As buter forces "JK̂  -C- • only electromagnetic forces

are taken into account.
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The comparison of the definitions (1.11a, d, e) for the mass flow y- , the stress

tensor IT- , and the heat flow Q. with the orthogonal Hermite polynomials (1.6) show

that 4 ' _ ±

A (MY A L. M\ "A
are proportional to the coefficients of the orthogonal Hermite expansion of the distri-

bution function Tifff, It:, t) (Suchy 1961, eq.23). For weak deviations from partial

local thermodynamic equilibrium, expressed by the Maxwell distribution (1.9), all

coefficients (1.13) besides the initial one (= unity) must be small against unity. That

Q
iBefore writing down the (coupled) set of balance equations (1.3) for orthogonal

polynomials (1.6) as velocity quantities Q> [**•) we have to define the transport

collision frequencies V ("w (2.10b) for the expressions of the collision moments

in (1.3).

2. Collision cross sections and collision frequencies

Collisions between electrons & and gas particles a (neutrals and ions) play an

important role in plasmas. Due to the small mass of the electrons a quantum mechanical

approach is necessary to cescribe these collisions correctly. It connects the scattering

amplitude j fi2, Ej .obtained from the Schrodinger equation, with the differential cross

section G'(JQ.)£') as

G~ffl}B) = j-ff-Q., IF)! for distinguishable particles (2.1)

Hers a Si = Cjecl̂ COJjAis t h e element of the solid scattering angle and

fj* != TA* V* (2-2)
the (kinetic) collision energy with /*-,^ as reduced mass and' ̂ jf^ as relative speed

of the colliding particles of species 1 and -ft- .

For the averaging over the deflection angle Y Maxwell introcued transfer aross

8eationa (for spherically symmetrical particles)

(2.Ja)

using Legendre polynomials r^ [COS VJ , while Chapman and Cowling (1970) used powers

of COS V and define

r ,z ~ / _ \ T . / I
(2.3b)
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with the connections

For the collisions between gas particles classical mechanics can lie employed in

general. In the classical limit ft—* OO there: holds

Urn

with •©• as impact parameter. The connection between tr nnd the deflection an;1.U" Y

can then be obtained with the classical integral for the particle trajectory if the

interaction potential (Pff) is known. This will be done jn the next section 3.

Before averaging over the collision energy £T (2.2) krnntifcr eolli'r.icn ft'.•.-juvnn',^.,

(E) *i-1-s?Q (B) \
are defined. While the transfer cross sections (2.3) are symmetric in Ihc subscripts

•1-B> for the particle species the transfer collision fresiliencies (2.5) jrt nt>t.

But it holds

10 U)
i jA -ft. *j

Another useful definition is the combined temperature

F'or equal masses 1W • and ffl. this becomes the nean temperature

(2./)

U.8)

and for collisions between electrons and gas particJos wu obtain

We now expand the transfer collision frequencies V (2.'J) with Llie set or

orthogonal Laguerre (Sonine) polynomials as

with the transport collision frequencies (Sucliy 1969)

(̂ .uiiO
X 3

CO
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9

as expansion coefficients. Their absolute values decrease with increasing *

This is important for later estimates (5.5b and sect. 6 ) .

Instead of Sonine polynomials /_. (£T/'Ha T" I (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964) powers

of t / W g I are often used, leading together with the transfer cross sections <p (£: J

(2.3b) to the omega integrals

(Z.IOc)

0 . /*i)

Connection formulas between the transport collision frequencies V (2.10b)and the

omega integrals _Q, ' (2.10b) are given by Weinert, Kratzsch and Oberhage (1978). It

should be stressed that for inverse power interaction potentials the omega integrals

increase with increasing S in contrast to the transport collision frequencies V>

(3.5). Therefore the omega integrals cannot be used for estimates.

3. Collisions between charged particles and neutrals

If a particle with charge <7 encounters a neutral particle with polarizability (X

its electric field induces a dipole and therefore gives rise to a Maxwell interaction

potential

This is a special case of a class of inverse power potentials

- ^ (3.2)

often used to approximate more complicated interaction potentials. The classical transfer

cross sections ^ ' (2.3a) are (Suchy 198A, eq. 6.19)

with dimensionless factors Q. depending only on the power 'H and the sign of the

potential (3.2). Their tabulated values (Suchy 1984, sect. 6, table 1) show

-;-j =£.2092 <? (*,-) =2.3076. (3.4)

The transport collision frequencies (2.10b) for inverse power interaction potentials

(3.2) are (Suchy 1984, eq. 19.8b)



For Maxwell interaction M. = V1 they become
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tor -H = t n.bu)

with

This is the fastest possible convergence with inctuasinu S . fm *!•+''/ I iu! .. ..n .1 r̂ :iii.t

is rather rapid in the range 2-<1W.S.0O (Sui-hy 1984, seti . ly ,)• ig. i.)).

The classical transfer cross sections (3.3) withn^^-and Llie r.oi i us|>unu ing i < r.nspui t

collision frequencies (3.6) hold for collisions beLweon ions and neutrals with tne

exception of light ions vith light atoms (see bulow).

For collisions of ions in their parent gas Lhe momentum transfer cross senior. I u

resonant charge exchange

J I / C A I /i / A n J VZ I

/) (i)
has to be added to the classical momentum transfer oi-oas sac Lion Ki( (J.ii,

but not to Of . Values of the parameters V C . A and D an; tjbclat.J f -
a i ci )

H Hz He 0 Nt 0z
(Suchy 1984, sect. 15, table 9 ) . The corresponding transport collision Irtqueoiit;

V? ( T j (2.10b) can be calculated exactly. The somewhat lengthy results can be ,.LL.ii.in.u

from Suchy (1984, sect. 22 £ ) .

During a collision between a light ion and a liglii. atom an iutuimediai e n.<.- i ./t L. ; e a>

formed. The potential curves for its different quantum mechanical stalei an approxiiuiti c

mostly with Morse potentials

yfr).

and with Born-Mayer potentials

(i-i)

In the first case curves for transfer cross je.i.tions C( / c ) \.2.'.iu) < ion).) J zed wiin

"ll" t*J~ ) and transport collision frequencies V C^J (norms]iz0<J wlt^v2^lni/yUy *

if v£ Mm ) are given for various values of the parameter d !>> Suc.hy (1984, s^ct.7,

Fig. 2 and sect. 20, Fig. 25). The transfer cross sections of the Horn-Mayer potential

(3.9) can be approximated as (Suchy 1984, eq. 8.3)

-3 ^ ^
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with

. o.iob)

The transport collision frequencies V ( T J (2.10b) for the Born-Mayer potential

(3.9) are obtained from the transfer cross sections Q (&) (3.10) either in a

similar manner as those for the charge exchange cross sections (3.7) or from tabulated

values (Monchick 1959; Suchy 1984, sect. 20, Fig. 30).

The transfer cross sections and transport collision frequencies corresponding to

different quantum mechanical states of the intermediate molecule must be combined with a

weighted mean. The weights are proportional to the degeneracies (Mason, Vanderslice, and

Yos 1959; McDaniel and Mason 1973)

The quantum mechanical calculations of the transfer cross sections C( (Ej (2.3a)

for the collisions between electrons and neutrals are rather involved for low collision

energies between 0.04 &V and 40 S.V .Therefore results from measurements are usually

taken. Curves of the momentum transfer cross sections Q (fcj are listed by Suchy

(1984, sect. 11, Figs. 11 to 17) for collisions of electrons with

W Ht He 0 hlt Oz
and by Itikawa (1974, 1978) with

H Hz He 0 CHk NH3 HtO A/e A/* CO

MO 0, At* CO, N^O Hr Xt Cs Ho .
In the first case the corresponding momentum transport collision frequencies V I 'e.J

were computed numerically and are plotted by Suchy (1984, sect. 21, Figs. 32 to 38).

4. Collisions among charged particles and among neutrals

For a Coulomb potential the Rutherford differential cross section ^(Y. Bj leads

to divergent expressions (2.3a) for the transfer cross sections Q (^) ' Th e r e f o r e

the shielding of the Coulomb potential by a cloud of neighbouring charged' particles is

modeled with a screened Coulomb potential

\r *p /. r> \
— = IP- — e.xpl'i—-—j.

The screening lenght AJJ is the Debye-Hiickel length defined by

TT :=Z_ \ j- • (4.2)
/J ̂  /r-\

The classical transfer cross sections Of ££J (2.3a) must in general be computed
numerically but can be approximated for high energies as (Liboff 1959)

(4.3)
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with y-1* O.S^fZ

and l<fnl= li'ia. I

f o r

as Ruler's constant. The results can be represented with

ifioX B as normalizing cross section and normalizing energy, resp.

(Suchy 1984, sect. 6, Fig. 9)

The transport collision frequencies V ( T j (2.10b) must also be computed

numerically in general and can only be approximated for rarefied hot (ideal, weakly

coupled) plasmas as (Suchy 1984, eq. 20.4)

(r)
(4.4)

--<>! (4)! In

for

The previously used normalizing quantities and

normalize the temperature since the Debye-Hiicke] length

itself. Instead we introduced a normalization length

charged particles defined by

\ifo\'* used to

(4.2) depends on the temperature

j a s a mean distance of

(4.5)

depending merely on ratios of temperatures. The normalization energy £F is defined as

the Coulomb energy at the normalization length:

(4.6)

The normalization frequency y> is consequently
it

It,

and the power - 3/2 of the normalized temperature

Z

(4.7)

^ [ is the plasma parameter:

(4.8)

It has been shown (Suchy 1984, sect. 20, fig. 31) that for rarefied hot plasmas the

different transport collision frequencies if (4.4) are of the same order of magnitude,

hence the convergence with increasing S is very slow there. For dense cold (non-ideal,

strongly coupled) plasmas, however, the convergence is much better.

For collisions between neutrals the interaction potential can often be modeled by a

Buckingham/etfp jl, n j potential (Suchy 1984, sects. 7(3, 17, 36 £ ) :
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TH
-fm ' P - * ' L1"1" r-/J P-

Tables for transfer cross sections Q (E) (2.3a) and omega integrals jl (T) (2.10c)

are given by Mason (19.54) f or <n = 6 and f} =• •iZ, -13} 4H, 45" .Curves of Q ' '(E) and

transport collision frequencies )/ ( T J (2.10b) are plotted by Suchy (1984, sect.7,

Fig. 3 and sect. 20, Fig. 26).

If different quantum mechanical states must be taken into account a weighted mean of

cross sections (and collision frequencies) has to be used analogously to collisions bet-

ween ligth ions and ligth atoms (sect. 3 above).

5. Balance equations for mass, momentum, and energy

After the definition and discussion of the transport collision frequencies 'O (f)

(2.10b) we turn now to the derivation of balance equations for fluxes (1.11) and forces

(e.g. 1.12) with ie methods described in sect. 1, starting from Maxwell's general

balance equation v, .10) and inserting for the velocity quantity © (tt: ) the sequence of

three-dimensional H^rmite polynomials (1.6) with the intrinsic velocities Zt.'=< ~V (1.8)

as argument. •

For <^- =•«. we obtain the mass balances (or equations of continuity)

J (tint- tr + V. ) -C(^n-). (5.1)

The collision moments C(tH:J describe gains and losses of masses for different species i,

due e.g. to ionization, recombination or chemical reactions.

At the left-hand side the mass density %• -Ml" (flux of zeroth order) is coupled to the

mass flow T . (1.11a), the flux of next higher (first) order.

For the summation over all species of particles -j we use

}i =° . (5-2>
obtained with the definitions of the mean mass velocity V" (1.7) and of the mass fluxes Jj

(1.11a). Due to the conservation of masses all collisional gain and loss terms must "

cancel:

C(n.) =0.
4

(5.3)
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Therefore the summation o£ the mass balances (5.1) yit-Iris the total mass balan-.'.c

i ~ i

With V — 'Mt, M. we obtain the momentum b-siaruiec. tor .^luat.ionj •/' m'

. L m -|- — — 'ivy'. ~f" -0 . I ~T Ĵ  * " v T" *W • tYl

with the elastic collision moments (Sucby 1963, tq. 860)

h

Again at the left-hand side the first-order mass flow T- (1.1 In) is cunpicd with the

second order momentum flow 43 • (l.llb). But in the collision moment C (ittu-\ tliv first-

order flow J . is linearly coupled with all fluxes of odd orrier and notil inearly witti ever.

order fluxes. But the coupling coefficients \? der.rease wiiii increasing Juviation

from If. . Terms quadratic in the f luxe s i If. Q. rm\ be- nc^U-cLr.d for wnak dc.vi.it iona

from partial local therraodynamic equilibrium (1.14).partial local therraodynamic equilib

With (5.2) the summation ove.r ail particle spt-.cies> villas

« *** 3

with the total electric current density

i'5.ft|.i

The right-hand side vanishes because of the conservation of the total mrmicitiim:

l_ C. fin- I t . ) = 0 • (5.6c)

The summation of the partial pressures -t> . (1.11b> gives the tiit.il pressure due to the use

of the intrinsic velocities Vs. 1= <. - V(1.8) in the definition (l.llb) for the partial

pressures (Chapman and Cowling 1970, sect. 2.51 and 2.5). Tlie sums O i T -M • fK. - and

H . O are the total mass density and charge density, respeclivelv,

i h
To obtain the balances for the energy density 3 p./Z ~ It- 3 9i 7] 12 and the stress
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tensor tf • is is convenient to start with a pressure balance for •*>. with

& - /tH. -u,. u- (Suchy 1963, eqs. 61,62). Taking then half of the trace yields the

' { TJ ~*
enevgy baianae

f

'with the elastic collision part

I- V. *^~ -i-0\ 1/• ~y V )• (5.7b)
i A. ~ ~

The sum over all particle species is

because of the conservation of energy:

= 0. (5.8b)

i
6. Stress and heat flux balances Transport coefficients

The stress balance is the trace-free part of the pressure balance.

With the neglects (1.14) for weak deviations from partial local thermodynamic equilibrium

(1.9) and with iD/Dt * V ' <*d.B/-Hl- the stress balance is approximately
3 o

3
1 A _ ~ f - i _ % it - * ^_ • ra ^ i \ " . l /

The elastic part of the collision moment is

with the diagonal terms
a _ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ i (6.2b)

3 H ~ 2 v u ' >•-"•- -r

and the off-diagonal terms

for J $ A (6.20
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Inversion of the matrix I <t | yields

L jA,J

~i ~ ~yl' \^~ ̂ to"^) "Tl^T'^/ (6'3a)

with the partial vieaouitiee

•h. T. . (6.3b)

The result for Lhe summation over all particle species •t is straightforward.

With the same neglects as for the approximation of (.lie stress balance (6.1) the

momentum balances (5.5a) become

The leading order 0\>J ] of the elastic part of the collision momeni (5.'>b) is

c, f'vu-'u,.) « - i t ; y_ •&., i (6.3a)

IT in- 0 K
with the diagonal elements

and the off-diagonal elements

Cio)

ft, -ft «, t

Inversion of the matrix J v - _ I leads to

with the mobilities

. (6.6b)

The leading order of the electrical conductivity is obtained by multiplication <>f (b.ba)

with ^./'W; and summation over all particle species -j a;=If. / W and summati

O 5

The results for the balances of the heat flow vectors (x • (1.11e) .iru fsiven b>

Suchy (1973). The approximate results wiLh neglects similar to those made in the

derivation of the stress balance (6.1.2) are
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"V
(6.8a)

with the diagonal terms

4.. » -̂  V.
ti 3 U

(6.8b)

3
and the off-diagonal terms

(6.8c)

for

The collision moment (6.8a) has expressions proportional to the mass flows Jr as in

C , ("«• *•'} f° r t n e momentum balance (5.5). But their coefficients are of the order

Ofv M**) in contrast to 0 /v r""') in the momentum balance (5.5b), where the

coefficients of the heat flow vectors Q are of order 0(\> J . Therefore the

collision moments of the momentum balance (5.5b) and of the heat flow balance (6.8a) are

coupled by terms of order 0{V ) • These coupling terms give rise to the thermal

diffusion (or Soret) effect and to the diffusion thermo (or Peltier) effect. The dominant

terms of order 0{V ) are the leading terms in the expressions (6.7) for the

mobilities (6.6b) and the electrical conductivity (6.7) as well as for the partial heat

conductivities K. obtained by the inversion of the matrix J -C .. | in the heat flow

balances (63):balances (6.3):

QT:
with K1; (6.9)

For a plasma with uniform temperature 7" = T- - T ^ the summation over all particle

species rt yields the total heat conductivity K — JL. W .

Correction terms to the leading order expressions (6.6b) (6.7) (6.9) are of the order

/ V J ) . Detailed calculations are given by Suchy (1984,

chapter C).



7. Conclusions

Two expansions with orthogonal polynomials were used to compare terms in the balance

equations and thence to introduce approximations and truncations. The first was Grad's

expansion of the velocity distribution function with three-dimensional Hermite polynomials.

It yielded estimates for the terms at the left-hand sides of the balance equations. The

second was the expansion of the (energy dependent) transfer collision frequencies with

Sonine polynomials. Its (temperature-dependend) coefficients, the transport collision

frequencies V [Tj (2.10b) allowed estimates of the terms in the expressions for

the collision moments at the right-hand sides of the balance equal ions. Expressions to

leading order were given for electrical and heat conductivities and for viscosities.
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STATISTICAL ASPECTS OP THE ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN IN SFg AND AIR

V. Hauschlld

TEB Transformatoren- und RBntgenwerk "Hermann Matern" Dresden and
DreBd«n Technical UniTersity, Section of Bleotrioal Engineering

DDR-8O3O Dresden, Oyerbeokstr* 48, G.D.R.

The breakdown mechanism of SFg

and air is modelled by stochastic

prooesses for the primary electron

generation and the development of

avalanches. For the avalanche deve-

lopment a birth-and- death process

and for the electron generation a

inhomogenous Poisson process is

used* The results of this model are

in agreement with classic theories

and with the experience. They enab-

le the pre-calculation of breakdown

voltage and breakdown time distri-

bution functions of small, well

conditioned test objects. But there

seems to be no chance for a suffi-

cient theoretical pre-oaloulation

for technical gas insulations be-

cause of field disturbances. For

this application the intensities of

the Poisson process must be deter-

mined experimentally.

1. Introduction
In high-voltage technology the

Ihtikanit
2 cofHscily Ct

} copacitf C/

* eertM ilKtn*
S itmsufiag svdctt

Fig. 1: Compressed gas capacitor
for 200 kV - slightly non-
uniform SPg insulation

application of insulations with

slightly non-uniform electric

fields led to the better utilisa-

tion of materials and apcoe. The

success of this trend is especially

well-know for SFg-insulations, in

which the principle of slightly

non-uniform field is supported by

the high electric strength of the

oompressed SFg (Fig. 1). But also

for air insulations slightly non-

uniform fields can be used success-

fully if the disturbance of the

field by environmental influences

(dust, rain, ice, snow, etc.) can

be limited. Examples for this are

air insulations of medium-voltage

switchgear or high-voltage testing

equipment (Fig. 2).

Problems associated with the

application of slightly non-uni-

form fields in SFg and air are thus

of considerable importance and have

therefore been subject to extensive

Fig. 2: AC voltage testing equip-
ment for 1800 kV - slightly
non-uniform air insulation
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studies. Such Investigations concern
the measurement of the breakdown
voltage or the breakdown time cha-
racteristics beoause the inception
of a self-sustaning discharge means
the breakdown of the gas In a
slightly non-uniform field. But the
measured breakdown characteristics
are normally subject to statistical
variation (Fig. 3), and this is of
remarkable technical consequences.
The statistical variation arises
from different stochastic influen-
ces, especially
- the stochastic generation of pri-

mary electrons,
- the stochstic development of

electron avalanches, and
- the really acting micro-field,
which is determined by electrode
roughness, particles or micro
space charges.

The investigation of the problem
directed to technical applications
demands on the one hand large scale
experiments (as e. g. described in
detail in /1/), on the other hand a
model for the understanding of the

Uttpitea WAis983 100571 M3 M

oxf-iS '
. ass—

ats 02 03 ai i
bttakimn Ime I, 4r«*toi nfagt 0,

processes. Such a model seems to be
necessary for the generalization ot
the experimental results, also, if
there will not be a chance for a pu-
rely theoretical pre-calcution of
breakdown voltages or times for
technical purposes.

It is the intention of this
lecture to describe the breakdown
process of gases (especially SFg) by
means of stochastic processes /2//3/
and to show the application of such
models to the semi-empirical design
of slightly non-uniform SFg and air
insulations. Necessarily the modal
must correspond to the classical
theory ot avalanches (Townsend /4/),
to the streamer theory of breakdown
(Raether /5/) and its modification
for SFg by the fundamental investi-
gations of Pedersen /6//7//8/.
Further on our investigations were
stimulated by those of Legler /9/
and by the concept of critical vo-
lume which was assumed for long air
gaps by the Les Renardiers Group
/10/ and more detailed formulated
for SFg by Boeck /11/. The publica-
tion of Boeck has inspired very ex-
tensive experimental and theoretical
studies of the impulse voltage-time
characteristics of SFg insulations
(e. g. /12//13//14//15/). This lec-
ture summer!zes the investigations
at the Dresden Technical University
carried out since 1970 and publis-
hed in several thesises (e. g. /16/
/17//18/), a detailed paper /19/
and some chapters of two books /I/
/20/.

aaial crtinders IIS/40mm)m Sf, IO.tmi

Fig. 3: Examples for the dispersion
of the breakdown process
(distribution functions)
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2» Tho electron avalanche formation
aa a birth-and-death process

2.1. Critical avalanche probability
The development of an avalanche

is supposed as in Townsend's model
/4/: At any starting point xQ (pre-
ferably at the cathode) n electrons
are injected into a field (Fig. 4)
where the field strength is partly
high enough for the development of
an avalanche (B 5 B c ) . The number ot
electrons In the avalanche is a ran-
dom variable N(x). If it is supposed
that the number of electrons in a
point JC, is N(z1) = i and in the
near point ^ + i z yields N(ac1 +Ai)
• j, the probability for the altera-
tion of the state of the avalanche
(this means of its number of elec-
trons) can be written as

ij.
(1)

The new state j « i + 1 means the
"birth" of an additional electron by
ionization, the new state $ = i - 1
describes the "death" of a free
electron by attachment and the state
i » i is the result of elastio col-
lisions. In statistics such proces-
ses ar« classified as "birth-and-
death processes" /2/f they belong to
the group of linear Markow prooes-

dsta/xt
*0 'I V "

number ol ttectraiu-

Fig. 4: Definitions for the stocha-
stic model

ses. The probabilities p ^ of the
birth-and-death process can be cal-
culated by means of its intensities
/2/. It was shown /1//21//22/, that
these intensities can be understood
as the well-known coefficients for
ionisation (fit) and attachment (0),
therefore it yields

for electron generation:

for electron loss:

(2)

"- (3)
and for elastic collisions:
pii * 1 " fo(.x) +n(x)) 1 . 4 1 .

L (4)
For N(x) » 0 the avalanche dies out
and the process stops completely
("absorbing state"). For N(x) • n 0

in any point 0 ̂  x ̂  d a critical
number of electrons sufficient to
from a streamer (/5/ to /9/, /1/,
/19/), is reached, and the mechanism
of the process is changed. Also this
state is modelled as an absorbing
state with the "critical avalanche
probability"!

P* - */_ma*

3Q-.

A i-r* W !

® Si 9M

Fig. 5: Simulation of six electron
avalanches in uniform field
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2.2. Uniform field
On the basis of the equations

(2) to (4) the formation of single
avalanches was Investigated by com-
puter simulations (Pig. 5) /1//19/
/22/. The results show that most
avalanches die out after a short
distance (Fig. 5: cases 1, 4, 5) and
their maximum electron number is
very small. Only in rare cases
(Fig. 5: case 3) the electron number
n(x) shows the well known exponen-
tial growth. But if B(x) > 30 it is
very likely that the avalanche will
reach the critical number n 0 neoas-
sary for the formation of a streamer.
All this confirms the asumption of
Pedersen /7//8/ that the growth of
on avalanche Initialed at x • xQ « 0

, maanm Mt string* E, MO 96

W cm
Manet passed crtri

Fig. 6: Expected value and disper-
sion of the number of elec-
trons (uniform field)

•inter of dtfof tlKtmis I,

is so 95 too as m us ~w7
, nmrwc

pressure rehled fieU Hrtagth £-
P20

as

Pig. 7: Critical avalanche probabi-
lity for a uniform field
(P« -*-o»)

will not be exponential until a cer-
tain value x1 is reaohed.

Also the expected value EN(x)
and the standard deviation DN(x) of
the number of electrons can be cal-
culated by the birth-and-death pro-
cess (Fig. 6). The expected value is
identical with the well-krown formu-
la for the number of electrons (/4/
to /6/)

EH(x) - n exp [(«-») xj,
(6)

but the tremendous variation
(Pig. 6: DN(x) > EN(x)!!) explains
that a simple breakdown criterion on
the basis of the expected value (e.
g. EN(x) a n 0) will not be very rea-
listic. Better adapted seems a furt-
her Investigation of the critical
avalanche probability, which was de-
rived from eq. (5) for nQ » 1 and an
uniform field with the gap distano*
d /1//19//22/:

(7)
For d —•»0»(6t>£ and nc large
enough) this relation is identical
with those of Legler 13/:

mmmm Mi slrmfji f,

r,-O,Scm.

Fig.

at cm at
distmcw pvstd cnr r

8: Expected value ad disper-
sion of the nur _.er of elec-
trons (non-uniform field)
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1 - l/t

(8)
The critical avalanche probability
can be considered as a measure of
the breakdown probability. Therefore
its relation to the field strength
(Pig. 7) gives interesting informa-
tion about the distribution function
of the breakdown field strength (or
voltage) of an uniform field. Only
for a very limited number of star-
ting electrons this means for a very
short stressing time (e. g. lightning
impulse voltage), a remarkable varia-
tion of the breakdown voltage caused
by the formation process of avalan-
ches can be expected. For all volta-
ges of longer duration the avalanche
process does not contribute to the
stochastic character of the break-
down voltage.

2. 3. Non-uniform field
The modelling of the avalanche

process in a non-uniform field also
delivers an expected value

EN(x) » n exp{j («t(y) -O(y))dyJ,
0 L (9)

which is identical with the well-
known relation for the number of

Inratinm »tVCmfTOH M

Pig. 9t Disoretisation of a non-uni-
form field by five uniform
sections

electrons (/4/ to /6/). The deorea-
sing field strength causes a maximum
of both the expected value and the
standard deviation of the number of
electrons (Fig. 8). This maximum is
closely related to the critical ava-
lanche probability, but eq. (5) can-
not be solved for non-uniform fields
directly. An approximated solution
was found by replacing the non-uni-
form field by m uniform intervals
(Fig. 9), nQ = 1 and m —+* eO

(10)
: is the starting point and
the polarity depending final

point of the avalanche development

where

*nls

x (B(x) ••>•(negative: ̂  = x
positive: x_ = 0 (position of catho-
de)). For given non-uniform fields
eq. (10) must be solved numerically.
The results for negative coaxial cy-
linders are show in Fig. 10
(xQ • 0 » r 1 ; n 0 » 1 ) . The critioal
avalanche probability increases only
if the maximum field strength
is in the region of its critical

Fig. 10: Critical avalanche proba-
bility for negative coaxi-
al cylinders



value S x v.-hich cnri bo calculated

by the streamer critorium /1//6/.

P o r Emax > Emax c t h e

lanche probability
ava-

^ is practically

Identical with the value for an uni-

form field. Aa an approximation

o r ^max max c

for E
max max c

(11)

is not

can be used /19//H/.

If the starting point x

at the cathode (x = 0 = rjij

reasea with increasing x and rea-

cheB p * 0 if a minimum distance

xlim- *

(E = Eo) is reached (Fig. 11). Under

the given circumstances at least

I. . is necessary for the develop-

ment of a critical avalanche.

For the positive polarity the

direction of the avalanche process

is opposite, the model delivers now

different values for pc and
xlim+ <

 xlim- (P±e« 11)« Therefore
the polarity effect ±a well descri-
bed by the model.

Similar to eq. (11) the criti-

cal avalanche probability depending

on starting point can be described

for both polarities by the following
£litl.88,5kVitm

W
Hurting pmtMaisIr

Fig. 11i Critical avalanche probabi-
lity depend inf* oti starting
•point and polarity

0 for /x ~ xj

*& -for /,o - V

Tha application of the equation.'? (17)

and (12) instead of eq. (10) simpli-

fies further calnulationn.

3. Primary electron generation and

brenkdoyn an a l'n lc.r.r,n pro conn

The breftkdo\",rn procorjs ia not

only influenced by the aval

formation, but alno by the

tion process of primary

The following mocharii.ums for

electron generation maat be taken

into consideration:

- External ionination cruicod by c.'.---

mic radiation or natural r.-td inac-

tivity is independent on field

strength and takes place in «>uch

volume element (dv - dxdyris) of

the gas. Therefore a connt-'uit r-iti

of primary electrons can be u-su-

med

"oi = f ( K ( v» t))*
n . = con.it.oi

He-calculations from t:-(v>:

breakdown t,imr;i5 doliver u

range between 0.2'}. curd ?

/14/ /17/ /19/ .

ISlectron do fc-v-.h'nput J'rom

ions i s a very probable,

strength dependent £eiior-i

cess in the whole voluino.

dependence of tho rate- i'r

strcngtii was a>";::ui.T.;d

t i . i i t i i

i i ri.

%a " kd t) -
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such a linearlly depending func-
tion was also found experimental-
ly /15/.
Electron emission and following
processes (attachment and detach-
ment /15/) can also be described
by a linearlly depending primary
electron rate /15//19/

(E(v, t) - E ) on surface
of cathode

0 In volumeoe

(15)
The whole breakdown process is the
connection between the primary elec-
tron generation and the avalanche
process which can be modelled by an
Inhomogenous Foisson process as des-
cribed in /19/. The intensity (or
hazard rate) of this process ~s on
the one hand

(16)
on the other hand the hazard rate is
generally related to the correspon-
ding distribution function

(19)
This equation describes the variation
of breakdown voltage or time caused
by statistic effects before the ava-
lanche has reaches its critical size*
In the well known manner (/11/ to
/19/) It can be used for the calcula-
tion of the distribution function of
the statistical time lag P(tg), of
the breakdown time lag P(t^), or of
the breakdown voltage F(ub). The com-
parison of calculated and measured
breakdown time distribution (Pig. 12)
shows for model Insulations a more
or less good agreement. But there
seems to be no chance for a suffi-
cient pre-calculation for technical
gas insulations, because of their
microfield determine*? by particles,
roughness or micro space charges.
The described conception is useful
for a better understanding of the
breakdown phenomena and for semi-em-
pirical extrapolations as described
in the following.

, t)
1 - P (V, t),

(17)

P(V,tJ a 1 - exp -

(18)
and for the considered temporal pro-
blem the breakdown probability is
completely given by

O.I Ufa
tOJWja

<usm
iSBkVjis

/met,

Pig. 12t Measured and calculated
breakdown time distribu-
tion functions (coaxial
cylinders)
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4* Polaeon process and enlargement
problema
The extrapolation of breakdown

characteristics measured at small
test objects to large insulations
can be done for special cases on the
basis the multiplication rule for
statistically independent events
/20/. The application of a Poisson
process offers the possibility to
introduce an empirically determined
hazard rate fl(u,(v, t)) for a small
element (volume V ) and a well defi-
ned stressing time (T ) and to find
the general solution for such enlar-
gement problems (insulations with
volume V and stressing time TQ) by
modifying of eq, (18):

(20)
If only an area problem is conside-
red (reference area A , insulation
area An) the general equation for
the area effect is

ac iceakdnm mttaqt 0,

*'ig. 13: Measured and calculated
breakdown voltage distri-
bution of a compressed gas
capacitor

(21)
For SFg insulations the Gumbel dis-
tribution was found to be useful for
the approximation of the breakdown
distribution. Its hazard rate is gi-
ven by

(22)
where udg, (AQ) and 4»(AQ) are empi-
rloally determined for A = 10 cm .
On the basis of eq. (21) and (22) the
distribution function of the break-
down voltage of a compressed gas ca-
pacitor (Fig. 1) was calculated /23/
/18/. Its comparison with measure-
ments (Fig. 13) shows an satisfacto-
ry agreement.

For the design of large shiel-
ding electrodes of h. v. testing
equipment (Fig. 2) at alternating
and switching impulse voltages a
combined area-time effect of the
streamer inception field strength

SOHi ~T\

!»«HS»j//ife/J

amV 75 Tl S\ n H kWcm-k
ilrtmr mctptimfitU stmftil,

Fig. 14: Measured and calculated
streamer inception field
strength for a toroid
(3,5 m/1,1 m) in air
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dents for their active contribution.

(23)
100 cm*was investigated (A

TQ a 100 ps) /24//16/. Prom a measu-

red Gaussian distribution the inten-

sity

(24)

was determined. Bq. (23) can be sim-

plified for small probabilities /16/

/24/:

(25)

With the same reference function ~BQ
(Bn) the distributions for alterna-

ting and switching impulse voltage

were calculated and confirmed by

measurement (Fig. 14).
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THE EFFECT OF HUMIDITY ON POSITIVE CORONA DISCHARGES IN AIR

N. L. Allen

The Universi ty of tweeds
Leeds L32 9JT

U.K.

1. INTRODUCTION

In most environments each cubic

centimetre of atmospheric air con-

tains a few hundred ions, of both

polarities. The equilibrium concen-

trations of these ions are deter-

mined by the rates of creation,

resulting from natural radioac-

tivity/ cosmic rays, combustion

processes, etc., and the rates of

loss by combination to oppositely

charged ions or by attachment to

dust particles or other neutral

nuclei. In the case of the negative

ions, the additional process of dis-

sociation into electrons and neu-

trals can take place, though with

very low probability at normal tem-

peratures.

Since the initiation of a

corona of positive polarity, which

is the subject of this article, does

not involve a cathode mechanism, the

detachmant of an electron from one

of these negative ions is regarded

as the essential first step. The

efficiency of this process becomes

critically important where the vol-

tage producing the corona is time-

dependent. The presence of water

vapour in air determines the compo-

sition of the negative ions formed;

it is therefore necessary to examine

first the effects of water vapour

and the consequences for corona for-

mation.

2. NEGATIVE IONS IN AIR

Electrons, created by natural

or other processes, very rapidly

attach to the oxygen molecules in

the three-body reaction.

ko
"S Ol + M0 2 + e + M QQ (1)

where M is a third body (a nitrogen

or another oxygen molecule), QQ is

the energy released and kQ, kQ are

the rate constants for the reversi-

ble reaction(l). If water vapour is

present, hydration of the ion

occurs:

M O2(H2O) + M +

(2)

Other stages of the hydration pro-

cess occur

O2(H2O)p-l + H2° + M

kp _
^=± 0-(H,0) + M + 0 (3)

*P

where, for practical purposes, the

maximum value of p that need be con-

sidered is p = 5.

Consideration of the equations

of the form of (3) and use of the

Law of Mass Action, with the approx-

imation that the concentration of

neutral 0., is negligibly affected by

the formation of ions, yields the

following equation for the concen-
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tiation ot the p t n ion and of free

electrons for the equilibrium condi-

tion:

=, _£ , . . " [H2O]^[O2] (4)

P o

The ratio of the rate constants,

k /k', is the equilibrium constant

K for the pth reaction and is cal-

culated from the equation:

2 4 7120 a»> »>'*

K_ (5)

where in is the concentration of the

species M. Values of Q have been

given in the literature (see, for

example, BASTIEN et al, 1975) and

are summarized in Table I. Using

equation (4) together with the fact

that

\Q~2 'H2°)pl + fe' = constant (bj

the relative concentrations of the

ions IoZ] and [O-lH-jO) 1 can be cal-
i 4. £ P

culated as a function of the water

vapour content. These are shown in

Figure 1 for a temperature of 300 K.

It is clear that over the humi-

dity range covered, the most popu-

lous ions are 02(H2O)2 a n d °2<H20)3

The ions 02 and 0~(H20) are reduced

in relative concentration as humi-

TABLE I

Reaction

°2/O2

Energy of reaction

0.22 eV

0.46

0.28

0.18

0.106

0.056

)0 10' 10" 10' "0"

HUMIDITY ppm

Figure 1.

Relative equilibria-, concentrations

of negative ions in air at 300K as

a function of humidity, ppm by

molecular concentration.

dity increases, due to the incitsas-

ing probability of formation of the

ions with p = 2, 3, while ions with

p > 3 show a reduced probability of

formation and consequent lower con-

centration.

It follows ftom equation (5)

that an increased temperature T

reduces the value of K so that Uie

rate constant of dissociation k' to

a simpler ion is increased. Figure

2 shows the variation in relative

ion concentration with temperature

at a fixed humidity. It is seen

that the concentration of free elec-

trons, by the dissociative reaction

of equation (1) is increased, though

remaining very small, by the tem-

perature increase.
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10'
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10'

HUMIDITY,
13,700 ppm
(11 gm m->)

i

E -

o; (H,O>,

A(H,O) /

z f / I

' / /

/ / •

\ / /

/ / o ; <H,o>
/

CTRONS

300 600
TEMPERATURE K

Figure 2.

-3

Relative concentrations of

negative ions in air as a function

of temperature at a constant

humidity of 13,700 ppm(11 gm m"

moisture content).

3. ELECTRON DETACHMENT IN AN

ELECTRIC FIELD

Where an electric field is
applied to air containing negative
ions, for example, in the vicinity
of an electrode, the ions gain
energy, with an effective increase
of temperature, so increasing the
probability that free electrons will
be liberated. It is assumed that
the increase in temperature is
directly proportional to the elec-
tric field (GALLIMBERTI, 1977;
BERGER, 1980) so that equation (5)
becomes:

kp = m e x p (7)

where "a" is a constant for a given

pressure and ambient temperature.

The experimental justification
for this modification of equation
(5) is slight and there is no signi-
ficant data available for detachment
probability as a function of elec-
tric field. However, consideration
of the work of VARNEY (1959) with N^
ions in N2 has led BERGER (loc.

cit.) to suggest
~i -

region of 10 KmV

a value in the

for the constant

a.

Thus,
x 106Vm ,

in a field of the order
3 x 106Vm , which is characteristic
of the value at which ionization
occurs in air, there is an effective
increase of temperature of the order
300K, giving T + aE = 600K, with a
very greatly increased probability
of electron detachment (Figure 2).

Use of equation (7) with the

Law of Mass Action has enabled GAL-

LIMBERTI (1977) to give an expres-

sion for the overall equivalent rate

of detachment of electrons from

negative ions up to p = 3 of the

form:

~ expp=3

li, k(T+aE) (8)

where nn is the total concentration

of negative ions, h is the fractionl

concentration of water molecules, T

is the mean detachment ion lifetime

and T Q is the detachment lifetime of

oZ ions. Detachment rates are

presented, but depend upon an

assumed value of nR which, in this

case, depended in turn upon experi-

mental conditions and may have been

in error. The lifetime of the 02

ions is given by an expression of

FROMMHOLD (1964):

T = A - BlnE/p (9)
o
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Taking the example quoted, of a

field of 3 x loSnT1 applied to a

volume of air containing 100

ions/cc, use of equation (7) and

Kiqure 2 indicates that the density

of free electrons would rise to the

order of 1 per cc for the commonly

encountered humidity of 8 gm m~^

(10,000 ppm fractional concentra-

tion) . This indicates that the pro-

cess oE detachment is plausible as

the source of free electrons in

electric fields which are of a value

around the minimum required to

ensure avalanche propagation.

4. PROBABILITY OF AVALANCHE

FORMATION

When a steady electric field is

applied to an electrode system, the

probability of electron detachment

is of no consequence, since a rela-

tively long time is available in

which detachment can occur. Where

the field is applied at a finite

rate, however, the probability of

detachment is a factor determining

the time-lag to avalanche initia-

tion.

Von LAUE (1925) showed that for

a step-function voltage application,

the time lag to avalanche initiation

was determined by the law of chance.

Thus, if P is the probability of

detachment within a time t, then

P = 1 - exp -t/t (10)

where T is the mean statistical time

lag, a quantity which depends on the

initial condition of negative ion

density, electric field and atmos-

pheric conditions of temperature and

pressure. A plot of In P against t

is a straight line of slope -1/T.

Figure 3.

Right section of hemispherically-

ended rod electrode showing initial

volumes for various voltage levels

(in kV) at a humidity of 10 gm m .

In practice, the impulse vol-

tage, rising to crest in a specified

time, is technologically important.

At a fixed point in space, relative

to an electrode, the probability of

detachment then changes with time,

and may not become significant until

the value of the electric field has

increased above a critical value.

An avalanche may then develop, but

the probability of development lead-

ing to streamer formation is subject

to limitations defined by the

geometry of the system. For exam-

ple, in the region very close to the
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electrode, there may be insufficient

distance to permit an avalanche to

develop into the critical size

needed for streamer formation (see

S5 below). Alternatively, a,t an

appreciable distance from the elec-

trode, the electric field may be too

weak to permit nett ionization

growth (see S5). These two condi-

tions define boundaries, around the

electrode, outside which critical

avalanche development cannot be

achieved; the closed volume so

defined is known as the critical

volume. An example is shown in Fig-

ure 3 for the case of a cylindrical,

hemispherically-ended rod of 1 cm.

radius; the critical volumes are

defined for several voltages (ALLEN

et al 1981).

The size of the critical volume

is affected by humidity variations.

As will be shown the inner boundary

is extended outwards by humidity

increase, at a constant electrode

voltage, since in the constant field

configuration around the electrode,

a greater avalanche length is

required to achieve the critical

condition for streamer formation.

The outer boundary contracts, since

a larger value of electric field is

required for nett ionization growth

to occur. Thus, the critical volume

becomes smaller.

Tt is clear that the probabil-

ity of formation of a critical

avalanche near an electrode depends

upon the negative ion density, the

ion lifetime, the critical volume

and the rate at which the voltage

increases. These conditions have

been investigated by SOMERVILLE and

TEDFORD (1982), and BERGER and HAHN

(1980).

Where an impulse voltage is

applied, for example,' to a rod/plane

gap, the theoretical probability of

critical avalanche formation (lead-

ing to corona) can be compared with

the experimentally determined proba-

bility by measurement of the distri-

bution of time-lags to corona incep-

tion. The results obtained, showing

agreement with theoretical predici-

tions in each case, depend upon the

manner in which the experiments are

carried out.

Figure 4

Histograms of inception times of first

coronas at two humidities, using

700 impulses in each case, with a

hemispherically-ended gold rod

electrode. Impulse voltage profile

is shown for comparison.

Shaded: Humidity » 12.6 gm m

Not shaded: Humidity « 7.7 gm m

-3

-3

In the case of an impulse ris-

ing to crest in 16usec, ALLEN et al

(1981) found distributions of time

lags as shown in Figure 4, at two
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humidities. When integrated, each

distribution showed the form of the

VON LAUE plot of Figure 5 (modified

for the finite rate of rise of vol-

tage) . Comparison of the practical

and theoretical curves permitted an

estimate of the negative ion density

present immediately prior to each

successive impulse. The results

showed an increase of negative ion

density with increasing humidity, a

fact which has been confirmed by

consideration of combination rates

between impulses as a function of

huir dity (ALLEN et al 1982). How-

ever, these results were obtained in

a closed laboratory with no ventila-

tion. A similar sequence of tests

has been carried out by POLI (1985)

where humidity was varied and the

air circulated between impulses.

Thus, the initial negative ion den-

sity remained substantially constant

and the trend of time lags showed

the opposite tendency to that of

ALLEN et al, namely, towards later

inception at higher humidity. This

result was in accord with simple

expectations, since the smaller

critical volume and greater lifetime

of negative ions at higher humidity

must yield longer time lags where

the ion density is constant. The

importance of careful control of

experimental conditions is thus

emphasized; the comparison between

the results indicates, for example,

that results obtained in laboratory

and outdoor testing are likely to

differ as a consequence of the

differences in atmospheric condi-

tions.

Figure 5

Von Laue plot for rod-plane gap compared

with experimental results (shown as

crosses) for the impulse voltage of

Figure 4; crest voltage 266 kV, atmosphere

negative ion density 2 cc~ and

humidity 10 gm m"* «

5. CRITICAL AVALANCHE FOR

STREAMER FORMATION

There, is no analytic expression

describing electron multiplication

in an electric field. However,

HARTMANN (1980) has described an

empirical formula for the nett ioni-

zation coefficient which holds over

a wide range of E/p:

M{A(1 +
N(E/p)-

exP

(11)
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103, B

1O~2H, M - 1 + 10"2H,
,.0.1

where A » 1.75
1 9

C - 1.15 x 10

N = 1 + 3.2

Q = 1 + 1.15 x 10"1 H 0 # 1 and

f = 0.9/[1.49 + exp -p/587]. H is

the humidity in gm ra~3 and all other

values are in MKSA units. Values of

Aj/p as a fraction of E/p and humi-

dity are given in Figure 6. n and S

are the attachment and detachment

coefficients, respectively, of elec-

trons .

• .
.

1 — _

£

F

G

tflgoi'l

Figure 6.

-1
Values of X/p (ion pairs m

torr ) as a function of humidity

H gm m for values of E/p V cm

torr"1 as follows: A 100, B 80, C 70

D 60, E 50, F 44, G 40.

In determining the size of avalanche

required for streamer initiation,

taking for example, the Meek condi-

tion as an appropriate space charge

condition, the crucial quantities

are the number of positive ions

created and the volume which they

occupy. It is often assumed that

the value of the space charge is

determined by the free radial diffu-

sion of electrons, but this assump-

tion cannot be sustained when the

positive ion space charge becomes

appreciable. In this case a change

from free to ambipolar diffusion

occurs. The transition is governed

by the relation (BROWN, 1959)

- [1(2)3(f)jfc(f)j ( 1 2 )

where x is the distance from the

initiating electron to the transi-

tion, D/p is the random energy of

the electrons and E is the applied

electric field. The values of D/y

increase with humidity for values of

E/p < 100 as shown in Figure 7

(MALLER and NAIDU 1975). Using

3
P
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I 1 L
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Figure 7

Values of for electrons as a

function of E/p in dry air and air of

humidity 9.6 gm m~ .

values of a-n+4 derived from Equa-

tion (11), and substituting in Equa-

tion (12), it is found that the

avalanche length x to the

free/ambipolar transition increases
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with humidity. Further calculation

shows that the avalanche length xm

to the Meek condition also increases

with humidity:

(a-n+6) exp (a-n+«)x
= E (13)

These results are shown in Figure 8

(ALLEN 1985)

Physically, the increases with

humidity in x and xm are due partly

Figure 8.

Transition distance x mm (full curve)

and distance x mm (dashed curve)
—3

function of humidity H gm m for the

values of E/p given in A-G of Figure 6.

The calculations show that to

maintain the critical condition for

streamer initiation for a value of

E/p ~40 Vcm torr an increase of

0.35 per cent in electric field per

(gm m~ ) is required. The careful

measurements of BLAIR et al (1965)

in a uniform field gap gave a rate

of change of E/p of 0.44 per cent

per (gin m~ ) to maintain a critical

condition. ALLIBONE and DRING

to the decrease in

(a-n+5) at constant

and partly to the

electron energy, D/p

larger space charge

as a result of the

that the distance of

dary of the critical

electrode surface is

increasing humidity.

the value of

electric field

higher random

resulting in a

volume. It is

increase in xm

the inner boun-

volume from the

increased with

(1972) found a rate of change of 0.3

per cent, per (gm m~ ) for sphere-

gap breakdown with impulse voltages.

Agreement between theory and experi-

ment is therefore quite good.

6. STREAMER PROPAGATION

AND HUMIDITY

t
When the critical avalanche

size has been achieved, the streamer

begins to propagate towards the

cathode due to avalanche formation

in the space charge field. On the

anode side, the nett electric field

is reduced to a small value, reduc-

ing the nett ionization to zero

(HARTMANN, 1980) but sufficient to

permit the electrons to progress

towards the anode. The length of

time for which these electrons

remain free depends upon the mois-

ture content in the air and upon the

temperature in the streamer; these

factors in turn influence the pro-

gress of the streamer.

The dynamics of streamer propo-

gation have been investigated by

GALLIMBERTI (1972) who considered

the energy balance between that lost

in ionization processes in the gas

and that gained from the electric

field. Computations of the rate of
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extension and of the rate of current

rise of the streamer, and of the

spatial development of the corona,

agree well with experiment. NIKOLO-

POULOS (1983) has developed this

work to include humidity effects and

shows the following rates of change

of various parameters with moisture

content in the
7 < H < 15 gm m-3.

range

Peak current and total charge:

2.5 per cent per (gm m~ )

Maximum length of streamer:

0.17 per cent per (gm m )

Initial streamer velocity:

0.21 per cent per (gm m~ )

The calculated rate of varia-

tion of total charge can be compared

with the experimental results of

ALLEN and DRING (1985), where a

value of 9.5 per cent per (gm m )

was obtained, by measurement of the

charge drifting to the plane of a

rod-plane arrangement. These

results are, however, open to the

interpretation that it is the modif-

ication of the (predominantly) posi-

tive charge, by an unknown variation

of a possible negative ion component

that is being measured. Recent work

(ALLEN et al 1985) shows that the

estimation of the negative ion com-

ponent is made difficult by combina-

tion effects. The experimental

result is at present inconclusive

but could equally be due to a large

real variation with humidity of the

positive component.

The rate of change of streamer

length can also be inferred from the

work of PHELPS and GRIFFITHS (1976)

and of ALLEN and DRING (loc.cit.)

which presented a rate of change of

1.6 per cent per (gm m ) in the

ambient electric field required, as

a function of humidity, for mainte-

nance of a constant streamer length.

This result suggested a similar rate

of change of streamer length with

humidity at a constant electric

field. Again, the value is consid-

erably higher than that predicted by

theory.

The significance of the mois-

ture content is seen by considera-

tion of the simple model of PHELPS

and GRIFFITHS (loc.cit.) in which

the energy gained per unit distance

advanced by the nett charge q

(assumed constant) in the head of

the streamer is assumed to be qEo,

where EQ is the ambient field. This

is balanced, as in GALLIMBERTI's

model, by the energy dissipated in

re-creating the tip by ionization,

as it advances each unit of dis-
2

tance. This quantity is »r n+eV!

where r is the radius of the tip, n+
tho positive ion density and V! is

the average energy needed to creat-

ing each charge. Equating these two

quantities:

(14)

Since the nett charge q must be

expected to decrease with an

increase of moisture content, due to

more rapid negative ion formation,

as discussed by Phelps and Grif-

fiths, and the value of VJ increases

due to the changes in the ionization

coefficient, equation (14) indicates

that the value of Eo is expected to

increase with increase of- humidity.
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The value of the rate of change

of EQ depends also, however, upon

the: yas temperature in the tip,

since the balance of negative ion

species present, the density of free

electrons and, therefore, the con-

ductivity, depend upon temperature.

The results of SPYROU et al (1983)

using a steady corona discharge,

indicated a temperature near the tip

of about 400K, but the theoretical

work of GALLIMBERTI (1977) suggests

a value in the order of 900K. Fig-

ure 2 indicates that at the higher

temperatures, the proportion of free

electrons present becomes very sig-

nificant and would greatly influence

the conductivity of the streamer

channel in the region of the tip.

In this case the condition (14)

would be significantly affected so

influencing the variation of the

electric field needed for propaga-

tion as the humidity is varied.

Further investigation is needed to

relate more precisely the humidity

to the field needed for 'propagation

of the streamer.

7. CONCLUSION

The study of humidity effects

on corona in air gives a useful new

insight into the general investiga-

tion of corona initiation and propa-

gation. Under normal atmospheric

conditions, the picture of the dis-

sociation of hydrated negative ions

gives a plausible mechanism for the

origin of a corona in a non-uniform

electric field, while the processes

of combination can also be related

to moisture content and thereby ver-

ify the hypothesis that negative ion

densities are reduced to low levels

during impulse corona investiga-

tions. Work on corona initiation

times provides confirmation also of

the concept of the critical volume

which varies with humidity while

studies of the corona itself yield

additional information on the mode

of propagation of streamers. The

use of humidity as a variable; in

experimental and theoretical work

thus provides an "indicator" which

is valuable in the elucidiation of

corona properties.
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Introduction

Resonant absorption of an electromagnetic

wave propagating into a nonuniform plasma has

been known for quite some time since Budden's

early paper in 1955 [1.]. The absorption

appears due to a singular behavior of the

wave equation for a cold and nonuniform

plasma at the point where the frequency of the

incident wave matches with that of some local

plasma resonance. Extensive studies of this

absorption revealed that it is a manifestation

of a mode conversion of the incident long-

wavelength modu into a short-wavelenqth

kinetic mode that propegates away from the

resonance region.

The absorption and conversion of electro-

magnetic waves in an inhomogeneous plasma is

among other things important to the under-

standing of problems concerned with the

heating of both magnetically and inertially

confined thermonuclear plasmas. The relevance

of the so-called mode conversion process stems

in this case from the fact, that it provides a

possible mechanism for the conversion of the

energy of the incident electromagnetic

radiation into short-wavelength plasma waves

that can resonantly transfer energy to the

particles e.q. by Landau damping or cyclotron

damping. In the lossless cold-plasma limit

those plasma waves cannot propagate and thus

do not carry off the incident radiation energy

that is accumulated in the resonance region

where in the warm-plasma case the wave trans-

formation would take place. This accumulation

or resonant absorption of energy in the

resonance region of a cold plasma (even if the

plasma is lossless) continues in the linear

theory ad infinitum, and, consequently, in the

stationary situation the electromagnetic fiel>.

will become singular in the resonance. This

paradoxical situation of this resonant energy

absorption by a lossless plasma is known as

the Herlofson paradox [2]. It were Pilya [3]

for the unmagnetized plasma and Stix [4,] for

the magnetized plasma who showed for the first

time that the cold-plasma singularity is

removed by adding warm plasma corrections to

the relevant differential equations that

describe the various modes, and, consequently,

that a warm electron or ion mode is generated

that couples to the original cold-plasma mode.

The theory of resonant energy absorption

and mode conversion is also relevant for the

behavior of antennas or probes in plasmas. It

is well-known that an antenna that is immersed

in a plasma will absorb some of the electrons

from its neighborhood!. As a result of this an

inhomogeneous positive space charge is formed.

This so-called ion-sheath acts like a coating

of the antenna. In an unmagnetized plasma an

interesting situation arises when somewhere

in the ion-sheath a resonance is present where

the local plasma frequency matches the driving

frequency of the antenna. In the cold-plasma

limit this resonance acts like an energy sink

where most of the radiation from the antenna

is absorbed or more correctly accumulated.

Such a resonance in the ion-sheath will strong-

ly influence the radiation properties of the

antenna (radiation pattern, antenna impedance,

antenna efficiency etc.) [5J. Knowledge of

these radiation properties is important if the

antenna is intended as a wave injection

facility or as a diagnostic tool.

Finally the theory of resonant energy

absorption and mode conversion may also be
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useful in astrophysical research e.g. for the ing the imaginary part of the wavenumber of

explanation of saturnian myriametric radiation the incident radiation across the resonance

[6]- region as is sometimes seen in the literature,

Classical theory of linear wave transform- n e e d s f«ther justification.

ation and resonant energy absorption toother limitation that goes back to Stix's

theory [4T of mode conversion is also still
As is well-known a plasma can usually

often encountered in the literature. It was
support two or more modes at the same

Stix's idea of associating a differential
frequency. For most choices of the plasma

equation with the local dispersion relation
parameters (temperature, density, magnetic . ,

14], usually one of fourth-order, whose asymp-
field strength etc.) the wavenumbers of these

totic solutions can be found by suitable in-
waves are widely differing. But it may also

tegral^transform,methods or phase-integral
happen that at some setting of these para-

methods. These methods thus provide a tech-
meters the wavenumbers will coalesc. One

nique by which one can study power flow,
way of constructing such a coalescence of

mode conversion, absorption etc. The limit-
wavenumbers is by considering a wave prdpaga-

ation of the application of these methods is
ting through an inhomogeneous plasma and , ,

related to the foundation of the above-des-
approaching a region where the local plasma , ,

cribed local method in that the form of a
parameters correspond to that coalescence.

differential equation corresponding to a
One may ask now what happens with the wave;

local dispersion relation can be ambiguous
is it reflected or absorbed or converted into

since no a priori prescription is available
another mode or a combination of all these?

for the commutation properties between
It is this question to which this paper is

functions and the differential operators multi
addressed.

plying them. Moreover it turned out that these
In this context it is important to identify

methods are rather laborious and often do.,'t
a serious shortcoming in the literature on

give explicit solutions in the mode conversion
this subject. By introducing the above-

region.
mentioned concept of local wavenumbers one

assumes that the WKB-approach is valid, Overview of resonances

especially in the region of coalescence of In a plasma there can exist lots of

wavenumbers. However, it turns out that in resonances (in the above-given sense) where

most cases where conversion and coupling of absorption and/or conversion of a mode that

one mode to another takes place the WKB- can propagate in the plasma can take place,

approach and therefore the concept of a local During the last thirty years a great many

dispersion relation is invalidated. This investigations on all kinds of resonances has

means that the investigation of a local dis- been performed. For an unmagnetized, inhorao-

persion relation can at most give some geneous plasma resonant energy absorption or

indication where absorption and/or conversion mode conversion can take place in the region

of the various modes could take place but one where the local electron-plasma frequency

has then to construct full-wave solutions in (the ions are assumed to be immobile at the

the critical layer in the plasma where the high frequencies under consideration) mat-

local plasma parameters would correspond to ches the frequency of a propagating electro-

a coalescence in order to settle the above- magnetic wave. In a cold plasma the energy of

mentioned question. Also the calculation of the electromagnetic wave, which is assumed tothe absorption and/or conversion by integrat- have an electric field component parallel to
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the density gradient, is partially absorbed

in the resonance. In this case the electric

field components become, at least in the

lossless linear theory, singular at the

position of the resonance [7]. In a warm

plasma the electric field strengths remain

finite but may, for a low-temperature plasma,

become large in a narrow region around the

resonance. In this case the electromagnetic

wave is partially converted into a quasi-

longitudinal Langmuir wave which travels

towards the lower-density side of the plasma

[Oj. This example of resonant energy absorpt-

ion and linear wave transformation has been

investigated by many people either analytic-

ally [8] or numerically [9].

If an external magnetic field is added to

the plasma the number of resonances is

considerably enlarged. In the first place

there are the hybrid resonances that are

determined by S = 0 where S is given by

2a)
c - i r psS " l 2 2 '

S O ) - 01cs

In this last case two different ion species

are present with relative concentration

1

j

.. n q
2 s s

ps

q B
s o

o s

where s designates particle species and q

Now just as for the unmagnetized plasma,

finite temperature modifies the hybrid

resonances in that it eliminates the singular

behavior of the electric field strength in the

resonance. It can be shown that for a warm

plasma the paradoxical resonant absorption

of electromagnetic radiation can be under-

stood in terms of linear wave transformation

of the long-wavelength electromagnetic wave

into short-wavalength so-called Bernstein

modes. This proces can also be reversed so

that energy of a short-wavelength electro-

static Bernstein mode is converted into a

long-wavelength electromagnetic mode, and

thus account for the observability of the

so-called Landauer radiation [10].

A similar singular behavior of the wave

components that can be attributed to a mode

conversion into a short-wavelength kinetic

wave can be found in the magnetohydrodynamic

frequency range. In this case the singularity

appears at the location where the externally

applied frequency u matches with the local

Alfven frequency, k.iV where kj,is the compo-
A 11

is the particle charge including its algebraic nent of the local wavenumber parallel to the

sign. The other symbols have their usual

meaning. It can be shown that S = 0 is

satisfied by

external magnetic field and V is the local

2 2 2
jj =w + a) , i . e . the upper-hybrid
Un pe ce

i esonanuis ,

(0 0).

1

1 0 COce ci

i.e. the

lower-hybrid

resonance

and in the high-density limit by

2 2
.01

JC.W , + X.ili .
x cj j ci

ij ci cj x.co . + x.u)J I ci i c
i.e. the ion-

ion hybrid

resonance .

Alfven speed. The introduction of additional

physical effects e.g. finite ion Larmor

radius affects this singularity at the Alfven

resonance layer, but also raises the relevant

differential equation from second to fourth

or higher order, thus introducing new

solutions which represent short-wavelength

modes. Analysis by mode conversion theory

shows that the wave energy which according to

the MHD-model would have been absorbed at the

Alfven resonance is, in fact, converted into

these new short-wavelength modes [ll ].

A third group of resonances that is

relevant for heating of fusion plasmas are the
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electron and ion cyclotron harmonica.

Analogous to the preceding resonances, the

singular behavior and the resonant energy

absorption near these cyclotron harmonics

can, at least for some polarizations of the

electromagnetic mode, be understood in terras

of mode conversion into a kinetic Bernstein

mode.

at equation (1) a harmonic time dependence

according to exp(H(Ot) has been assumed. The

one-dimensional nr 'uniformity in the plasma

is modelled by the function f(x). Henceforth

the plasma is assumed to be only weakly non-

uniform so that f = f(x/L) with h » 1. 6 is

proportional to the thermal speed of the

electrons or ions. The plasma is assumed to

As has been argued in the preceding over- be weakly relativistic so fi « 1. In physical

view for rather low temperatures the various applications two situations are relevant,

field components can become very large in the These situations can be described by different

resonance regions. Therefore it is not values for s and a. For s = +1 and a >_ 0 the

astonishing that for a low temperature plasma above-given equation will be called the

various nonlinear phenomena can take place Reflecting Equation and for s = -1 and a = 0

near the resonance e.q. profile modification the resulting equation will be called the

by ponderomotive forces, generation of quasi- Tunneling Equation. Both types of equations do

static magnetic fields, parametric decay in- not only describe a resonance phenomenon at

stabilities, harmonic generation,wavebreaking, x = 0 but also introduce one or two cutoffs

modulational instability and generation of approximately there where B = sf(x){af(x) - l}.

sclitons and cavitons. A detailed review of The exact values of the parameters y and B

these nonlinear mode-conversion effects is, depend upon the kind of resonance that is

however,beyond the scope of the present paper, considered. If the plasma is unmagnetized than

B = 0. In what follows y is assumed to be an

General theory of a class of mode conversion

problems

In order to overcome ths previously

mentioned shortcomings a unified theory of a

number of mode conversion problems will be

developed in what follows. Moreover the

following approach of the mode conversion

problem has some additional advantages over

the tackling of it by other investigators

[12] as will turn out.

The treatment is based on boundary-layer

theory [13] for the resonance region and

Langer's approach [14] for the regions far

away from the resonance.

It turns out that most of the linear mode-

conversion problems can be modelled by the

following equation

integer because this is physically the most

interesting situation. In Fig.l and 2 the

variation of the local wavenumber k , that
x

could be associated with the Reflecting

Equation and the Tunneling Equation

respectively, is indicated in a qualitative

way. Note that these sketches should be

looked at with a good deal of suspicion

because actually the local wavenumber k

has no physical meaning anymore in the neigh-

borhood of the resonance and the cutoff.

From Fig.1 and 2 the name-giving of both

equations becomes clear.
Reflecting Equation (s=+l, a > 0):

dx dx (1)
with f(0) = 0, f' (0) < 0(f(x) is mono-

tonically decreasing) and 8 > 0. To arrive

The fourth-order differential equation (1)

for <f> can be solved approximately by means of

boundary-layer theory fl3] and Langer's method

[14]. The singular perturbation method is

based on the small parameter 6. This implies

that there has to be made a distinction between

two so-called outer regions and in the case
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hood of the resonance at x = 0 and the outer

regions extend to the left and to the right

of thia resonance region and are sufficiently

far away from the resonance proper.

For the solutions in the outer regions the

following expansion is proposed:

• outer , o . j.2.0 , X 4 .oif - < P + O < | > + 6 < | > (2)

The equation for <|> is thus given by

dx f dx
3. (3)

Hence in lowest order the outer regions

behave like a cold plasma. Equation (3) is

rewritten as follows :

dz
[L q(z) + r(z) ] y = 0 (4)

where q(z) = af - 1 - — ,

L ' ""O= f

Fig. 2

at issue one inner region. The outer regions

are characterized by the absence of rapid

variation in <j>. In these regions <f>, <j>', <f>",

<f>"' and $"" remain finite if 6 •> 0. As a

consequence of this 6 may be taken zero in

these outer regions as a first approximation.

The resulting second-order differential

equation is than solved for a weakly inhomo-

geneous plasma by means of Langer's method

[14]. The gist of this method is that

approximately identical differential equations

have approximately identical solutions. As

will be shown in the neighborhood of the

resonance $ and /or its derivatives do not

remain finite anymore if 6 + 0. Around the

resonance a narrow region with rapid

variations in § will develop for 6 ->• 0.

Hence, the inner region is some neighbor^

In the neighborhood of the resonance

(x=0) q and r behave as follows:

(6)

r(z) (1 - I ) Z " 2 [1 + 0(z>] .

The application of Langer's method M4> to

equation (4) with (6) results in the f i r s t

term of a 1/L-expansion of <f>? around the

resonance at x - 0

. 1 _i i
4 2

(7)

where

* = / /q(x')' dx1 = / laf(x') - 1 §— dx1,
0 0V f(X')

(8)

p = 1 for B t 0 and p = 2 for B = 0.
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H ( ' (x)is the Hankel function of the second

kind and of order V [15]. The other

solution has been discarded in order to

satisfy the boundary condition at infinity.

If 0 jl 0 equation (4) has two cutoffs

approximately there where q = 0. If (3 becomes

zero (e.g. when the plasma is unmagnetized)

then one of these cutoffs merges into the

resonance while the other retains its

identity. In order to demonstrate the

technique and without loss of generality the

most simple situation is considered that is

0 = 0 (one cutoff and one resonance). The

generalization to 8 ^ 0 is straightforward.

In the neighborhood of the turning point

x (<0) where f(x ) = I/a , the functions q

and r behave as follows:

q(z) = af • [l+O(z-zt)]
(9)

af"(zt)]r(z) = [*•(!-*•) {af1

•ti + 0(z-zt)]

where z = s /L < 0. The application of

Langer's method [14] to equation (4) with

'(9) now gives the following first term in a

1/L-expansion of <(>? around the cutoff x = x

(10)

(11)

functions via the complex upper half-plane

and by taking into account the Stokes

phenomenon it is found that

= -2cos (V7T) exp { (̂ V + h iTl - A}c, ,
b 1

"3

where

A =

exp C(jV - J)1TT+ A}

- af (x1)' dx1 » 1.

(12)

(13)

x are too close to each

l

If x = 0 and x

other the above-described technique fails

and the resonance and the cutoff have to be

treated in some way as one point (for

Y = - 1 this has been done in [16']).

The absorption coefficient that can be

found from the asymptotic evaluation of (10)

for x << x turns out to be given by

A = - 4cos(Vir)e~2A . (14)

Since V = |Y - lj/2, this is, in the present

case, physically only acceptable for

Note that for Y even the absorption becomes

zero. Previously it has been mentioned that

Y is assumed to be an integer. Furthermore it

has been shown that for Y even there is no

absorption and no conversion and that for

physically acceptable models 2 + 4n <_ y <^ 4+4n.

So obviously the most interesting values for

Y are Y = 3 + 4n. So v = I Y - 1 | / 2 = 2m + 1, m =

0,1,2, ... .

If 6 + 0, the solutions of the warm plasma

equation (1) develop a narrow region around

Hl/3< x ) a n d H1/3 ( X > a r e t h e H a n k e l f u n c t i o n s o f x = 0 of rapid variations. Since the thickness

order 1/3 [15]. Similar solutions could be

found around the other cutoff that would be

present if 6 ? 0.

If it is assumed now that the resonance

(x = 0) and the cutoff (x = x.) are well

of this region approaches zero if 6 •* 0, it is

called a boundary layer [13]. In this internal

boundary layer around x = 0, it is no longer

allowed to neglect the fourth derivative in

(1) ; the complete fourth order differential

equation has to be used. In order to determineseparated than it is possible to match both

solutions (7) and (10) in their common region the r e g i o n o f n o n u n i f o r m i t y o f t h e o u t e r

of validity by identifying their asymptotic expansion, a stretching of the x-coordinate is

behavior in this region. By making use of the a p p l i e d a c o Ording to ; = S'^x with y > 0. If

analytical continuation of the Hankel 5 + 0 t h e r e s uiting equation depends on the
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ralue of \x. By applying tha ir.othod of

dominant balance Cl3] it ia found that tha

only acceptable limit 1» the so-called

distinguished limit.With this method of

dominant balance it is found that p » 2/3.

Only this limit gives a nontrivial boundary-

layer structure around the resonance x = 0

which is asymptotically matchable to the

outer solutions.

For the inner solutions the following

inner expansions are used:

r f-U-Y) t |(2-Y) , y(3-Y) .
-4 <(.00+6 <)>10+6 < j , 2 0 + . . .

Jln(fi)^

4
21 '

(ISa)

for Y = 3 + 4 ra and

.inner ,i >3 ,i
* = 'OO + M

2
(1-Y)

In ln(<5)<{>

T<3-Y)

4(1-Y)
02

+6J * 1 2
+ 6 3

11

(15b)

22 + ""'

foi V = - 1 - 4 m. Near the resonance at

x - 0 the function f(x) is Taylor expanded

as follows:

f(0)6 3C + |- f'

For $ 0 0 the following reduced fourth-ordar

differential equation ia now found:

*00

d?
(17)

wh*i:e Y = 3 + 4 n and A 3 » |f'(0)| > 0.

equation can ba solved exactly,

l+4ra

for Y *" 3 + 4 m and

,i , ^2+4mJ r r
L (At) +«3Bt (At)> dt

(18b)

for Y » - 1 - 4 m . Ai(x) and Bi(x) are tha

Airy functions [ 15] and Gi(x) can ba expressed

in term* of integrals of the Airy functions

[15]. The Airy functions in (18b) have to ba

integrated ( 3 + 4 m)-times from t » 0 to

t " C . Since the terms with Bi(A£) grow

exponentially for C-^ + ̂ . a , » 0

For ? •*• oo it becomes possible to dlstlnqulsh

betwean the short-wavelength plasma node and

the long-wavelength electromagnetic node in

•»n. The matching of'$„„ with •_„ is based

on the identification of the long-wavelength

part of the inner solution with the long-wave-

length outer solutions near the resonance

$ ) T MUL 4> (C) I

Urn 4,o u t e r(x)=| limol}iinner(C)Jlong-wavelength part

(C) I long-wave length parti

(19)

By making use of the asymptotic behavior of the

Airy functions i t i s thus found that

V0'
_<-l) _2m+l (2m) I |f(0) (20a)

for Y " 3 + 4 m and
_1_

aQ = i (-l)
m 22m+1(2ia):|f'(0)| Cx, (20b)

., - a2 - 0

for y • - 1 - 4 «,

From (12) and (20) it is clear that if Cj

is known, (e.g. by fixing the amplitude of an

incident electromagnetic wave) all solutions

are completely determined. A singlo uniform

approximate solution of the fourth-order

differential equation that is valid for all
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x can be constructed now by combining inner

and outer solutions in the following way:

(21)
uniform

.outer .inner , . Aquter
(j> +<f - l l m v

X-+0

It turns out that in the case at issue for

x < 0 in addition to the long-wavelength

electromagnetic wave a short-wavelength plasma

wave propagates away from the resonance. This

plasma mode is the result of the partial

conversion of the incident electromagnetic

mode and it carries off the energy that in

the cold-plasma limit is accumulated in the

resonance thus leading to the singular

behavior. By taking into account thermal

corrections in the outer regions, this plasma

mode can be continued analytically into these

outer regions. As a result it is found that

where in this case f(x ) - (3, are identical

with (7) and (10) respectively, but, the

function q. .) and the order V of the Hankel

function in (7) are now given by

q = I - - | < v " l Y - l | - (23)

Due to this different q, the solution <fiQ

according to (7) is now not evanescent for

x > 0 but, since q > 0 for x > 0, <(i° is no''

an outwards propagating electromagnetic mode.

This electromagnetic mode stems from the tunne-

ling of wave energy through the region between

the cutoff and the resonance where the solution

<J>0 is evanescent. Also result (12) remains un-

altered but A now becomes

0

x,_
1 -7&T **' >s K (24)

,~ 2 ~\

(4m+n:

(22)

<(>P = 0 for -l-4m wherefor Y = 3+4m and

the superscript p indicates the short-wave-

length plasma wave part of $. The fact that

<f> = 0 for Y = -l-4m does not necessarily

mean that there is no mode conversion alto-

gether for these Y's. There only is no mode

conversion up to the considered order ; higher

order contributions according to (15b) could

reveal, however, the generation of a plasma

mode.

It is of course also possible to reverse

the above-described proces and to consider an

incident plasma mode (instead of an incident

electromagnetic mode) that is partially con-

verted into an electromagnetic mode near the

resonance and partially reflected.

Tunneling Equation (s =-1, a = 0 ) :

The mathematical treatment of this case is

identical with that of the Reflecting Equation

With the same methods it is found that the

approximate solutions near the resonance at

x = 0 and near the turning point at x = x ,

If the absorption coefficient is calculated,

the above-mentioned outwards propagating mode

has to be taken into account. As a result for

the absorption coefficient different from that

for the Reflecting Equation it is found that

A = - {l + 4 COS(VTT)} e
-2A

(25)

Since Y and thus V are assumed to be integers,

this result is physically only acceptable for

Y even. So y = 2n.

The inner expansions are again given by

(15a) for Y = 2m+2 and by (15b) for Y = -2m.

The reduced fourth-order differential equation

for <(>-- is now found to be given by

d *n
(26)

where y = 2n. The general solutions of this

equation are

*00 " V

for Y = 2m+2 and

jGi(-A?)+a2Ai(-AC)+a -AC)}
(27a)

ig0 = a o+ a iC
2 m + 1+ J/...J Ia2Ai!-At)+a3Bi (-At) \ di

2m+l (27b)
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Cor Y " - 2m. The matching of inner and outer

solutions finally yields

1

,- tnl 22
1 m 1

for Y = 2m+2 and

B

2m+ :r -m- TT

Ci#(28a)

(28b)

for Y " - 2m.

It turns out that for the Tunneling Equation

the short-wavelength mode that is generated in

the resonance region propagates for x > 0 and

away from the resonance. Once again by taking

into account thermal corrections in the outer

regions, this plasma mode can be continued

analytically into these outer regions. Thus

it is found that:

1 1 . 1=• - r -2m - - - m
2 6 2 B 2 C

1

exp (29)

tor Y = 2m+2 and <J>P = 0 for y = - 2ro. As

before <j>P = C for y = - 2m does not necessarily

mean that there i s no mode conversion for

these Y' s-

CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding part of this paper a

method has been presented by which it is

possible to tackle rather general mode con-

version problems. The method is based on

boundary-layer theory [13] and Langer's method

[ 14] and is applicable to lukewarm (weakly

relativistic) and weakly nonuniforro plasmas.

The nonuniformity is arbitrary provided that

it is monotonous and weak. Although demon-

titrated for a plasma, the applicability of

the technique is by no means restricted to

wave propagation and wave conversion in

plasmas but may also be used in other areas

e.g. in studying the propagation of internal

gravity waves near the so-called Brunt-Vaisala

frequency Il7] .

The advantages of the present approach to

that of other investigators [12] are:

- Instead of implicit solutions in integral

form that have been obtained in a rather

laborious way, boundary-layer theory gives

explicit solutions in terms of special

functions that are valid in the whole

resonance region.

- It is not necessary to linearize the function

f(x) on forehand; danger's method is

applicable for an arbitrary f(x) provided

that it depends only weakly upon x. Also

the incorporation of higher order derivatives

in the boundary layer is easy and straight-

forward.

- Higher order corrections according to (15)

can be determined straightforwardly. For a

Reflecting Equation with y = -1 and 3 = 0

this has been done in [16] .

- If the fourth-order differential equation

(1) is determined in a correct manner, then

the technique does not suffer from the

previously mentioned disadvantages of a

local-dispersion relation approach.

Although the present model with its

calculations is rather general, the problem

can even been generalized further by

letting the quantity s that multiplies the

fourth-order derivative of (1) and the

other parameter s in (1) become +1 or -1

independently from each other .
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EXPERIMENTS ON WAVE ABSORPTION NEAR THE LOWER HYBRID FREQUENCY

H. Schliiter

Experimentalphyaik II, Ruhr-Universi tat Bochutn

D-4630 Bochum, West-Germany

1 Introduction

Though the potential of wave coupling and resonant absorption as a

moans of plasma heating has been recognized for a long time, in recent

years the interest in this field has increased considerably, in particular

due to large scale application in fusion work. The wide range of frequen-

cies available allows for a lot of different approaches. The following

studies concentrate on the regime of the lower hybrid frequency, which

represents a fundamental frequency of magneto-plasmas due to the electro-

static coupling of the positive and negative plasma components. In view

of the very basic nature of this coupling, in this regime a variety of

possibilities and problems are to be expected. The following experiments

are performed at the University of Bochum against the background of fusion

applications as well as basic understanding.

At a fundamental resonance such as the lower hybrid resonance large

values of the refractive index are to be encountered; even for idealized

conditions considerable wave absorption may be expected due to collisions.

Features of realistic plasma experiments, however, lead to modifications

implying not only complications, but also additional channels of absorp-

tion. Four experiments, designed and selected to address some important

features of this type, will be discussed in the following. Finally a spec-

troscopic method of verifying enhanced absorption will be presented.

The finite geometry, length, of plasma and coupling structure pre-

cludes wave propagation strictly perpendicular to the direction of the

magnetic field: thus kjj is finite. Aside from implying the presence of

Landau-damping, thi's leads to two wave modes, more or less sharing proper-

ties opportune for wave heating: the "slow" wave, more susceptible to capa-

citive, and the "fast" wave, more susceptible to inductive coupling.

Capacative coupling is favoured in the first and fourth experiment below,

whereas inductive coupling is addressed in the second and third case.

The added complication of radial density gradient opens up a much

favoured channel of ion heating (pointed out by Stix [l] many years ago):

mode conversion. Experimental evidence for this process will be presented

as well as observations on other aspects: coupling with low frequency

fluctuations not only modifies the wave propagation due to scattering,

but may lead to additional absorption channels due to enhanced k-spoctra

and ;locorrelation; channels of electron heating may result such aa:
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enhanced Landau-damping and - more important - turbulent heating. Experi-

ments show enhanced ion heating, too. Increased wave amplitude may lead

to various effects, one of which will be considered here: parametric decay

processes, of considerable interest in recent years.

2. Linear arrangement - mode conversion

The first investigation is mainly

concerned with mode conversion at

the lower hybrid resonance. In Fig.l

the horizontal axis depicts growing

plasma density. Towards the plasma

interior the refractive index (ver-

tical axis) is essentially real and

grows, as quite well predicted by

cold plasma theory, provided kg is

large enough. The arrows visualize

the wave energy entering the plasma

and turning over into a second branch

of refractive index (existing due to

the presence of a warm ion component)

which cannot easily be supplied with

wave energy directly from the out-

side. The turnover occurs in a re-

gion where the wave frequency is
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close to the lower hybrid frequency.

The excitation of the - well damped -

ion mode is aimed at in large scale

fusion experiments but could not be

clearly demonstrated so far.
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LH- layer anode cathode
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r \ T
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Pig. 2 shows (schematically) the linear set-up used at Bochum [2],

A slow-wave-antenna, thus the necessary k,, and predominantly capacitive

coupling to the desired mode are realized by rings of changing polarity. The

wave enters the hydrogen plasma on pathes of "resonance cones" depicted to-

wards the conversion regime. By a method of detection eliminating the per-

turbing influence of density fluctuations it has been possible to pick up

the phase informations due to the converted ion wave. Fig. 3 shows the wave

length thus obtained in good agreement with the curves calculated from known

plasma data. A large fraction of the incoming energy reaches the conversion

regime, as can be deduced from the measured damping of the incoming wave.

In Fig. k (damping versus wave frequency) at the right hand side the damping

is somewhat larger then expected from collisions, whereas for low frequency

electron Landau-damping takes over. So far the wave energies were small in

accordance with linear perturbation theory. For increased wave energies

changes of plasma density can be detected (Fig. 5; density versus radius).

Below the frequency is chosen, so that no lower hybrid regime is present.

The upper picture demonstrates that - aside from additional ionization out-

side - the central density inside the hybrid layer is increased. Taking into

account the observed electron temperature increase also observed - particu-

larly in the hybrid regime - the steepening of the density towards the cen-

ter can be attributed to a changed diffusion equilibrium; ponderomotive

forces appear to play a minor role [3]. Increases of ion temperature could be

detected, too (Fig. 6), some of which are attributable to the converted wave.
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This experiment demonstrates the functioning of the mode conversion

process, but is also reveals that its effectlvity is limited by a competing

process, by coupling of the incoming wave with low density fluctuations.

3. Mirror system - geometrical resonances

The influence of low frequency fluctuations on wave absorption Is also

found in a related investigation at a magnetic mirror arrangement with a hy-

drogen target plasma generated by microwaves [4]. Again the experiments are

performed under linear conditions, i.e. with low rf power; inductive cou-

pling near the lower hybrid frequency is uaed, thus the fast wave is predom-

inantly excited [4]. Fig. 7 depicts radial geometrical resonances of this

mode: absorbed power versus frequency. These resonances are due to large

values of the refractive index and appear when half a radial wavelength fits

the radius about once, twice etc.

The third axis towards the back demonstrates that the resonances are

lowered and broadened with increasing level of fluctuations. The observed

damping is always considerably above the one expected due to collisions.

The absorption channel via fluctuations will be followed up in more detail

in a torus experiment yet to be discussed. But prior to that the role of

parametric effects shall be commented on.
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'*. Linear arrangement - parametric decay

With increasing wave amplitude parametric decay processes are expected

opening up additional channels of wave absorption. For some time these chan-

nels had been held in high esteem, particularly in view of ion heating. In

a linear arrangement with heated cathodes and target plasmas selected for

very low levels of fluctuations again the fast mode has been excited [51-

Again inductive coupling to the fast mode is used and considerable pain has

been taken to generate reproducible quiet neon plasmas. Fig. 8 shows

- versus radius - the amplitude of the primary (pump) wave and of the two

decay modes, i.e. of a neighbouring lower hybrid mode and an ion cyclotron

wave at lower frequency. The typical feature of decay processes "pump deple-

tion" is most pronounced in the central region. Whereas electron density and

temperature remain essentially unchanged, the ion temperature is noticeably

enhanced, as shown in Fig. 8.

Thus ion heating via parametric decay is observable, even at relati-

vely low rf amplitudes. The detailed studies with correlation analysis show

that the thresholds for parametric

decay are relatively low; they may even

be lowered to zero by the presence

of low frequency drift wave modes

coupled to ion cyclotron waves and

the rf may influence their coupling

at. the expense of the drift modes [6).

On the other hand the studies show

again and again that the saturation
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level of decay processes is very low, too. This heating appears to be easily

drowned out by other channels of absorption. So far the observations at

various experiments suggest: parametric decay is easily observable, but its

effectivity as heating channel is subjected to strong competition by other

effects.

5. Stellarator system - low frequency scattering

This finding concerning parametric heating (of ions, but also of elec-

trons) was corroborated by investigations at a stellarator configuration in

particular. For the fourth experiment considered here, again coupling to the

slow wave is used. The hydrogen target plasmas are generated by electron

cyclotron resonance and heated by 150 MHz pulses with powers of the order of

1 kW. The arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 9. The process of cou-

pling to low frequency fluctuations - twice mentioned before as a competi-

tive channel - certainly dominates the heating in this experiment, whereas

parametric activity as well as presence of mode conversion is not noticeably

correlated to effective heating. Fig. 10 depicts the frequency spectrum of

the rf heating with sidebands corresponding to the low frequency fluctua-

tions (at the left), caused essentially by drift wave turbulence; the posi-

tions of parametric signals are indicated schematically. The level of fluc-

tuations is relatively strong at the device considered [7]> this situation

is used for correlation analysis the results of which are demonstrated in

Fig. 11.
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The distribution (the spectral energy density) of k^ in the sidebands

of the if pump wave is shown for the radial component, the dotted curve in-

dicating the original spectrum launched by the coupler. A substantial broad-

ening is to be seen. Further measurements reveal similar spectra for k

(though it vanishes originally) and severe decorrelation of the pump wave,

obviously caused by scattering due to the low frequency fluctuations.

The absorption can be analysed by means of an energy balance for the

electrons using measured values (in particular containment tires), as indi-

cated liy the scheme of Fig. 12. Collisjonal absorption is not sufficient as

confirmed by many experiments. The dissipation of the oscillatory energy

parallel to the magnetic field is enlarged by enhanced ku-spectra via Landau

damping, moreover by enhanced (transient) high energy tails of the electrons.

However for the cases considered in the following major contributions from

dissipation of the perpendicular energy are required to fit the observations.

This can be accounted for by a effective damping frequency connected to a

turbulent diffusion coefficient as indicated. Here values are tested which

are derived from a simple (random walk) model of a test particle diffusion

coefficient: based on the observed properties of the scattering low frequency

fluctuations (Fig. 13). As indicated schematically the observed spectral

broadening AID, of these fluctuations and the displacement Ax proportional

to the Fourier component of the density fluctuation n(k) are used. Fig. Ik

depicts the results (for wave frequencies of 50 and 100 MHz) plotted versus

the values obtained from the electron energy balance: the circles include

collisional terms only, the squares the turbJent terms just outlined; there

are of course considerable error bars, but the latter values are close to

the matching 1:1 line. Similar results are obtained when the values of

specific shots ore compared as a function of radius. This turbu'ent electron

heating may account for the observed strong wave damping and the fast rise

of electron temperature whithin a few us.
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Though a similarly fast rise of the ion temperature is observed, the

specific channel of absorption is not completely pinned down by the experi-

ments so far. For the stellarator experiments considered mode conversion and

parametric decay may contribute, but can certainly be ruled out as dominant

mechanisms. Fig. 15 demonstrates that the rise of ion temperature with power

is closely correlated to that of the energy of the low frequency fluct.ua-

(ions, suggesting turbulent heating either in a direct process or via elec-

tron component by fast transfer.

b. .Sppci.roscopic diagnostics of enhanced absorption

In the previous four experiments some mechanisms of enhanced wave

damping have been considered, and jn particular the potential of turbulent

heating has been stressed, for instance in the presence of strong low fre-

quency turbulence. A relatively simple method shall be presented to corrobo-

rate enhanced damping by observing enhanced emission of atomic lines. The

range of applicability is essentially that of a corona model for the excita-

t i on of an atomic omission line as indicated in Fig. 16. The energy balance

of fig. 16 contains the various excitation rates and the ionization rate

all which may be assumed to be affected by the wave fields in quite similar

manners. Elastic losses are usually negligible and diffusion losses on a

different time scale (or excluded by a modulation technique [8J). Thus the

.square of the electric wave field times the effective damping frequency are

piopor) ionaJ to the excitation rate and consequently to the observed line

intensity. This method has been tested in various cases of'slrong rf fieTds

by comparing the results obtained from the enhancement of the line intensi-

ties with t hose from yet. another independent spec troscopic method: line

broadening and shifts due to rf Stark effect. Fig. 17 depicts the meaavreil

enhanced line intensities versus Ez determined by Stark effect; the solid

line indicates the- expected agreement (hydrogen plasmas generated and heated

by microwaves). Thus the method of enhanced line intensity may be used in

many cases (even for relatively low fieJ'l strengths) to determine the actual

damping. For Fig. 18 strong inductive rf coupling is investigated at an ar-

rangement somwhat sinilar to that used for low amplitude studies in part 3.

Pig. 18 depicts the absorbed power density as a function of radius (from

end on measurements in helium). The crosses are determined by this method.

Corona Model: Energy Balance:

n"1 m = 1 ioniz. excitation elast. losses diffusion

I|ine~Nr Aline~NeVr 2
~ tWav

NeVr

Fig. 16
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The smooth curve is obtained from calculation when the effective damping

frequency is 200 times the collision frequency. It should be stressed that

changing this value by a factor of 2 already results in an appreciable

mismatch. Moreover it should be stressed that enhancements of the damping

frequency of this order of magnitude are found again and again by experiment.

7. Summary

Among the various possible channels of enhanced wave absorption a few

important ones have been investigated: mode conversion, parametric decay,

but obviously most important turbulent damping. Particularly in case of

strong fluctuations low frequency turbulence appears to be a good candidate,

supported by observations presented here. Finally among remaining candi-

dates, turbulence originating from process of higher frequencies (such as

two-stream instabilities) should be stressed; particularly in large ampli-

tude wave experiments it deserves further investigations.

Acknowledgement: These investigations are part of the joint efforts within

the Sonderforschungsbereich 162 "Plasmaphysik Bochum/Julich".
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THE ELECTRODE REGIONS OF HIGH PRESSURE GAS DISCHARGES

E. Fischer

Philips GmbH Forschungslaboratorium Aachen
D-5100 Aachen, Federal Republic of Germany

An exact knowledge of the phenomena in the

electrode regions of high-pressure dis-

charges is of major interest for welding

arcs, circuit breakers and arc lamps.

Especially in low-power lamps the hot spots

in front of the electrodes contribute con-

siderably to the electrical and radiative

properties of the arc. For such arcs a

method has been developed to describe the

properties of the arc plasma frcii the centre

to the electrodes in a closed model.

With this model it is possible to determine

the integral and local data of the discharge

and to study their dependence on the proper-

ties of the electrodes (geometry, heat re-

sistance, emissivity) and of the filling gas

(transport properties, operating pressure).

The model gives a quantitative explanation

of the transition from diffuse to constric-

ted electrode spots. The numerical results

are compared with measured data from high-

-pressure mercury lamps.

1. Introduction

Most of the scientific work that has been

done in the field of arc discharges is con-

cerned either with the arc column, treating

the influence of the electrode regions as

negligible or as a small disturbance, or

with surface layers at the electrodes, using

the plasma state in the column only as a

boundary condition at infinity. There are,

however, some arc types of wide practical

interest In which such a separation of arc

column and electrodes is not adequate for an
accurate model. In many circuit breakers,
welding arcs and lamp plasmas the hot spot
region in front of the electrodes is the
most significant part of the arc, determin-
ing the performance of the device.

Thus a satisfactory theoretical description

of such arcs should cover ..ne whole arc

volume from the centre to the electrode sur-

faces including the properties of the gas

fill as well as those of the electrodes.

In this paper a model is developed which

allows an accurate description of the plasma

state in high pressure arcs including the

processes in the electrode fall regions.

With a suitable choice of the coordinate

system the basic equations are solved for a

typical arc geometry for low-wattage high -

pressure (HP) discharge lamps.

2. Properties of HP discharge lamps

Typical high-pressure discharge lamps con-

sist of a quartz vessel with tungsten elec-

trodes sealed in at the ends of the vessel,

which in high power lamps mostly consists of

a cylindrical part and spherical end con-

structions, while for low wattage lamps

elliptical forms are preferred. Typical

dimensions of a 30 W lamp are of the order

of 5 mm. Fig. 1 shows such a quartz vessel

designed for 30 to 35 W arc power. The fill-

ing consists mainly of mercury at an opera-

tion pressure of up to 40 bar with the addi-
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Fig. 1 Quartz vessel of a high pressure discharge lamp
for 35 W arc power (Inner diameter 5 mm)

tion of argon as a starting gas and in some

cases of various metal halide additives to

improve the radiation output. Such lamp

plasmas are very complex with respect to

their chemical composition, but on the other

hand due to the high mercury pressure the

transport processes are comparatively

simple. All diffusion processes are domi-

nated by collisions with mercury atoms.

Energy transport is mediated preferably by

transfer between mercury atoms at lower tem-

peratures and by optically thick resonant

radiation in mercury lines at high tempera-

tures. Due to the large electron-atom col-

lision cross-section in mercury vapour the

mobility of the electrons is also determined

by the density of the mercury atoms. The

estimated electron mean free path for a mer-

cury pressure of 30 bar is of the order of

10"7 cm , comparable to the magnitude of the

atomic distance.

There are two major consequencss of this
fact: Even at a field strength of 107 V/cm,
which is the maximum to be expected in front
of the cathode if pure field emission is

responsible for the arc current, the energy

gain of the electrons from the electric

field between two collisions is so low that

a thermal energy distribution can be assumed

for the electron gas all over the arc

volume. Thus secondary emission processes

from the cathode [l, 2 ] induced by high -

energy electrons or ions can be neglected in

the high-pressure mercury arc. The second

point is that the method commonly used to

calculate the space charge distribution in

the electrode boundary layer cannot be

applied here. Most theoretical investi-

gations assume that, by analogy with low -

pressure discharges, there exists a

collision-free-zone in which the electrons

take up energy from the electric field,

which is created by the electrons and ions

themselves (see e.g. [3]). The space charge

distribution in this zone, the thickness of

which is roughly equivalent to one electron

mean free path, results from the field

equations assuming that the field strength

is negligibly small outside the zone. The

use of such a model is obviously ruled out,

however, if the mean free path is comparable

to the atomic distance. In this case the

space charge distribution must be determined

from the diffusion equations.

3. Simplified Arc Model

3.1. Energy balance

As, a first step in the evaluation of a

quantitative model of low-power arc lamps we

will consider a simplified description of

the arc plasma'that allows the solution of

the basic equations for the given geometry

of the lamp with acceptable numerical

effort. For a plasma in local thermal equi-

librium (LTE) the energy balance of a sta-

tionary arc has the form
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div grad S + cfgrad <J))2 . u = 0, (1)

where S is the heat flux potential, defined
as

S - f Id!
( A is the thermal conductivity). For the

reference temperature To 1t is convenient to

choose the mean wall temperature so that S

is approximately zero at the boundaries.

5*is the electrical conductivity, <|> the

electric potential.

The radiation term is very complicated in

most practical lamps as it contains opti-

cally thin radiation in spectral lines, '

molecular bands and continua as well as

radiation transport in optically thick

resonant lines. A lot of numerical work has

been done to describe the radiation pro-

cesses in detail (see e.g. [4-6J), but for

our purpose we can confine ourselves to a

very simple approximation. As has been shown

by several authors C4t5], optically thick

radiation dominates the energy flux in lamp

plasmas containing large amounts of mercury

vapour, so that radiation transport acts

like art additional thermal conduction. So

the radiation term can be completely omitted

in the energy balance if the thermal con-

ductivity is replaced by the sum of the

classical conductivity and this radiative

conductivity.

In the energy balance convective transport

has been neglected. This is obviously a

serious restriction of the model. In prac-

tical arc lamps the asymmetric shape of the

arc due to convection can always be recog-

nized, but the Inclusion of this effect in

the model would strongly Increase the nume-

rical effort without giving any better in-

sight into the phenomena in the electrode

regions.

Thus the model is restricted to the inte-
gration of the energy balance in the form of
eq. (1), which has to be solved simulta-
neously with the basic equation for the
electric field distribution given by

div j = -div <r • grad <f> = 0 .

3.2 Transport prooerties

When one speaks of an LTE plasma one normal-

ly means that the properties of the plasma

depend only on the local temperature (if

pressure is assumed to be constant). This is

not true, however, if the plasma contains a

mixture of gases. Especially if there are

molecular species together with atomic

gases, strong segregation effects may occur

[7-9] caused by the simultaneous action of

convection, diffusion and electrical forces.

Inclusion of these processes in a model

would require an exact solution of the

equations of motion for all particle species

before the local properties of the plasma

can be computed. In our model we have not

included these segregation effects. Thus the

numerical results should be reliable only

for pure gases (Hg lamps). Where calcu-

lations for gas mixtures are reported, it

should be borne in mind that the model con-

sistently assumes a constant stoichiometry

of the plasma. The great advantage of this

simplification is that the equilibrium

transport coefficients depend only on the

local temperature and can be determined for

the given lamp filling, before the local

distribution of any plasma parameters is

calculated. To determine the temperature

dependence of the plasma composition we used

a software package developed by Schnedler [10l

This package gives the partial pressures pj

of all neutral and charged components and,

if one species is declared as the dominant

one (in our case atomic mercury), the binary
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diffusion coefficients^)^ in the hard core
approximation.

From the partial pressure of the electrons

the electrical conductivity can easily be

calculated. For a weakly ionized high -

pressure mercury plasma the mobility of the

electrons is determined by collisions with

mercury atoms. Using the momentum transfer

cross-sections given by Rockwood [ll] the

conductivity can be expressed by
2

6T= 'eo
kT

(3)
The thermal conductivity consists of three

fractions, one of which is from the transport

of kinetic energy, the others are due to

radiation transport and transfer of reaction

energy. In the low-temperature range the

classical process of kinetic energy transfer

"dominates. Here the conductivity can be

approximated by a square root law. The more

detailed calculations done by Stormberg [12]

for pure mercury can be fitted by

7.78-10"4- (4)

in the temperature range up to 3000 K. For

higher temperatures radiation transport

becomes the dominant transfer mechanism. To

determine this fraction of the conductivity

we calculated the local net emission in the

arc centre for a number of test profiles by a

method developed by Stormberg [l2] . From the

resulting net energy loss Qo in the arc

center v/e then calculated the radiative

conductivity from the formula

Ao / —

In the pressure range from 5 to 30 bar the

function R(T) can be approximated by

V t w m ' V 1 ] ' 1.22-10~10-2--expfTT(T)}(5)
R bar L '"

Here TT(T) represents the polynomial

TT= 0.0189 x4 -0.40356 x3 +2.859 x2 -5.303 x

with x = T/1000 K.

The third fraction of the conductivity is

transport of reaction energy. In a pure mer-

cury plasma only transport of ionization

energy has to be considered, whereas in

lamps with metal halide admixtures dis-

sociation must be taken into account as

well. If neutral mercury is the dominant

species in the plasma, the flux of reaction

energy is given by

where u-j is the internal energy of some com-

ponent i relative to the reference states of

the elements, and j-j are the corresponding

flux densities, which are coupled to the

partial pressure gradients by the diffusion

equations: ^

j i = l.grad p..
P

In an equilibrium plasma the partial pres-

sures depend only on the plasma temperature,

so that the energy flux can be written as

= "Z_ kT d.T
(6)

In the case of charged particles the2)i must

of course be replaced by the ambipolar dif-

fusion coefficients.

The three quantities ̂ c , 3 R and A D add

up to the total thermal conductivity, from

which the heat flux potential can be deter-

mi ned:
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The reference temperature To has been set to
1100 K in the calculations, which is a
reasonable value for the mean wall tempera-
ture of low-power arc lamps.

3.3 Lamp geometry

In most of the high-pressure arc lamps that

are produced now or are being developed the

ends of the arc vessel have a spherical or

elliptical fon In small lamps the shape of

the whole lamp is elliptical. Thus it is

convenient to restrict the model calcu-

lations to such elliptical lamps. This has

the advantage that the boundary conditions

become very simple if we choose an

appropriate system of elliptical coordinates

(f («) which are connected to cylindrical

coordinates by

i i

Fig. 2 shows a typical grid of such coor-

dinate lines. The boundary conditions for

the heat flux potential in these coordinates

are

S = 0 at %-lo

If in addition one assumes that the elec-

trodes have the shape of hyperboloids given

by ^ = V o > the boundary conditions for the

electric potential are

= ± Uo/2 at ̂ = y0

where Uo is the arc voltage. Of course no-

body will build lamps with such hyperboloid-

-shaped electrodes, but for the calculation

of the arc properties this shape represents

a good approximation as long as the radius

of curvature at the electrode tip agrees

with that of the real electrode, because the

Fig. 2 Elliptical coordinates suitable for the mode!

calculations (dashed line • real shape of electrodes!

energy flux from the plasma to the electrode

and also the electrical current is concen-

trated at the tip area. The energy balance

for the electrode itself must be solved of

course for the exact real shape. In the

energy balance of the plasma the most

important feature of the electrodes -

besides that of being the source of the

electric current - is to represent an effi-

cient heat sink, as their temperature is

very low - low at least compared to the

temperatures in the plasma. Thus for a first

approximation we can use the additional

boundary condition

S = 0 at 71 = ± Vo

in the numerical determination of the plasma

temperature distribution.
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i.4 Numerical solution

To solve the coupled system of differential

equations formed by the energy balance (1)

and the electric field equation (2) for the

elliptical arc problem it is convenient to

use eq. (2) in integral form. Integration

over an area v= const yields the total arc

current

1= "•cr*s (8)

The electrostatic potential for the geo-

metry discussed here would only depend on

the coordinate*. In a current-carrying

plasma there will be a dependence on J ,

too, that vanishes exactly only near the

electrode surfaces and in the arc centre,

but i!.e derivatives with respect to £ will

be small compared to those with respect to

17 as long as there are no abrupt changes of

fi'in the direction of 5 las would be the

case at the boundary of a copper wire, for

example). Thus in eq. (0) the quantity WJty

can be placed in front of the integral.

Neglecting ^()t in eq. (1) and substituting

))Cp» according to eq. (8), the energy

t).ilance takes the form

(9)

This equation can be solved by an iteration

pri>c«;.i:, for a given arc current I and an

arc geometry described by the values of 1,

fa and •»[, . To reduce the numerical effort

it is convenient to use series expansions

of 1 he heat flux potential S and of the

riqht-hjn') side of eq. (9):

A
(11)

where .fv^) are the solutions of the

differential equation

'<*

with the boundary conditions

These conditions define a set of radial

eigenfunctions fv and the corresponding

eigenvalues ),, .

With this set of eigenvalues a second set of

axial eigenfunctions ̂ (-y) can be defined as

the solutions of the homogeneous equations

0 (12)

with the boundary conditions

){tfLy) = A f YJ{.V)-0 at y » O

The eigenfunctions fv and fa depend only on

the value of \0 and thus on the geometry of

the arc. Thus the solutions can be calcu-

lated in advance before the i terat ive pro-

cedure for the solution of eq. (9) is

started. The nonlinear part of the problem

is reduced to a simple integration. For the

expansion coefficients a. we find

(13)

The integration constants g^Ca > are equal

to zero in the simplified model (S()»o)=0).

For a more detailed determination they must

be calculated from the electrode surface

temperature. The individual steps of the

numerical procedure are shown schematically

in fig. 3.

First, for a given geometry (diameter of the

arc vessel d, electrode separation a and

radius of curvature of the electrode tip rj
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we determine the parameters

With this value of Jo the radial eigenvalues
Jl̂ and the eigenfunctions 4^(£) are calcu-
lated and tabulated for a fixed set of grid
points A £ £,•< f0 . Then the correspond-
ing axial functions yy are tabulated for
0 < » . £ » ( . The spacing of the grid points
should be taken very narrow near »r » , as
here the functions become very steep If Vo
is close to 1.

The second preliminary step 1s the determi-

nation of the transport properties of the

plasma (see section 3.2) and tabulating the

functions C'(S) and T(S). Next, starting

values for the heat flux potential SC?,??)

are estimated, for which then the conduc-

tivity profile cr(^A)is determined from the

tables. From the KVield the function H(£

given by eq. (10) and then the expansion

coefficients kvCy) can be calculated for a
given arc current I. As the functions ^vt.t
are orthogonal in the interval f = 1 t o i l
the expansion coefficients are defined by

* 'A

With this set of functions new expansion

coeffients QvLy) are determined, -which then

yield an improved profile of the heat flux

potential S(|,^). The iteration procedure

converges to an accuracy of better than IX

within less than ten steps for all numerical

examples that have been computed. A typical

result of such a calculation is showr In

fig. 4. This plot of the S-field shows the

typical arc shape observed 1n real discharge

lamps. Fig. 5. shows the temperature profile

of such a lamp determined spectroscopically

from the intensity of an optically thin mer-

cury line. The arc constriction and the for-

mation of hot plasma spots immediately in

front cf the electrode surface clearly show

up in the model calculations. Thus we can

conclude that it is predominantly the

cooling of the plasma by the electrodes

which causes the arc to form a hot plasma

spot near the surface to compensate for the

additional energy loss. Variation of the

electrode geometry (of the parameter y0)

shows that the enhancement of the field

strength in front of a narrow electrode tip

is favorable for the formation of small

spots, but constriction and spot formation

also occur with nearly flat electrodes

(fig. 6).

The calculated data yield not only the

temperature distribution, but also the arc

voltage and the heat flux to the wall and to

the electrodes.But while the plasma tempera-

ture and the heat flux to the walls agree

well with experimental data, the heat flux

to the electrodes and still more the arc
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fig. 1 Calculated Hp!<t of Isothermes (LTE model)

voltage show very large discrepancies. This

is caused to some extent by the assumption

of S = 0 on the electrode surface. This

assumption means that the electrical conduc-

tivity is practically zero at the surface.

Thus the electric field had to be infinite

to carry the arc current through this non-

conductive layer. Though this singularity

is only of order 1/2 so that the integral

t l 0 = 2-1 (grad(J>) d»
f f

remains f i n i t e , the resulting arc voltage

exceeds the measured values considerably.

( ig. 6 Schwatic representation of the Influence of the
ek'i:lrode tip d ia l ler on electrode spot formation

F(g. 5 Measured f ield of Isothermes for a Hg arc lamp

(PHg"3O bar, Le]-35 W)

Assuming a more realistic temperature on the

electrode surface {qjja)+o) reduces the

discrepancy slightly, but does not bring the

results close to the experimental data, This

can be reached only by means of a more

detailed model that takes into account non-

-equilibrium effects at the electrode

boundaries.

4. Non-equilibrium model

4.1 Enhancement :A conductivity

The main reason for th» vailure of the equi-
librium model presented in the last section
is that the electrical conductivity values
1n the boundary layer at the electrodes 1s
too low. The results show, however, that the
temperature gradients in this boundary layer
are extremely high (up to 10 9 K/m In the
example of fig. 6). Thus we must expect
strong diffusion of charged particles from
the plasma to the electrodes, which leads to
an enhancement of the electrical conduc-
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tivity in this zone. To determine the elec-
tron density in the boundary layer we must
solve the diffusion equations for the elec-
trons and ions under the Influence of the
electrical forces caused by the particles
themselves and by the outer electric field.
For a weakly ionized plasma in which dif-
fusion is dominated by collisions with neu-
trals (in our case Hg atoms), the diffusion
equations have the form [13]

These equations relate the particle den-

sities to the corresponding fluxes, which

are connected to each other by the conser-

vation laws for mass and electric charge

and div J* = e-div (ft - j£) = o, (19)

where J is the net electric current
density.

In the continuity equations for the indi-
vidual particle species 1t is necessary of
course to consider production and annihi-
lation:

div R+ - R- (20)

Production of ions and electrons takes

place predominantly by collisional ioniza-

tion with a production rate given by

R+ = (21)

Loss of charged particles 1s mainly by

radiative recombination and by three-body

recombination with a neutral atom being

the third particle:

R~ = q »ngnj + qS.npn^nn . (22)

q1, q* and qs are the rate coefficients

corresponding to the three processes. For

the practical calculations we can make use

of the fact that in equilibrium the rates

R+ and R" must cancel each other. This leads

to the relation between the rate coeffi-

cient:

(23)
nio

where n-j0 is the ion density at equi-

librium. Thus we get for the net rate of Ion

production:

'1
• ) (24)

'io

The rate coefficient ql has been deter-

mined by integrating the ionization cross-

section given by Brown [14] for a Maxwell Ian

energy distribution with a mean energy cor-

responding to T = 4000 K. This value has

been incorporated in the numerical procedure

as a constant. The quantities n-2), which

are proportional to -ff\ have also been set

constant to their values at 4000 K. Consi-

dering In addition that 2 ) e o ^ ^ M O and that

the ratio nG/n is proportional to the con-

ductivity IS', eqs. (17) to (24) can be com-

bined to give the relation

(25)

where irj, is the equilibrium value of the

conductivity as used in the simplified

model, and o< is the ratio

The space charge distribution can be calcu-

lated from the electical field equations
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d i v e gradA= e(ne-ni)

and div £• grad^ = 0 .

the contribution of the electrons 1s l imited
(26) by the maximum emissivity of the surface.

Thus wr> get the boundary condition
(27)

Knowing that space charge plays a role only
Ki the electrode boundary layers, where the
plasma parameters vary much less in the
direction of the surface than perpendicular
to i t , we can integrate eqs. (25) and (27).
For the space charge distr ibut ion we f ind:

ne-n(- -- (28)

The function C(£) results from the integra-

tion. It can be determined from the fact

that integrating the electrical field along

any line f = const must yield the arc vol-

tage Uo:

(29)

4.2 Boundary conditions

In the model developed up to now there is no

point where we must distinguish between

cathode and anode. This difference comes in

only in the boundary conditions of eq. (25).

Using the approximate formula (3) for the

electrical conductivity and the simplifying

assumptions discussed above, the diffusion

equation (17a) can be written as

grad <T= il. (f . JT) (30)

On the anode surface the ion current is

practically zero, so that eq. (30) leads to

the boundary condition

zvi a? TV (31)

i i the cathode the ions may contribute con-

iderably to the arc current. Here however

(32)

where j e m 1s the maximum emission current.

4.3 Electron emission

In the case of a dense mercury plasma the

emissivity of the surface can be easily

estimated. As has been mentioned above, the

mean free path in a high-pressure mercury

plasma is so small that even at a f i e l d

strength of 109 v/m the energy gain of

electrons between two col l is ions is of the

order of 1 eV so that a l l secondary emission

processes from high-energy particles can be

neglected. Thus the well-known equations for

thermionic emission, field-enhanced thermal

emission and possibly f i e ld emission can be

applied. For completeness these equations

are given in the form derived by Dyke and

Dolan [l5j:

with 0(E, £, Ea) =

= exp { - 6.83-107(Ea-£,)3/2.f(y)/E}

and y =

where E 1s the field strength in V/cm, and

E a is the work function in eV. The function

f(y) is of the order one. The exact values

are tabulated in
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4.4 Energy balance of the electrodes

The determination of the emission current

requires exact knowledge of the electric

field strength at the surface and of the

surface temperature. While the electric

field results from the solution of the basic

set of equations discussed above, the sur-

face temperature must be determined In a

separate step by solving the energy balance

of the electrode. In practical lamps various

types of electrodes are used: rods, hollow

colls, colls with a central rod or rods with

spheres fused into the top. For the model

calculations we have chosen the form shown

in fig. 7. The model electrode consists of a

cylindrical rod with a sphere on top and a

second half sphere of different radius on

the top of the first one. This construction

has the advantage that the relevant para-

meters of roost real electrodes can be simu-

lated by a suitable choice of the radii of

the spheres and of the dimensions of the

rod. The radius of the upper sphere deter-

mines the electric potential surface. Its

curvature is fitted to the hyperbolic shape

used in the arc model. The radius of the

second sphere determines the radiating sur-

face of the electrode; the heat resistance

can be fixed by the dimensions of the rod.

The energy input from the plasma is concen-

trated on the electrode tip, in our model

electrode to the surface of the upper half

sphere. The heating and cooling mechanisms

that must be considered are heat conduction

and radiation from the plasma, heating of

the anode and cooling of the cathode by the

electron current, heating of the cathode by

the ion current and the radiative loss of

energy from the electrode surface:

q[&) = -(grad S ) n -

+ ( E e f f j e + ( (34)

Fig. 7 Shape of a model electrode

where j e has to be taken negative at the

cathode, Eeff is the effective work func-

tion, which can be determined from eq. (33),

and Ei is the ionization energy (or its

weighted mean value in a gas mixture). Radi-

ation is the only relevant energy loss

mechanism on the surface of the lower spnere

and of the rod.

With these boundary conditions and assuming

a fixed temperature of To = 1400 K at the

electrode base point we solved the heat flux

equation for the interior of the electrode

numerically, using a one-dimensional appro-

ximation for the rod and series expansion

into spherical harmonics for the spherical

parts.

4.5 Numerical procedure

The numerical procedure for the extended

model is basically the same as that descri-

bed in the previous chapter, but a few addi-
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tional steps have to be performed fn the

iteration cycle. The extended cycle is shown

schematically in fig. 8.

The procedure starts from the equilibrium

model described above. When the first

approximation of t>ve S-field and the current

distribution has been calculated the energy

balance of the electrode is solved and

yields the temperature profile on the elec-

trode surface. From this profile and from

the electric field strength (which in the

first step must be estimated, because the

equilibrium model gives an infinite field)

the emission current and the boundary con-

ditions for the conductivity are determined.

With these conditions and the equilibrium

conductivity profile the real conductivity

finally results from the integration of

eq. (25). With this distribution of the

procedure is then carried out as before.

5. Results

The arc model derived 1n the foregoing

chapter allows the description of high

pressure discharges, where the plasma is

collision-dominated in the electrode boun-

dary layer as well. For such arcs It deli-

vers not only the temperature distribution

in the plasma, but also the voltage-current

characteristics, the energy flux to the

wall, the energy loss to the electrodes and

the temperature and electric field distribu-

tion on the electrode surfaces. The model

contains no adjustable constants, out is

based solely on fundamental data of the gas

contained in the arc. Thus the results can

only be as good as the input data, which are

not all known with high accuracy. An exact

coincidence of the results with measured

data cannot be expected, but on the other

hand the relatively good agreement in the

data is a strong indication, that at least

the most relevant physical effects have been

taken into account in the right way.

As an example of the good agreement between

model calculations and measured data fig. 9

shows some current-voltage-characteristics

of mercury arcs.The various curves in the

graph correspond to different curvatures of

the electrode tips. The experimental curve

belongs to a lamp with electrodes etched

from a tungsten bar to a tip diameter of

about 350yum. The operating pressure of 30

bar was not measured but estimated from the

lamp filling and from the calculated tempe-

rature profile. As the temperature distri-

bution behind the electrodes is not accura-

tely known - It is strongly affected by

convection, which has been neglected in the

model - an error of ±ios must be allowed in

the determination of the pressure. The

second set of curves in fig. 9 gives the

temperature of the cathode calculated for
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Fig. 9 Voltage-current characteristics ( ) and cathode

temperatures ( ) of mercury arcs (p"30 bar) with various

tip diameters. Experimental data are shown as dashed lines.

a model electrode according to fig. 7. The

results show that although the arc voltage

- and also the cathode fall - are higher for

smaller tip diameters, the heat loss to the

electrodes and thus also the tip temperature

are lower. This result shows that conduction

and radiation from the plasma are the most

relevant heating mechanisms in the high-

-pressure mercury arc, whereas ion bombard-

ment, which predominates 1n low pressure

discharges, is less Important. The measured

curve shown in the graph also belongs to the

lamp mentioned above. The agreement with the

numerical results 1s quite satisfactory

having regard to the fact that for the abso-

lute value of the electrode tip temperature

an error margin of at least ± 200 K must be

admitted to allow for disturbances of the

pyrometric measurements by stray light from

the plasma and for uncertainty of the sur-

face emissivity.

The discussion in the last section serves

only to illustrate the reliability of the

data obtained from the model. Results for

special arc parameters will not be discussed

in more detail here. Instead another form of

presentation of numerical results will be

given below that allows somewhat more in-

sight into the phenomena occurring upon

variation of the arc parameters. For that

purpose the scheme of solution of the basic

equations has been changed slightly (see

fig. 10). Instead of varying all the quanti-

ties 1n the Iteration process, the field

strength at the electrode surface has been

regarded as an independent parameter in the

determination of the electron current and 1n

the solution of the diffusion equations. The

field strength value at the surface result-

ing from the field equation can then be

plotted as a function of the input value.

Such a graph is shown in fig. 11. The true

solution 1s then given by the point where

the curve crosses the diagonal. Fig. 11

shows some curves for a variation of the

cathode tip diameter. All the curves exhibit
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a wide range in which the slope is very

close to one. Varying the tip diameter leads

to a shift of this nearly parallel part from

above to below the diagonal. Thus the posi-

tion of the crossing point may change sub-

stantially with small variations of the tip

diameter. The field strength at the elec-

trode changes by three orders of magnitude

in this transition from values of the order

of up to 10^ V/m, which is close to the pure

field emission regime, to field strengths of

some 1()5 V/m, where only thermionic emission

and the Schottky effect must be considered.

In this burning mode the ion current makes

up a reasonable fraction of the total cur-

rent, while in the high-field mode the elec-

tron current is dominant.

Similar abrupt changes in the burning con-

ditions also occur upon variation of other

arc parameters. Fi>. 12 shows solutions for

a diameter variation of the electrode rod,

which means variation of the heat resistance

of the cathode. In fig. 13 curves for vari-

ous arc currents are plotted. Here again the

crossing point changes from the high-field

mode to the low-field mode with increasing

current. Fig. 13 also contains curves for

the anode. The curves have a somewhat simi-

lar shape except that they do not exhibit

the sharp kink in the low-field region that

occurs in the cathode curves due to the

influence of the ion current. Though in

principle strong variations in field

strength may also be expected at the anode,

in the parameter range covered by our expe-

rimental lamps the solutions were always of

the high-field mode.

A qualitative demonstration of a transition

between the two burning modes of a cathode

spot is given in fig. 14, which shows the

voltaqe of an a.c. operated lamp with a

sinusoidal arc current. If the temperature

)09 T -

10' -

107 -,
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Fly. 11 Determination of the electrical field strength at the

cathode surface dependent on electrode tip diameter
(Hg, 30 bar, I • 0.45 A)

10' 10* 10 10 [ 109

Fig. 1? Determination of the electrical field strength at the

cathode surface dependent on heat resistance of the electrode

(variation of the rod diameter s)

10° 10s

Fig, 13 Determination of the electrical field strength at the

electrode surface dependent on arc current for cathode ( )

and anode (———) of mercury arcs {p • 30 bar)
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10 ms

Fig. 14 Arc voltage vs. time for a.c. operated lamps (50 Hz).

of the cathode is high enough, the arc vol-

tage will show a smooth behaviour as shown

in the upper photograph. The arc burns in

the low-field mode all the time. If the arc

power is decreased, the tip temperature is

lowered. This would correspond to an upward

shift of the solution curve similar to the

effect of decreasing heat resistance

(fig. 12) Thus after current reversal the

arc first starts in the high-field mode.

With increasing current the conditions on

the electrode change. Higher current and

higher tip temperature favour the low-field

mode. Within some tenths of a millisecond

the arc switches to this mode. The transi-

tion shows up in the time dependence of the

arc voltage as a sudden drop of the order of

10 V (fig. 14, centre). If it occurs during

the reignition peak, it may even be as large

as 50 V (fig. 14, bottom). The model presen-

ted in this report can of course only give a

qualitative explanation of the transition

phenomena; a quantitative description of the

effect must await an extension of the model

to a.c. operated lamps.

The examples discussed up to now were all

concerned with the influence of geometric or

thermal conditions at the electrodes on the

properties of the discharge. The fact that

the composition of the arc plasma also in-

fluences the shape of the hot plasma spot in

front of the electrodes is demonstrated in

fig^ 15. The upper part shows the field of

isotherms in the cathode region of the mer-

cury arc lamp, the lower part shows an arc

in otherwise idential conditions, but with

the addition of Nal, Til and Inl. In the

latter case the cathode spot is much less

constricted. This difference, which also re-

sults in a lower temperature of the elec-

trode tip, is observed in experiments, too.

That the reduction of the tip temperature,

which should be of the order of 300 K ac-

cording to the model calculations both for

the cathode and for the anode, is mu.:h smal-

ler in real a.c. lamps, can be explained by

the fact that during the anode half cycle

most of the sodium that is nearly totally

Vico few

\ ,-•'

Fig. 15 Comparison o? temperature profiles for a pure mercury

arc (top) and an arc with addition of Nal. Til and fnl (bottom),

(p • 30 bar, [ - 0.45 A)
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ionized Is removed from the anode boundary

region by diffusion in the electric field,

so that the arc Is more like a mercury dis-

charge in this half cycle.

For the practical design of discharge lamps

a question of importance is what the heat

resistance of an electrode must be to

achieve a given tip temperature and what

burning voltage and energy losses to the

electrodes will occur under these condi-

tions. Fig. 16 shows a graph of the arc

voltage versus the tip temperature of the

cathode for a mercury arc. As can be read

from the curve, any attempt to reduce the

tip temperature will result in an increase

of the arc voltage. The additional power

introduced into the plasma will be conducted

to the electrodes. The dependence of the

energy loss to the cathode on the tip tem-

perature is shown as a dashed-dotted line in

the graph. The plasma counteracts an enhan-

ced cooling by an increase in the amount of

energy that is delivered to the electrode

surface from the plasma. Tooling to below a

certain limit, which is ,,bout 2660 K in the

example given here (E^ = 4.5 eV), is prac-

tically impossible. The attempt to remove

more heat from the cathode would only have

the effect of increasing the energy transfer

from the plasma by the same amount.

A further reduction of the tip temperature

below the limit is possible only by reducing

the work function of the electrode material,

as demonstrated by the second set of curves

shown in fig. 16. A reduction from 4.5 eV to

4 eV would lead to a lowering of the limit-

ing temperature by 200 K. The results shown

in fig. 16 can also be looked at from

another point of view, however. The model

calculations show that in small high-

-pressure discharge lamps (30 W in the

ex.imp1P shown hero) the electrode losses are

70 "

60

u [vi QEIWI

2500

E» = t.O eV

2600

TIKI

2700 2 800 2900

Fig. 16 Variation of arc voltage ( ) and electrode lo«
( ) wHh electrode tip temperature (Hg, p«30 bar, I«0.45 A)

for two values of the cathode work function

about 20%, even if the tip temperature is

very high. Tnus a further increase of these

losses would considerably reduce the effi-

cacy of the lamp, and therefore one should

not try too hard to -educe the tip tempera-

ture below 2800 K as it would make the lamp

less efficient. If however a tip temperature

or 2800 K is tolerable, it does not make

much sense to look for emitters to reduce

the work function, as in this temperature

range a change of the work function has only

a minor influence on the energy loss of the

electrode.

6. Conclusions

Though the model presented in this report Is

far from giving an exact description of all

the processes that may take place in the

electrode region of high-pressure arcs, it

offers an explanation for the most Important

phenomena that determine the integral data

of arc lamps. The mathematical procedures

developed here are tailored to the best pos-

sible description of elliptical lamps, but

this geometry can be regarded as a good ap-

proximation for many other arc types. The

main fe tures of the model are the facts
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that the electrode 1s not only regarded as

the source of the electric current, but also

as a strong heat sink. It Is this property

that 1s responsible for many of the pheno-

mena In the boundary region. The fact that

within the scope of the model the radial

dependence of the local arc properties can

be calculated with reasonable numerical ef-

fort makes the model superior to any one-

-dimensional or channel model. A knowledge

of the local plasma composition, current and

temperature distribution 1s the Indis-

pensable premise for a description of the

gas flow In the spot region,which one needs

in order to obtain Information on the mate-

rial flow from the electrode to the walls.

From one point of view the high-pressure

mercury plasma is much simpler than any

other arc plasma: It is characterized by an

extremely short mean free path of the elec-

trons. Thus in spite of the steep gradients

in the electrode boundaries it 1s close to

LTE, and secondary emission processes at the

cathode are unimportant. In rare-gas arc

plasmas additional deviations from LTE may

occur and emission processes caused by h1gh-

-energy electrons may lead to an additional

complication of the model, but arcs in rare

gases or air at atmospheric pressure are

also much closer to the conditions described

in this report than to those found in low-

-pressure discharges and which are used by

some authors to describe the phenomena 1n

the boundary layer of the electrodes in

high-pressure arcs.
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PBESBHT UHDBRSTABDIBG <F PHENOMENA IN
CATHODE PARIS W GLOW DISCHARGES

Tu.P.Balzer
I n s t i t u t e of Heohanioal Problens Aoademy of Soienoe,

pr . Vernadskogo 101 , Moscow 117526 USSH

1 # The discussed problems. ca—
thode parts of gas discharge inolude
regions between cathode and p o s i t i v e
oolumn: cathode f a l l l a y e r , negative
glow and dark Faraday space. Longi-
tudinal s tructure of glow discharge
of a long gap, namely.the d i s t r i b u t -
ions of luminity I , electric field
E (electron and ion densities ^£»^f
between the electrodes Ore presented
at the Fig.1. The fact that current

occupies a definite area S on catho-
de is the main peoularity of trans-
verse structure. When there is a
free place on oathode,current densi-
ty there ( J •-- i/$ ) has a definite
value of L aWhen current varies,
area of current spot on cathode chan-
ges proportionally to I .such glow
discharge is oalled a normal one.
For normal discharge the oathode po-
tential fal l Vj< and thickness of
fal l layer d ( V^, dn_) do not de-
pend on current.

In abnormal discharge in whioh
current occupies the whole cathode
area 5 .̂ , VK and > grow with cur-
rent increasing.

We consider three problems
whioh are of principal value for un-
derstanding the discharge structure

a) Effect of non-locality of elec-
tron spectrum in cathode fal l and
negative glow regions.Xhere is no
one-valued relation between spectrum
and field strength at a given point
of space, as in the case of uniform
field.

b) The reasons of the arising of
weak field(less than in positive co-
lumn. This weak field results in dark
Faraday space.

c) why does the current oooupy de-
finite area of cathode surfaoe?what
is the mechanism of normal current
spot formation?

Let us note that the f irst two
problems (which are closely related)
are rather clear giialitively but the-
re are some essential questions in
the quantitively theory. As to the
third problem i t has no satisfactory
answer up to now inspite of the cor-
rect theoretical determination of
normal parameters.

2. One-dlmensionaJ. theory of
cathode fa l l . Being formulated by
von Sngel and steenbeok [ i j 50 years
ago i t allows us to estimate oorreot-
ly the main parameters. It is acoep-
ted that current self-maintenance is
provided by electron impaot ionizat-
ion in the oathode layer with the
lownsend ooeffiolent

oi=Apexp(-Bp/E) (i)
and by seoondary emission from oath£

de with the coefficient ]f .Therefore

the Townsend condition

is valid.On the base of probe data
i t is assumed that in the layer

The dependence of VK upon

following from (1),(2),(3) is simi-
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lar to the paschen breakdown ourve.
The latter corresponds to c(x) •
const.In the cathode f a l l layer
l/l+» Pl^, therefore the eleotrosta-

t io equation
JLE/Jix

gives n+^£Kj4xe,eL . As
J = (hXr)ei+/i. EK (/<+ -ion mobility)
ourrent-voltage character1stios of

oathode layer VK Q) is obtained

(£ifi*£)« The parameters of minimum

point Vn,,({"hn,ar* ot order of VnLnt

for Pashen ourve and

She right branoh of the OUTTB

VK(jf) for J>Jrv describes oor-
reotly abnormal discharge where
\-i/9>., but the l e f t branoh i s not

obaerTed. Postulating that normal
discharge of arbitrary current cor-
responds to minimum V^ (J ) one
obtains good agreement with experi-
mental data.It seems to be natural
that optimal conditions for eleotron
multiplication requiring minimal vol -
tage are automatically chosen.But
this fact does not follow from one-
dimensional model.The existence of a
boundary at oathode which separates
regions with and without current i s
essentially two-dimensional effect .

3 . Integration of one—dimensio-
nal differential equations. Self-
maintained current in a discharge gap
can be described by the simplest sys-
tem including the equations

(5)»(6),if we neglect ion current

J+ at X = cL . The equations

of the type of (5)»(4),(6) were inte-

grated numerically by Ward [2] •

The calculated distributions E,

ft-e. s ̂ + (£l£*2) confirm linear

behaviour of £(*) in the region

where /t +» H/e . one oan eee how

the field becames rather weak in

electroneutral plasma* But the equa-

tions (5)» (4)» (6) can not desoribe

a uniform positive column which is

usually formed in a long discharge

gap. Electron losses due to recombi-

nation or ambipolar diffusion to the

walls are not taken into account, it

is justified only for short gaps and

weak currents when the field does not

fall very low and charge density is

not very high. In these cases the

ionization rate even in minimal

field exceeds essentially diffusion

and recombination losses, in the op-

posite oases of long gap and <pr) high

ourrent the loss terms must be inc-

luded in the first equation of (5)>

for example

-ef>nen+ C7)

the electrostatic equation^) and the
boundary conditions on oathode and
anode

Integral realtion(2) follows froa

where f> -recombination coefficient

Improved system (7), (4)t (6)

desoribes the arising of uniform

eleotroneutral column in a long gap»

where charge losses are compensated

by the birth and Je , E , ft,= fly.

are oonstant. However, it would be

mistaken to think that in such a way

one oan obtain a oorreot transition

from oathode layer to inform positi-

ve column through the faraday space.

The appearance of field minimum and

sharp charge density maximum before

the positive oolumn (Eis.'O do not

follow from the equations considered.

They give a direct transition from
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cathode fall to quasiuniform column
In a long gap, as i t is shown at
Flg.^f. This result i s obtained both
by qualitative analysis of the equa-
tion A t/Aje = f(£,Je) (obtai-
ned by dividing (4) by (7)) and
numerical integration of the equa-
tions (7), (4), (6) ["3] . suoh so-
lution behaviour is a result of ac-
cepted dependence of ionisation
coefficient <X oc local field.
The electron birth rate falls EOQO-

tonically with decreasing of f"
from cathode untill i t is compensat-
ed by losses* The situation does
not change if one takes into account
the electron and ion diffusion
currents.

4. Slectron spectrum nonloea—
ll ty t i t was noted long ago that

a small amount of fast electrons -
"a beam" — goes out from cathode
layer of glow discharge. These are
electrons which manage to pass the
layer without unelastic collisions.
The atom exitation in the region of
negative glow after cathode layer
(where the field is reak and elect-
rons seea to hare very snail ener-
gy) wa3 explained by beam action.
Latter three eleotron groups were
observed in the negative glos? re-
gion. According to one of the re -
cent experiments [ 4^ there are
electrons of mean energy of 2, 22*5
and 150 ev in lie (for Uc

\'n - 150 V ) . She Bost numerous
group of slot? electrons are born
at the end of cathode layer where
field is ceak or they have lost
their energy at unelastic colli-
.iloiij. ibe number of electrons of
.-od ci.i-.ite energy ic of two order
le; .;. '.hey nerc born in a middle

part of oathode layer and did not

spend their energy.

The presence of energetic elec-

trons in spectrum is related to

sharp space non—unifarmity of the

field in cathode layer, some length

along drift way is required for for-

mation of equilibrium eleotron spec-

trum in a field. In the case consi-

dered the field decreases markedly

along this relaxation length. The-

refore electron spectrum in a point

with given field is a non-equilib-

rium one. it consists of more ener-

getic particles, than in the case

of uniform field of the same magni-

tude.

Presently the efforts in catho-

de layer treating are directed to

take into account nonlocal effects.

Generally it is necessary to solve

a kinetic equation in a non—uniforn

field, we have to find electron im-

pact ionization rate which is neces-

sary for discharge structure inves-

tigation. This is very difficult

problem, therefore some approximate

approaches are looking for. In par-

ticular, model equation for eleotron

mean energy £.

/

is considered [ 5 ] • Here I is

the ionization potential,«*(£,)- re-

verse value of the free path for

ionisation. On the base of kinetio

equation analysis it was shown [6]

that one can approximately use the

ionisation coeffioieat <X in

the form (1) but to substitute

instead of local field E (*) the

mean field from the fore<;oins path

interval ux where electron squi-

res the energy j < E(K')JK = I «

The most comprehensive and
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reliable information is obtained by
the Monte-Carlo method whioh provi-
des numerical simulation of stochas-
tic process for eleotrons in cathode
layer* In this case it is equivalent
to the kinetio equation solution*
Hew such results [7] are given at
g ^ 5 . I he calculations were made
for He. at pressure p • 1 Torr
and distance between electrode of
1,5 cm* it were assumed the law (3)
at 0 < X< ci with d= J-^= 1.3
om, £"K= 230 t//W , VK= Vn ~ 150/
and E • 1 V/ctrv in tne rest
part of the gap*

Mean energy ot electron speot-
rum at the end of cathode layer
( x = rl ) was £ •<*• 9 &V * At
tills point a calculated ionizatlon
coefficient o(-^ 0 , 6 * " ' only two
time less that its maximal value in
the middle of the layer* Distribu-
tion of lonization probability d(x)

is essentially different from
equilibrium monotone function
ct[E(*)3 . falling from its maxi-
mum 1,7 cm" near cathode to almost
zero at X "̂  <*-», • These caloulat-
tions did not oonfirm the existence
of three electron groups which were
observed experimentally though there
Is a small number of electrons with
£ = e ^ < = 1 5 0 l / . perhaps this is
the result of small distance bet-
ween the end of cathode layer and
anode, otherwise Ahe oaloulations
would require too much computer
time*

5* Longitudinal discharge
struotBre1 Three factors are of
importance for structure formation
and they probably are responsible
for the Faraday space existence*

a) The presence of ionlzation
source whioh is not related to looal
field magnitude* The birth of the
great number of eleotrons at the
weak field region leads to maximum
of electron density t1& in front of
positive column though the field
there is stronger*

b) Looal charge losses whioh are
not related to charge extraction to
electrodes* These losses provide
uniform positive column formation
for the case of long distance bet-
ween electrodes. The field in the
column does not depend on X * The
slow charge birth and losses are
compensated in constant drift flows*

c) Longitudinal electron diffu-
sion, in some cases it results in
eleotrlo current in a region where
electron density falls after maximum,
Polarization field* arised due to
diffusion cancels partly external
field* The field can even reverse
the sign here*

Generally, all three elements
were considered in old theories of
negative glow* The electron source
being prescribed to a beam*
According to modern data it should
be prescribed to eleotrons of In-
termediate energy - a beam is too
small for it. Old theory overesti-
mate the role of eleotric current
carried by a beam* in fact, only a
small part of eleotrons emitted
from oathode manage to cross catho-
de layer without electron losses*
Besides, eleotron ourrent from oa-
thode is a small part ( j/i'f^1) )
of the whole ourrent*

As it was already mentioned
there is no Faraday space for
d(x)~ O(\JZ(K)]. But if we take into
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account only non-1ooal effects

(factor a)) without losses (factor

b)) we obtain nothing qualitatively

sew In comparison with ?ig«3 for

distributions C 9 # e , ̂  * One

can see that from the calculations

[&) • Model calculations [s] ,

when all three factors were taken

into account gave qualitatively

correct field behaviour E(x) *

There is no additional lonlea-

tion source in a transitional region

between the Faraday space and posi-

tive column. Past electrons deplet-

ed their energy. After ft-g. maximum

a field is small and there is no

equilibrium ionization yet* Electron

density falls due to losses and

electron diffusion current arises.

Charge densities are high here and

plasma is eleotroneutral. In this

case

( 9 )

where 1)^ and JL^ are free and
ambipolar diffusion coefficients
respectively, substituting the se -
cond expression of (9) into (7) and
taking into account dl/Ax= 0
we obtain an equation to describe

Plein the transitional region* Va-
lue of E in (A(E) i s determined
by (9) .

E = T

ey<e
Here we used that

h » »U f
(in volts).

The relation (10) shows bow the
field is reconstructed when fl&
falls from its maximum to positive
column value

As far as we know there i s no
calculations of longitudinal dischar-
ge structure from cathode to anode
as in [ 2 ( 8 ] , but for long dischar-
ge gap and with taking into aocount
a l l the abovementioned factors* We
consider this problem as a nearest
neccessary step In discharge study*

6* Why goes a normal djLsoharg;e
occur? Von Engel and gteenbeck [1]
pointed out to instabi l i ty of i^ in,
states* It i s oonneoted with the
fa l l ing character of the l e f t branch
of current-voltage characteristics
Flg.2 (see also [10, 11J ) . I t i s
less obviously why oathode spot with

j ^ J to, should spread inspite of
s tabi l i ty of statas corresponding
the right growing branch of V^(j)
And generally s tabi l i ty considerat-
ions can not answer many questions.
What i s the mechanism of normal sta-
te formation and non-normal destruc-
t ion, what does s tabi l ize the boun-
dary of current spot on oathode etc*

Twenty years later von Engel
[12] leaving apart his previous sta-
b i l i ty arguments spoke about not

understood phenomenon, about possible
action of some unknown forces and
appealed to the steenbeok minimal
power prinoiple (1932). fieally in
normal cathode layer the voltage
and power P—LVK are minimal

respect to current area >̂ variat-
ion while current 6 = J S i s con-
served* But this principle i s not
the physical law and explains no-
thing [13] • One should treat
phenomena In terms of charge motions,
ionisation, electrostatics etc*

The process on cathode has much
in common with constriction effect*
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Beally, there are regions in the
field, with and without current.
Ihe effect can be considered on
this base ["UJ • Let us direct
axis U along cathode surface
and consider the layer of the va-
riable thiokness o/<f) bounded

" )/ 1/by equlpotential surface V- VK

(Pig. 9). Let <O-+ be the are-
rage (along normal axis X ) den-
sity in the layer* It is assumed
in [14] that the steady distri-
bution Tl^ffy) i s a result of the
processes 00ouring only in this
layer. The existence of nonlinearly
growing dependence of ionisation
rate on charge density is neccessa-
ry for constriction [13] • In
this case i t arises due to space
charge action. Aooording to (4)
d~(l/K/4xen+)'/Z and

Therefore d(B) increases with
^ . i h e charge birth compensates

drift losses in current spot (at
u -» — co on Pie.6'). There is

no such compensation in the region
where H+ is small (at 4 -» 00 ) .
The laok of the birth is compensat-
ed there by oharge inflow due to
diffusion from the region where H+

is higher. Let us note that usually
there is no steady constriction wi-
thout diffusion or heat conduction
Interaction between regions with
and without current, The solution
of simplified diffusion problem
gives that value V̂  , for which
there are steady distributions of

j
appears to be close to normal

seemed that in [14] the effect
was qualitatively explained (in

[15] mechanism of nonlinear

oharge birth connected with gas

density termal variation was used)*

But recently two-dimensional

problem of unsteady breakdown pro-

oess and glow discharge formation

was solved numerically [16] • A

spot with current density j close

to normal one was formed at oatbode

fffig.7"). when current was increas-

ed twice the spot area was also

increased approximately twice, but

V^ and as vary only slightly.

All these results were obtained from

the equations generalising the equa-

tions (7), (4), (6) in which diffu-

sion was not taken into account at

all. The width of transitional zone

between the cathode regions with

and without current is of order of

cathode layer thickness itself,

"-^^n,• Jt doesn't look like

constriction model [14] which

looks to be rather attractive.

Transition width A is determin-

ed there by ion diffusion coeffi-

cient J), and A^ci- .

It is rather dlffioult to make

any final conclusions because the

calculations [16] , were not led

to quite steady situation (otherwi-

se oomputer time expenoe would be

too high). It is possible that

stabilisation would not be reached

without taking into account diffu-

sion flows. The other hand, in

transitional cone the field compo-

nent along cathode is comparable

with normal one and drift flow

is more essential than diffusion

flow. The calculated velocity of

current spot expansion for V*> V^

based on drift ion motion only

gave the estimation
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V^jM/ Calculated va~
lues of y agree with Steenbeck expe
rimental data £i8] and are higher
than diffusion Telocity which we
would obtain i f we consider unsteady

constriction model for V^ £• V^ .

?• Approaches to the problem.
The f irst our problem now is to try
to find numerically really steady
solutions of two-dimensional di-
scharge problem without diffusion.
The eouations are

k' v —>

(11)

The boundary conditions (6) are valid
on the eleotrode surfaces and longi-
tudinal potential gradient <3<p/3x
is oonstant far fron current chan-
nal where tte fl^ - 0 • Discharge
voltage V is related to given
supply voltage V$ and external c ir-
cuit resistance f\ by the equation

Vf, - Vt i R
Perhaps cathode spot stabilisa-

tion is a result of two-dimensional

space charge and external resistance

action only( the latter usually

regulates the stable state setting),

in this case there would be a sharp

current boundary in a gap and on

cathode with tangent current dis-

oontinuity. In the current region

the nonequality

must be validf in the currentless
region - the opposite one. Here inte-
gration is taken over L> along
electric force line froin cathode to
anode.

If we find a steady solution of
the diffusionless system (11) and if
i t confirms normal current density
law one should probably oonsider
diffusion mechanism of constriction
to be unneccessary. in this oase dif-
fusion will only smooth tangent die-
concontinuity. i f the system (11)
has no steady solution one should
ad̂ d diffusion flow terms into L ,

If as in the f irst expression (9 ) .
We hope that detailed analysis

of steady and unsteady solutions of
two-dimensional problem with and
without diffusion for essentially
different currents and. cathode spot
areas helps us to understand at last
the real mechanism of normal current
density arising.
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NONIDEAL PLASMAS - EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

K. Guenther, H. Hess, and R. Radtks

GOR Academy of Sciences, Central Institute of Electron Physics
GDR-1086 Berlin, Hausvogteiplatz 5 - 7

The aim of this lecture cannot be to give a complete review on all ex-

perimental activities in the field of nonideal plasmas. We would rather

like to introduce some few problems thought to be of topical interest in

experimental nonideal-plasma research. The state of the art will be dis-

cussed in verifying existing theories by experimental results or in ex-

plaining measured effects by theory. Of course, the selection of the expe-

riments for demonstrating this was to a certain extent arbitrary.

After an introduction, the generation of nonideal plasmas and the

problems related with their diagnostics are discussed. In chapter 4 on re-

sults of the experimental research the following topics are dealt with:

electrical conductivity, continuum-radiation absorption coefficient, shift

and broadening of spectral lines, and plasma phase transition. Finally,

some conclusions are given.

1. Introduction

A well-known field of plasma physics is arc physics. An arc plasma is

created by an electric discharge at about atmospheric pressure, and it is

assumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium. The behaviour of arc

plasmas can be almost completely understood by well-established theories.

Its thermodynamics is that of an ideal gas with ionisation. At higher

densities, in the ionisation equation a lowering of the ionisation energy

has to be taken into account in the usual Oebye form /I/. Its transport

properties can be described by the theories of Chapman and Cowling /2/ and

of Spitzer /3/. The radiation of spectral lines is covered by the work of

Griem /4/, whereas the continuuir radiation theory was worked out by Giber-

man and Norman /5/ and by Schlueter /6/.

The theoretical description of arc plasmas and its experimental veri-

fication were essentially finished in the sixties. The last twenty years

since that time were, characterised by applications of arc plasmas as spec-

troscopic light sources, as light sources generally, as circuit breakers,

and as plasma Jets for welding, cutting, and for plasma chemistry.

At the beginning of the seventies a new field of plasma physics was

opened especially by activities in the Soviet Union. It is characterised

by nearly the same temperatures as arc plasmas but by much higher pres-

sures. That means the particle density is also much higher than in usual

arc plasmas. The correspondingly small interparticle distance leads to a
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strong interaction botweon tho particles what has a non-ncgligiblo influ-

ence on tho physical properties of those donoe plasmas.

Tho interaction causes a reduction of tho pressure, an enhancement of

the ionisatlon, a smaller electrical conductivity, and there are also indi-

cntiono for a lowering of tho continuum-radiation absorption coefficient

and for a reduction of tho spoctrgl-lino shift and broadening at higher

densities. Those statements must bo undorotood rolotod to expectations

from calculations using arc physics thcorios.

Tho roooarch in thio more recent field of plasno phyoico is motivated

and can bo justifiod by the following topics: Firstly, thoso strongly coup-

lod plasmas offer interesting opportunities for basic roscarch. Secondly,

those plosrcoo are of high interest for astrophysics, and thirdly, there is

a lot of technological applications and possibilities connected with those

donso plasmas as for instance: Light sources, HMD generators, circuit

breakers, laser mirrors and shuttors, high-temperature gas-phase fission

reactors, material surface treatment, and laser fusion.

Tho technological capabilities of denoo plasmas result from the high

heat capacity which onablos them to transfer or to accept high amounts of

hoat on a higli tomporaturo lovol and, further, from tho short recovery

period after operating which makes them an undestroyable working fluid

nbl.o to fast actions with a high repetition rate.

Thoso plasmas, introduced now, aro called nonidcal. strongly coupled,

non-Dobyo, or simply dense plasmas. Contrary to low pressuro plasmas,

who*o tho kinetic energy E. . of a particle is always high in comparison

to tho potential energy E t between two neighboured particles, in dense

plasmas it is comparable or evon lower than tho potential energy. The

oo-callod nonidoality parameter )° characterises this behaviour:

1 Ek,n "

lioro wo restrict ourselves to charged-particlo interaction but at higher

neutral density nonidoality due to neutrals is also possible.

There o;<ist different theories for describing the thermodynamics of

nonidcal plasmas. '.Vo prefer a theory given by Eboling and co-workers /7/

which appears as an extension of tho Debye theory. Tho lowering of tho

ionisotion onergy A E i and tho interaction term of the pressure A p are

given horc in the first approximation:

/\ - oloctron do Droglie wavelength,

r:j - Dobye-rodius,
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( 3 )

The underlined terms are the additions to the usual Debye expressions which

can bo found in text-books (cf. e.g. / 8 / ) .

For a better identification of the plasmas we are dealing with a dia-

gram of state is given where the free electron density is shown versus the

temperature (Fig. 1). As an orientation, the degeneration limit for elec-

trons is given and further two val-

ues of the nonideality parameter

can be seen which are characteristic

of weakly (t- = 0,2) and strongly non-

ideal plasmas (jf B 1)«

Weakly nonideal means about one

charged particle in the Debye sphere

(ND a 1), conditions which we meet in

electric pulse discharges and in

high-pressure cascade arcs. A lot of

work was done in this field during

the last fifteen years (cf» /9/ and

the references cited therein).

Strongly nonideal means about

one tenth or less particles in the

Debye sphere. From this condition it

becomes once more obvious that the

Debye theory here can be no longer

valid. Examples for strongly nonideal plasmas are shock wave plasmas as

they have been produced by Fortov and co-workers by means of explosives

/10/m Further, strongly nonidoal conditions can be reached by so-called

ballistic compressors* Such devices have been used during the last years in

several laboratories for nonideal plasma research /ll - 14/. The dashed re-

gion marked by "ballistic compressor" corresponds to plasma states reached

in our laboratory in rare gases using two different devices (one of them

is called AICA - Adiabatic impulse Compression Apparatus).

In alkali plasmas, high nonideality can be obtained at lower parame-

ters than, for instance, in rare gases due to their lower ionisation ener-

gy. Shock wave experiments in alkali vapours done in the Moscow Institute

of Chemical Physics are shown here /15/. Further the parameters of a cesium

experiment in an electric pulse discharge can be seen (the cross in the

lower left) /16/.

Finally, a region is shown (in the upper left) which is characteristic

of shock wave experiments in solids where strongly nonideal plasmas were

produced which are at the same time strongly degenerated /17/. We restrict

ourselves on non-degenerated plasmas for the first.

shock camprcssion of solids/AltshuItr

10

Fig. 1: State diagram

10a

(ne- T plane)
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Z. Generation of nonidoal plasmas

The generation of such extreme plasma states as necessary to get non-

ideal plasmas is an independent scientific task. Here threo different ex-

porimontal set-ups are given as examples.

In Pig. 2, a discharge tube is shown for generating weakly nonideal

plasmas by a quasi-stationary discharge as it was used by Radtke and

Guenthor /9/. In tho lower part the discharge current and the light output

PACKING RINGS

AUXILIARY ELECTRODE

CURRENT r—
1

J
\j_

,— ,M, I H H M i l

LI6HF
i *—r i

L. 1 m s • >-|

Fig. 2: Discharge tube for generating weakly nonideal plasmas

can be seen. The auxiliary electrode i3 movoable and can be used for diag-

nostic purposes such as field strength measurements. In Fig, 3, a shock

tube is shown as it is used

by Fortov and co-workers

/IB/. It is driven by an ox-

plosive; the four olectrodes

shown here arc used for meas-

urements of the electrical

conductivity. In Fig. 4, a

ballistic compressor is

shown as we are using it in

our laboratory. The piston

compresses a test gas which

is simultaneously heated be-

\

L.

f

a
ai

8

<v

I

Fig, 3: Chock tube explosively driven for

nonidoal plasma generation

cause the process is fast and

therefore nearly adiabatic.
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Fig. 4: Ballistic compressor for generating nonideal plasmas

3. Diagnostic problems

There arc three reasons which make diagnostics in nonideal plasmas a

difficult task: Firstly, many relations between measured quantities and

the parameters wanted are in discussion. Examples are: tho relation be-

tween the electron density and tho index of refractivity, between tho olac-

tron density and the broadening as well as the shift of spectral lines, or

the relation between the temperature and the intensity of continuum or

line radiation. Therefore, those relations should rather bo subject of re-

search than diagnostic tools.

Socondly, tho thermodynamic relations between the plasma parameters

themselves as the equation of state and the ionisation equation are in

question to a certain extent. Therefore, it is not possible to determine a

complete set of plasma parameters by measuring only two of them as we can

do it in arc plasmas.

Thirdly, tho high particle density leads to a high optical density.

Therefore, radiation often comes from anyone point of a boundary layer and

cannot give any information about the plasma core. Xf one uses extremely

thin layers to avoid this effect the plasma necessarily becomes very inho-

mogenoous.

On the other side, in some devices for nonideal-plasma generation as
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in shock tubos and ballistic compressors an additional 3ourca of informa-

tion exists: tho dynamics of the comprosDion process itself which is

closely rolatod to the plasma parameters. In shock tubas, from tho meas-

ured shock volocity the plasma state can be derived from the Rankino-Hugo-

niot equations. In ballistic compressors, tho measured compression ratio

should give the plasma state. In both cases, however, one has to use an

equation of state and an ionisation equation for which the interaction

parts are at least in discussion. Further, different loss processes play a

role, in the slower ballistic compressors surely more than in shock waves.

Due to these problems in nonideal-plasma diagnostics wo would like to

underline tho nocossity for the experimentalist to publish his results at

first in its primary form. As basic parameters which arc measurable rela-

tively free from assumptions the pressure, the mass density, and - under

certain conditions - the temporaturo should bo used. If the electron con-

centration or any kind of nonideality parametor is used the procedure of

getting these quantities should be given in detail.

These are presumptions necessary for an adequate comparison of dif-

ferent experiments and of experimental results with theoretical work.

4. Experimental results

Now some selected rosults of recent experiments will be given. As al-

ready mentioned, the selection is of course to a certain extent arbitrary.

It should only servo to show the problems. Firstly, we will bo dealt with

the electrical conductivity of cesium and rare gas plasmas. Gocondly, the

absorption coefficient in rare gases and in hydrogen will be discussed.

Thirdly, the spectral lino behaviour at higher densities will be our sub-

ject and, finally, tho problem of a predicted phase transition will be

touched on. ,

4.1. Electrical conductivity

Measurements of tho electrical

conductivity in cesium are shown in

Fig. 5. The conductivity is given

in dependence upon the temperature

with tho pressuro as parameter. Tho

curves are calculated for constant

pressure the value of which is in-

dicated. The curve marked by (T) is

from Lxkalter /22/ whereas tho cur-

ves marked by (2) are from Gryaznov

ot al /24/. As can bo seen, in wide

ranges of temperatures tho electri-

cal conductivity of cesium is only

weakly proosuro-depondent. The agree- Fig,

meat with theory is not oxcollont

iii
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5: Electrical conductivity in

cosium versus temperature
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- noto the logarithmic scale - but the qualitative behaviour can be de-

scribed. Remarkable is a deep minimum near the saturation line which is

folloivod by a steep rise to lower temperatures. This is the range of the

so-called anomalously high electrical conductivity in cesium vapours.

What is the reason for this high conductivity at low temperatures?

In the high temperature range, the conductivity is mainly determined by

charged particle interaction* Under these conditions, its pressure depend-

ence indeed is weak (the conductivity increases with increasing pressure).

It show3 the well-known behaviour according to Spitzer proportional to

T ' . Starting from about 100 Si, cm characteristic of such plasmas, the

conductivity at first decreases with decreasing temperature according to

thi3 law.

At lower degrees of ionisation, however, the conductivity at constant

pressure changes linearly with the electron density, and a decrease of the

temporature induces an exponential decrease of tho conductivity according

to tho 3aha equation (tho conductivity here decreases with increasing pres-

sure).

The minimum around 2 000 K and the following steep rise to lower tem-

peratures cannot be explained on the basis of usual plasma considerations.

This effect is rather due to the formation of clusters consisting each of

two and more atoms. (In the region of the minima the pressure dependence is

once more reversed: rising pressure means now again rising conductivity.)

In Fig. 6 the effective ionieatlon energy of these clusters can be

seen versus the number of

atoms per cluster /25/. It is

tho lower the more atoms the

cluster consists of. Therefore

the ionisation equilibrium is

shifted to a higher density of

the free electrons. This is

the reason for the strong in-

crease in the electrical con-

ductivity in cesium beyond

this minimum to lower temper-

atures exceeding the standard

plasma estimates by more than

five orders of magnitude.

Electrical conductivi-

ties measured in rare gasos

under nonideal conditions are

frequently compared with the

well-known Spitzer formula

valid at medium pressures and

higher degrees of ionisation.
Pig, 0: Effective ionisation energy for

alkali clusters
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7: Electrical conductivity in argon

versus pressure

In Fig. 7 the conductivity of argon is shown in dependence upon the pres-

sure at two different temperatures. The Spitzer values do not take into

account electron-atom

collisions. The expe-

rimental points as

well as the other 103

theoretical approaches fe Ar

shown contain addition- "£,

ally the interaction ^

with the neutrals. in2\e~~~~~~ ~ * ^"V-o.so-

This representa-

tion of conductivity

data seems to us suit-

able for a comparison

between experiment and

theory because the ex-

perimental data have

not undergone any more

or less non-transparent Fig,

manipulation.

At low tempera-

tures, say 10,000 K, the nonideality is low ( y = 0.13) and simultane-

ously, the neutral-particle influence on the electrical conductivity dom-

inates (the degree of ionisation oC = 0.01). In thi3 range, deviations

from Spitzer above all are due to the neutral particle influence and only

to a less extent due to nonideality.

The eloctrical conductivity can bo described by theoretical methods

as given, for example, by Oevoto (short-dashed line). Corrections taking

into account nonideality are only small (full line). Therefore, at low tem-

peratures nonideality is hidden behind the neutral particle influence, and

measurements in thia region are not suitable for obtaining informations on

nonideality effects.

At higher temperatures, say 20,000 K, the nonideality is higher

( T = 0.7 as a maximum), and, at the same time, the neutral-particle

influence on the electrical conductivity is negligible. Therefore, devia-

tions from Spitzer here essentially are due to nonideality effects, that

is, roughly spoken, due to a reduction of the charge mobility by the

strong particle interaction.

The full curves are calculated using a semi-empirical correction of

the shielding parameter as it has been successfully used by Radtke and

Guenther for weakly nonideal plasmas. It seems to approximate the experi-

mental valuos quite well also in the range of higher nonideality /9/.
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4.2. Continuum absorption coefficient

In the last ten years, some measurements of the continuum absorption

coefficient in tho visible spectral range have been published under condi-

tions of stronger nonideality. These measurements were done in argon, xe-

non, and air at only few wavelengths, and they seemed to indicate a de-

croase of the absorption coefficient with Increasing nonideality in com-

parison with the theory established for arc plasmas. The published results

are of different quality, only few authors have given a full sot of plasma

parameters.

The real physical dependences are often hidden behind complex parame-

ters which are used in tho given diagrams. We would like to suppose to pre-

sent the measured absorption coefficient as a function of the temperature

which has the strongest influence on it. If it is to compare with theory,

the neutral density must be known, and the stimulated omission has to be

talcon into account. On the basis of these data, tho dependence of the ab-

sorption coefficient on the electron density or on the degree of nonideali-

ty may be discussed using electron densities obtained by more or less di-

rect measurement or by calculation from other plasma parameters via equa-

tion of state and mass action law.

In Fig. 8 the results of two groups are shown from similar shock tube

experiments. As can be seen,

the measuromonts exhibit a com-

pletely different behaviour

whan comparing them with theory.

(The full lines represent ab-

sorption coefficients calculat-

ed according to Hofsaess /26/

including the influence of froe-

-freo transitions and stimulat-

ed emission.)

The measurements in xenon

/27/ are in very good agreement

with theory. Only at medium elec-

tron densities there is a de-

viation to lower values which

10r17

a

10"

101-19-

ne=3.8x1019cm-3

Fortov
Ar,580nm

10
T/103

Fig, 8: Total continuum absorption

coefficient per atom versus

temperature

is a little bit outside the er-

ror bars. In this experiment,

the electron density increases

with the temperature by one or-

der of magnitude up to 4 x 10

cm" . This good agreenonr is

the more astonishing since the

theory is derived for vanishing

electron density.
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The measurements in argon /28/, however, show a decrease of the ab-

sorption coefficient per atom with incraaeing temperature in contrast to

theory. This behaviour indicates a strong influence of nonidoality: an in-

fluence which cannot be explained satisfactorily till now. In difference to

the preceding measurements, the electron density here is about one order of
20 —3

magnitude larger, it increases up to 1.5 x 10 cm ,

There exist simple ideae what happens with the absorption coefficient

when high-lying levels vanish due to the plasma interaction. In short, it

should be described by a shift of the series limits to longer wavelengths

and by a supression of that part of the free-bound radiation which stems

from the extinguished levels. Furthor there are some attempts to calculate

the influence of the plasma interaction on the radiation. IVe mention here

the prediction of a transparency window near the aeries limit of spectral

lines by Norman, Kobzov, and Kurilenkov /29/ and the arguments by Uoohne

and Zimmermann /30/ against its existence, at least in the case of hy-

drogen. Further there aro

attempts by Fortov and his

co-workers using tho so-

called confined-atom model

/28/. Of interest in this

connection is the contribu-

tion of Sevastyanonko and

Goloukhin at this confer-

ence /31/.

As an experimental con-

tribution to the "transpar-

ency-window" discussion in

Fig. 9 two hydrogen spectra

are shown measured around

the Balmer series limit at

electron densities of about

x 1
-3

i

2 x 10 1 7 cm"3 and 0 x 10 1 7

350 400 450 500

Fig, 9: Absorption cross section of the

Balmer series versus wavelength

cm ~ /32/. In agreemont with

lloehne and Zimmermann, at

least in this range of weak

nonidoality no transparency

window could be found.

A theory, however,

which is generally accepted and applicable also for more complox atoms

does not exist. Further theoretical work should bo done, but tho state of

the experiments in this field is also insufficient for a comprehensive do-

ocription of tho effects. Mc-.-s careful experimental work is necessary cov-

ering tho whole accessible spectral range, and more groups must investi-

gate the absorption coefficient under comparable conditions.
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4.3. Shift and broadening of spectral lines

More recently, we have begun to study the spectral line ehift at high

neutral and electron densities by means of a ballistic compressor /54-56/.

The pressure pulse

shown in Fig. 10 is ge-

nerated by a fast me-

chanical compression of

gaseous xenon. The ma-

ximum pressure reached

in this pulse was 30 MPa

and the pulse length was

about 1 ms. The maximum

temperature was 10,000 K

and the corresponding

electron end neutral

density was 3 x 1O

cm and 2 x If cm ,

respectivily. The elec-

tron density was not di-

Fig. 10: Pressure pulse connected with plasma

30

20

10

0

Xe

*****

r=IO.OOO K
ne=3x1018cnr

no = 2x1020cm

y=0.3
: /

\

•1

-3 -2 -1 1 t/ms

generation in a ballistic compressor

tion of state and a mass-

action law according to Ebe-

ling and co-workers /7/»

In Pig. 11, we have 66-

lected two of the strongest

xenon lines which exhibit also

the strongest shift. The time

development of these lines was

recorded by a rotating mirror

spectrograph. Here photometer

records are 3hown; the com-

pression proceeds from bottom

to top. That means the temper-

ature and also the electron

and neutral density increase

in this direction. The numbers

on the curves give the time

before maximum compression in

milliseconds.

Fig. 11: Xenon-plasma emission

around 468 nm during

compression

rectly measured; it was

calculated from compres-

sion data using an equa-

462 (63 46t 465 466 (67 468 469 470 471 472 473 474
X/nm
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With increasing electron density, tho lines become broader and the

shift which is always to tho red increases. At the bottom a low-pressure

2

10°

Klein and Meiners

Truorsg- Bachet al

Kettlitz et al

Hess et al

2

10"1

5

101 10

xenon spectrum is given as a

reference. A maximum shift of

about 3 nm was obtained as can

be seon here. The line 473.4

nm is nearly unshiftod as

expected.

In Fig. 12 the measured

shift in dependence upon the

electron density can be seen

for the line 467.1 nm. Earlier

work on tho shift of this spe-

cial line had beon carried out

up to electron densities of

about 1O1 cm""'. The trian-

gles and tho circles are from

Klein and Meinors /33/ and

from Truong-Bach and co-work-

ers /34/, rospectively.

We extended tha experi-

mental range by more than one

order of magnitude till

3 x 10 cm" . Our measured

shifts at the higher densities are below a linear extrapolation of the low-

-density values which should be correct for quadratic Gtark effect. This

deviation may stem from the plasma nonidoality but till now, no theory of

such effects exists. Duo to the high neutral density, an influence of the

neutrals on the lino shift may be expected. Under the conditions noar the

pressure maximum, however, this influence can probably bo neglected because

of the neutrals' small shift constant.

Meanwhile, similar results on line shift at higher density have been

reported in cesium /35/ and in argon /36/. Measurements on tho same linos

in xonon have boon done in our instituto in an eloctric pulse discharge,

but only up to electron densities of 10 cm~~ /37/. In thoso cxperimonts

where tho electron doncity has been measured by laser interferometry, no

deviation from a linear extrapolation could be found.

18 2

ru/crrr3

f-"ig. 12: Xenon-line shift versus electron

density

4.4. Plasma phase transition

Nearly 20 years ago, a plasma phaso transition in a dense plasma was

predicted by Norman and Starostin /38/ from a weakly ionised to a strongly

ionised plasma otate. To get 3uch a transition theoretically, it is suffi-

cient to suppose a density-dependent lowering of the ionisation energy.

The parameters of this transition, hov/ovor, arc strongly dependent upon the
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transition
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Fortov -

plasma-interaction model used for their calculation.

In Fig. 13 a p-v diagram of xenon is shown. Besides some isothermos

/46-40/ experimental shock llugoniots /44,45,49,50/ are shown as squares

and triangles. A dielectric-to-metal

transition seems to occur above 100 GPa

/39-41/. The dashed area corresponds to

the plasma phase transition calculated

by Dienemann and co-workers /42/. These

calculations are obviously - at least

in part - not correct because the tran-

sition region is partly beyond the ze-

ro-Kelvin isotherme. New calculations

done by Ebeling and co-workers will be

published in the near future.

Provided that such a plasma phase

transition exists, what can we say

about possibilities to attain the crit-

ical region by experiment? In Fig. 14

a p-T phase diagram is given. It shows

the three ordinary phases with the tri-

pel point In the lower left. Further,

shock compression experiments can be

seen starting from liquid low-tempera-

ture xenon /43-45/ and from gaseous xe-

non at room temperature /49.50/, re-

spectively. The shock curves are given only schematically. At last, piston

compression experiments are given and the maximum values are indicated ob-

tained with our ballistic compressors AICA and LAICA.

The critical region for the plasma phase transition should be at about

10,000 K and some Gigapascals according to Ebeling and co-workers /51/ as

well as according to Dienemann and co-workers /42/. This region is obvious-

ly free from experiments up to now. The shocks going out from gaseous xenon

pass the 10,000 K below 1 GPa, the other one from liquid xenon above 10 GPa.

Starting from liquid, lower pressures at this temperature can hardly

be reached. Starting from gas, very high initial pressures are necessary to

attain the critical region (some 10 Megapascals). Using a ballistic com-

pressor, initial pressures lower by about one order of magnitude are al-

ready sufficient to get this goal.

The reason for the different behaviour of a ballistic compressor in

comparison to a shock tube lies in the isentropic nature of the piston com-

pression whereas the shock compression is nonisontropic. As a result, the

shock pressure is over wide ranges proportional to the temperature whereas

in the piston compressor the pressure is proportional to T ' . This beha-

viour, of course, 13 modified by the real-gas properties of the investi-

v/cm3/g 10°

Fig. 13: State diagram of xenon

(p-v plane)
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gated species (ionisation, nonideality).

Contrary to rare gasos, the plasma phaso transition in cesium seems to

overlap with the ordinary liquid-gas phase transition, in the vicinity of

which clusters take an essential part. Such clusters may be active also in

those few cases where experimental evidenco for plasma phase transitions

was reported.

Till now, however, no experimental evidence for the existence of a

plasma phase transition in its pure form has been found.
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Fig. 14: State diagram of Kenon (p-T plane)



5. CoticJunions

The jtudy of nonideal plasmas is of interest from a basic-research

point of view as well as from technological aspects. In this lecture, we

have restricted ourselves on the basic-research aspects. We have discussed

some properties of nonideal plasmas and have tried to show how these plas-

mas differ from usual arc plasmas.

Tho thormodynamics of nonideal plasmas can bo verified only by a di-

rect measurement of the particle densities beside the temperature and the

pressure. The theory is satisfactorily developed; an experimental verifi-

cation requires a refinement of methods especially for the free electron

determination.

Today, the theory of the transport processes has an advantage of the

corresponding experiments. To create better suppositions for its verifica-

tion at higher densities, the measurement error has to be reduced appreci-

ably and more different groups should measure on the same species. The ef-

foct of a lowering of the electrical conductivity under nonideal-plasma

conditions in comparison with arc plasma extrapolations appears to be es-

tablished. (Therefore, the reason for the measured increase of the conduc-

tivity with increasing nonideality as reported by Vallinga at this confer-

ence /52/ is not clear.)

The radiation properties are less well studied than the transport pro-

portion. More theoretical work is necessary to got a consistent description

of tho plasma radiation under highly nonideal conditions and also for more

complex atoms. It will bo useful to simulate the whole spectrum including

line and continuum radiation and compare it with corresponding measurements

in an extended wavelength range. The influence of plasma nonidoality on its

radiation properties seems to us still an open and challenging field for

experiments as well for theory.

Concerning the phase transition, its existence and its parameters have

to bo shown at first by theory to limit tho experimental effort. Further,

theory has to give us an idea how this transition can unambiguously be

identified in experiment. (More recently, a behaviour similar to a plasma

phase transition has been observed in a so-called Rydborg gas consisting of

highly excited Cs atoms /53/.)
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ENERGY TRANSPORT IN LASER PRODUCED PLASMAS

M H Key
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Lit coquetion

Transport of energy in laser produced plasmas is of considerable pure

physics interest but is also of central importance in major applications of

laser produced plasmas which include laser fusion [l] , intense X-ray source

applications [2] and X-ray laser research [3], as illustrated in Fig 1.

FlR 1 Plasna formation In major application! of

, later produced plaaaaa (a) laploalon of a apherlcal

•hell target In laser fualon, (b) lntenae aource of

X-raya on a plane target, {<:•) plaaaa ac a line

focua Co X-ray laaar research*

Fig 2 shows schematically the steady state spatial distribution of density

temperature and flow veloclety produced by laser irradiaton of a solid

surface in vacuum [4], for typical conditions of interest (Irradiance

I » 1 0 1 " W c m " 2 , A - l u m ) .

ABLATION

10

CRITICAL DENSITY

SURFACE

STAND OFF'

Flu 2 Schematic radial variation of plaaaa
temperature k.T, denalty p , flow Mach nuaber H and
X-ray enlealon, for a apharlcal target.
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The laser radiation penetrates the plasma up to the critical density and, in

the plasma flow below critical density, inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption

heats the thermal electrons, while non linear coupling of the laser EM wave

and plasma waves creates large amplitude plasma waves whose damping

generates energetic 'hot' electrons. Above the critical density and closer

to the target surface a steep temperature gradient is created and heat is

carried to the target by thermal electrons. This conduction zone is the

main source of thermal radiation which occurs predominantly in the form of

soft X-rays (0.1 < h" < lkeV). A high pressure, the ablation pressure, is

created in this region and reaches its maximum level at the ablation front

when the flow velocity is zero. The plasma flow accelerates through the

region, driven toward the vacuum by the ablation pressure, and the density

decreases. The Mach number of the flow reaches unity close to the region of

laser energy deposition near the critical density. Further into the target

beyond the ablation front the solid is compressed behind a shock wave driven

by the ablation pressure and there is additional preheating by long range

hot electrons and X-rays. The separation of the critical density and

ablation front is shown as r - r in Fig 2 and sometimes termed the

'standoff distance.

The relevance of energy transport processes to the applications illustrated

in Fig 1 can be summarised as follows. In laser fusion the magnitude of the

ablation pressure at the surface of the target is determined by energy

transport in the surface plasma by thermal electrons and photons. The

density achieved in the implosion depends on the level of preheating of the

interior by energetic electrons and photons emanating from the surface

plasma. The symmetry of the implosion and hence the compression ratio

depend on the uniformity of the ablation pressure which is influenced by the

competing processes of thermal conduction smoothing of the effects of non

uniform laser intensity and the possible occurrence of thermal transport

instabilities creating localised plasma jets which may enhance non

uniformity.

The X-ray emission of laser produced plasmas is characterised by its

uniquely high spectral brightness and small source dimensions which depend

respectively on axial and transverse energy transport.

In X-ray laser research it is necessary to create plasmas of chosen density

temperature and ionic composition in long cylindrical geometry with good

axial uniformity. The design of experiments requires a good understanding

of both axial and transverse energy transport which initiate formation of
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the plasma plume. Thermal instabilities which may destroy axial uniformity

are also of importance.

This paper will summarise current understanding of the energy transport by:

1. thermal electrons (in large temperature gradients such that the

electron range I may exceed the scale length of the

temperature gradient L)

2. photons (typically thermal soft x-rays)

3 . Thermal smoothing and thermal transport instabilities (the latter

leading to the formation of localised plasma jets)

1) Thermal electrons

A useful model for describing heat transport by thermal electrons assumes

that the laser energy is deposited at a plane in the plasma. On one side

outward flow of energy advected by the plasma "W balances the inward flow

of laser energy 'I 1, and on the other side, inward flow of heat carried by

thermal electrons, 'S', balances the outward energy advection by the plasma

"W, the latter being continuous across the plane. Thus I = S = W and we

can express W in terms of the flow of enthalpy and kinetic energy using the

local velocity of sound c density p and Mach number M giving,

I = S = 3c3p (0.8M + 0.2M3) (1)

with the first term in the bracket being enthalpy and the second kinetic

energy with constants evaluated for the specific heat ratdo of an ideal

gas.

Heat flow cannot carry energy more rapidly than the free streaming limit for

the electrons.

SM = (nkTe) (kTe/me)
1/2 (2)

and therefore from Eqns [l] and [2]

S/SM = 3 (m e/2m p)
1 / 2 (0.8M + 0.2M3) (3)

assuming a fully ionised plasma with 2 arau per electron. It follows that

for M = 1, we have S/S = 0.05.
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An important consequence, which is explained below, is that electron heat

transport in laser produced plasmas cannot be described by the usual

(S = KVT) Spitzer Harm model. The model becomes invalid [5] in the limit of

steep temperature gradients for *&/h > 10"
2 where L = VT/T is the gradient

scale length and Ie is the electron mean free path. This criterion can also

be expressed in the form S/SH > 0.02 or from Eq [3] as M > 0.4.

The Mach number at the energy deposition plane (close to critical density)

is therefore an important parameter in the problem. The two limiting cases

of planar and spherical geometry are useful approximations here.

In planar geometry, ie when the stand off distance r - r in Fig 2 is small

compared to the focal spot diameter $ or the radius of spherical target r,

it has been shown [6] that,

rc - r « (46/lnm) (I/10
13 W cm"2) / s (X/lrnnj"/ 3 (4)

and that M = 1 at the energy deposition plane.

In spherical geometry (which means r - r > r or $) there is a divergence of

the flow between the ablation and energy deposition region causing

acceleration and a tendency to supersonic flow. To assess when the flow is

best described as spherical a numerical modelling analysis [7] with the

result,

rc - r » 0.14r (I/1013 W cm"2)°'7(A/lMm)
2"7 (5)

is useful. In spherical geometry, which from Eq 5 occurs for high

irradiance, long wavelength and small focal spots, it follows that the Mach

number is limited by the magnitude of the heat flow which the plasma can

sustain.

It is clear that the Spitzer model is usually invalid because M > 0.4 and

new theoretical treatments based on solution of the Fokker Planck equation

have given a more accurate description of the heat flow [8]. In the most

recent work [9] a numerical Fokker Planck solution for the heat flow has

been coupled with numerical modelling of the ablationm hydrodynamics for a

typical spherical geometry problem, illustrated in Fig 3. Here a target of
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Fig_3 Coaputed steady etate spatial

variation of density P, temperature

kT and Hach nunber M for a spherical

target at an absorbed irradiance of

1.7 x I01" H cm"2 and wavelength 1MB.

Solid lines using a* FoUker Planck heat

flow model. Dotted lines using

Spltzer H a m heat flow (with permission

from Ref 9).

initial radius 60ijm is irradiated with laser light of wavelength lpm at an

absorbed irradiance of 1.7 x 1011* W cm"2. Density temperature and flow Mach

number are plotted as a function of radius for steady state ablation. It is

interesting to note that macroscopic quantities such as mass ablation rate m

and stand off distance (r - r) are very similar when the Fokker Planck

analysis is replaced by the simple Spitzer Harm treatment. There is a

significant difference however in the temperature profile which shows a

local maximum at the energy deposition zone and much steeper temperature

gradients driving heat flow both into the target and outwards to maintain

the temperature of the adiabatically cooling diverging plasma flow. The

Mach number exhibits a plateau at M = 1.2 which correlates through Equation

[3] with the maximum heat flow S/S,, ~ 0.06 predicted by the Fokker Planck

model. This is shown more explicitly in Fig 4 where S/S.. is plotted against

the local value of L/i for points at intervals along the temperature

profile. Maximum heat flow of about S/Su = 0.06 is seen for values of % /h
n e

ranging from 10"2 to 10"1 corresponding to fractions 1 to 10"1 respectively

of the Spitzer Harm heat flow.
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Thus classical energy transport by thermal electrons may give heat flow

significantly less than the Spitzer Harm value for steep gradients, with

saturation occurring at S/Su ~ 0.06. This limits the flow Mach number in
M

the region of maximum heat flow to M - 1.2. Moreover the heat flow is not a

single valued function of the temperature gradient but is influenced by long

range electrons from elsewhere on the temperature profile, eg at the foot of

the temperature profile long range but electrons from the hot region give

heat flow exceeding the Spitzer Harm value as illustrated in Fig (4).

Experiments designed to test understanding of the transport problem have

typically measured parameters such as mass ablation rate, density profile,

acceleration, shock speed, ablated ion velocity, laser light absorption and

X-ray intensity [10] .

Measurements have been compared with predictions from numerical hydro codes

in which Spitzer Harm conductivity has been assumed with an imposed heat

flux limit at '£' times the free streaming limit. Many experiments have

involved irradiatoin of plane targets with small focal spots and analysis

has been complicated by edge effects [10]. Better experiments have used

uniformly irradiated spherical targets [ll].

The most recent experiment of the latter kind [12] gave results for mass

ablation rate (measured by streak time resolved X-ray spectroscopy of ths

burn through of alternating thin layers of polymer and At) and density

profile (measured by short pulse interferometry) for irradiation at laser
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wavelength 1.05um, with an absorbed irradiance between 5 x 1013 and 2 x lO1"1

W cm"2, target radius 60um and pulse duration lnsec. Simulation with the

LASNEX code [12j and experimental data are shown in Figs [5] and [6] and

data points from the above Fokker Planck calculation (scaled to the slightly

different experimental conditions) are also shown.

10'
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© F P CALCULATIONS.
• PRESENTEXPT
* LLE ROCHESTER

RANGE OF
KMSFDATA
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CALC'S
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I abs (10 W/cm2)

2.0

2 i

Fig 5 Experimentally measured mass ablation rate

as a function of absorbed Irradiance together with

computed results using the LASNEX code for various

values of the f.lux llmiter f (with permission from

Ref 3). A computed point using the full FP model

illustrated in fig 3 is lso shown.

•rc FOKKER PLANCK
CALCULATION

100 200 300

RADIUS (MICRONS)

LASNEX
CALCULATIONS

Fig 6 Experimentally measured density profile in

the experiment of Fig 5 with computed profiles

using LASNEX for various values of f (with

permission from Ref 9). The computed radius of

the critical density (scaled to the appropriate

irradiance conditions) using the full FF model

illustrated in Fig 3 Is also shown.

There is good agreement between the experiment and the FP calculation (but

the latter is steady state and does not include a treatment of energy

transport by soft X radiation). There is agreement also with LASNEX if £ =

0.08 ± 0.2 and here the modelling includes both a multigroup treatment of

energy transport by radiation and the explicit temporal behaviour.

It can be concluded that there is no evidence for 'strong1 flux limitation

of the heat flow, but rather that the result seems consistent with the

classical FP calculation or with numerical modelling with f ~ 0.08. It

should be noted however that these two models differ in their description of

the temperature profile and give results which also differ from the pure

Spitzer Harm calculation with no flux limit. Both models however predict m

and r - r values similar to thos obtained by assuming Spitzer Harm

conductivity and no flux limit. This chance occurrence can be attributed to

reduced heat flow near the temperature peak and enhanced heat flow at the
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foot of the temperature profile which cancel each other in their net effect

on m and rc - r.

There are still some discrepancies between experiments however [12], which

may be due to the different experimental conditions or due to experimental

inaccuracies.

Soft X-rays

Emission of soft X radiation from the thermal conduction region (Fig 2) can

carry as much as half the absorbed laser intensity for high Z targets [13]

as illustrated in Fig [7]. For example a black body of temperature kT =

lOOeV radiates 1013 W cm"2 with peak spectral intensity at hv ~ 3kT. The

soft X-ray source is typically optically thick for soft X-rays (hv < 3OOeV)

and the spectrum is close to that of a Black Body [13] as illustrated in Fig

[8]. The range of the soft X-ray photons in cold carbon is also shown in

Fig [8] to show how the harder X-rays (hv > lkeV) cause preheating at

significant depth within the target, while the soft X-rays carry energy in a

diffusive fashion within the thermal conduction region of the plasma.

Energy transport by radiation may cause significant additional ablation of

cool material of temperature lower than the effective black body temperature

of the radiation. The lack of a description of this process in

sophisticated Fokker Planck models of electron thermal conduction may be an

important limitation in making comparison with experiments, except perhaps

for low Z targets (see Fig 7) as in the case discussed above where

radiation is a relatively small effect. Detailed calculation of the

radiation effects is a difficult but developing area [14], though fairly

good approximate methods are used in some codes, eg LASNEX [12].
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Fig 8 Emitted spectrum for a gold target (In Fig 7)

together with Black body aspects £or 2 temperatures

(with permission from Ref 13). The range I of the

X-ray photons In cold CH polymer Is also shown.
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For very high Z elements the soft X-ray intensity may itself generate large

ablation pressure, with several times higher pressure being obtained for a

given absorbed intensity than with visible/OV laser radiation because of the

cooler denser ablation, and this effect is used in some laser fusion target

designs [15j.

Thermal Smoothing

Energy transport by diffusion of thermal electrons causes a reduction in

spatial non uniformity of heat flow. The magnitude of the smoothing effect

can be estimated for simple diffusion between the aborption zone near

critical density and the ablation front [7] as,

AS AS
= _ . exp [- 2n (r -r)/L J

S S c p
(6)

where L is the transverse spatial scale of the perturbation and &Sc/S and

ASa/S are the perturbation amplitudes at critical density and the

ablation front respectively.

The stand off distance must be comparable to L for significant smoothing

and it can be estimated from Eqs [4] and [5].
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There is a transient phase during build up of the stand off distance when

smoothing is less effective [16]. Experiments have verified the behaviour

predicted by Eq [6]. Scaling with wavelength is such that smoothing is

severely reduced for short wavelengths Eq [5] and Eq [6], though

experimental data [17] are lacking for A < 0.35wm.

Thermal Instabilities

Experimental observation of plasma jets in the direction of the plasma flow

from high Z targets [18,19], as illustrated schematically in Fig [9], has

prompted considerable interest in the stability of the energy transport

process and has raised the question whether inhomogeneity in energy flow can

develop spontaneously with deleterious effects in laser fusion and X-ray

laser research. Possible instability mechanisms include the magnetic field

generating thermal instability (occurring where Vn//VT below critical

density) |20], the radiation cooling instability (occuring where there is

strong radiation cooling at densities above critical) [21] and the Weibel

instability [22] occurring where heat flow causes a directional asymmetry in

tho electron velocity distribution function, f(v ) / f(v )

•=-"— —

HLA.T t~^

FLOW ~*"Z- *C7"

FIR 9 Schematic of plasma Jets created by heat flow

Instability In laaer irradiated targets.

these mechanisms have been exploced theoretically, in the small amplitude

linearised limit, but there has so far been no conclusive correlation of

theory and experiment.

Important questions which remain to be answered include whether the jets

originate at densities above or below critical and by which mechanism or

mechanisms.

The large amplitude behaviour of the instabilities has not been determined

either experimentally or theoretically. Does refraction of the laser

radiation enhance the jets by causing self focusing? Does Nernst convection

[23] amplify the magnetic fields around the jets? Do the B fields inhibit

electron energy transport or cause pinching effects? Do the instabilities
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create non uniform ablation pressure? Can they be avoided in laser fusion

and X-ray laser research by choice of target materials of low Z or by other

methods?
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.POSSIBILITIES OJJ" THE ION ACUK1*EKA1'IOM

BY A KEB UJJEOTlOfl INTO (JAS

K..V.Khodataev

Moscow Radlotechnical Institute Ac.So.USSR

125Otu Moscow

xn. many experiments on RSB tran-

sportation in gas the ions, accele-

rated in direction o£ the electron

beam up to energies exceeding the

energy of beam electrons, were ooser-

ved. This effect was obtained with a

good repetition in a fixed parame-

ter range, tfor the first time the ac-

celerated iona were discovered in

iy6b [1] . Many experimental and the-

oretical investigations were devoted

to tills suoject. The excellent re-

view was given in ref. [2] . The main

results of the experimental research

can be presented as the following

statements!

- the accelerated ions are ob-

served in a relatively narrov/ range

of pressures from 0,1 up to 1 torr;

- the acceleration takes place

exclusively in the case of the beam

current being over the critical va-

lue, i.e. during the electron beam

injection the virtual cathod is for-

med by its own space charge causing

a self-locking;

- one or two pulses of accele-

rated ions can be observed during

one beam shot;

- the ion velocity in the first

pulse is approximately equal or exce-

eds the front velocity of the REB;

- different type of ions, which

take part in the acceleration pro-

cess recieve (in the same shot) the

equal energy per nucleon, several

times higher (up to 10 times) than

the energy of the beam electrons;

- in a typical experiment (ele-

ctron beam energy 0,5-2 MeV, current

- 10-30 kA, pulse duration 50 nsec)

the total number of accelerated ions

is about 1O12-1O13;

- ion acceleration is observed

also in non-relativistic beams.

The discovered phenomenon has

evoked great interest. Many experi-

mental and theoretical researchs we-

re pointed to discover both the ac-

celeration mechanism and the deve-

lopment of a practical acceleration

method. Among the proposed models

for explanation of the acceleration

process the model of N.Rostoker [3]

should be mentioned as a popular one.

According to this model the ion ac-

celeration occurs at the moving io-

nization front where the beam formes

a virtual cathod. The beam space

charge at the front is not compen-

sated by the plasma ions caused by

the ionization process at the front.

The field of the space charge traps

and accelerates the ions. If the

front potential well moves with a

relatively low velocity B and at

the bottom of the well an electron-

ion pair appears as a result of the

ionization, the electron leaves the

front region and the ion being trap-
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ped recieves the velocity ~2B .

Since the value of the electric po-

tential in the well is equal to the

beam electrons energy, the ion can

receive the energy four times higher

than the beam electrons one. This

process was observed in most expe-

riments. The serious objects to Ros-

tokers model are advanced usually.

All experimental efforts to obtain

Cherenkov resonance of a potential

solitary wave with the accelerated

ions by means of gas pressure gra-

dient had no positive results. The

model of Rostoker [3] is not able to

explain the appearance of the second

pulse of accelerated ions.

In an interesting investigation

[8] , the ion acceleration was obta-

ined by an electron beam injection

into the gas with the nonrelativis-

tic beam current being more than the

critical one too. The acceleration

was obtained with the electron ener-

gy about 1 keV and the current less

than 1 A. The measurements showed

convicingly that the acceleration

can be realized by a quasi-stationa-

ry beam injection and the mechanism

of the ion acceleration in Ref. [8J

is not linked with the beam front.

Other proposed models like the Put-

nam's one [4] (which deals with the

acceleration by the REB pinching)

and the similar model of Khodataev-

Tsytovich [5] (which deals with the

acceleration by the focusing insta-

bility of the beam) explaining the

appearance of multy pulses of acce-

lerated ions, but they are not able

to explain the totality of the expe-

rimental data.

The Rostoker model was given a

careful theoretical revision and its

results were reviewed in [6] . The

final idea is to ensure the Cheren-

kov resonance with an accelerated

ion by control of the front velocity

with an external ionization source

[7] . According to [7] , this method
gives a possibility to accelerate

ions up to energies of the order of

1 GeV'per nucleon. It should be men-

tioned that the ion acceleration was

observed in case of the REB injecti-

on into the limited plasma cloud

with the current being over the cri-

tical value. In this case the ambi-

polar expansion of the cloud which

contains beam relativistic elect-

rons ensures the ion acceleration

up to energies being higher than the

beam electron energy. This mechanism

which has no perspectives bo obtain

subrelativiatic or relativistic ions

will be excluded from this published

work.

To solve the uncertainty in the

indentification of the acceleration

mechanism by a RSB injection into

the gas, a research of the process

was made with a 2D kinetic nonsta-

tionary model. This investigation

deals with the Maxwell-Vlasov equ-

ation for the distribution func-

tions of plasma and beam electrons

and ions. The ionization process

was taken into consideration by in-

troducing a source of electron-ion

paires, the influx of which in a

unit volume is determined by an io-

nization crossection and an elect-

ron distribution function.

The previous efforts J9] to

3olve this problem based on a 2D

Maxwell-Vlaaov kinetic description
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and quasi-stationary aasuptions,

which ia not allowed in case of re-

lativiatic beams.

The performed numerical experi-

ments correspond to the typical con-

ditions in real experiments. At t= 0

a monoenergetical beam with a homo-

geneous density destribution is in-

jected through a thin metal folge

into a cilindrical drift tube filled

with a neutral gas. All the injected

electrons have the same direction

along the axia of the tube.

The computation waa realized by

the particle in cell method accord-

ing to the program developed by V.P.

Diatchenko et.al. [jo] . The parame-

ters of the problem were the follo-

wing: jr.mci-the energy of the in-

jected electrons; 3 • - ^ - the beam

current; m-M - ion mass; ^g. > -

the concentration of the neutral gas;

L R T and L Z T - the radius and

length of the drift tube; o- is

the light velocity, m- ia the elec-

tron mass, e- ia the electron cha-

rge, L -is the beam radius in the

injection plane, 6(^) - is the io-

nization croasection. Two typical

cases were inveatigatedi the first

one with 3 < ̂ cp^C^^-i)372 and the se-

cond one with 3 > 3Cr .

The computation showed that at

3 < 3cr after time interval higher

system reaches a quaai-stationary

state, which depends on 9* and chan-

ges along the beam slowly. The prob-

lem wa3 investigated for a typical

case with 3O = 1, yo = 7, M = 100,

9 •--• 0,01, R T= 6, Z T = 50 (the

ion uasa was chosen under the real

one to reduce the technical diffi-

culties in the numerical modeling).

It appears that the beam forms a

self-focusing structure. In theae

conditions the iona are created con-

tinuoaly in the volume occupied by

the beam and then are transported

accroas the chamber on the surface

of the drift tube. This proceaa is

due either to the electric field of

his own space ion charge (which ex-

ceeds the beam space charge for low

"3* ) or to the ambipolar expansion

of the created plasma (in case of

the Debuy radius determined by the

plasma electron temperature being

sufficiently small). The ion densi-

ty per unit length ia almost cons-

tant along the system in a quasi-

stationary. The ion and electron di-

stributions perpendicular to the

beam velocity make the total elect-

ron dencity to be comparable to the

ion dencity, i.e. the system can be

considered as a quasi-neutral one.

A rapid development of the beam in-

stability at the short distance from

the injection plate ia observed in

the plasma electron component. As a

result of this process the disper-

sion of the beam distribution fun-

ction by energy appears with the va-

lue near 1. This dispersion increa-

ses with the accumulated plasma den-

sity approaching the beam one. Par

enough from the injection plate

( Z = 0) the level of fluctuations

decreaaea cause the large diaperaion

instability growth rate is small.

The diatribution function ±3 common

for all system electrons. Its low

energy part corresponds mainly to

the electrons created by an ioniaa-

tion process. The calculation shows

that the electrons temperature is
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T - 0,2 me* that's why Co - 0,045 c.
The beam instability is not observed
if 30 « 1 or the plasma electron
concentration is below the beam con-
centration.

A simple hidrodinamio model for
the ambipolar expansion of electrons
and ions from the ionization region
(taking the space distribution of
the beam electrons and the tempera-
ture of the plasma electrons as the
given ones) is able to realize sta-
tionary distributions of the elect-
rons and ions created during the io-
nization process as well as the ion
velocity profiles of expansion. The-
se distributions depend on the pa-
rameter &** J &"c , where C,= |

Cis the ion sound velocity. The ot
parameter is the product of the io-
nization frequency out the time of
expansion with the ion sound velo-
city. For ct > 1 expanding ions at
the distance of several radii from

the beam axis receive the velocity
some what higher than Ca, i.e. they
receive the energy some what higher
than the plasma electrons temperatu-
re. The electron plasma density be-
comes equal or exceeds the beam den-
sity. The presence of plasma elect-
rons in the beam can excite the ele-
ctron-electron instability which de-
velopment can increase the plasma
electron temperature to a great ex-
tent and influence the distribu-
tion function of beam electrons.

In this numerical experiment
the <*. parameter was not fixed, i.e.
the electron temperature was found
after the computations. Using the
computated density distributions
the caracteristic beam radii can be
calculated. It makes possible to

compare the computational results
with results obtained by simple hyd-
rodinamic model (see Fig. 1). The
good data agreement allows to use
this model for scaling. The reali-
zed modeling shows the ion accele-
ration with the. current value be-
low the critical one, occurs in
radial direction up to the energy
accumulated plasma electron tem-
perature in a quasi-stationary
mode. In the transient process
the radial aaaelerated ions
with the energies less thaa —,-fe-
can be observed. It's due to the
ion capture and acceleration by a
noncompensated beam field with the
subsequent ion liberation after the
charge neutralization of the beam.
Thus the beam with the current ben
low the critical value injected in-
to the gas doesn't generate ions
with energies exceeding the elect-
ron beam ones.

4

2

Fig. 1

Quite different process reali-
zed by a beam injection into the
gas with the current being over the
critical value. The computational
results for a typical version with
the parameters y o » 2 , 3O • 8,
M - 100, T*T » 6, Z T B 10, 9 « 0,3
are shown on Fig. 2-4. The process
starts with the pseudocathod crea-
tion. The space charge electric
field, locking the beam, accelera-
tes the ionization electrons back
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to the folge and repell them from

the volume. The ions are accelerated

in the direction of beam injection.

For the small 9* a quasi-stationary

ion flux is formed. The ions are ac-

celerated up to energies near the

beam electron ones. If the caracte-

ristic tima of ionization Is longer

than the average time of ions leav-

ing the beam volume, i.e. the ioni-

zation overtakes the ion evacuation

and the ions are able to neutralize

the beam charge. It makes the beam

poo«ible to expand within the ion

cloud, supporting a pseudocathod at

ita front, the necessary condition

thi;3 mode can be written for the

normalized concentration aa folio-

win/;!

Tho ioniaation front move3 together

with the pBoudocathod.In case of ho-

mogeneous gas and constant injection

parameters the moving realizes with

a constant velocity. Until the pseudo-

cathod doesn't move the ionization

process ions leava tho volume by the

front boundary with the following

velocity:

where 5 O - is the distance between
the ion creation place and the pseu-
docathod surface related to the
thickness of the pseudocathod (0<S0<1)
When the pseudocathod starts to mo-
ve, the ions can be divided on ref-
lected and transmitted ones depen-
ding on their creation place. The ra-
tio of the transmitted ions to the
ion total within the pseudocathod is
approximately equal to MB2/2(.Kr'0< 1 >
and they receive the velocity in the

range from 0 up to B . The rest of

ions - 1- MB2/2(yo-1) is reflected

by the electric field of the moving

pseudocathod and accelerated up to

velocities from 2B up B + l/Ba+2Cjs-1)/M.

Thus the moving pseudocathod creates

two groups of ions. The group of

fast ions with energies exceeding

the beam energy reachs the collector

the first; the second is the group

of slow ions with the velocity less

or equal to the pseudocathod one,

and the energies are less than the

beam electron one (Pig. 2 ) .

t = 30 •
t - 56,5 •

n r~'

10 20 30

Pig. 2

For MB2/2(y6-1)>1 there are no ref-

lected ions and only the slow ions

group is present. The groups of fast

(1; and slow (2) ions in the pseudo-

cathod region one can see in the

phase picture in Pig. 3- The charge

of ions lefting the pseudocathod be-

hind is compensated by slow elect-

rons charge. The ion phase picture

in the pseudocathod region doesn't

qualitatively charge in the range of

computations (about 6 beam radii).

The ion beam indicatriss haa a di-

rectional diagramra width about ±15°t

which shows that the pseudocathod

electric field almost correspond to
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the flat geometry. Computations show,

that Cherenkov resonans ion accele-

ration by REB injection into gas

with pressure gradient is possible;

but very high accuracy of law P̂cz)

is needed. This accuracy was not re-

alized in experiments in all appea-

rence.

pi
t=30

Pig. 3

This interpretation explains

why in real experiments the energy

of accelerated ions increases with

the growth of the neutral gas pres-

sure up to the certain limit and for

high pressures the acceleration me-

chanism disappears. The discrlbed

acceleration mechanism given a comp-

lete explanation of both the measure-

ments in a real experiment and the

results of numerical modeling in 2D

(and ID for control) case. Thus the

pseudocathod collective electric fi-

eld is the main reason for the appea-

rence of accelerated ions at the REB

injection into gas.

As to experiments on the ion

acceleration by low-voltage beam sta-

tionary injection into gas, the plas-

ma accumulation by ionization pro-

cess at low gas pressures can be •

stopped by an ambipolar diffusion at

the plasma dencity level comparable

with the beam density, as it was

considered, and two stream instabi-

lity is possible. In the case of non-

relativistic beam (without strong

self-focusing) the formation of stru-

ctures with trapped particles at the

nonlinear stage of this instability

occurs. These structures are similar

to the pseudocathod sequence. The

energy of the ions created in those

structure can exceed the electron

injection one |i2] .

It•s obvious, that by ensuring

of the pseudocathod movement with a

constant acceleration, which corres-

ponds to its electric field, the in-

creasing of the ion spending time

within an active zone during the Che-

renkov resonance is possible. Like

in any other resonant accelerator the

autophaaing conditions should be ful-

filled. It ensures the stable zone

of ion capture and acceleration.

Such conditions are fulfilled within

an electric field decreasing with Z,

which shouldn't be fast like in case

of the monochromatic electron beam.

According to {Yj , the ioniza-

tion wave with an increasing phase

velocity produced by an external io-

nizer must be ensured. The question

arises: will the pseudocathod follow

the ionization wave at any velocity,

will it be destroyed when leaving

the injector, can front velocity re-

ach relativistic value? Some value

restrictions of the ionization wave

velocity were given in Ref. (XJ^. It

can be explained by the following

arguments. The magnetic field of a

self-focusing beam is characterized

by its energy per unit length and is
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proportional to the second power of

the beam current. This field should

be created by the beam propagating

in the drift chamber. On the other

hand the energy input aa a beam ki-

netic energy ia proportional to the

first of the beam current. Thus the

rate of the £ront movement should

be lower for high currents. Since

in a self-focusing state with a cur-

rent being over the critical value

the electrons move mainly in the

transversal direction and the longi-

tudinal component of the particle

velocity ia in average small (it be-

came lower with the current increa-

sing) the velocity of the pseudoca-

thod couldn't be close to the light

velocity. In experiments when the

current value exceeds the critical

one, the maximum obtained values of

this velocities were not higher

than 0,5-0,7 of the ligth velocity.

Ia thia restriction a principale

one?

To answer these questions a

special investigation was perfor-

med by U3ing 2D (in r and Z )

nonstationary kinetic model in

which the gas electric conductivi-

ty was determined either by exter-

nal source or by the beam ioniza-

tion affect.

Numerical experiments with cur-

rents being over the critical value

show convincingly that the front

velocity restrictions exist and the

paeudocathod being far from the in-

jection plane ia not destroyed.

One of the moat interesting

result obtained by the numerical ex-

periments 13 the phenomena of the

flying pseudocathod (FPC). It ap-

peuro that the beam with a current

below the critical value, i.e. be-

ing incapable to form a pseudocathod

in the quasi-stationary mode, formes

a flying pseudocathod structure at

the front when propagating in gas

(Pig. 4). Contrary to the typical

pseudocathod this structure appears

only as a dynamical one and this is

the reason to call it a PPC. The PPC

can move with a velocity becoming clo-

ser to the light velocity with the

ratio

0.1 , t-t,-200

Pig. 4

current to the critical current

decreasing. The result of computa-

tions is sufficient to find the FPC

velocity. They are quite equal to the

estimated one using the energy ba-

lance (see Ref. R3~J )s

po £2(1-J1OB)
2

(where 4> is the beam propagation

channel formfactor) wbiciflnto ac-

count the beam electrons, reflected

by the PPC (see Pig, 5) thi3 isn't

taken into account in jĵ J5*

The PPC doesn't forme in any

case, but in the conditions of the

propagation limit velocity reaching.

If the beam ionization effect is in-

sufficient, a certain restriction

for external ionizer appears! the

plasma conductivity must have the
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value of ~c/4otL ; in the contrary
case the ETC is destroyed and the
self-focusing beam front moves very
slowly. When the beam is able to ge-
nerate the plasma conductivity with
a necessary rate (for most gases it
is satisfied with any current), the
beam forms PPC moving with a limit
velocity and independing of an ex-
ternal ionizer, i'he external ionizer
can break the 7FC mode, if the con-
ductivity of plasma created before
PPC, exceeds c/43iL . In this ca-
se the external ionizer seems to be
used as a stabilizing factor.

Having the results linking the
S'PC movement velocity with the beam
parameters the acceleration scheme
can be proposed. It gives possibili-
ty to create relativistic ions at
the front of the beam injected into
gas. By injecting the beam with the
fixed current 3O and such initial
electron energy fo , that current
on the start is over the critical
value and forms the quasi-stationa-
ry pseudocathod, the capture and
first ion acceleration up to the li-
mit velocity corresponding to 3O

and yQ can be realized according
to the scheme [V] . If at the se-
cond step the yo will increase le-
aving the increasing limit velocity
in resonance with the trapped ions,
the relativistic ions with a high
acceleration rate can be obtained.

The estimations show (Fig. 6)
that at the current of 10 kA and the
electron energy changing during the
30 ns time interval from 1 MeV up
to 5 MeV the protons with the ener-
gy of 1 GeV and acceleration length
of 4 m can be realized.

60 180 t.HC

Pig. 6

The main difficulty of reali-
zation of the discussed possibility
of the ion acceleration in the FPC
field up to relativistic value of
energy by REB injection into gas is
the beam propagation instability
linking with a curve deformation
for example forbided in our model.
This question needs a supplementary
investigation.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE MAGNETIC INSTABILITY OF ARCS

J. Mentel*

Allg. Elektrotechnik and EJ.ektrooptik

Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, FRG

Introduction

The physical laws which determine the behavior of an arc are well known

/I/. And somebody else who has not special experience with arcs may think

that an arc will be well determined by the properties of the gas and the

el'ectrodes, by the arc current, by a mass flow and by the boundary con-

ditions .

But people who have experimental experience with arcs know that this is not

true. They have observed for many times that a stationary arc well defined

by boundary conditions changes into a chaotic discharge by small distur-

bances. As an example in Fig. 1 an unstable high current arc on a graphite

cathode in nitrogen is shown. The arc is moving in front of the cathode with

high velocity. The insufficient time resolved picture gives the impression

of a fully turbulent discharge. Therefore in most cases special precautions

are necessary to run a stationary stable arc.

In many applications arc instabilities cause problems for example in plasma

processing or in arc discharge lamps /2/. But there are also cased in which

arc instabilities can be helpful for example for arc quenching in a high

voltage circuit breaker during current zero /3/.

Fig. 1: Picture of an unstable high

current arc on a graphite

cathode in N? taken with

insufficient time resolu-

tion.

The author appreciates support from

the "Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft"

grant Me 615/2, Me 615/6-2,3,4.
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There are different reasons for the instability of an arc discharge. We can

distinguish between

electrode instabilities

hydrodynamic instabilities

and magnetic instabilities.

Without special precautions we have a superposition of the various insta-

bilities - as shown in the example in Fig. 1 - and a mutual amplification.

The arc root instabilities are amplified by the magnetic field and.perhaps

also by hydrodynamic instabilities /4/.

But as we will see also a straight arc column without forced convection and

protected against disturbances from the electrodes can become unstable. The

only reason is the selfmagnetic field /5/. The effect of a selfmagnetic

field can be enhanced by an external magnetic field in the direction of the

arc axis /6,7/.

Experimental arrangement

To separate the magnetic instability from other effects we operate a long

cylindrical low current arc with well defined boundary conditions. The arc

burns in a cylindrical water-cooled fused silica tube with an inner diam. of

20 mm. The arc length is 200 mm, the arc current ranges from 5 - 12 A. The

electrodes are submerged in water-cooled copper tubes with an inner diam. of

Pig. 2: A low current hydrogen arc at atmospheric pressure in a water-

cooled fused silica tube (earth magnetic field uncompensated)

a) straight arc column at 8 A; b) helical arc column at 9.3 A.
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9 mm to screen off the arc column from electrode effects /8/. For the

detailed investigation H_ was used.

Fig. 2a shows a cylindrical hydrogen arc at a current strength of 8 A. The

light emitting core is just 2 mm thick. If we increase the current above a

definite value - in our case 9.3 A - the arc is shaped to an helix as showr

in Fi^. 2b. The helix with a fixed amplitude is a new stable state. If we

increase the current by a step function this stable state is achieved by a

characteristic time constant. The helix can be right or left handed.

The complete experimental arrangement can be seen in Fig. 3. On the outer

surface of the discharge tube a cylindrical coil is mounted by which an

external axial magnetic field can be produced. The coil is powered with a

fast current source.

The helix orientation and the helix amplitude is measured by a special

electrooptical device. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of the measuring heads.

The device consists of two pairs of linear photodiode arrays arranged

rectangular to the tube axis and one pair rectangular to the other. Onto

them a magnified picture of the arc column is projected so that the x- and

y-coordinates of two arc cross sections can be measured in two planes oer-

pendicular to the tube axis.

The Helmholtz-coils provide for the compensation of the horizontal component

of the earth magnetic field. Its vertical component is compensated by a

small d.c. current through the cylindrical coil. More details of the ex-

Fig. 3: Complete experimental

setup with the dischar-

ge tube, a cylindrical

coil on the tube, Heim-

holtz-coils anci a de-

vice for the measure-

ment of the arc posi-

tion.
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perimental set-up are given in /8/.

Basic physical effects

The force driving the deflection *c of the arc is the Lorentz force. A

disturbance in the cylindrical current distribution sketched in Fig. 4

cannot be compensated by the gas pressure as in the cylindrical case. So a

resulting force is acting transverse to the arc producing a mass flow pvm.

This mass flow increases the arc deflection and by the deflection the force.

The force can be enhanced by an axial external magnetic field which crosses

with the deviation of the current density from the z-direction.

The deflection of the arc is counteracted by thermal effects which are shown

in Pig. 5. On one hand the electrical field strength and therefore the elec-

trical power input is higher at the inner side of the curved arc than at

the outer side. This effect can be reduced by transparently emitted

radiation.

On the other hand approaching the wall the arc is stronger cooled at the

outer side than at the inner side of the curvature. This effect is increased

by reabsorbed radiation.

O
O
O
O
O

Ill
T\ 7

G
O

§

pvm

[T*^dTrFL

4: Destabilization of the cy-

lindrical arc bv a distur-

bance of the cylindrical

self magnetic field.

from $Etls=0

Tin

[wall

(Js-KgradT lqil<lqal

Fig. 5: Thermal stabilization of the

cylindrical arc by an inhomo-

geneous electrical field and

an inhomogeneous heat flow.
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Theoretical procedure

For a quantitative description of the arc instability the full set of equa-

tions has to be solved /5,8/:

the electromagnetic equations in an electrostatic approximation

the mass balance

the momentum-balance with the Lorentz force and the viscosity term

and the energy balance.

We have solved the equations by linear perturbation theory with an ansatz:

A = AQ(r) + (1)

A_ are the undisturbed cylindrical solutions. For the perturbation quanti-

ties A, we take in accordance to the helical shape of. the unstable arc the

subsequent form

= A,(r,k,t)exp i (2)

r, ip , z are cylindrical coordinates, t is the time, k = 2n/\ depends on the

pitch A of the helix. By this ansatz the perturbation quantities are se-

parated in a r-dependent amplitude and ir a periodic factor exp i(?>Tkz).

Minus describes a right handed helix, plus a left handed helix. From this

linear perturbation theory we get the stability limits and the growth rates

- but not the helix amplitude.

For the moment we approximate the spatial dependent electrical conductivity

in the arc by a channel of const, electrical conductivity ar with the radius

Tr T

T

\

Fig. 6: Channel model for the elec-

trical conductivity in the

arc.

Fig. 7: Helical displacement of

the arc.
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rc. If Tc is the temperature for which the electrical conductivity in our

channel model jumps from zero to a const, value the isotherme Tc localizes

the arc.

If we add to the temperature distribution of the cylindrical arc TQ(r) the

perturbation of the temperature T. , this results in a displacement * of the

circular isotherme Tc.

Tn(r+«) + Tjlr+X) = Tc = T0(rc) (3)

S = fc • exp i (PTkz) (4)

<c is the helix amplitude

The displacement is shown in Fig. 7.

In a more general theory which is developed now the simple channel model is

replaced by a multiarea model. In this case the arc positition is described

by a set of isotherms of a shape according to Eq. 4.

Results of theory

As a result of the perturbation theory we have found a linear differential

equation for the helix amplitude «c /8/:

, (c«lk 4, + tc d2 + c cMkFM 4, + «c T 4 4 = o 15)

M k = *a' j/l'-; is called Maecker's number and
7 t

is the characteristic dimension-

less number of the stability problem.

is the ratio of an external axial magnetic field Ba to the maximum value of

the selfmagnetic fields Bs.

T = pa h a fi? * is the time constant of the in-

stability. It is determined

by the ratio of the energy content of the arc to the power input per unit

length.

oh enthalpy per unit volume at the arc axis
a 8
,u0 permeability of free space
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t; viscosity

I arc current

E electrical field strength in the column

are determinants which depend on the ratio r /R of the channel radius r to
C C

the tube radius R and on the pitch of the helix \ = 2n/k. They represent:

4^ destabilization by the selfmagnetic field

&2 thermal stabilization

4. destabilization by an external magnetic field

A. thermal inertia

Discussion of the solution and comparison with the experimental

results

a) If we put in the f equation of the helix amplitude:

e_ = 0; FM = 0 ,

we get from it the marginal value of Maecker's number:

rc/ R, k >
(6)

»00D

50

30
Mkcr

20

10 • I
Mk0

marginally stable

asymptotically stable

XI2KR-
I .1 L-

0,5 Xc 1.0 1.5 2.0

fig. 8: Marginal Maecker number in Fig. 9: Stability limit curves for

dependence on the normalized the Maecker number for dif-

pitchA/2>rR. ferent ratios of the arc ra-

dius to the tube radius rc/R.
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Fig. 8 shows the course of the marginal Maecker number in dependence on the

pitch A for a special normalized channel radius /5/. The curve devides the

A-Mk plane in a region with positive growth rate-of the instability and into

a region in which the corresponding disturbances are damped out. A characte-

ristic of the curve is its minimum for a special pitch. We begin with a

stable arc and approach the stability limit from below by increasing the

Maecker number. This can be done for example by an increase of the arc

current. Then at first the minimum of the marginal curve is reached. The

abscissa of the minimum gives therefore the pitch of the instability in its

starting point. The experimental pitch agrees perfectly with the theoretical

result ( Acr = 3.84 R). The Mk-value of the minimum determines the absolute

stability limit of the cylindrical arc and is the critical Maecker number

M kc, •

The position of the marginal curves in the Mk-diagram depends on the ratio

of the arc radius to the tube radius rc/R /9/. As is shown in Fig. 9 the

curves are displaced to higher values of Mk with increasing rc/R. The ratio

rc/R increases with the invested arc power L.

From Mk and the minima of the marginal curves Mkcr the arc curent was deter-

mined in dependence on the tube radius for which the wall stabilized hydro-

gen arc becomes unstable /9/. The resulting curve shown in Fig. 10 agrees

well with the experimental points.

b) As a next step we investigate the influence of an external

axial magnetic field on arc stability:

and a given Maecker number Mk we can evaluate a marginal external magnetic

field FMQ which just destabilizes the arc:

FMr =(-4"- >< 1 -THT > "
 (7)

G d2 M k
The results for FM_ for different arc currents are shown in Fig. 11 /7/.

G
Negative values of FM occur for unstable arcs. In this case the marginal

field has the opposite direction as the axial component of the helix field.

The minima of the curves are the critical values of the external magnetic

field FMcr.

For FMcr >0 and FM > FMcr the arc is destabilized.

For FM „ < 0 and FM < FM , the arc is stabilized.
cr cr

But this situation cannot be maintained for a longer time since a small

disturbance causes a flip over of the helix orientation - e.g. from a right
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to a left handed helix - so that the external magnetic field and the axial

component of the selfmagnetic field get the same direction.

Fig. 12 shows the measured and calculated critical axial field in dependence

on the arc-current /&/. The agreement is good. It is remarkable that the

critical magnetic field amounts only some Gaufl. The measurement of the sta-

bilizing negative values is not possible.

c) Growth rate

In a further step we investigate the growth rate of the instability. For the

helix-amplitude from Eq. 5 the subsequent general expression can be derived:

ec = fo e x P [ ~ T"X^'
 M k ~ M k Q > J ' 1 ~ ^ i d t ] (8)

The external magnetic field is taken time-dependent.

For FM=0

we get for the growth rate of the instability the simplified expression:

n. = -f< - -r1 )(Mk-Mk_) (9)

In Fig. 13 the growth rate Q for different arc currents in dependence on

X is shown /I/. All disturbances will be damped out if for our experimental

ISO

A

MO

W

X/2TCR

Fig. 10: Current strength at the in- Fig. 11: Marginal external magnetic

ception point of the insta- field of an hydrogen arc for

bility in dependence on the different arc currents in

tube radius R for a H2~arc. dependence on the pitch A .
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conditions the arc current is less than 9.3 A. For higher arc currents the

growth rate curves have a positive maximum at a certain pitch. The maximum

value should be found also experimentally.

A correct measurement of the qrouth rate is rather difficult. The arc must

be brought suddenly from a stable to an unstable cylindrical state for

example by a current step. The time constant by which this new cylindrical

state is achieved competes with the growth rate of the instability.

But from the general expression for the helix amplitude follows that it can

be confined to small values by a time varying external magnetic field.

We have used the current source for an external magnetic field and the elec-

trooptic helix measuring device to stabilize the cylindrical arc by an

automatic control loop /10/. By switching off the loop we were able to

measure the growth rate. The results will be shown later together with other

results. For a const magnetic field

FM const 0

we get for the growth rate the modified expression:

nB = n0 ( 1 -
 F M ' LO)

For Mk < MkQ and without an external magnetic field the growth rate is

150ft-

4

CO

-2

\

s

IB/A — K 19

Fig. 12: Critical external magnetic

field for a Hj-arc in de-

pendence on the arc current.

R=10 mm; p=1040 hPa.

Fig. 13: Growth rate of the helical

instability in dependence

on the pitch A for a H_-

arc. R=10 mm; p=1040 hPa.
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negat ive flo < 0 and FMQ > 0

< Fltf - flD < O
G B

But applying a supercritical B-field:

FM Mra -. Q >0
G o

the growth rate becomes positive.

For a supercritical magnetic field the growth rate can be measured

relatively simple by applying a rectangular pulse of this field onto a

stable arc.

Fig. 14 shows theoretical growth rate curves in dependence on X for three

different parameter sets. The measured points demonstrate that the expected

maximum values are observed indeed. Unfortunately the critical pitch does

not agree as well with the theory as the growth rate itself /8/.

Fig. 15 shows the maximum values of the growth rate dependent on the arc

current for an external magnetic field of B = 10 G, 5 G and also for the

case without a magnetic field /8/. The agreement of the experimental points

with the theory is pretty good. The points for zero magnetic field are

measured by switching off the magnetic field of the automatic control loop

stabil ization.

Q2 0.4 Q6
X/2HR

Fig. 14: Growth rate of the instabi-

lity in dependence on A for

different arc currents and

external magnetic fields.

3000

2000

1000

—Theorie
• Exp. 7

/

Bo =50

B ^

60 80
1,/A.

100 120

Fig. 15: Critical growth rate for a

H.-arc in dependence on the

arc current for different

external magnetic fields.
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Conclusions

We have shown that the magnetic instability is one of the sources of arc

instability.

We have developed a quantitative theory of the magnetic instability and we

have chequed the theory by experiments under well defined conditions.

But the magnetic instability is not only of general interest. Enhanced by

an external magnetic field it has found a special technical application in

an arc spinner interrupter in which the arc is dismembered by the magnetic

instability before current zero /ll/.

Further development-investigation of the helical state

In the moment we investigate aspects of the magnetic instability which are

connected with a phase transition in dissipating systems /12/.

For that purpose we have measured the helix amplitude at first in dependence

on the arc current without an external magnetic field. The result is shown

in Fig. 16. The curve indicates a square-root dependence« oc which

is typical for second order phase transitions with symmetry breaking. The

right handed helix is labelled by a positive and the left handed helix by a

negative sign of the amplitude.

We hsvp also measured the helix amplitude in dependence on an external

magnetic field. The result is presented in Fig. 17. Also in this case we

have a square root relation. But the curve splits up in two branches, one

for tho right handed and the other for the left handed helix.

Fig. 16: Helix amplitude measured in

dependence on the arc current

at a Hj-arc.
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la
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-1

-Z

- 3

(

-.2 -.13 -.1 -.05 0 .03 .1 .13 .2

Fig. 17: Helix amplitude measured

in dependence on an exter-

nal B-field for 1^ = 9 A,

I? = 9.25 A.

Fig. 18: Helix amplitude measured

in dependence on an exter-

nal magnetic field for

I = 9.5 A > I.. .

The gap between them reduces with increasing arc current. For I > Icr one

branch moves over the other one so that an hysteresis curve is produced. A

measured hysteresis curve is shown in Fig. 18. The flip over from one

branch to the other occurs statistically. By the magnetic field the second

order phase transition is converted to a first order phase transition.
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Introduction

Since Jaban's invention of He-Ne Laser in 1961, gas lasers have

operated in very wide frequency range, from microwave to 15.2 nm in soft X-

ray.U The highest output powers recorded till now are 2.2MW in CW^) and

5kJ/pulse in pulsed mode3', both from single resonators. Many kinds of

applications of gas lasers have realised both in the military and in the

industry.

TEA laser invented by Beau.lieu in 1969*' increased drastically the

output energy of pulsed gas lasers, which operated in the discharge of the

atmospheric pressure. The preionization techniques using the corona5^,

uv*>', or X-ray?) made it more efficient.

The raregas monohalide excimer lasers invented by Ewing and Brau") in

1975 need intrinsically the high pressures and the high input powers. So

the technologies developed for the TEA CO2 lasers could apply well for them.

The much effort have been paid for the development of raregas monohalide

lasers and they have progressed quite well, but they are still not enough to

be applicable for the industrial uses.

Since the discovery of transverse mode locking in He-Ne laser in

1968^), the author have worked in the field of gas lasers, including the

invention of X-ray preionization7), the development of the highest power of

pulsed gas laser (HF)3), etc.

Prom the standpoint of a laser scientist in this paper, the author will

describe what are not known, what kinds of researches shoud be done, what

kindns of inventions should be done, etc., in order to make the pulsed

lasers, especially rare gas monohalide lasers, more useful.
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The raregas monohalide lasers pumped by the electron beam

SIMPLIFIED KINETICS

XeJ

HCI(vl)

U /

XeCKB,C)

' / N

«eXe+

le.Xe,HCKv* 0)

Fig. 1 XeCl Excimer Laser Kinotlco for Discharge

Putnmd Xe/Cl/Ne Mixture.

For KrF, XeCl, and XeF

the kinetics are well known

now, and the theoretical data

can be compared with the

experimental.

In the case of the

electron beam pumping, the

energy of the injected

electron beam is absorbed in

the gas. The absorbed energy

are divided into the

ionization energy and the

metastabel energy of the gases

with the ratio of 1/0.33,

though the thermalization

process have not known

physically. The ratio is correct in the experiment and also in the Monte-

Carlo simulation. The addition of the small amount of halogens don't affect

to the ratio.

Many papers have been published concerning the analysis of electron

beam pumped raregas monohalide lasers, but the author believe the paper by

F.Kannari et.al.l°) should be the most reliable. They re-checked the

important rate constants, and the mixing of KrFt3,C) states and the V-T

relaxation of KrF(B) were included.

The gain constant g0 and the absorption constant oC0 measured by

AVCoH) are compared with the theoretical analysis by Kannari et.al in

tables 1 and 2. The discrepancies between them are in 15%. In table 3 the

theoretical analysis are compared with the experiments of some other

laboratories, and the discripancies are within 10% though the pulse shape of

the electron beam is rectangular in the analysis.

The temporal behaviors of the gain and the output power etc. in the

analysis fit well with those in the experiments. In Fig.2 the output powers
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(E-BSAMPUmP)

Jeb[R/om"l

110

55

20

Pressure[Amagata]

0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6

9.1

9.5

5.1

6.3

1.9

2.1

6.3

10

5.3

5.6

1.4

1.6

14

14

6.6

8.1

2.3

2.3

11

13

5.1

6.6

1.6

1.7

15

14

6.6

7.7

2.2

2.0

11

16

5.3

7.1

1.4

1.5

EXP.

CODE

EXP.

CODE

EXP.

CODE

Table 1 Comparisons of Small-Signal Cain (%/cm) between Our Code Prediction
and Experimental Result Reported by Klimek et.al. (see Ref.17)

Pr«««ure[ftmagati]

0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.6

110

55

20

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

86

83

41

48

21

21

0.73

0.62

0.32

0.37

0.18

0.15

1.

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

8

67

91

97

42

37

1

0

0

0

0

0

.3

.91

.60

.53

.26

.24

2

2

1

1

0

0

.2

.00

.1

.11

.53

.44

1.6

1.41

0.89

0.B2

0.3B

0.31

EXP.

CODE

EXP.

CODE

EXP.

CODE

Table 2 Comparisons of Small-Signal Absorption Coefficient (?/«) betwee Our
Code Prediction and Experimental Result Reported by Klimek et.al. (see Ref.17)

EXPERIMENTAL DATA KLL CODE

Ewlng at al. [58)

Ewlng at al. (58)

Tlione et al.[5,6,

Tisona et al.(5,6,

Edwards et al. IB)

Jacob et al.[20]

7]

7)

Pula*

Width

(n«)

50

50

50

50

60

600

Gain

Length

(cm)

50

50

40

40

35

100

Total
Pressure

(atm)

1.5

2

1.3

3.3

2

1.7

Excitation
Rate

(MW/cm3)

0.7

1.2

l.B

7

1.5

0.18

nlnt

(Energy)

9

9

13

10

11

9(power)

"int

(Energy)

10.8

10.8

10.1

8.1

B.6

10.4

Table 3 Code Prediction of the KrF Laser Oscillator
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are shown both in the

experiment and in the

analysis, where the pressure

is 1 atm with Kr/F2 = 99.5/

0.5, and the transmission of

the output couplrr is 40%.

As in the case of Fig.2,

Kr-rich or Ar-less mixtures

for KrF lasers have been

studied recently^), because

is 19.2% for Ar/Kr/F2 mixture, though 21% for Kr/F2 mixture,, and also

because more electric r.-ower can be poured into Kr/F2 mixture even at the

lower pressure by the reason of higher z-number of Kr.

The kinetics in Ar/Kr and Ar/Xe mixtures are well known. But those in

Ar/Ne mixture are not well known.

The fitness between experiments and theories indicate that the kinetic

data are correct. All of the theoretical analysis till now were in one

dimentional. When the three dimentional simulation code is developed, more

accurate comparison between experiments and theories will be done.

The ion beam pumped laser is attractive because very high power is

poured without magnetic field. But the cross section of the excitation of

rare gas by the collision with ions, the ionization cross section, etc. have

hardly been known. And the phenomena at very high intensity excitation rate

such as 100 MW/cm^, the recombination process at high electron number

density for example, are also not well known.

The differences between electron-beam and TE discharge pumpings of pulsed

gas lasers.

In the electron-beam pumping, the impedance change in the laser medium

does not have influences on the injected e-beam energy &•. it is electrically

separated from the circuit. So, the pressure and the mixing ratio of the

medium can be widely selected. As there is no instability problem in the
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electron-beam pumped laser medium, and the excitation of over lOMW/cm^ atm

is attainable.

The pulse width of electron-beam pumped laser is limited by the diode

short. The current i of the electron bean is

-

where d is anode-cathode separation, u is the drift velocity of ions. As u

is 1-2 cm/(isec the pulse width is shorter than jisecs.

MATCHING

CHARGER PFL LASER
DISCHARGE

MATCHING MATCHING

PREIONIZATION
DISCHARGE INSTABILITY
PULSE WIDTH/POWER LOADING
REP-RATED OPERATION
ENERGY SCALABILITY

CHARGER PFL
E-BEAM
DIODS

LASER
MIXTURE

DISCHARGE

E-BEAM

PROTON
BEAM

LASER
MIXTURE

• DIODE CLOSURE/PULSE
WIDTH

• Bz /PINCH
• UNIFORMITY

PREIONIZATION / UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELD

E-BEAM GUIDING Bz FIELD

Fig. 3 Comparison of Discharge Pumping and Electron Beam Pumping on Gas Lasers

In the case of the discharge the load of the electric circuit is the

laser medium itself, and it is usually difficult to choose the best medium

condition because of the restriction both from the circuit and the medium.

The single connection point between the circuit and the laser medium also

make it difficult to match the impedances of them in the discharge, on the

other side two connection points make it easier in the electton beam, as

shown in Fig.3.

The discharge pumping has the following difficulties

i) The uniform grow discharge is difficult throughout the large volume of

high pressure.

ii) The impedance of the discharge temporally change from infinit at the

start of the discharge to less than 1 ft.
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iii) The impedance at the quasi steady state is as low as less than in .

iv) The plasma instability will occur when the input energy is increased.

The pre-ionization is used to solve i)5-7), an<3 the spiker-sustainer

system is proposed to solve ii)18)f j n which two electric circuits, one for

the breakdown and the other for the sustainer, are parallelly connected to

the laser medium. To solve iii), the discharge region can be divided and

circuits is parallelly connected to the each divided laser medium.

The use of short input pulse seems to solve iv), but the reduction of

the pulse width is inherently difficult.

The electron-beam seems to be better than the discharge. However, as

the life of the thinfoil is short even with the current density of less than

500A/cm2 and the repetition rate of the electron-beam is low, the electron-

beam is usually not superior than the discharge for the practical use,

though very high energy per pulse is obtainable with higher intrinsic

efficiency.

The comparison between the theoretical analysis and the experiments in the

discharge pumped raregas monohalide lasers.

In the former paragraph it is shown that the theoretical analysis of

electron-beam pumped KrF laser well fit to the experiment. The situation is

similar in XeCl. These mean the kinetics in KrF and XeCl lasers are roughly

correct, though they may be exactly real.

The kinetics in the discharge pumped excimer lasers are the same as in

the electron beam pumped ones, so that the theoretical analysis must be also

fit to the experiment in the discharge. However it doesn't usually do well.

In Fig.4 and 5 the analysis and the experiments both by Keio Univ. are

shown, in which the discharge volume is 450 cm^, the input density 3.5MW/cm3

through PFL with X-ray pre-ionization.

The voltage at the beginning of fcne discharge don't fit between the

analysis and the experiment as shown in Fig.4. This discrepancy may

attributed to the stray inductance, which is rather ambiguous. The laser

output power fit well as shown in Fig.5, though the discripancy in the input

power can be seen due to that of the voltage.

The experiments by Watanabe et.al.1^) using UV pra-ionization are
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compared with the

analysis by Keio Univ.

in Fig.6. The output

energy in the

experiment, 9.3J, is

not so different from

that of the analysis,

8.5J, though the

Fig. 4 T n e comparisons between Theoretical Analysis
and Experiments for the Electrical Characteristics;,
of the Discharge-Pumped XeCl Laser o

voltage in the experiments is nearly half of Lj

that in the analysis. This big discrepancy

may attributed to the UV preionization, in

which the real discharge region is not

clearly defined.

The pre-ionization has a great influence

on the characteristics of the high pressure

pulsed lasers, so the author mention it in

the next paragraph.

30 60 90 1?0 150
T I M E ( n s o c )

Xe/HCI/Ne = 05/02/993 (%|
= 5atm V=80kV

F i9- 5 TIMP In-..-1
The Comparisons between Theoretical Analysis and Experiments for
the Laser Power of the Discharge-Pumped XeCl Laser.

The relation between the pre-ionization and the output of the discharged gas

lasers.

The pre-ionization is inevitable in the high pressure pulsed gas

lasers , and the electron injection, UV, and X-ray are used for i t .

In the X-ray pre-ionization invented by the author e t . a l . 7 ' the number

density of electrons is not so much as that in UV, but i t can pre-ionize

uniformly the wide volume with the changeable number density and pre-ionized

region.
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The output energy and

pulse width of KrF

discharged laser increased

with rn~e as in Fig.7, ne

is the electron number

density, as shown first by

Suitiida et.al. I4) and later

by Alcock et.al.15)

When the pre-

ionization restrict in the

part of laser medium, the

laslng occur only in the

pre-ionized region as shown

in Fig.8. This effect

first obserbed in KrF by

Sumida et.al., and later

also in XeCl by Alcock

et.al. The pre-ionized

electron is moved by the

electric field, ionizing

the gas molecules in the

cone-shape as shown in

Fig.9. However, as the

velocity of the electrons

in the excimer discharge is A

nearly 106 cm/sec, they 55

SIMULATION RESULT OF DISCHARGE PUMPED XeCl LASER

move only by lmm in the 100

nsec of the discharge. In

100 nsecs the discharge can

not attain to the real

steady state, and the

dependence of the output

power on the number density

150

Fig. 6

Simulation Result of Discharge Pumped XeCl Laser

1.2

0,8

S °-4r

60

40

• Peak Power

• Pulse Width

107

Fig. 7 Preionization Electron Density (cm-3)

s

8
20 £
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of electrons seems

reasonable because the

output must be dependent to

the number of the cones. It

seems real intuitively but

this effect has not been

analysed theoretically.

The region of the

discharge, the lateral width

of the lasing, etc. change

with the changing ratio of

rare gases, which are also

not theoretically clear. The

lateral width of the lasing

is usually narrower than the

apparrent discharge width,

which strongly influence on

the amount of the impedance

for the analysis.

Not only the spacial

width of the lasing, but

also the temporal width of

the lasing can be influenced

by the preionization.

Taylor et.al. succeeded to

rig. 0 The Effects of the Pr^ionization

on the Lasing Regions

ANODE

TOTAL NUMBER OF ELECTRONS

EXPOSED

ELECTRON

KrF LASER

AREA

DENSITY

ENERGY

tcm" 3 l

(J)

N

S

8-106

0.68

N

S/2

1.6107

0.B9

N/2

E

4-106

0.54

N/2

S/4

1.G107

0.54

o:
Fig. 10 The Effect of Preionization on

Region in the Discharge Pumped

•7•7777777'777777777777777777^

CATHODE

Fig. 9 The Velocity of the Electron

£ilOG cm/sec. So, it move only

1 mm in 100 nsec.

get 1.5 îsec length of

XeCl pulse using the

uniform preionization by

KrF lser light.16'

We can say the

discharge pumped laser

has not understood well

as such a simple

phenomenon as the pre-

the Lasing

KrF Laser,
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ionization effect is not analysed.

The theoretical analysis of HgBr laser considering the spacial

distribution of the pre-ionized electron indicates the strong dependence of

the laser output on the pre-ionization, as shown in Fig.11.17)

Such analysises should be done also in KrF or XeCl.

Kinetics data which are not clear now

i) The accuracy of the collision crossections.

The measured crossections of the collisions are usually coincident by

paper by paper, within 20-40% in the momentum exchanges, 10-20% in the

ionizations, anc* 20-40% in the excitations. They shoud be more accurate.

1.51

MW/cm

i cm

LASER INTENSITY

350

Time(ns)

350

Time (n»|

o PRE1ON12ATI0N
PROFILE

a CURRENT DENSITY

350

150

4 cm ° Time(ns)

Fig. 11 HgBr Discharge Laser. (Ewing, et.al., SPIE £76 (1984);

ii) The ion recombination due to three body collisions.

The rate of the recombination due to three body collisions must

decrease in the lO^-lolVcm 3 regions when the plasma shielding effect is

included,*" which has not been measured experimentally. The velocity of
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the reaction, such as

KrJ- t- F" + Ar — =» KrF* + Ai

at lO-^/cm^ ion number density and 2 atm Ar, decrease by 40%, ac.vorrii n<j to

the theory.

Though the ion shielding effects don't, change largely llif pxciim^r

production efficiency, according to t h« analysis by Obara <jt. ,di . '"', they

should be experimentally clear.

iii) The velocity ot the mixing in B and C states, and the re Laxai ion

between vibtational states in KrF, XeCl, pfce.

As the energy differences, for example A E B r = 90<-m""i, /ih'.v - i?./cw'^

('- ... ... ) in KrF, sr" <~omparabl'•• to tiu> kin^i.ic "ii'.T'iy ff ' Im HIMIII

temperature ( *; 2nr-in"l), I hose velocities should be rapid, Bui '-hoy rould

have strong influences on the energy «xt r,ict. ion efficiency, .̂-,(>i.»ci al 1 y in

the amplification of the short pulses. Some of the in«?;inur<-?intni. s hav<- he'-h

published, such as Obara, et,al.'s,10) \ rl whjcli t.ii-'>y meaturer.i v-T i <--• 1 rjxrit i "ii

velocity and B-C mixing velocity from the te.laLion between Hii'jii'iftnrt

depletion and the laser power, bur much more measurements should be done,

iv) The absorption species

The non-saturable absorbers, such as ^r^* and Kr* in the Ky rich

mixture, have the strong effect on the extraction efficiency of rarerias

monohalide lasers, though the saturable absorbers don't. They have not yei

measured accurately,

v) Ne buffer mixtures

In the Me-diluented mixture foe ArF laser, the main reactions for tip'-

relaxations a r e , 2 0 ' 2 D

N e + + F" + M | * Ne* + F + M

NeF*( * Ne + F + hv (108nm)

( ? Ne *• F*

The branching rations between these reactions are not known,

vi) F2 laser

t,any things have not known in ¥•? Jaser.

The proposed production reacrtions of Fy(D^) are,
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F+ + F" + M -

The reaction rates, braching ratios between the above reactions, etc., have

not measured.

Two papers were published concerning the radiative life time of

F2*(Dl), 3 ns in one2") and 30 nsec in the other paper.22)

The identification of the absorption species, their absorption

coefficients, etc. have not also measured.

The future prospects of raregas nionohalide lasers

In order to apply the raregas monohalide lasers widely for the

industrial uses, at the first, the life of the circit must be longer. That

of the switch must be more than 10l0 shots. But also, the output and the

efficiency should be better by the effort of the experimenter.

According to the recent analysis by Ohwa and Obara the high efficiency

can be obtained by choosing the proper gas mixing ratio, gas pressure, and

excitation rate.2^) As a example, 12.5% of intrinsic efficiency can be

obtained at 3.5MW/cm3 of 3

atm. which is three times

larger than the highest

experimental record, 4.4% by

Long, Jr.18) Even with the

capacitor transfer circuit,

high efficiency, for example

V

c

T
=6OnF

4s
200nH

Rs

0.05/2 | GnH

jOnF

\

1!

Lose

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Conditions

Discharge Volume: 3Mx Zwx 60L (350cm3)
Gas Mixture :Ne/Xe/HC1=98.6/1.3/0.1 (I)
Total Pressure :1 atm
Resonator :RplOOJ, R2=40X(coupler>

V,(kV

40

2S°

1)8

18

store

.8

Simulation Results

,<J>/Ede0<J>/E laser(mJ>-

21.3 1170

13.7 626

%

3

3 .3

6

1

.9

.6

MH/an5

1.3

0.68

•;The selfbreokdoHn voltage Is close to 25 kV.

Fig. 12 Simulation of Capacitor-Transfer-Type XeCl

Discharge Lasers

3.3% as shown in Fig. 12, is

prospected.

The characteristics of

the raregas monohalide lasers

will be improved by the

efforts of the scientists in

the ionized phenomena.
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ELEMENTARY PROCESSES IN CONTINUOUS LAS.ER DISCHARGES

F. Howorka

Institut ftir Experitnentalphysik, Univ. Innsbruck, A 6020 Innsbruck

Austria

1. Introduction

Discharges for continuous lasers like the very well known helium-neon

laser or the noble gas ion lasers traditionally use the positive column

part of a low-pressure gas discharge as the active laser medium. The pri-

mary process to produce the active species is in a first step the elec-

tron-impact excitation or ionization of one species which in turn can trans-

fer its energy to a second species which is then the lasing particle spe-

cies. In the positive column the electron energy -distribution has a certain

shape which is determined by the longitudinal field in the (usually narrow)

tube. Through this confinement alone many lasing species cannot be excited

in ordinary low-pressure discharges, at least not in single-collision

events by electrons.

A low pressure discharge has, however, not only the positive column

as exciting and luminous region. There are parts of the discharge, expecial-

ly near the cathode, which can also be used for excitation of laser active

particles. The most promising part is the so-called negative glow which is

separated from the cathode of the discharge by a dark space, the cathode

sheath. In the negative glow ions are produced by electrons which have

been accelerated through the cathode sheath in a comparatively strong

field on the order of some kV/cm because the entire voltage drop between

cathode and negative glow (which has a space potential of about anode po-

tential in the absence of a positive column) occurs in this space. The con-

sequence is an electron energy distribution which on the one hand has a

high-energy tail where part of the electrons still has an appreciable (dir-

ected) energy from the sheath, but on the other hand also an increased low-

energy proportion because the negative-glow plasma is a cool quasineutral
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plasma in which the field strength is much lower than in the positive

column. It should therefore be possible to reach higher energy states {mul-

tiple ionization + excitation in one step, e.g.) as well as populate

states in which the low-energy electrons play a role (population of excited

states by recombination etc.) in the negative glow.

The only drawback to use this region of the discharge is its limited

extension. Whereas the positive column can be made several meters long,

the negative glow is usually only a few centimeters long. This is only

true in a longitudinal (tube-like) structure. To make longer negative glows,

a hollow cathode may be employed. A hollow cathode is a tube of metal which

serves as the cathode of a glow discharge. The positive column is usually

suppressed, a wire along or near the center of the tube serving as an anode.

In this case the negative glow may spread along the whole length of the

tube, sustained by fast electrons streaming into the glow column radially

from the wall. Such a tube like hollow cathode is well suited as a laser

tube if some requirements are fulfilled. A summary on the properties and

geometrical design principles is found in refs. 1 - 4 .

In addition to the excitation conditions which are different between

positive column and negative glow, the geometry of the hollow cathode arran-

gements poses some geometrically enhanced features ("Hollow cathode effect")

which could be used for special laser applications. The main part of this

paper will mainly deal with these features of the hollow cathode discharge.

2. Elementary processes relevant for the excitation of laser states

Among others, there are the following elementary processes which are

used or might be used for the excitation of laser states in continuous lasnt

discharges:

Excitation transfer, e.g.

He 21S + Ne + He 11SQ + Ne 3s_ - AE

Ne* + 0 2 + Ne 1 S Q +0+0"(3p
3P) + K.E.

Electron impact excitation

(np) + e + KE ->• (np) " ms + e

md + e
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Charge neutralization

A*

(He

Me4

+

Ne

+•

B~

) +

2

• A

+ fc<~

+ B -i

' Me1

Me •*

KE

*- Ne

e +

1 ( 2 s )

KE

charge transfer * excitation

t i *

Ho < Cu > .Cu + Me

Penning ionization

He 2JS + C;d • He + Cd* >

Resonant" oxcJ.t at ion -energy trrinsfor

He 2 S ^ Kr+ >• He + Kr

Endoergic charge transfer excitation

X + + Y + K.E. - X

electron impact iohi^at.ion + excitation

In the following, characteristics and feai.ur.es of the hollow cathode dis-

charge V..111 be investigated, especially concerning their usability foi i lu-

elementary processes as laser excitation mechanisms.

3. Laser relevant properties of hol.low cathode discharges.

a) Electron energy distribution.

The electron energy distribution function differs in both the density

of fast electrons streaming in from ihe wa L I. of the cathode and the dt-ti-

sity of the very slow, "plasma" electrons from the distribution func-

tion of a positive column. Generally both parts are higher in the hollow

cathode discharge, favorinq the population of h igh-enei.ciy stgU;o by fr»s.;t

electrons as well as the population of e*<:itfrd states by recoimiin.iiiun
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b) Geometry effects:

Talking mostly about cylindrical hollow cathodes, there are the fol-

lowing properties which were observed in hollow cathodes:

b.1. "Pendulum" electrons.

At low pressure electrons starting from the cathode walls can trans-

. verse the negative glow more than once, it they lose little energy in col-

lisions. At too low pressures, however, the positive energy of the electrons

leaving the surface leads to their absorption on the opposite wall if there

are no collisions in the volume. This seems to be a criterion of the low-

pressure operating limit of hollow cathode discharges /7/.

b.2. Density "singularity" on the axis.

Electrons released from a cylindrical hollow cathode and accelerated

by a radial field toward the axis must have a density increase toward the

axis of the cylinder (mathematically a singularity with infinitely high den-

sity proportional to 1/r with r + 0). Only the very fast electrons that have

never undergone any collisions show this effect. It is most easily studied

by measuring the density distribution of multiply charged ions mass-spectro-

metrically /8/ or light-spectroscopically /9/. Excited highly charged ions

show the density distribution of the next higher charge state in the ground

state.

Two examples for highly charged krypton ions are shown in Figs. 1 and

2. Since for optically emitting states the excitation cross section in-

creases with energy and the excitation rate with energy and density, the

geometrical density increase of the fastest electrons plays a role in the

excitation of laser states in ionic lasers. The effect is especially im-

portant in high-voltage hollow cathode arrangements as those proposed by

K. R6zsa
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8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 r[mm]

Fig. 1. Radial density distributions of the individual ions in the negative

glow of the hollow cathode discharge (r.= 10 mm). The densities are

not drawn to scale. Discharge pressure 0.046 Torr, discharge current

6 mA.

Krl 1235 I
Krll 620 £
Krlll 672 A

Fig.2

4 2
r (mm)

Fig. 2. Radial intensity profiles of t!̂ a Krl, Krll and KrIII lines in a Kr

hollow cathode discharge (radius 1 cm, length 4 cm). Discharge pres-

sure 0.07 Torr, discharge current 15 mA.
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b.3. Slow plasma electrons

The plasma electrons may be useful for excitation of laser states

by recombination. The population of excited states by dielectronic recom-

bination of helium ions in a helium hollow cathode discharge at pressures

around 4 torr has been shown to play a role near the axis 16/. Inversion,

however, is only possible for e.g., metal ions which must be introduced into

the discharge, thereby affecting the energy distribution IS/. Radially ac-

celerated ions sputter neutral metal particles from the cathode wall, which

in turn are transported into the interior of the discharge. Penning ioni-

zation and charge transfer are important excitation mechanism for metal jon

laser states. A number of metal lines have been shown to lase in such hol-

low cathode arrangements /1/, 111. Cd II, Zn II, I II, Hg II, As II and Tl

II lines are some examples.

b. 4. Ion-impact excitation

There are two possibilities for ion impact excitation in hollow ca-

thode lasers:

The ion-atom or ion-molecule, reaction of ions with neutral partners in the

negative glow where both partners have essentially thermal energies, e.tj.

+ +*

He + Cu <• Cu + He

and the exoergic or endoergic charge - transfer excitation, e.g.

He+ + Xe -> Xe + * (4D5/2) + He + 0.63 eV;
He+ + N(4S) + N+(2p3 3D° ) - 1.4 eV

where the ions must have appreciable energies. The former process js pre-

sumably used in metal-vapour Lasers of the type He-Cu, He-Ag, He-flu for

the excitation of metal-ion laser states in the ultraviolet region.

The latter excitation may only be useful in the sheath part of the

discharge: Here the ions can have energies in the range of some eV up to

maybe 100 eV. The charge transfer excitation cross section for endoergic

processes has generally a shape which can be characterized by a threshold

near the value of the endoergicity, a steep increase to a maximum value



around r>0 - IOO times tin? threshoJd energy a n d a slow decline /1O/. Similar

curves are obtained for exoerglc ion-atom collisions. Ions havinq energies of

about 1OO eV should be able to excite Xe TI lines in an appr> -iable inten-

sity in the Shaath of a low pressure hollow cathode discharge. That this

+ 4
is so is visible from Fig. 3 : here, the excitation of the Xe D^/2

o

state emitting the 1048 - 1OG2 A line is shown in a pure xenon discharge,

where only electron impact excitation is possible, and in a helium dis-

charge containing :$•% of xenon. In the latter case, the electron impact

excitation is still dominant around the axis, in the middle of the negative

glow, but now additional maxima appear in the region of the sheath or "dark

space" which in the light of the line now appears as "bright" /9/. Many ex-

amples in noble gas - discharges containing traces of other atomic and

molecular gases /11/ show that the ion-impact charge exchange excitation

a)Xe-hcd

b)He-3XXe-hcd

8 6 6 84 2 0 2 4
r (mm)

o

Fig. 3. Radial intensity profile of the Xell lines 1048 + 1052 A in

a) pure xenon, b) a mixture of 3% Xe and 97% He. The peak around

8 mm in He-Xe is due to Xell excitation by HeT ion impact. Dis-

charge current 15 mA, total pressure a) 0.12 Torr, b) 0.3 Torr.
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peaks in the sheath if the endoergicity is 0.1 - 1 eV. An impressive result

is the excitation of the N II 1084-1086 A line in helium-nitrogen discharge

where the electron impact excitation in the negative glow plays virtually

no role as compared with the charge-exchange excitation in the sheath

(Fig. 4). Probably reaction of helium ions with atomic nitrogen into the

3D° state emitting 1084-86 photons is the dominant proces here. The endo-

ergicity is 1-4 eV which is just appropriate to yield peak emission for

100 eV helium ions /12/.

Fig. 4. Radial scan of the intensity of the NIT 1084 • 1086 A line

(2p3 3D?) across the hollow cathode discharge. Radius of the

hollow cathode: J cm, length 4 cm, discharge pressure

(He + 4% N,)J 0.46 torr, discharge current 15 mA, resolution

o

20 A. Glow edge at 6 mm.
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b . S . N e q a t i v f i o n ^ .

N e g a t i v e J o n ; ; i n h o l l o w c a t h o d e d i s o l i . i r q ' ' : 3 w e r e r-linwn l o h e f o u n d •<>

p a r t i c u l a r p l a c e ; . ! i n s i d e t h o h o i l o w c a t h o d e cli s c : h a r q e i n o x y g e n r ind h y d i o -

g e n d i s c h a r g e s / 1 3 , 1 4 / . T h e y h a w : t h e i r d c n a i f v n idx imua i n e a r t h e q 1 < >\i ••>\:\o,

w e l l s e p a r a t e d f r o m t h e d e n s i t y nt.ixj.mum o f t h e p o s i t . i v u i o n s . ol>v i OILS I y t h e

p o t e n t i a l , d i s t r i b u t i on i n t hi? h o l l o w c a t h o d e d i s c h a i q e l o r m s a d r o p w 1 I

f o r t h e n e g a t i v e i o n s b e t w e e n t h e a x i . ; ; ( w h f j c t h e p o s i t i v e i o n s .n : - ' k c ; i l

b y a s m a l l w e l l ) a n d t h e s h e a t h ( s t e e p v o l t a q e i n c r o d s c t o w a r d t.ln- w a l l ) .

P o s i t . i v R - t \ p q a t i v e j o n r e c o r a b Lnat: i o n wh LCTII r n i q h t be- ii:.'"'i! fnr TcJ t;«'i c x n i . , 1 -

t i o n t h u s m i g h t t a k e p l a c e I n a h o l l o w c y l i n d e r m.-.Ti th<- q l o w c d q e . He<

a t t e m p t : h a s h i t h e r t o b e e n rpade t o e x p l i . i r o l a s e r a c t i o n b y t h i s p r o . - c : ; ; = .

A . Conclusions

Continuous laser dischanjen ar1? studied now for more thiin !0 years,

with increasing effort during the last 1O year:;. Despite the variety <;f

the excitation processes, a surprisingly small number of design princif>I• •'•

have reached technical maturity. Among the least practically applied -struc-

tures are hollow cathode djscharqes, although ri number of laboratorit?s h.iK

undertaken basic studies and shown the feasibility tor a number of ex-

citation schemes. The present paper has shown that even now a number of ex-

citation mechanism could be explored which have not been used hitherto and

may give promising results in wavelength regions which are usually not

easily approached in conventional designs. For the application of these

schemes, however, new design geometries must be developed. For endoergic

charge transfer excitation in the sheath of n cylindrical hollow cathod-..-,

e.g., a hollow laser beam would result which is undesirable. Concentra-

tion of the sheath region into a filament: structure is desired fier^.

Similar principles may be wanted for recombination or charge neutraliza-

tion lasers. Despite numerous excitation mechanise which may be use'd in

hollow cathode configurations for Laser action, the practicable design

including lifetime considerations, riiconator structures ecc. needs still

a lot of effort from practical laser research and development laboratories-
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JSLJSCTRIC ARC IN A DEVSLOPtfD TURBULJ3HT PLOW

M.F.Zhukov, N.A.Rubtsov, V.P.Lukashov

Institute of Therraophysics, Siberian Branch of USSR Academy

of Sciences, Novosibirsk-90, 630090, USSR

In arc-heated chambers with longitudinal or transversal forced air

cool'-jg of the electric arc, turbulent heat and mass transfer exerts a sub-

stantial, and sometimes determining influence on the form of the arc and

its energetic characteristics. Turbulence may either occur during the dy-

namic interaction of a gas flow with the arc column, i.e. with the current-

conducting zone, or appear in the current conducting zone itself due to the

possibility of the existence of magnetohydrodynamic instabilities.

There are a number of theoretical and experimental studies fi—4J which

consider different types of electric-arc discharges in a turbulent flow and

discuss the mechanism of turbulence. The physics of its occurrence in the

presence of the electric discharge is extremely complicated. This seems to

account for the fact that so far there is no satisfactory model of the tur-

bulent arc and the number of experimental investigations in this field is

very limited.

The present work attempts to elucidate the simplest case, i.e. the

electric arc burning in a cylindrical channel in the developed region of a

gas flow. The interest to such longitudinally cooled arcs is stimulated by

several facts. First of all, it is the availability of an extensive claas

of electric-arc heaters with the longitudinally cooled arc which are used

in industry. Besides, the sum of the experimental data available shows that

the appearance of turbulence in the current-conducting zone is determined

by the turbulent boundary layer formed on the channel wall and propagating

to the axis. In Other word3, the nature of turbulence in thi3 case is pu-

rely hydrodynamical and its other possible mechanisms (e.g., magnetohydro-

dynamical) do not seem to be of particular importance. Initial turbulence

arising at the entranca of the flow into the channel can be either removed

or- reduced to a minimum by damping devices and other methods.

In a cylindrical channel with the longitudinally cooled arc, three

flow regions can be observed, i.e. initial, transitional and developed tur-
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bulent flow regions (fig. 1).

The initial region can be characterized by the axisymmetric time-stab-

le form of the arc column and by the electric-field intensity which is

practically constant along the latter. The heat transfer- in the arc column

itself is essentially determined by radiation transport at sufficiently

high currents (> 100 A ) . The heat flux attaining the channel wall is deter-

mined by the arc-column radiation practically completely.

The transitional region can be characterized by the appearance and

increase of downstream oscillations of the arc column as a whole and by

the destruction of the axisymmetric character of the column due to the pe-

netration of turbulent fluctuations into the current-conducting part of the

flow. All this determines the electric-field intensity increase along the

length of the transitional region and the increase of the heat flux into

the channel wall. The transitional-region length in the presence of the

electric arc amounts to 5-10 gauges in all, whereas in the case of a common

gas or liquid flow its length amounts to a few tens of gauges.

sm

20

(0

ts 2 2S

Fig. 1. Schematic diagramm of flow development in a cylindrical channel with

an arc (above). Voltage distribution of electric field and structu-

re of arc column along the length of the channel (below).
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In the developed flow-region the electric-arc intensity doea not vary

with respect to length. The arc form acquires a comlex structure varying

in time and space. However, as will be shown later, the deviations of the

arc in the direction of the periphery are limited to the radius which is

substantially smaller than the radius of the channel. The heat flux into

the channel wall (the other parameters of the dischange being constant),

after having attained a certain m»irimim value corresponding to the zero

value of the local thermal efficiency also changes only slightly.

The above characteristic of the gas flow development in a channel

with the arc is illustrated by fig. 1 (flow diagram). Fig. 1 shows changes

in the electrics-field intensity along the length of the channel and a

change in the arc form in different flow regions, respectively. The experi-

ments were performed in the air. The intensity of the electric field, E ,

was measured by the washer technique. The variations in the free aperture

were followed by means of high-speed photoregistration with the time reso-

lution of 1-10"6 s.

Processing of photoregistrograms allowed us to determine fluctuations

of the optically revealed arc form in the radial direction. The value of

these fluctuations turned out to be at the level of 4-5#. Velocity fluctua-

tions in the vicinity of the channel axis in a developed turbulent flow are

rather isotropic and their value lies in the same range. Thence one can

conclude that fluctuations in the arc form are due to velocity fluctuations

determined by gasdynamic turbulence.

In the developed turbulent region the heat transfer in the current-

conducting part of the arc is determined by turbulent heat-conductivity,

and the model according to which one can calculate the volt-ampere charac-

teristic sufficiently enough is given below. For the region described the

heat flux on the channel wall is a sum of the convective heat flux Qc ,

determined by turbulent heat transfer, and the radiation heat flux Q^.

The complete heat flux to the wall may be assumed to be an additive value,

i.e. £?= Q + Qftf which allows us to easily enough determine the convec-

tive component. Experimental data processing showed that oonvective heat
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Pig. 2. Curves for a developed turbulent channel flow: a - dependence of
Stenton number on Reynolds numder in a developed turbulent regxon;
I =50-200 A. b - radiation intensity^istribution of turbulent axr

arc, continuum A =393 nm, d =2 10" m.
1,2,4 IPe =3,2 104 / =50,100,140 A;

3,5 Re =7,45 104 I =100,140 A;
c - radial distribution of turbulent viscosity coefficient £ , and
spatial correlation coefficient of longitudinal velocity fluctua-
tions R(y), for a developed turbulent tube flow.

transfer in a developed turbulent flow region with the arc can be described

to a great accuracy, by the convective heat transfer equation for turbulent

flow under common conditions, i .e . the influence of the arc is practically

lacking. Qc

Fig. 2a shows the dependence of the Stenton number, St =j,uA > on the

Beynolds number, Re - J ^ " ' which is satisfactorily described by the

equation St^0,02!Pe-0'2 typical of common turbulent heat transfer in

tubes. Here J> is the density, u is the velocity, A is the enthalpy,

JJ. is the viscosity, cL is the channel diameter. All the values in St

and Pe are average with respect to mass.

Such a character of the convective heat transfer on the channel wall

should naturally be dete^ined by the structure of the entire flow. let us

determine the size of the relation of the current-conducting zone or the
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boundary of the current-conducting part deviation under the influence of

turbulence during the Lime which is substantially greater than the charac-

teristic time of the fluctuation motion. To this effect, wo registered,

with the help of a prism apectrograph, the intensity distribution, of Uio

continuum radiation at the wavelength of A =393 nm along the channel ra-

dius. The radial distribution of the radiation wa3 recorded during 8 a, and

—4 — rythe characteristic time of the fluctuation motion being 10 -10 a. The

results of these measurements are presented in fig. 2c. Within the inves-

tigated range of arc currents and Reynolds numbers, the registered devia-

2r> n c
tion radius in not beyond the scope of r"~~d~ ̂  0,o. Ix; I; ua attempt to

relate the obtained deviation value (i.e. the averaged value of the current-

conducting arc zone) to tho characteristic features of the d<.>v«.lop'»d turbu-

lent tube flow. Pig. 2c shows distributions along the tube rndj.u.'i of tho

dimensionleao turbulent viscosity coefficient £ mid of tho npatial. co-

rrelation coefficient P(i") characterizing the turbulence otructuTv. Sx\

this case it is a measure of existence of large-scale moIs | 5j •

Comparison of the curves given in figs. 2b and L'c alloy UP to oonclud"

that the current-conducting arc zone in the developed turbulent'flow r:v.i'-i\

lies -'.n the near-axi.<3 region of the tube. The dimensions of Ihii v.orf i.;i

tie radial direction are limited to the arua of existence of idJi^-Dcl"

mols and are not beyond the maximum position of the turbulent trtinnf'U"

coefficient. Further, up to the tube channel wall, the structure of i-!*•.- ;;a.i

flow hardly diffei'S substantially from the structure of a common turbnl<ni.

flow. This very fact determines the convective hent tronafer Xivi con- rp->^-

ding io the heat transfer in the common turbulent flow. Therefore one ivn1

affirm that the stabilization mechanism of" tho electric nrc acnr the :ut.;

of the cylindrical channel is determined by f;h« alructuro of t]ie

flow.

Among all the theoretical models of the turbulent electric arc,
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inodiil which conforms best with ax.pp.rj.munt ±a o. "channel" data mo-

do 1 fJU/WJsikod by the nuthorn of ref . [ 7 | • J t conconia l,he co.inclrtf'nr11 of

ca lcu la ted and experimental voitampero charncterioLicri wi thin n vvjde ratij;

of tho tu rbu len t - a rc parameters . The / ; i s t of I;ho model (fif;. 3fO i c "•'

fol lown. Tho turbulent flow i.n divided in to Uvo i\r»nnt i . e . I;ho con1 ami

tho luminar sublayer of thicknoiitj (? . Tli<; Lurbulont h'.'at-condiiot ivi l,y A;

of tho core i s much Gircmfc'**" than the molecular one K, by vir tu-! of wliirli

the tomporn.turo and v e l o c i t y ^rfidicnfca riro* HHBiimc/J to be i;qunJ to ^,(^ro. Tli

flow cort; i s the c.urrunt-conduct.in/; none with tlir> constant tompcratiiTn T(. .

The temporufcure nnd v e l o c i t y ^r'ldicjntn in the laminar nublnyor nye n.-iisiijiicrl

to bo conntant and the sublayer i.tnolf io u non-conduct in,1' ".OIT.- PII<I i t;i

thiokrif'as i s found from i t s n t u b i l i t y c r i t e r i o n | f J | . Ji/adi.-ition encjK.y

t m n o f e r i« not tnken in to account . In th ia ca«f?, in cnlcui/(tin/.; tin; vn.l I.-

funpero churac tpr i f i t ica of the turbuJont arc wo yot a oimpli; Hnnlyt.i.ivil. ".-..-

SO fOO /SO g. 2OO 2SO JOO c a os f f

i''ig. 3 . Comparison of ca l cu l a t ed and experimental volt-ampere c h a r a c t e r i s -
t i c s of a d i scharge ; a - model of "channeJ" turbulent u r c .

2b - argon* P =0.1 MI'a, d =1-1<)
2

" 2 x ~ I =50 A; P =1,1 I.lPa,
d =0,7-10" 2 m, + - I -100 A, A - 200 A, - - 300 A.

c - n i r : / =50-500 A, P =0,1-2 I.VPa, of =(1-3)-10~ 2 m,
x - Re =(3-7)-1O4 ; o - /P<? =1-105 ; A - 5-1O5.



pvesaioni jjsr^ ~f( cTnp~ )• '''*6« 3b,c aliow3 the corroupondunco between Iho

calculated and experimental values of the volt-ampere characLori;!ti.cn ioi-

a i r and argon. Tho agreement is quite satisfactory, particularly if on«;

considers the simplicity of tho model applied. The proonuru influence in

taken into account accurately enough by introducing tho factor //?""*.

Comparison of f igs . 1, 2b and 3a shows that the "channel" moriol of tho

turbulent arc and the real picture of tho physical processes in tho oloo-

tric-discharge chamber are rather different. The arc temperature Tff cal-

culated according to the "channel" model for those parcimetoro which arc

ghown in f ig. 3b ranges within 6 ' 1 0 ^ Te < 10* K in a l l . The radial.ion

flux Qr calculated according to this model par unit length for the spec-

trum region h A =200-2000 nm is much smaller than that measured in I.ho

experiment. E.g., in the case of tho a i r , at d. =2 cm, Re =6,4-10 , I =

= 140 A the experimental value E =27,0 VV/cm, Qy, =60 W/cm, who re no the

calculation according to the "channel" model yields Qr =4 W/cm.

Having determined the rectangular temperature profile (as in fig. 3a)

from the condition l-~^-a oL and U ~ ~j~ &T & on tin1 ba.-jin of

the well-known fiinction for the conductivity coefficients, 6" , and l,ho

volume radiation O (AA =200-2000 imi) of tho temperature, wo will di-tfr-

mine the averaged diameter of the current zone a _ and Die l;emp«ml.i.ij\;

by the successive approximation method. For the above conditions thin

estimate yields Tff =12000 K and d-T =0.183 d/2. The obtained value of

is clo30 to the dimensions of optical heterogeneities (see fig. 1).

It should also be noted that the characteristic length of turbulent
d/2

mo Is determined as £>~J R(r)dr (see fig. 2c) for a tube £5J amounts
o

to L =0.14 d/2.

The similarity of the volt-ampere characteristics according to the

"charuiel" model and obtained in the experiments does not aeera to bn arbi-

trary and reflects the physics of the process. Ref. \ 7j points out l.hnt

in case when heat conductivity is dominant, the dimensions of the conduc-

ting zone do not affect tho volt-ampere characteristic of the dischair,-<r.

Besides, i t i s possible that the heat transfer between the turbulent '.HT'-

structures and the non-conducting zone is determined by the I-normal *?}.-• •:,•
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tanoo of I.ho thin layer ni.rn.Llar to the vincous sublayer on the wall wJî n

the molecular heat conductivity of tho lat ter in dominant.

In general the total Lty of th<* above data given uo u rather phenom's-

nological idea about the turbulent arc. However, these data may bo a ba3io

for real catimafcos of tho processes in high-temperaturn turbulent flow».

One of the important momenta in turbulent-arc phynics may be radiatlon-

turbulcncQ interaction which manifesta i I; so If in the fact that the radia-

tion heat tranafer between turbulent molra and the radiation of high-tem-

perature mola lead to an equalization of temperature fields, reduction of

temperature fluctuations, respective reduction of turbulent energy transfer

and redistribution of electric-field infcsnoity.

As an example of numerical calculations of the heat tranafer in the

flow of the electric-arc argon plaaraa in a cylindrical channel without

swirl, ono can nhow the influence of radiation on the turbulent characte-

rist ics of the medium and on the intensity of tho electric field. To thin

effect, into the system of equations describing the stationary electric

arc in a turbulent flow a3

du c?u dP f d \ , *T , Jit I . . .

J p dec J p di~ r d>* {_ v Pr,r o s ar>\ *<* l '

P=j>/?r, ft)

(5)

(o)
b

introduce, i.n accordance with [~9j » the turbulent Prandtl number

I n i l l a t i o n ( 7 ) , we uso"1 , aa the PramU/. c r i t e r i o n , jLn ni't'Itiimtt v a l u e

de t a rminod by t a k i n g i n t o accoun t ru-IJal Lon:
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Pr-

Here a ia the temperature-conductivity coefficient, c*̂  is the spectral

absorption factor, B^ is the spectral intensity of the blackbody, I^ is

the spectral intensity of the radiation, v is the frequency and <x,^/i,A,

/Vy, are empirical constants.

The following empirical formula for atoudy-stulo tube flown is uccop-

ted as an expression to calculute the turbulence scales

t/R = O,?4- O, OS 6"/tf) S -O,O8 (r,''/?') *

To more correctly determine the interaction effect, the rruliation component,

in the energy equation was calculated taking into accoiiril, (.wo-dimonaional

radiation transfer fiol :

o o

2X

where S ia the coordinate along the optical beam, a: ia tiie

coordinate, V ia the angle, r io the opl;icel thickness, I ^w i3 the

spectral intensity of the wall self-radiation.

The spectral absorption factor ofv was calculated for the lineo and

the continuous spectrum.

In the wall region the turbulent viscosity factor w;.is found from the

relation suggested by Deissler C^Q

JUT,/j*=o>154i/y[i-ex-p(O,or54uy)\ , O < p < 50

where ? = y/rw~/jow, y ~-^

Reichardt formula C O

rw\Hw(
and in the flow core frcm Ui '

1 i
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ion iza t ion p o t e n t i a l . Tlio system of equationfi (1)-(G) W:IB P O I V ' ! by Ui.;

paaa method in combinntion with tho i t o ro t i on tocluil 'juj.

Tlf! nnnlynin of tho cnlcu.l". ti.Ml

roaul ta showod that f;li-> vn.lii'j of U11;

turbulont ho sit conductivi ty co^ff.i-

c iun t , kr=jJ.r Cp/PrT , <Hniini.-:l>n;)

uriiicr tho influonco of the in t e r ac -

t ion of rad ia t ion with turbulent-

«n'"-r^y Imnafor . In cnoe when the

current in n 1 • 1O~'" in d in . chunnol

i s 250 A end tJio flow rate- io 3 !'/••,

thu dcoix'use in Vw tLn'b'ilftii. }:-~:L(.
Pig . 5» I n t e n s i t y of e l e c t r i c f bj id,

conductivity ;i.moant;> to - I'/.i (X"i.:.'1.)
ca lcula ted without (curve 1) and with
(curve 2) allowance for heat coiv'n.;- Tfio el'-.-otric-fiGld in t ens i ty

t i v i t y f l uc tua t i ons . ^fi,^ 5 ) r ,L iCuiated v/ithout
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into account conductivity fluctuations (curve 1) crov/u monotonously along

the length of tho channel and the value E determined with allowance for

temperature fluctuations (curve 2) shows a pronounced maximum in the tran-

sit ional flow region (10 gauges). VVhile passing to the developed .flow, the

turbulent energy tranafer, temperature fluctuations and level of the elec-

t r ic-f ie ld intensity decrease as a result of radiation. The obtained cal-

culated values are in agreement with the results of ref. [13] for the

cooled arc without owirl and with the experimental values for smaller di-

mensions of the channel [̂
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Plasma Flow Along Magnetic Field Lines in Space Plasmas
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1. Introduction

Formation of energetic electrons of several to ten KeV in auroral flares

or in solar flares is one of the most challenging problems in space plasma

physics. In this paper the formation of large-scale and large-amplitude

electrostatic potential along i..agnetic field lines is discussed. In auroral

plasma the potential increases over a very long distance of about several 10'

km along the magnetic field lines between the plasmasheet of the magnetotail

at the equatorial region and the topside ionosphere at the polar region. It

is considered from observations that the potential increases very slowly near

the plasmasheet and abruptly at about several to ten 10 km altitude near the

topside ionosphere where the density is of the order of 102/cc.

Recently there have been many works on the double layer both by

experiment and by computer simulation. In most of them, the large

electrostatic potential difference is applied between anode and cathode, or

some special velocity distributions of charged particles, such as an

energetic electron beam, are assumed for the iritial conditions and then the

potential formation at the middle part of plasmas have been discussed. But in

space plasma these potential differences or specific velocity distribution;:'

seem not to be causes but results. Therefore most of the studies by

experiment and by computer simulation so far done are not directly applicable

to the space problems.

One of the promising models for the potential formation in flare region

may be the magnetic mirroring model. It has been shown in a simplified model

that the discrepancy of the pitch angle distributions between ions and

electrons results in a potential difference along the field lines between the

plasmasheet in the equatorial region and the topside ionosphere in the polar

region (Alfven and Falthammar 1963). A similar result has been obtained by

Persson (1963). A self-consistent analysis of the potential has been studied

(Chiu and Schulz 1978) under a condition of quasi-neutrality. Assuming an

anisotropic distribution for the electrons at the plasmasheet and taking into

account the ionospheric ions and electrons as well as trapped electrons, the

potential profile between the plasmasheet and the topside ionosphere was

estimated. However, their self-consistent analysis seems to have several

difficulties in explaining observations both on the energetic electrons of

several to ten KeV as well as on the potential profile which sharply

increases very near the topside ionosphere.
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Recently the Petcheck-type first reconnection which accompanies high-

speed plasma flow of the order of Alfven speed almost along the field lines

at the plasmasheet has been confirmed by computer simulation (Sato 1979).

Subsequently Serizawa and Sato (1984) have studied the potential difference

due to the plasma flow by estimating ion and electron influxes under a

currentless condition. They showed that the potential difference, <t>ss, is

« 1 Wn

© 1 + Tni/Tn«
(1

where and T Q e are temperatures of ions and electrons, respectively, and

Wg is the kinetic energy of the flow at the plasmasheet. Ions have the main

part of the high-speed flow energy at the plasmasheet, but eq. (1) shows that

in the course of the potential formation, electrons are accelerated and gain

a* of the system energy. For typical parameters at the plasmasheet both in

the terrestrial magnetosphere and in the solar atmosphere (Fig. 1), we can

expect the flow speed to be driven by a reconnection process to the order of

several 10 km/s, which corresponds to a flow energy of the order of 10 Kev.

By putting adequate electrons which are trapped between magnetic and

electrostatic potentials, the potential profile has been discussed by Washinti

and Katanuma (1985). This paper is based on their work. In section 2 the

basic process of the potential formation due to high-speed flow is discussed.

In section 3 the method of analysis is shown. The potential difference is

discussed in section 5 and the potential profile is discussed in section 6.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) Terrestrial magnetosphere and (b) t>olar atmosphere.
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2. Basic Process of Potential Formation due to High-Speed Flow

As is well-known, particles which move toward a strong field region

along the field lines with large pitch angle are reflected by the mirror

effect which tends to decrease the density of the particles, but on the other

hand, particles of small pitch angle are not reflected but can go into the

region of strong field which tends to increase the density. In general, the

density of a given species is a function of the mirror ratio, y. For

particles with an isotropic velocity distribution, the reflection and the

collection effects are just balanced and the density is constant along the

magnetic field lines. For particles with a highly shifted distibution in the

parallel direction, only the collection effect works and the density

increases with y when y is not large. But because the pitch angle of each

particle increases with y, the density is saturated at some value when y is

large. Because of the great difference in the thermal speeds of ions and

electrons of almost the same temperature, the fast plasma flow is composed of

ions of highly shifted distribution and electrons of almost isotropic

distribution. Thus the density of ions tends to increase with y while the

density of electrons tends to be constaiit. But due to the condition of quasi-

neutrality, a potential is formed. This potential reflects some of ions and

accelerates electrons so that the quasi-neutrality is satisfied.

The equation of motion for a particle along a field line is,

dviu dB d<t>
m-iv-iu—^ = " M-;— - e j — , (for j = i and e) (2)
J J" dx Jdx Jdx

where m.: is the mass, Vj the velocity, B the magnetic field, d> the potential,

U-i (= ( 1 /2 )mvjx /B) the magnetic moment and dx the line element. Alfven and

Falthammar assumed a simple relation, (dv^M/dx)/v^,, = (dve(,/dx)/ve,, as a

condition of quasi-neutrality, which results in the relation between d> and

B,

dd> dB
— = K , (3)
dx dx '

where K is,

Mewii - uiWe.< (4I
K -

wel.

Here W j|( =( 1/2 )mVj,, and Wj_,_ = yjB. Eqs. (3) and (4) show the important result

that if Wi,,/We(, is not equal to W ^ / W e i , that is, if the pitch ancilo

distributions are not the same, the potential is formed.

They further considered that K is invariant and estimated that the

potential difference, *AF, is

*flF =4-» *":!ejiixi <n-» '
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where suffix 0 denotes the values at the piasmasheet and y^ is the mirror

ratio at the topside ionosphere normalized by BQ. The potential difference

given by this expression increases with Y which results in an unphysical

value for large y. Actually, in view of eq. (2), the total energy,

£j = Wj)( + JI^B + ej<t> , (5)

is invariant but K is not. The measure of anisotropy (ueWiH - u^W(l||)

expressed by eq. (4) decreases and tends to zero with the increase of y,

which leads to a saturated potential for large y. We show that, from the

condition, K = 0, the revised expression of * A F obeyed by eqs. (3) and (4) is

found to be

This expression is found to be consistent with eq. (1) for the high-speed

plasma flow where e^ >> cQ.

In the case of high-speed plasma flow, W |̂( can be considered much greater

than Wii( We|| and W e i at the piasmasheet. Then K is - {Ug-u^ ( £e- <t>)/( £g-• <t> )J /e

By substituting this expression into eq. (3), we have the asymptotic

behaviour of <t> for large Y,

2
4> - * A F [ 1 - exp{ M i -"g Bn(Y - 1 )}] . (7)

Ui(ei • ce)

In real plasma, as is discussed in the following sections, in addition

to the incoming ios and electrons from the piasmasheet, trapped electrons and

ionospheric particles must be taken into account.

3. Method of Analyses

The profile of the steady state potential is analysed with both quasi-

neutrality and currentless conditions. Let us assume axisymmetric

configuration, for simplicity, between the piasmasheet (x=xn) where the

magnetic field is very weak and the topside ionosphere (x=x^) where the field

is strong. Between XQ and x^ we can expect a monotonically increasing

function of the potential (Fig.2). The total potential, u B + e4> , for ion is

also monotonic. For this case, as is shown in Fig. 3, we must take into

account three kinds of ions, i.e., passing ions which come down from XQ into

Xj, reflected ions which come down from XQ but are reflected before x^, and

ionospheric ions which come up from x^ to XQ.

For the same profile of the magnetic field and the electrostatic

potential, total potential, pB-eJ for electron is no longer a monotonic

function, due to the negative charge of the electrons. Thus in addition to

the passing, reflected and ionospheric electrons, trapped particles should be

also taken into account (Fig. 4). While the ionospheric ions are accelerated

by their total potential and come up from x^ to XQ, the ionospheric electrons
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are reflected by their total potential back toward x^ because the thermal

energy of the ionospheric particles is much too low in comparison with the

potential energy.

In our system, the distribution of incoming ions, fi0, is assumed to be

a shifted Maxwellian with drift velocity, V, i.e.,

fi0<vM'vJ-> = N0(mi/(2irT0))
3/2expr-tni{(vH-V)

2+vf}/(2T0)] , (for v,( > 0)

= 0, (for vn < 0)

and the distribution of incoming electrons is a half-Maxwell.ian with no driff

velocity,

0 ,

0 ) ) , (for vM > 0)

(for v,, < 0)
(9)

where ne is specified so that ion and electron fluxes are the same, i.o.,

'"<fi0 " fe0>vJLdv-Lv«dv|( = 0 ,
— oo

which results in ne = (N-/2) [erf { (m /2T-)*'
2V}+1]. Some of these particles

Fig. 2 Schematic profiles oT the

magnetic intensity, B, and

the electrostatic potential,

passing ions

in) (b)

Fig. 3 Components of ions in (a) t-x space and in (b) e—p space.
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pass into the topside ionosphere and the others are reflected before the

topside. The background electrons have a loss-cone distribution,

f e b ( v » ' V = nb<me/(27rV)3/2exP{-rae(vH + v2)/(2T0)} . (10)

Because the loss-cone angle 9Q = (((e<t>£ /Tg)-1 )/Yj) , is negligibly small,

fgjj is almost Maxwellian. Hence these electrons are not the cause of the

potential formation. Neither do these electrons have a net current, n^ is

specified so that the quasi-neutrality is satisfied. The distributions of the

ionospheric ions and electrons at the topside ionosphere (x=X£> are

Maxwellian with low temperature T^.

If trapped electrons are absent, the potential sharply increases, up to

the maximum potential very close to the plasmasheet and is constant over a

wide region of the system up to the topside ionosphere. The density

difference associated with the incoming ions and electrons is partially

canceled only by the ionospheric electrons in this case. Though the formation

process of trapped electrons is a future problem, it may be reasonably

considered that the passing particles induce backscattered electrons in the

ionosphere which are trapped by the total potential. Because the trapped

electrons suppress the potential hump at the front of the steep increase, the

position of the steep increase shifts to the ionospheric side with the

increase of trapped electrons. Thus the distribution of trapped electrons may

be specified as followings;

ionospheric
electrons

ionospheric
electrons

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Components of electrons in (a) e-x space and in (h) e-p space.
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f e t ( v n 'VJ. '*> = N t ( Y ) (me/(2iiTJl) )3/2exp[-{me(vi?+vf i-

Nt(Y) = Nj{<T t/T£)3/2{1-tanh((Y-Y t)/AY>} + 1] ,
(11)

where Tj. is the effective temperature of the trapped electrons, Y. the

position of the temperature change from T̂ . to T^ and A Y the width of the

temperature change, respectively. The parameters Ng, Tg and T^ in this paper

are prescribed as 1/cc, 1 KeV and 0.1 eV, respectively. The mirror ratio, Y^»

between x Q and x^ is assumed to be 10
4.

Before going to the analysis of the potential profile, the potential

difference between x n and x^ is discussed in the next section by using a

currentless condition only.

4. Potential Difference

In general, the potential difference derived by the high-speed plasma

flow given by eqs.(8) and (9) is dependent on the potential profile. For a

special profile, i. e., a potential which sharply increases very near X Q and

then remains constant up to XJJ (Fig. 5(a)), electron flux becomes maximum

(b)

passing elections

passinq electrons

uB-e'|.

Two limiting cases for the potential profile, (a)

and (b), which correspond to the minimum and max-

imum potential differences, respectively.
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5002

( F L O W V E L O C I T Y ( K m / s ) ) '

10002

under the given condi t ions of the high-speed flow. Because of the current l e ss

c o n d i t i o n , ion f lux a l s o becomes maximum which c o r r e s p o n d s to the minimum

p o t e n t i a l d i f f e r e n c e . On the o t h e r hand, for the o p p o s i t e l i m i t of t he

p o t e n t i a l p r o f i l e , i . e . , the p o t e n t i a l r emains ze ro from xn u n t i l j u s t

be fo re x^, where i t s h a r p l y i n c r e a s e s (F ig . 5(b) ) . For t h i s p o t e n t i a l ,

e l e c t r o n f lux i s minimum, t h e r e b y the ion f lux i s a l s o minimum, which

corresponds to the maximum p o t e n t i a l d i f fe rence .

Fig. 6 shows the r e l a t i o n between flow ve loc i ty or flow energy and the

p o t e n t i a l d i f fe rence . The parameter Nj i s se lec ted to be 10 / cc . Thus i t i s

found from t h i s f igure tha t when V i s of the order of 1000 Km/s and NJ/NQ i s

not so l a rge , the p o t e n t i a l d i f fe rence i s enough to have ene rge t i c e l e c t r o n s

of t he o r d e r of s e v e r a l KeV a t t he t o p s i d e i o n o s p h e r e . Because nBj i s much

g r e a t e r than eft^ for e l e c t r o n s of the o r d e r of 1 KeV, the a c t u a l p o t e n t i a l

d i f fe rence i s almost equal to the minimum p o t e n t i a l in Fig. 6 independent of

t h e p o t e n t i a l

p r o f i l e , except

i n t h e s p e c i a l

c a s e w h e r e

t h e p o t en t i a 1

p r o f i l e i s

n e a r l y equa l t o

t h e case in F ig .

5(b) . I t i s a l s o

found t ha t

t h e m i n i m u m

p o t e n t i a l i s

approximately

i d e n t i c a l to the

r e l a t i o n given

by e q s . (1) and

(6) . But, as i s

shown b e l o w ,

t h i s r e l a t i o n

ho lds only when

Nj£ / N Q i s no t

l a r g e .

Because

the outflow of

ions comimg up

from the topside

ionosphere into

Fig. 6 Relation between the flow velocity or the the plasmasheet

is greater for

denser No, the

I -

O
O.

FLOW ENERGY ( K . v )

Relation between the flow v e l o c i t y or the

flow energy and the p o t e n t i a l d i f fe rence

when N£/NQ i s 10 2 .
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4 6 xioVcc
DENSITY

Fig. 7 Relation between the density at the topside ioncsphere and the

potential difference when V is 1000 km/s and N- is 1/cc.

ill
t-
O
a.

U..0

3.0

2 .0

1 .0 -

| i I ' M i I f I M I | I f I i I i i

o.o
10 10 10 10"

MAGNETIC FIELD (Arb. Unit)

I 11 n

10

Fig. 8 Potential Profiles for (a) yfc = 1, (b) 10, (c) 10
2 and (d) 103,

respectively, under the conditions Ay = 50 and T = 200 eV.
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net inflow of ions decreases with the increase of Nj. Therefore, to keep the

currentless condition, as is shown in Fig. 7, the potential difference

decreases with the Increase of N^ and becomes zero at a critical density of

the topside ionosphere, N^c- The value of N ^ C / N Q is 6.5 x 103 under the

condition that V is I 000 km/s. This result is consistent with observations

that the potential is formed at high altitude in the polar region where the

ionospheric density is low enough, such as of the order of 10 /cc.

5. Potential Profile

The potential profile depends on parameters, Ŷ » *Y and Tj. in eq. (11).

It is shown in Fig. 8 that the position of the steep increase of the

potential is shifted toward the topside ionosphere with the increase of yt

for the fixed values of Ay = 50 and T^ = 200 eV. When the topside ionosphere

(y = Yj = 10 ) corresponds to 2 x 10 km altitude, the position where y = 10

is about 10 km altitude for the dipole magnetic field.

As is shown in Fig. 9, the increase of the potential is more sharp for

small Ay. When the effective temperature of the trapped electrons, T|_, is

Z
Ul
I -
O
a.

H-.O

3 . 0

2 . 0

1 . 0

o.o
10

i i rnii| • i I

I i 11 i i i I i 11 il I i i II

10 10 10"

MAGNETIC FIELD (Arb. Unit)

10

Fig. 9 Potential profiles for (a) Ay = 50, (b) 100 and (c) 200,

respectively, under the conditions y. = 10 and Tfc = 200 eV".
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less than = 100 eV, the sharp potential increase near the plasmasheet is not

suppressed enough, but for T t 2 200 eV, the potential is suppressed over a

range 1 < y < Yt , which is shown in Fig. 10. In view of Figs. 8, 9 and 10, it

is found that the set of parameters, irt .> 10^, Ay = 10^ and Tj. 2. 200 eV,

results in an appropriate potential profile which compares well with

observations. The profiles of the total density, N t o t a l , and the density of

the trapped electrons, Nfcr , are shown in FigD 11. The difference between
Ntrap anc^ Ntotal * s ^ u e t o t n e densities of the passing and reflected

electrons. Because the ratio of these densities is = ne/nb ~
 0>1 » t h e r a t i o

of the density of passing electrons and Ntotal i s a b o l l t 10"2 which also

compares well with observations. The current due to the passing electrons is

0.6 uA/m^.

In summary a revised magnetic mirroring model discussed here can explain

very well the basic properties of the energetic electrons in auroral flares,

not only in the potential difference, but also in the potential profile and

the density structure together with the position of the aurora at the high

altitude. Observationally, in addition to the large scale profile of the

>

111

o
Q.

U..0

3 . 0 -

I I I I II I I I I I MI

I .0

0 . 0
10 10 10 10

MAGNETIC FIELD (Arb. Unit)

10

Fig. 10 Potential profiles for (a) T. = 100 eV, (b) 200 eV and (c)
3

300 eV, respectively, under the conditions, y = 10 and
Ay = 50.
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Fig. 11 Density profile for y = 10" Ay = 50 and T = 200 eV.

The thick line means the total density and the thin line

does the density of the trapped electrons.

potential (Frank and Ackerson 1971), the microscopic structures of the

potential have been found (Mozer et al. 1979). These microscopic structures

seem, in our opinion, to be a consequence of excitation by the energetic

electrons which are accelerated initially by the large scale potential

discussed here. In such a turbulent state, the effective collision frequency

is expected to be high enough for having the trapped electrons.
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I. Introduction

During the last ten years interest in the use of plasma for chemical applications

has increased considerably. Polak gave reviews at ICPIG X (1971, Oxford) and

ICPIG XIII (1977, Berlin). Suhr (1973, Prague), Fauchais and Rakowitz (1979, Grenoble),

Molinari (1983, Dusseldorf) reviewed developments in the modelling of plasmas used

in chemical processing based on an increasing insight in the relevant physical

processes. The expansion of this field is illustrated by the ever growing attendance

at the biennial International Symposium on Plasma Chemistry, the last of which took

place recently in Eindhoven. The aim of this paper is to define the field of plasma

chemistry and stress certain recent developments in the physical understanding of

various chemical plasmas. It is impossible to be complete. For a complete survey one

might consult the Proceedings of the ISPC VII [1,2].

The applications can be classified into the following three classes : volume chemistry,

surface modification, heating and acceleration of (particulate) matter. The advantages

of plasmas are many. In most cases use is made of the non-equilibrium character of the

distribution of reactants and reaction products, which offers possibilities for unique

reaction channels with large reaction rates. Especially in thermal plasmas, where the

degree of ionization is high, large specific energies can be present. The heating

of reactants by electric fields adds to the methods of equilibrium chemical processing

in the gase phase the full spectrum of discharge modes and plasma configurations.

Electron-, gas- and substrate temperatures can be different and can cause a strong

difference in the vibrational temperature of participating molecules with respect to

their translational temperature. Of course limitations are present. Plasma dynamics

is determined by the extra constraints imposed by the Maxwell equations. Dissociative

excitation and ionization require energies from 5 eV to 10 eV which may have a negative

effect on overall energy efficiency. Use of low pressure discharges can lead to small

gas efficiencies and may be only of interest for specific reactions. An important

point is that because of the complicated physical situation in a chemical plasma

modelling and interpretation of phenomena on a fundamental basis is difficult. Partly

this is due to lack of data on cross sections for the relevant processes, but also,

by the rapid development of the field a lot of research is concluded at an empirical

level.

>. Field definition

To give an idea of the size of the field we review in table I plasma chemistry

applications as they have been presented July 1985 at tt

certainly not exhaustive, but indicates general trends.

applications as they have been presented July 1985 at the VII ISPC. This review is



Product(s) Reagents

Pvrolvsis, synthesis

H2, CO

C2H2

HCN

, C H 4 ' C2 H2' C2H6

! SiC (p)
I

ii,N. (p)

Oxydation

NO

Al-0- (p)

j fonaaldehyd

i sulfones
i

j ozone

I
i

Plasma medium

H20, carbon compounds

H-i coal

2, N2> catalyst

2' C H4

oil

SiO, CH4

I,. SiCl.

Al (p), 0 2

CH,

sulfides

arc

H2 arc

glow

H2

A

RF

arc

arc

arc

RF glow

N_"Onf arc

RF glow

02-He,glow

corona

Decomposition, gasification of minerals
Nitriding, Carburizing, Boriding

steel

titanium

iron-base alloys

steel

Polymerization

N2' H2
Ar,KH3

Ar,CH4

Ar,B2H6 RF

RF,uW

glow

glow

glow

glow

glow

Product(s)

Deposition

a-Si:H

a-C:H

nC-Si

0-c
T i Nx
a-BC

SiOxNy

TiO2

SiO2

InN

PA Epitaxy

GaAs

Etchina

Si, Si3N4, SiO2

W, Mo, ?a

GaAs, Al Ga, As

Spraying

Melting

Evaporation

Anodization J

Reduction I

Wetting J

Reagents

SiH4

CH4, C2H6

SiH4

CH4, H2

N2
CH4, B2Hg

SiH4, NO

TiCl4, O2

NO, SiH4

N 2, In(v)

CF4 02 H2

XeF2
NF,

SFg, 02

Br2 o2

of surfaces

Plasma medium

glow

glow

glow

pW ,RF

magn. glow

RF glow

glow

glow

UW, RF

H2, Ar glow

RF glow

yW

RIE glow

TABLE I : A choice of the various plasma chemical applications as discussed

at the VIIth ISPC, Eindhoven 1985 [1].

to
to
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Roughly speaking the field can be split u:* in several ways. Volume processes tend to

be based on high density thermal plasmas, with a degree of ionization larger than 1%

and large specific energy inputs of the order of 1 eV/molecule, which sets the

conditions for high efficiencies and high yields. Here inductively coupled arcs,

DC and AC arcs are used. Processes are mainly synthesis, pyro)ysis,but these types

of discharges are also used for heating, melting and acceleration of paniculate

matter.

Surface modification is usually based on the use of low density plasma, with a

degree of ionization much smaller than \%, but an energy input for each incoming

particle in the order of SO eV/molecule. The use of energy in this case is inefficient.

Electron temperatures (̂  ! eV) are much larger than the temperature of the ambient

gas (and the substrates). When thermal loading of reagentia and products or walls

and substrates should be minimized this kind of plasma mode is usually chosen. Here

DC glows,capacitively coupled RF discharges and microwave discharges are utilized.

We should note here that in surface modification of substrates for IC-r.echnology

the capacitively couplet! RF discharge has gained a dominant position. This is for a

great part due to the specific plasna property of generating a negative potential of

the substrate v^. the plasma. This bias potential causes ion enhanced surface process-

ing at much larger rates than when no bias is present. In etching this phenomenon

brings about anisotropic etching which makes it possible to prevent undercutting of

micronsized structures. In the second part of this presentation we would like to

focus in on these kind of discharges.

It would be worthwhile to discuss here whether the energy- and eas-efficiency of high

density thermal plasmas could be utilized in surface modification at the same time

maintaining low substrate temperatures. A possibility is to moke u;;e oi passive plasmas.

In this case the plasma production and the plasma utilNation should take place

separately. Provisions have to be made to expel the plasma from the plasma source

and to direct it to the surface to be treated. Such a solution has two advantages :

the constraints on the plasma near the surface are less stringent as there is no

demand to generate plasma at that location. Secondly, only the power in the particle

beam is transferred to rhe surface. At the V International Conference on Ion and

Plasma Assisted Techniques (Miinchen, May 1935) a number of applications based on this

principle have been presented. Here we would like to present such a plasma souro?

base on a magnetized hollow cathode plasma [3,4].

FIG.l

gas

cathode

pressure

magn.field

arc current

arc length

argon

Ta 0 6 nun

0.27 Pa

0.2 T

50 A.

1.3 A

FIG.1 : Characteristics of a Magnetized Hollow Cathode Source

(from ref. [3,4] ).
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In Fig.l a schematic set-up is shown. The plasma source (index s) is fed with a total

gas flow N g, which is ionized within the caciode tube and is propelled into a vacuum

chamber which is continuously pumped. Mass conservation requires at the hollow cathode

orifice

N » (n w + n w )2irrdr,
s J p p n n ' (O

where w , W n are transport velocities and n , n are particle densities of ions and

neutrals respectively. Because the medium expands into vacuum the transport velocity

and the effective area in the expanding beam increase. The power consumed is used to

produce the plasma, to raise the temperature and to accelerate the resulting plasma.

To analyze this process we have to consider the overall momentum balance

(n + n )w (wV)w = -Vp - V:n. + txB
p n p — — r =1,0 (2)

in which we have ignored the electron contributions to the inertia and viscosity terms.

If we neglect the latter for simplicity and note that jXB is small compared to the

pressure gradients, we can see that eq.(2) suggests acceleration to sonic velocities

provided substantial pressure gradients are created.

In the hollow cathode arc, plasma is produced and heated to temperatures in the eV

range. Power densities are in the range 10 W/ra which leads up to substantial

ionization. Because of heating and ionization the pressure increases leading zc,

expansion into the low pressure volume with sonic or even supersonic exit velocities.

FIG.2 :

On axis velocities of

ions and neutrals from

a MHCA in argon at

(10 m/s) y N J various distances from

the cathode tip

( f rear, xef. [ 4 ] ) .

2 .5

2 .0

1.5

1.0

0 .5

0

.. V neutrals

£ \ ° ions

1 j

FIG. 2
C

z (cm)
10

In Fig.2 one can see for plasma and neutral densities at the orificp of abour .

5.10 m , the particle velocities along the direction of the flow. When usmt the

ion-momentum balance a consistent picture of the measured values of ion forward

velocity, rotational velocity, electron temperatures and particle Hpnsities cati be

built up [4], Close to the cathode we can compare the out coming icn f'ux with the
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incident gas flux. The results are depicted in Fig.3, where we see that at sufficient-

ly low gas fluxes and sufficiently liiftli currents gas efficiencies close to ) are

reached.

B = .2 T

I (A)

FIG.3 :

Ionized fraction (a) of mass

effusing at 10 nun from cathode

tip as a function of mass

throughput at various currents

(from ref. f 4 ] ) .

.01

This transformation of an ingoing gas flow into a high velocity, hot ion flux with

excellent gas efficiency could be used in surface processing and has in fact been

applied to the deposition of titanium oxide [5].

Another example of the above principle is the use of a cascade-arc to generate the

effluent plasma beam. The pressure in the cathode arc is higher than in the hollow

cathode and an even more intense particle beam is observed. Measurements of the

temperature and of the velocity of disturbances indicate that again the plasma

dynamics can be described by the conservation laws. Sonic velocities are predicted
20 — 3

and observed [6], Plasma ion density is estimated to be 10 m and exit velocities

have been found to be !0 //A ra/s in which A is the mass number. High gas efficiencies

can be obtained. Certainly in the field of highly efficient, high yield application

more developments are to be expected. Rusanov [7] mentioned in a review paper the

possibilities of electron beam generated plasma. Generally speaking be pointed out

the similarity between laser plasmas and chemical plasmas. The development and model-

ling of the latter can benefit largely from the Inser field. Also the use of intense

short wave radiation for the generation of chemical plasmas is being considered [8].

3.1. Aspects_of_the_RiFi_g^ow_flischarge

In the remaining part of the paper we will focus on the R.F. glow discharge which

has gained such a prominent role in surface modification, both for deposition and

etching. It will be impossible to give a complete overview of the development of

this field. Within this short presentation we will discuss recent developments

along lines laid out by the formulation of a number of r.opical problems :

1) The biasing of electrodes and/or substrates.

2) The energy distribution of electrons.

3) Surface chemistry.

it) Discharge modelling.
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3.2. Electrode_biasing

In etch and deposition plasmas in most cases uBe is made of plasmas between two

planar and parallel electrodes. In a D.C. coupled case the electrodes have the

same negative bias with respect to the plasma. It can be noticed that either through

A.C, coupling of the R.F. voltage or by the use of an isolated substrate attached

to one of Che electrodes it is possible to disturb this balance and to control the

D.C. bias by a proper choice of the area of the plasma-electrode interfaces and

the voltage of the R.F. source. In this way it is possible to control sputtering

rates [9] and to bring about anisotropic etching of substrates and prevent under-

cutting, as it is experienced in anisotropic wet etching. Etching of micronsized

structures in this way became possible with etch rates up to 10 A/min [10] in

SF,-O? on silicon. Of course one should take care that the ion bombardment does

not affect the selectivity of the etch process and that thermal loading of the

wafer is limited. Therefore the physical mechanisms underlying this bias-phenomenon

will be discussed here. Godyak [11] discussed an equivalent circuit which makes it

possible to describe the electric behavious of the R.F. discharge in a simple way.

This has been elaborated upon by Keller et al [12].

In Fig.4a this circuit, which clearly shows the rectifying properties of the dis-

charge, is depicted. The sheaths developed between plasma and electrode are re-

presented by capacities. The continuous ion current leaving the plasma leaks through

+ Vcoswt

-•Vcoswt

FIG.4a

FIG.4 : R.F. glow discharge circuits :

a. Equivalent circuit,

b. A.C. coupled circuit.

the resistances and the fact that the wall potential can not be larger than the

plasma potential is taken care of by the diodes. If one assumes that C, > C the

average D.C. bias across each of the sheaths is

V - V V - C2/(C, C2)v,

where v is the R.F. amplitudo.

If one puts a large blocking capacitor C in series next to C-, then the charging of

the plasma should take place through both diodes (Fig.4b) and

1
1 (c, c2)

The conclusion is that the larger drop develops in front of the sheath with the
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smaller capacity. In fact

C2

In practice the capacities are non-linear circuit elements. They can be calculated

using Langmuir sheath theory and it is clear that not only the electrode area but

also the sheath current density plays an important role. Based hereupon Knenij; and

Maissel [|3] found

A 4

Al

where A,, A_ are the interface areas. The large power dependency suggests that to

change the sheath potentials only a minor unbalance in the electrode area is

necessary. This point which is very essential in the design and control of etch and

deposition systems has been checked experimentally by several authors. Coburn and

Kay [14] showed that the power law tends to follow (A~/A,). Horwitz [!5] following

Godyak pointed to the various discharge modes possible in the domain studied. It

is possible to have discharges where the capacitive impedance plays a dominant role

(e.g. Ar, 13.5 Mhz) and those where the resistive currents are dominating. In the

first case charge can be stored in the discharge and only the current averaged over

one period should be zero. In the second case instantaneous charge conservation is

required. From Horwitz interpretation of Coburn's results it can be seen that the

Koenig and Maissel law does not hold for both cases ronsidered.Coburn's results are

sustained by recent data by Kohler et al [16] who measured the energies of ions

coming out of an argon plasma (Ar, 13.5 Mhz, 20 mTorr) having crossed the sheath.

They concluded that in a D.C. coupled case the voltage drop ratio scales with the

inverse of the area ratio, but that in an A.C. coupled case a larger power (=* 2) is

observed. Recently we developed an expression, based on a Langmuir sheath model and

instantaneous charge conservation which explains the results of Kohler for the

measured bias voltage v . From this model it appears that

A, A.
v = V cos (-j—f-r- if) + In -r- .
c Aj + A, A2

From the same model it is found that

~ (A2/A()
3,

which is in view of the data by Horvitz [15] and Kohler [16] a satisfactory result.

To solve this problem in a more satisfactory manner a combination of both approaches

should be followed. Both the conduction currents and the dielectric currents should

be taken into account at the same time and results should be checked in a standard

experimental situation.

3.3. Electron energy distribution

The basis for all modelling of discharges with low electron densities as they are
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encountered in plasma surface processing is the electron energy distribution. They

define both the transport properties of the plasma and the production rates of ions

and excited particles. In molecular plasmas where chemical reactions occur with

large rates the determination of this distribution is much more complicated than in

raonoatoraic classical discharges. As Polak [17] already pointed out the superelastic

vibrations! deexcitation of molecules can be a very effective s'ource of electron

heating in the lower energy range. Therefore the distribution of vibrational states

of the dominant molecule plays an important role. More general this implies that the

solution of the Boltzmann equation for the electrons is embedded in the solution of

a system of master equations of the relevant reaction products in their various

states. The presence of r. flowing gas complicates the problem even further. It is

worthwhile to mention the work by the Bari-group which made a concentrated effort

in modelling the decomposition of carbonmonoxide and the development of the EED in

C02 and N, discharges [18,19]. Since these approaches are very complicated the

programme sketched above has been hardly executed. Only isolated aspects have been

subject of study. Margenau [20] was the first to show that in a homogeneous plasma

without electron-electron interaction and inelastic collisions the EED can be

written as
. . f mv dv

f (v) ~ exp - 5-5 j~.
I kT + e E M/3 m v

2 '
•m

whore v is electron velocity, T gas temperature, M and m are heavy particle and

electron mass, v is the momentum transfer rate and
m

I 1 9 ?
E - E /v /2(v + U ) ,e o m m

where E is the amplitude of the R.F. field with circular frequency u).

When u'< v and V ~ v the Davydov-Druiivesteiin distribution evolves but for v
m m m

constant a quasi-Maxwellian is found. The average energies are

<£DD> ~ ̂ 5 e Eo X •

e2E2M

Here X is the mean free path.

When 00 > v because of the stochastic heating mechanism also a quasi-Maxwellian is
m

found with average energy

e2E2M
<£>SH "-T2 •

3m ID

Eletskii and coworkers [21] pointed out that in R.F. discharges where u >_V ,

assuming constant vi . the average gain between collisions amounts to e E /mti)2 and

it takes M/ra collisions before a new electron fits into the EED. When loss processes

like diffusion and/or inelastic collisions dominate the average energy of the

distribution should scale like
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where V is the electronic diffusive loss rate. This occurs when v /\> < M/m. Note
" m I.1

that in this case <E> -""'es proportional with the square of the gas density. This

reasoning can be extended to the lumped inelastic loss rate V. . It is clear that

both diffusive and inelastic losses processes tend to decrease the average energy.

To maintain a discharge the value of E should be adapted.

Calculations on R.F. discharge ERD-s in a spatial homogeneous case solving the time

dependent B.E. including inelastic processes have been published recently by

Winkler et al [22], albeit only in the monoatomic gas neon. Their results show

clearly under what conditions in the EED modulation effects appear. For electrons

with energy below the excitation threshold in that part of the EED modulation effects

appear when

In the high energy part where the energy loss rate is simply V. the EEU will not

follow the modulation for

0) > V.

in

In a standard situation for planar R.F. glow discharges at 13.5 Mhz at low pressures
in c* v and v K 10 v. ,

m m m

one may expect to be at the edge of the on-set of field modulation.

Two recent interesting approaches should be mentioned here. Starting from the idea

that the electrodes in a planar reactor are bombarded by ions of 100 eV or more.

Garscadden [23] assumed that secondary electrons with a very high energy should

added to the B.E. as a source term at high energies. These electrons are very effect-

ive in carrying out inelastic collisions because of their energy but also because of

confinement and multipactor effects. In this respect the influence of these electrons

is similar to fast electrons in a hollow cathode glow discharge. This idea has been

checked in a mixture of silan and hydrogen. Numerical calculations showed that the
-4

mjmber of fast vs. slow electrons could be 10

Kushner used a Monte Carlo method in calculating the EED in •>. planar R.F. glow dis-

charge [24]. He also included secondary electrons emitted from the electrodes acting

as an e-beam and found a solution in both energy and space in one dimension; in

Fig.5 one can see some of his results for CF^, the electrode spacing is 3 cm, the

gas pressure 50 mTorr and the R.F. frequency 13.56 Mhz. It can be seen that the

electron energies in CF, are fairly high compared with common knowledge about electron

energies in glow discharges of 1-3 eV. However, the same author states that his data

are backed up by experiments [25]. Also in the fairly shallow planar geometry and at

the relatively low pressures used, diffusion effects may have a large influence on

the plasma balance, necessitating a higher electron temperature. That those effects

may be strong has been shown by Vallingaet al [26]. He solved the B.E. in the

standard situation in a CF. etching plasma (13.5 Mhz; 50 mTorr, electrode spacing
~2

~ 10 m). Here again <0T < 1. Instead of a Fourier expansion in time, a multiple
in ••"•
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FIG.5 :

Typical computed result for the average

electron energy in CF. in a planar dis-

charge. Electrode spacing is 3 cm, gas

pressure 50 mTorr (at 500 K), R.F.

frequency is X3.6 Mhz.

Curve a is without, curve b with secondary

electron emission (from ref. [24]).

FIG. 5

0 1
position (cm)

time scale formalism was used. The approach included elastic collisions and eKcitation,

ionization, dissociative attachment and vibrational excitation. The spatial dependen-

cy was also taken into account. From the particle balance it was possible to obtain

expressions for the breakdown and steady state values of the effective field strength

E
e"

 I n Fig.6 calculated values of E /p are shown as a function of the CF,-pressure.

FIG.6 ;

Breakdown (A = 1 cm) and

maintenance (A = 10 cm)

values of the reduced effect-

ive field in a R.F. plasma in

CF4 (13.6 Mhz) as a function

of pressure (from ref. [26]).

(torr)

In Fig.7 the EED at E/p of 12 V/cmTorr is shown. From tlie calculations it was also

possible to explain some features in the experimental dnta of the average electron

density in a planar R.F, plasma in CF^ taken by Bisschops et al [27] (see Fig.8).

One can see that at pressures in the order of 20 Pa the electron density per unit

of input power displays a clear maximum. It is however not possible to ascribe this

maximum to the transition pressure where co = VP and where the electron heating
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Calculated electron energy dis-

stribution compared with

standard distributions of the

same average energy (from ref.

E 2 6 3 ) .

FIO.3 :

Experimental vaUsos of e lec t ron

densi ty ir, quris.i-ol.anar R.F. d i s -

charge m CF̂ j as a function of

pressure at various input powers

(from ref. f 27 }) ..

mechan ism i s c h a n g i n g c h a r a c t e r . For CF, L I H S p o i n t s h o u l d be- a t .i p r e s s u r e nf

0 . 0 2 T o r r . We n o L j c c d howevpv trhat a t t h e expcr imi -nLal v a l u e :>T 0 . . 1 T o r r t i n i w m

f r e e p a t h o f an e l e c t r o n btunimos uf t h e o r r t e r of ' h e - h i r k n o s s of t.hp j i iuw;

l o w e r i n g t h e p r e s s u r e w i l l c : e r t a i n l y h,iv<? ? f f o c f s or. t.hc. f l e r r . r o n h t a t i n p mo;:ii.->n i sm.

T h i s p o i n t i s s u s t a i n e d by u x p e r i m e n i s in argoi 1 where, n;: such a f f o r r !ia« l,Hi':: •.•>u"ici

w i t h i n t h e exper . iment ; i1 r a n g e of p r e s s u r e s , r h f s mjy h« sx t i l f i inpd by t h e fa.-r :.IIMI

TOomentura t r a n s f e r c r o s s s e c t i o n s a r e one t;r,-ler ;>i map,PH:iidH h i p ' n t r i n Ar thai- in <:F, .

C o n c l u s i v e l y we may say t h a t t h e work or t:Jci. : r o r «Pi}ri>v i i s t r i ' i u f i o n p i ' j low

p r e s s u r e e r c h i n g p l a s m a s i s p r o c e r d / n p si>;w!y. . "os j Jb . ' v ;>nv *.ht fwp :ei)ienr;:t ion

of l a r g e s c a l e c o m p u t e r e f f o r t s , on a si-ali- it. ir. i s s e r ;>r fi.isior, ,)!asina model I i n e

w i l l g e n e r a t e r e a l b r e a k t h r o u g h s .

3.4. Surf5£e_groces3es

In low pressure plasma etching the main ntiint i<= the remove1 -jf suri'ai;e matei-ial with

good anisorropy and selectivity. Here we wi • I skclTh the viewpoints pr?setitly dis-

cussed on the various surface, meciiauisuis. Wp will focus in on the controversy :>bon!

physical sputtering and chemical, sputtering discussinp fhr- results of sonw experi-

ments. The spontaneous etch rate of a siiLst rate .-an bf drastically increased when

exposed to fluxes oc energetic: particles. Ton bombardment appears to be the most

important process, although electron beams and lasers are also used. Usually the
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process is subdivided into three steps [28].

The first step is chemisorption of the particles taking part in the etching process.

The next step is the formation of the reaction product. The third step is the

desorptlon of the reaction product. E. g. first in a F-Si system F_ is chemisorbed

(when F-containing molecules are used this chemisorption has to be dissociative).

After formation of the saturated product (SiF.) desorption of the molecule follows,

although it is known that SiF_ is also a reaction product [29], The presence of a

discharge may influence all three steps.

I. - The formation of radicals from the plasma increases the chemisorption on

surfaces which appear inert to the parent molecule.

- The ion bombardment may enhance the access to the surface of etchant species

by preventing the blockage of the surface by deposition of unsaturated species

and polymerization.

II. The formation of reaction products is a complex phenomenon.

- Winters [28] considers this step to be similar to the oxidation of a surface.

The difference is that halogen compounds usually are volatile. Anion and

kation formation generate electric activity which assist the kinetics of the

reactants in the surface layer. Ion bombardment may supply energy for the

activation of those reactions producing weakly bound molecules desorbing

into the gas (chemical sputtering).

- Flamm et al [30] stress the possibility of damage induced by the ic.i bom-

bardment resulting in active sites at the surface and several monolayers

below where Che product formation can take place at higher rates (damage

induced chemical reaction, RIE).

III. - Ion bombardment may assist the desorption rate of adsorbed reaction products

by sputtering. This process is known as chemically enhanced physical

sputtering.

It is clear that in any etching process, depending on the composition of the etching

gas and the character of the substrate one or more of the mechanism indicated above

may dominate. It is in this specific field that only slow headway is being made and

that controversial interpretations of the scarce experiments is evident. An interest-

ing example of this phenomenon will be discussed here.

In order to find definite answers to questions in this field experiments should be

well defined. The etching of silicon by chlorine under simultaneous bombardment of

argon, ions has been investigated recently in beam experiments by several groups.

Recently Sanders et al [31] and McNevin et al [32] addressed the question whether

physical sputtering or chemical sputtering is the dominant mechanism in the etching

of silicon. Both experiments were similar albeit that in one of the experiments the

substrate temperature could be varied. A new feature in both these experiments was

the use of ion beam modulation techniques in order to analyze the time dependency

of the etching process. Sanders found that the dominant product was SiCl, and SiCl.

Interesting is that the products show an energy distribution which is definitely super-

tliermal (Fig.9) arid the authors drew the conclusion that physical sputtering plays

a dominant role in the Si(Cl, Ar ) process. On the other hand McNevin found the
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dominant product to be SiCl^ and observed a definite lime delay for the read ion

to get started after the ion beam has been switched on. Thus suggest an ion-onhnnci'd

chemical reaction, where the incident ion provides energy to the surface and this

energetically excited surface then tins an enhanced reaction rale; to form I lie SiCl

products. These experiments using quite sophisticated techniques give a good i<init

what the state of the art is in discriminating the various surface reactions. A lot

of progress has been made in the experiment ill approach, but controversies still

flare.

3.5. Etch plasma modelling

In the last couple of years several groups have tried to set. up plasma models of

R.F. discharges at conditions comparable to etch- and deposition conditions.

A number of studies have concentrated specifically on discharge dynamics. From llu\se

the recent work Tachibana et al [33] should be mentioned. Th«y studied a discharge

in methane, compounded a complicated discharge model based on a manifold of coupled

rate equations and checked their model by measuring the BFD. the dissociation of Oil,

by an absorption technique and the deposition rate of carbon films.

Jn Fig.10 the concentrations of the various reactanls vs. power input as they

emerge from the model is shown. From the deposition rate it was concluded that the

active species for the deposition should have a density of 10 - 10 cm . When

the sticking probability of CH^ is close to unity this radical certainly is the one

responsible for the deposition. If however the sticking probability of Cll is lower,

if was concluded that CH^ is the molecule responsible for the deposition. From a

study like this it can be seen how complicated it is to model a plasma which is

really etching. Apart from the homogeneous reaction also heterogeneous processes

should be taken into account and problems like reactor loading and flow dependency

should be. faced.

Recently Edelson and Flamm published a one dimensional plug flow reactor model of

flowing CF, etching Si. They did not calculate the electron energy distribution in

a self consistent approach but instead plugged in a plasma density and an electron

energy from experiment.

A cylindrical packet of gas is flowing in the downstream direction t-nt.ering and

passing the active plasma region and an afterglow region. Tb<? corresponding one-

dimensional equations for the production and loss of the various species can be
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FIG.10

Calculated d e n s i t i e s of CH. and

other species produced in a planar

R.F. discharge (13.6 Mhz, 0.22 Torr)

v s . input power. (Solid l i ne s :

CH3 s t i ck ing p robab i l i t y 1,

dashed l i n e s : CH_ s t i ck ing proba-

b i l i t y 10"3) (from ref . [33] ) .

10 100 1000

power (W)

treated as an init ial value problem. The authors took into account 16 gas phase

reactions, II surface reactions, ambipolar diffusion of electrons, positive and

negative ions, surface recombination and polymerization. Rate constants were put

in that were known from literature, although measuring conditions may not be matching.

In some cases rates from homolog reaction or only order of magnitude estimates have

been put in. In Fig.11 we can see the development of the verious concentrations

along the distance coordinate for a CF̂  plasma containing Si. (Fig.lla Charged

species, Fig.lib Neutral species).It is noteworthy to stress the important role

a)

a

-8

i b

12

8

A

•

: "i, r- .

ELECTRON

6 12

distance (cm)

b)

16

tn
C
(V

tn
0
^ 12

/5^^-^

distance (cm)

FIG.11 : Model calculations of density of species in and downstream

of active CF. plasma zone etching Si.

a) Ionic densities vs. distance, b) Neutral species vs.

density (from ref. [34]).
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C~F<- which is being formed from CF_. The comparison with an experiment consisting of

downstream sampling of neutral species with a mass spectrometer was only partly

satisfactory [35]. A full quotation from the paper by Edetson and Flamm may sum up

properly the present state of modelling of plasmas used for plasma chemical

applications.

"The results show that many key processes are very poorly known from a quantitative

standpoint. Major uncertainties arise from the transport of radicals and ions,

which has been included in the mechanism in an approximate manner, with rate

coefficients which are only crude estimates. Improvements to the model will most

certainly require a more detailed representation of transport in what is essentially

a three dimensional problem, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Expansion of the gas phase chemistry model does not seem to be warranted, however

the surface chemistry needs better quantifications".

4. Final remarks

In this presentation we only were able to give a glancing survey of the physical

problems encountered in the applications of plasma to chemical processing. Here in

this field of exploding size so many disciplines meet that one can hardly speak of

a cross- or interdisciplinary science, but of a disciplin in itself. Workers have to

be able to understand if not to speak the language of physical chemistry including

surface physics, surface chemistry, atomic and molecular physics but also that of

plasma and discharge physics.

A noteworthy trend is that applications seem to be running ahead of more fundamental

studies. This certainly does not contribute to the scientific status of the field.

In this respect plasma physicists have an obligation of staying in touch with the

applications, their main task being the improvement of diagnostic methods and the

design and use of numerical codes.
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ELECTRON HOLES, ION HOLES AND DOUBLE LAYERS

H. Schamel

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ruhr-University Bochum

D-463O Bochum 1, Germany

The basic properties of electron holes, ion holes and double

layers are reviewed, including the role these electrostatic

phase space structures are playing in the nonlinear behaviour

of driven bounded plasmas.

1. Introduction

Electron holes (EH), ion holes (IH), and double layers (DL), the objec-

tive of this report, constitute a subclass of nonlinear electrostatic modes,

often referred to as BGK modes £ij. Generally speaking, they are saturated

states of two-stream unstable collisionless plasmas in which saturation is

provided by particle trapping. Representing states far away from thermodyna-

mic equilibrium, these structures are found in current carrying and voltage

driven plasmas as well as in plasmas driven by beam particle injection or by

wave launching.

Although some of them have been known for a long time £2j, dating back

until 1929 when LANGMUIR analyzing his experiments, inferred on the existence

of DLs, renewed interest came up only recently mainly due to the improved

access to these entities in laboratory and numerical experiments. Also new

analytical material is available supplementing the experimental data.

Trapping, of course, implies that these structures are not amenable to

macroscopic descriptions like MHD or other fluid descriptions. It is the

Vlasov picture which has to be invoked.

In the language of modern nonlinear dynamics these structures appear to

be attractors and are generated rather independently of the details of ini-

tial and boundary conditions. Provided that the excitation mechanism is suf-

ficiently strong, they will come up inevitably and can last sufficiently

long to affect the characteristic properties of a plasma, e, g. its dynamical

evolution.

The situation is in some sense analogous to conventional fluid dynamics,

where the Benard cells, having received a great deal of attention, play a si-

milar role. It is well known that a horizontally layered fluid, heated from

below, becomes structured by the appearance of convection rolls, when the

Rayleigh number exceeds a certain threshold value. This analogy can be

strengthened by noticing that in certain approximations both media behave

like incompressible 2-D fluids. The Vlasov description for one space dimen-

sion takes place in the two-dimensional phase space. Due to Liouville's theo-

rem the two-dimensional phase space fluid is incompressible, and it is an
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easy matter to cast the equations governing the motion of an electron phase-

space fluid, the Vlasov equation and Poisson's equation into the equations

for a 2-D incompressible ordinary fluid.

In the following, I shall discuss some of the topics of this field whose

growing attractiveness is reflected by two symposia that took place in 1982

and 19(14 at Roskilde and at Innsbruck, respectively. The proceedings of these

Symposia [3, 4j are sources of further information as well as several review

articles [5, 6, 7].

Section 2 is devoted to an experiment which played a key-role in the

development of the field of holes. An analysis of EHs, IHs and DLs is repre-

sented in the subsequent sections. The evidence of these structures in com-

puter simulations and laboratory experiments is reported in Section 6, where-

as dynamical transient properties are addressed in Section 7.

2. The Ris(6-experiment on electron holes

As mentioned, great progress in the understanding of electrostatic

structures has been achieved experimentally by LYNOV et al. fsl, at the

Ris^-Institute in Denmark. Fig. 1 shows the schematic set-up of their experi-

ment. It consists of a sjngle-ended Q-machine in which a collisionless plasma

is produced by surface lonization on a hot tantalum cathode. Radial confine-

ment is obtained by a homogeneous magnetic field (wce >> w ) . A surrounding

cylindrical brass tube with a slit acts as a wave guide. A short negative

voltage pulse on the left part forces the enclosed electrons to leave and to

enter the target plasma where they constitute an effective, two-stream like

perturbation. The plasma response to this excitation was measured by axially

y [ — 7 Movable probe

plate

1.0 xfml0.3

Pig. 1 : Schematic set-up of the Ris0-
experiment. After \z"\.

Fig. 2 : Time-dependence of - $ at equi-
distant positions.
After £

0.2 ps
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movable Langmuir probes. Fig. 2 shows the time-dependence of the negative

electrostatic potential recorded at various positions. Two distinct struc-

tures of opposite polarity are seen. A fast moving negative potential pulse

and a positive, slower potential pulse. The latter structure being asso-

ciated with a density depression is the aforementioned EH. It is remarkably

stable. The fast pulse, on the other hand, decreases in amplitude and

spreads. It could be identified as a Gould-Trivelpiece soliton which is go-

verned for small amplitudes by a Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation. The width

of the soliton is broader than that of the hole despite its larger amplitude.

This is somewhat surprising because the hole should be broader if it belonged

to the class of KdV-solitons, too. Whereas the velocity of the soliton is

several times larger than the electron thermal velocity v / and corresponds

to the Gould-Trivelpiece mode, the hole velocity is of the order of v only

or even less. Argued from a linear basis, it is in the velocity range where

one would expect strong electron Landau-damping and hence, a complete suppres-

sion of the hole structure. This does, however, not correspond to the real

observation. Note also a slight asymmetry of the hole increasing with time.

Furthermore, it is experimentally found that the hole but not the soliton

vanishes when the pressure is increased. In addition, in cases where two

holes are created, the coalescence of both to a single hole could be seen.

These features prove experimentally the non-soliton property of EHs and in-

dicate that the hole is something else.

Unfortunately the device did not allow measurements of the electron

distribution function f to get further information. However, the authors

could perform a particle simulation which was adapted to their laboratory

experiment. The numerical results are presented in the next two figures.

In Figs. 3, 4, three structures are seen in a certain frame moving to

the right: the fast moving soliton, the hole, which is almost standing in

this frame, and a new structure (later on being referred to SEADL) moving to

the left. As seen by the phase space pattern the soliton accelerates and de-

celerates the whole electron fluid and is, hence, a macroscopic phenomenon.

But the other two structures, as one easily recognizes, are of different

type. For both, the distribution remarkably deviates from Maxwellian. The

hole has a vortex-like structure in phase space (remember the analogy to

fluid dynamics mentioned in the Introduction) being characterized by a defi-

cit of slow (deeply trapped) electrons within the structure. The third struc-

ture represents a monotonic potential transition (DL) and is associated with

a two-stream-like distribution at maximum potential, the two branches of

which unite on the low potential side. The latter structure is the most un-

stable one and shows the onset of a transition into a hole.

Before discussing the EH properties analytically, it should be noted

that this sort of trapping vortices has been observed many times in computer

runs simulating two-stream unstable situations (9 , 10J, etc. They have also

been found in the simulation of plasmas interacting with launched large ampli-
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Fig. 3 The spatial depen-
dence of - $ at
equidistant time
steps. After £8].

Fig. 4 : The electron phase space
corresponding to Fig. 3.
After [8].

tude waves as, for example, in the Raman £l 1J and Brillouin Ti2j back scatter-

ing or in the lower hybrid heating 1.1 3J. We» therefore, may state that trap-

ping vortices or holes are common structures in plasmas driven by distinct

excitation mechanisms.

3. Theory of electron holes

Theoretically £i4, 15 J, electron holes sharing these properties have

been explained as equilibrium solutions of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations, as

will be shown next. These equations reduce in the electrostatic, 1-D limit to

f va - <j)<(x)3 I f ( x , v) = 0 , (1)

(2)$" (x) = /dvf (x, v) - 1 .
e

Eqs. (1), (2), are formulated in the wave frame (x - v t •* x) where the

structure becomes stationary assuming that it propagates with a velocity v
o

in the laboratory frame. Ions are treated as a constant neutralizing back-

ground. The spatial coordinate x, the velocity v, and the electrostatic po-

tential $ are normalized by the Debye length A , the electron thermal velocity
"te'

and T /e , respectively, where Te is the electron thermal energy in the
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unperturbed medium which is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. The latter

implies the boundary conditions

0 , fe(x, v) -* c exp L " | (v + V Q)
 2J (3)

as •*•» (c (2.)"1'2)

The method of solution consists in solving (1) in terms of the constants

of motion where use is made of the global form of ifi (which is bell-shaped

here) , and inserting this solution into (2) which is solved then for ij;

A s o l u t i o n of (1) c o n s i s t e n t w i th (3) i s g iven by

c exp [ - - | (a / v 2 - 2i

c exp r - - | (v2 - 2<|>) •

fe(x, v) = (4)

where = v2/2 - and a = sgn v are the constants of motion of free elec-

trons (E > 0). Trapped electrons are represented by the second line in (4),

for which E £ 0. The distribution function (4) at a fixed position within

the structure is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 5. Note that the distri-

bution function is continuous everywhere, especially at the border of

Fig. 5 : The electron distribution
function in velocity space.

o<0

Fig. 6 : The particle trajec-
tories in phase space
in the vicinity of
an EH.

trapped particles which is given by |v| = /2<J>' (dashed line). The population

of trapped particles is reduced when 8, the trapped particle parameter,

turns out to be negative. Hence, fg given by (4) is of vortex-type when 0

is.sufficiently negative. The phase space trajectories are shown qualitative-

ly in Fig. 6 for a bell-shaped electric potential.

Integration of (4) yields the electron density ne which depends on the

parameters V Q and 6(for the explicit form, see Jj6J). Poisson's equation (2)

tln?n becomes
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(5)

In (5) we have introduced the "classical potential" V (SAGDEEV potential)

which is depending on <fr, v , and 0.

The integrated form of (5) reads

2

6) = O , (6)

where V(0; ) = O is assumed. There is a unique correspondence between the

electric potential $ and the "classical potcntlal"V, as illustrated in Fig. 7,

for a bell-shaped potential having a maximum value ^(amplitude).

V{<W

Fig. 7 : The correspondence between electric and "classical potunti.il".

Two conditions are necessary for the existence of a solution:

i ) V(<|>j V Q , B) < O

i i ) V(tyS v . (?) = 0 .

in

The second condition is called the nonlinear dispersion relation

it implicitly determines the hole velocity v in terms of i{< and ("•.

(7a)

(7b)

12 14 16 !8

-04

-0-6

-08

Fig. 8 : The range of existence
of EH solutions in the

^ parameter space.
After £)5].

An exploitation of the luinge id

the parameter space £l 5^ for

which genuine EH solutions exist.,

is shown in Fig. 8, the range oj

existence lying between the

curves v =1.3 and v = 0 . 0b-o o
viously, EHs need a negative £

for their existence. This as we)j

as the finite value of v ,
o

0 < v < 1.3, is in accordanceo
with the experimental observation.

There is apparently no limitation

in the hole amplitude; ip.
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In the small amplitude limit, ty << 1, the whole structure can be resolved

analytically. The electron density becomes

ne(<f,, V Q / 3) = 1 - | Z^ (vo//2) <f>- -^ *
3 / 2 + ... , (8)

where Z^ is the real part of the plasma dispersion function

(Z(z) = it'1 Idt e xPj^ t } ) , and b is given by the expression

b = iT1/Zexp (- v2/2) (1 - 0 - v2) . (9)
o o

The nonlinear dispersion relation (7b) becomes

-1 •; <v w *'
which can be solved for v :

o
V Q = 1.305 (1 - j | b<l>l/2 + ...) . (11)

This shows that the EH is a nonlinear descendant of the slow electron acoustic

mode which In the long wave-length limit is defined by the linear dispersion

relation us = 1.305 kv t e [i 4, 18]. The "energy law" (6) with V given by

V(<f>; V Q , 6) = •=! b <f>
2 (//T- /$) , (12)

can be integrated to yield

<Mx) = * seen" (/—^"x ) . -(13)

The condition (7a) implies b > 0 from which follows 3 < - 0.71. Hence, 8 must

be sufficiently negative. The potential form (13) deviates from that of the

KdV soliton which is given by

• (x) = * seel/ {/~$ x ) , (14)
D

in two respects: in the power of the sech and in the scaling of the argument.

The EH's width, Aro - *"
l/I*, is less than that of the KdV soliton,

-1/7

fiKdV ~ * ' f o r colr>Parat>le amplitudes, in agreement with the observation.

The evolution equation, of which (13) is a stationary solution, reads

<)>,. + 1.305 (1 - 2 b /$) <(> - 1 .305 * = 0 . (15)

This equation does not belong to the class of integrable differential equa-

tions. Hence, the coalescence of two EHs propagating with comparable speed

such that the interaction time exceeds the bounce time of electrons in the

superimposed potential well [^\9J , seems to be a natural event in the class of

solutions or (15).

The electron density is diminished at the center, n (>Ji) = 1 - y^ b <l> ' ,

and it is clear that collisions with neutral particles introduced by an in-

crease of the gas pressure will fill up the trapped electron region. The

existence condition, P < - 0.71, is then no longer met, and the hole - but not

the soliton - will disappear.
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The third structure which js identified as a Dh based on the slow elec-

tron acoustic branch [20, 21j moves with a velocity given by v = 1.305
8 1/2 °

(1 — — t> ij> ) which is smaller than that of the corresponding KH. Thus, it

appears that even details of tliu experimentally observed structures can be

explained analytically.

If the radial boundedness of the plasma is taken into account (_14j, the

nonlinear dispersion relation (1O) is essentially modified by an extra term

K 2 on the left-hand side, where K = 2.4/R and 1< is the normalized plasma

(cylinder) radius. This implies that R has to satisfy R > 5 for an EH to

exist, a requirement which is, of course, satisfied in the experiment.

Recently a fuller investigation of the existence of EHs in the finite

amplitude region in radially bounded plasma has been made by LYNOV et al. [22J

Including also waterbag distributions, they essentially arrive at the same

results, in cases where a comparison is possible. Their general results show

that for non-vanishing K( there is a limit for the allowed amplitude, which

tends to infinity as K, -• 0. For K, •• O.5 only extremely low amplitude EHs

can exist. As expected, there is also an upper limit for the spued

vo - voMAX(K,) "

30

i i i T—|—-l—r T—T~-J""-I—T~I T—r""i

P=-0.2

I J I L L._l J I I.... ..L ..!.. I... 1....L. I ...I. .1. I ...J0

Fiq. 9 :

The existence
range of EH.
The? upper 1 i -
mi ting curve
is given by
vo = voMAX '
the Lower one
by v,, = 0.
After [,22].

The range of existence in the full parameter space is indicated in Fig, 9

(shaded area), where the hole .width h is plotted versus the amplitude for the

Maxwellian-like distributions. For larger amplitudes, the hole width is seen

to increase with increasing amplitude, in contrast to its small amplitude

behaviour. The EHs extracted from a particle simulation (circles) are found

to lie entirely in the area admitted by the theory. For an individual hole,

however, a discrepancy up to 40 per cent between the observed width and the
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calculated one was also found.

Despite the non-soliton property of holes it is instructive to associate

"particle" properties with an EH [23, 19} . For this reason, we generalize

the electron density (8) in the small amplitude limit:

1 + A 4 + /dv f + 0(<J>2)
t

(16)

where A"* = - p / i f^ (V)dv, and f = ft(/2<(> - v
2) - fQ(v) + A f'(v)<\>.

P means principle value, f is the trapped electron distribution, and f

stands for the unperturbed free electron distribution, f is, as we know, ne-

gative because of the lack of trapped particles. The integration in (16) has

to be taken over the trapped range. One immediately checks that (16) reduces

to (8) if the distributions (4) are inserted.

With (16) Poisson's equation becomes

. -2
*= - / f dv = p

EH (17)

The second term in (17) can be interpreted as a shielding term. It is pro-

duced by free electrons and becomes most effective for large distances

0 ) , where the charge density p,,,, vanishes. In view of f < 0, PEH is po-
sitive. It is at maximum at the core of the hole. Defining charge, mass, mo-

mentum, and energy of the hole:

(Q, M, P, T) H /dx /dv (- 1, 1, v, ;j- + •) f , (18)

we get Q = - M > 0. An EH can thus be interpreted as a cloud of positively

charged particles embedded in an electron fluid which acts as a dielectric

medium. A dc-electric field in one direction

gives rise to a movement of the electrons

into the opposite direction carrying

with them the positively charged

cloud. This "wrong" direction for

the motion of the cloud is compensated

by assigning a negative mass to it.

We close this section by mentioning

the possibility of asymmetric EHs, Fig.

10, which can be excited in plasmas with

different asymptotic states, e. g. in a

double plasma device £24^. A slight asym-

metry was already noticed in the EH pro-

duced in the laboratory experiment, Fig. 2,

Fig. 10 : Three diagrams character-
izing an asymmetric EH.
After [24"].
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where the reflection of electrons caused the asymmetry.

*• The ion hole and related phase space structures

In view of the previous sections we can easily infer on the existence
Of IHs £25, 15].

The Vlasov-Poisson system

V + — E Ifs =

f& V f

s = e.

E = -

(18)

V • E = 4 IT L

s=i, e "

is seen to be essentially invariant with respect to the transformation

(<t>t ~ e) •+ (- $, + e) . Hence, a hump in <b describing an EH goes over to a

negative dip representing an IH, the characteristic features of which are

shown in Fig. 11. There is not a one-

to-one correspondence between both

holes, because the "passive" species

is treated differently in both

cases. For an EH the ion density

was assumed to be unity, for an IH

we may generally assume that n is

of Boltzmann-type, n = exp (<(>).

This introduces some characteristic

changes in the properties of IHs.

The most remarkable ones are

(19)

ION HOLE

w
a

i) Te/T.

ii)
I e<t>

3.5 ,

- i 1 ,
(20)

which must be valid for ion holes

to exist. Condition i) says that

the electrons must be sufficiently

hot which is the same requirement

as for ion acoustic waves. The

second condition implies that the

depth of the potential energy is

limited by the electron thermal

energy.

ELECTRON PHASE SPACE

Fig. 11 : Three diagrams character-
izing an IH. After [7].

Fig. 12 shows the existence diagram for IHs. We have the same situation as

before, i. e. Ills exist only when the trapped ion parameter is sufficiently

negative. The ion distribution is of vortex-type. The IH velocity u , which

this time is normalized by the ion temperature v{i, is of order unity and.
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hence, very small. IHs are more or less

standing structures.

For small amplitudes we get \2b\,

T.
(21)

where b follows from (9) if v , B, are re-

placed by uQ, a. Eq. (21) tells us that

IHs are based on the slow ion acoustic

branch £|6, 18, 25].
Again an asymmetric version of a hole

exists £7, 24, 26, 2TJ shown in Fig. 13

together with the corresponding phase

space plots.

The quasi-particle interpretation of

an IH can be summarized by

=/f dv =
t

PIH (22)

0 .2 A .6 .8 S 12

where f and \ are defined in analogy to

(16). The unity stems from the linear term

in the Taylor expansion of exp (<|>). An IH can

be understood as a negatively charged cloud

Fig. 12 : The existence dia-
gram of ion holes

for B = Tg/Ti = 10; a re-
presents the trapped ion pa-
rameter, and e<(> . /T = - it.
After £15]. m i n e

EN PHASE SRMX

ELECTRON RUSE SPACE

embedded in an ion fluid, having a negative

charge and a negative mass: Q = M

= / p I H d X < 0.

Two other important collisionless

systems should be mentioned which develop

similar structures. The first one are

stellar systems, the second one particle

accelerators and storage rings.

The distribution of stars is governed

by the Vlasov equation in which the gravi-

tational field E follows self-consistently

from Poisson's equation:

f = 0,

V • E = - 4TTG IA v f .

(23)

(24)

Fig. 13 : Three diagrams char-
acterizing an asym-

metric IH. After [7^.

G being the universal gravitation constant.

Comparing (23), (24), with (18),(19), resp.

(22), for ion holes, we conclude that due

to the minus sign in (24) , we get a bunch-
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ing of trapped particles rather than a deficiency. Hence, an 111 is the pen-

dant to a galaxy where only trapped particles are present (no shielding!).

The Coulomb repulsion of ions in the former corresponds to (he qravi(ation.i I

attraction of stars in the latter; the two-stream instability is replaced by

the Jeans instability f28].

The circulating particles in a storage rinq or particle accelerator io-

present another Vlasov system f29j,

3 f + f + '—
< Ml

=: n ,

where x is the longitudinal coordinate along the tube, v (:i v ) is related t.u

the radius, and F is the electric force determined se1f-consiatentJy. The

effective mass of a particle is denoted by m . It is determined by the radial

variation of the guide magnetic field and turns 'nit to be proportional to

-r= , where us is the circulation frequency, and t) the re lat i v i :, t. i.c longitudi-

nal energy. The latter expression can be positive or negative depending on

whether E is below or above a critical value H , called the transition oneiqj.

When in is positive (P -' K ) , a hole can be observed in 'lie charged par t ich

beam £3o]. It is caused by two-stream instabilities. If, on the other hand,

m is negative (K •> E ) , the beam is observed to clump, the density become:;

modulated forming clusters. The underlying instability is called Hit; negativ

mass-instability. The repulsive Coulomb foi.ee arts on pai.ti.cles with negative

mass in the same manner as thp attractive force acls on positive masses.

Hence, to a positive-mass system with a deficiency of partjcUis there corre-

sponds a negative-mass system with an excess of particles. This duality piiiv-

ciple is sometimes called mass-conjuqation-tneorem fi1j. Saturn's rings and

holes in the rings constitute another dual system |2 8l.

5. Double layers

The by far most important and most known structure we are discussing in

this Review, is the DL for which numerous original and i-ev i ™ papers have

been presented dealing with experimental ^2, 32 - 4 81 . thoorix j r:a l. fj>, 7, 2O,

21, 24, 25, 49 - 5 8 ] , and numerical £59 - fitf] investigations. A m. is defined

as a monotonic transition of the electric pcit.onti.ri] connect j rn.; smoothly two

differently biased plasmas. This is achieved by i dipc-le - 1 lk(. charge distri-

bution, as shown in Fig. 14, where the electrical and classical potential are

drawn together with the total charae. density, i5n : - n. - n , for a single

ionized plasma. According to POlSSON's equation, -|" = - 6n, a positively

F.ig. 14 : The electrical
and classical

potential of a DL. The
dotted .1 ine represents
the djpole-like total
charge density.••••-• S-n
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charged layer gives rise to a region of negative curvature of $ and vice

versa, and hence, two oppositely charged layers are needed to build-up the

DL structure. Again, trapped particles must be involved, as can be seen by a

simple counter argument, namely, if only streaming (i. e. non-reflected)

particles would be present, the spatial constancy of each current, n.u.

= const., j = i, e, would imply that the required asymptotic charge neutrali-

ty cannot hold simultaneously on both sides of the DL structure. Due to the

different acceleration each species experiences in the DL, the densities are

affected differently: TtJ density of ions (electrons) injected from the high

(low) potential side decreases (increases) with decreasing potential.

Therefore, if the densities are equal on one side, they have to differ on

the other side, and charge neutrality car lot be established there.

As in the discussion of solitons or solitary wave solutions, one has to

specify on which branch of normal modes DL solutions are looked for. DLs

based on different branches turn out to differ in the phase space topology.

A DL in its simplest form, ignoring magnetic field £58^, or geometry [687

effects, and taking into account a minimum set of distributions only, is

given by one of the three structures shown in Fig. 15.

aJBeamlype OL(BOL)

u .

b)Sow Electron Acoustic DL (SEADL)

T

**ix>!mr.ym

clStow Ion Acoustic CMS! ADD

• • • . . n « .

Fig. 15 : Three types of DLs. The second (third) row repre-
sents the ion (electron) phase space, whereas the
various densities are plotted in the 4th row.
After [21].

The first column represents the proper DL called the strong or beam-type

DL. Its main characteristic features [5, 7, 24, 25, 54J are listed as fol-

lows:

• there are four distributions involved which are separated in phase space,

• the drifting species described by modified shifted Maxwellians given by
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eq. (4a), enters the DL region with finite velocity called the BOHM-crlto-

rion for DLs, v > v (lu \ •: I u I) for electrons (ions), where v (u ) is
o o c o o c o c o c:

of order unity,

• the trapped species must be sufficiently strong (a, B) J (u , fij which

are 0(1) ,

• it exists in the finite amplitude regime only, i|i > i|/ = 0(1), (i.e. there

is no corresponding linear mode!,

• the LANGMUIR "condition" [49], which relates the electron and the ion cur-

rent in a definite way (j /j . = >j^), is not a necessary requisite but

seems to be preferred by stability arguments,

• this type of DL is usually subject to various two-stream instabilities

yielding to hf (IE)-turbulence on the high' (low) potential side which su-

perimposes, usually in a non-destructive manner, the coherent DL structure

We note in parenthesis that the most general expressions for the two

BOHM-crlteria are given by V" (0) < 0 for the electrons, and by V"OI') < 0 for

the ions, respectively, where V(<JJ) is the classical potential. It is this

type of DL which is usually excited in a strongly driven plasma, and which

gives rise to the observed strong particle acceleration.

The second column in Fig. 15 shows the so-called slow election acoustic

double layer (SEADL) (_56, 21J. It is based, as the name says, on the slow

electron acoustic mode and does have a small amplitude limit. Its most strik-

ing feature is the "tuning fork" configuration of the particle distribution

in the electron phase space. Favourable conditions for its existence are hot

ions (including T. = <*> which represents immobile ions 1*21 J) , and a loss dense

plasma on the high potential, side. As seen immediately, a SEADL is a descen-

dant of Eils. Since both demand the same prevailing conditions, it is not

surprising that they can be generated simultaneously in a plasma (see Sect. 2

and Figs. 3, 4) .

Like in the 1H case a simple exchange of the species leads to the slow

^on acoustic double ^ayer (SIADL). The tuning fork configuration is now found

in the ion phase space. There is an upper limit of the amplitude i' _ I|J . It

is this DL structure which can exist under current-free conditions pi5J. As

in the IH case, the electrons have to be sufficiently hot.

It is worth mentioning that the first self-consistent analytic expres-

sion for a DL at all was given for the last two DLs in the small amplitude

regime by KIM [56*]:

= * t L1 * tan n ( K x )] • <K ~ *̂ F> (26)

More recently, BUJARBARUA and GOSWAMI £s9J were able to got DLs on the

ordinary ion acoustic branch by allowing a two-temperature electron distri-

bution, verifying a conjection made by TORVfiN {70 J. Both compressive and

rarefactive DLs can be obtained, dependent on the temperature and density

ratio of hot and cold electrons. A compressive (rarefactive) DL is defined
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by a decrease (increase) of the density and the potential in the direction

of propagation and is generally subsonic (supersonic). The corresponding

solitons [71] in contrast, require reversed conditions and are both super-

sonic.

I close this section with two remarks. Firstly, DLs are, in general, as

abundant as solitons,and only slight modifications are needed to cast a soli-

ton solution into a DL solution £721. Secondly, the DLs based on the ion

branches are a manifestation of an old idea of SAGDEEV and others [73J, con-

cerning the necessity of reflected ions and represent the first self-con-

sistent solutions of what was called earlier a laminar collisionless electro-

static shock £74].

6. Experiments on holes and double layers

Numerical simulations and laboratory experiments performed in the last

decade have revealed many aspects about the existence and the possible gene-

ration mechanism of phase space structures. Only a few of them shall be men-

tioned here. Since we have already treated in some length EHs we will concen-

trate here on IHs and DLs.

Cue of the first numerical observations of phase space structures which

are related to (asymmetric) IHs and SIADLs was made by SAKANAKA Jj75 J, simu-

lating the interaction of an ion beam injected into a plasma, a process which

was studied experimentally and numerically also in Ref. [76}. The simulation

reveals that the electric field at the ion beam front is distributed such

that the leading beam particles will be accelerated whereas the succeeding

particles will be slowed down. This gives rise to a region exhibiting a

tuning-fork configuration corresponding to a SIADL, followed by a quiet

heated region where the beam has merged in the background plasma, and by a

region with one or more IHs which accomplish the merging of the two-stream

unstable beam. IHs and its asymmetric version were, furthermore, seen in si-

mulations treating current-carrying plasmas £77 - 81}. An electron drift with

velocity as low as v. = 0.5 v £79, 80I, the lower limit depending on de-

a

9
. 3KT, ,

m
I4I

b

e

/

141

Figs. 16 a, b : The electrostatic potential in two dimensions obtained
in simulations of current-carrying plasmas. Fig. 16 a

shows an asymmetric IH, and Fig. 16 b a SIADL. After £77].
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tails of tin; numerical conditions, gives rise via the ion acoustic two-st rc.irii

instability to the local excitation of an 11! which due to electron ref leeti<'J>

on the negative potential dip becomes asymmetric. Details of this scenario

were described in Ref. [24j. An example of this type of simulation;; in given

in Fig. 16 a, b, showing a plane asymmetric Id jn two dimensions (Fi<j. 1C ;i),

the growth of which was, in this case, triggered by an imposed density de-

pression, and a plane SIADL (Fig. 16b), respectively. Both turn out to be

weakly transversally unstable [21, 83J. In the laboratory, asymmetric Ills

and SIADLs have been generated by FUJITA et al. [45j* when an applied posi-

tive potential was switched-off suddenly, by CHAN et al. £82], when electrons

were abruptly injected, and by SEKAR and SAXENA [46j , when a steadily in-

jected e-beam was modulated by a negative step potential. An import .ant. ob-

servation made in these simulations and real experiments are the strong cur-

rent reduction at the moment when the asymmetric 111 becomes excited, and the

possible transition of the latter into a STADL (see Fig. 16 b) or even into ;i

strong DL (J31J . This observation seems to play a key role in the understand-

ing of more involved laboratory experiments in which a negative resistance

and an associated current disruption are found. I should mention here? the

investigation of LUTSENKO et al. f36, 84J in a straight high current, low

pressure discharge, who found i) the formation of a DL at a point where the

plasma density is depressed, ii) the generation cf intense beams of elec-

trons and ions in the space-charge region, iii) the appearance of a high

resistance which was not "anomalous", and iv) intense microwave emission

at the instant when the high-current beam is formed. The authors suspect th.it

this "volume mechanism" limiting the current may as well be the cause for

the current disruptions observed in high-current toroidal discharges or. in ;\

plasma focus.

Similar conclusions concerning the mechanism of DL formation were re-

cently drawn by TORVEN et al. Jjl8j experimenting with a triple plasma device.

A spontaneous current disruption caused by electron reflection on a negative

potential dip (NPD) was found to be the triggering mechanism of a DL. How-

ever, as described also by other authors |_8S - 89j , the NPD need not be an

IH. It was stretched in this experiment and, thus it was more quasi-neutra l-

like. This controlling function of the NPD could be studied in more detail,

if in addition to the applied voltage U an inductance L was introduced in

the external circuit of the device. If Ur, was above a critical value, period-

ic current disruptions correlated with DLs were seen. The inductive over-

voltage produced by the disrupted current was several hundreds of volts

over the plasma (T ~ 8 eV, n = 101 l'm~3) , and was found to be concentrate'.;

at the DL that maintained as long as the circuit was able to produce the

over-voltage. The energy stored initially as magnetic energy in the induc-

tance was transferred to particle energy in the DL. In this series of ex-

periments the DL was periodically switched on and off, and was mote or less

standing. There exist, however, situations in which the DL is found to be ii:

motion giving rise to a periodic phenomenon called potential relaxation
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oscillations, the concern of our last pnraqrnph.

7. Potential relaxation oscillations

The oscillatory phenomenon to be discussed here has been observed in

many experiments ^87, 9O - 97 J in which the finite length of the system is of

crucial importance. A typical arranyement is a plasma diode (single ended

Q-machine) consisting of a grounded plasma source and a positively biased col-

lector plate terminating the plasma. If the applied voltage is sufficiently

large, low frequency oscillations of typically 1 - 1 0 kHz are seen. Fig. 17

shows the space-time behaviour of the electrostatic potential of I1ZUKA et al.

£87J, the evolution of which being initiated by an expanding plasma. One

readily recognizes two main phases within one cycle of about 400 |is. The first

one is characterized by a strong propagating

DL which is accompanied by a broad NPD on its

low potential side, the second one by a fast

increase of the potential in the whole column

shortly after the DL has reached the anode.

The collected target current is sawtooth-like

in time with tiie decaying phase during the

presence of the DL. The oscillation period is

correlated with the transit-time of the DL

which moves with approximately 2 - 3 times

the ion sound speed. This propagation velo-

city is determined by the speed of the ex-

50 70 go panding plasma on the low potential side,

enabling the DL to satisfy the two BOHM cri-
teria |j)8j. The second, more rapid phase, is

Pig. 17 : Space-time history a n i n s t a b i l i t o f t h e electron-rich
of the plasma po-

tential in a plasma diode sheath which is formed at the anode after
t h e a r r i v a l O f t h e DL' T h e e l e c t r o n s i n t h i s

sheath and in the column are quickly lost,

and the resultant positive space charge gives rise to an increase of the

space potential because the ions cannot respond on this fast time scale.

BURGER £99j who investigated this phenomenon in connection with thermion-

ic converters as well as BRAITHWAITE and ALLEN £ioo] argue'that there exists

a second dc-state which is adapted by the system after a rearrangement of the

electrons, occurring on the fast electron time-scale during which the ions

"are virtually frozen".

The formation process of the DL itself could be resolved numerically by

Refs. j_97, 101J in a plasma diode simulation in which the particles are emit-

ted with equal temperatures. It is found that the DL is preceded by an EH

which propagates with v ^ through the plasma and which provides after its

arrival at the collector the change in phase space topology necessary for the

build-up of the DL. The EH, the original vortex-like structure of which is
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shifted in phase space and is subsequently cut by the anode, leaver behind

low energy electrons on the anode side and accelerated electrons which join

continuously with fresh low velocity electrons provided by the source. The

former constitute the trapped electrons, the latter the free streaming (un-

trapped) electrons in the DL. The ions, on the other hand, are accelerated

by the EH hump-potential in such a way that a high energy component moving

towards the cathode survives, forming the free ions in the DL configuration.

The trapped low velocity ions are produced by the source.

In other words, in this situation the EH takes over the role of the III

to "trigger" a strong DL in a bounded plasma by a mechanism which is quite

different from the IH generation mechanism (see also JjO2, 103*1). The Nl'D is

then merely a result of the ambipolar expansion of the plasma provided by Uw

source into the tenuous plasma giving rise to a small, time-varying modifica-

tion of the DL profile. The expanding electrons diffuse ahead of the ions ;incl

produce the NPD acting as a barrier (virtual cathode) for low energy elec-

trons-

The oscillation frequency of the PKO turns out to be independent of the

applied voltage J97J. Thus this phenomenon bears many characteristic foaturos

of the constant frequency oscillations noticed by ENRIQUES et al. £9)J and

investigated by ALLEN and co-workers {̂ 92J. They were observed always when the

dc applied voltage was roughly equal to that required to produce dc current

saturation. The dc current-voltage characteristics in the presence of oscil-

lations has a negative slope corresponding to a differential negative resisti-

vity provided that the electron density is high enough. Further references in

which a correlation between DL generation and negative resistance was pointed

out are given by £43, 104 - 107j. KNORR flO83 discussed the negative resist-

ance and the associated hysteresis effects in DL carrying plasmas with regard

to THOM's (cusp) catastophe theory [109*].

Two comparisons should be meJe before closing this section. Current re-

laxation oscillations of similar type have been reported in solid state phy-

sics and in electro-negative gas discharges.

The first ones are the well-known GUNN-oscillations £i 10^ in semi-conduc-

tors having two conduction bands with different energy minima (e.y. n-type

GaAs). These oscillations are characterized by a repetitive propagation of an

electric field pulse (DL) seen during the phase of current limitation and as-

sociated negative resistance. This pulse is maintained by electrons in the

lower (upper) conduction band with a high (low) mobility in analogy to the

free (trapped) species. If the applied dc field exceeds a threshold value,

electrons may tunnel into the higher conduction band where, supported by col-

lisions, the conduction drift velocity is reduced and therewith the current.

A second analogue observation has been made by SA13AD1I. |j1ij. Ho uot pe-

riodic current oscillations in the positive column of an oxygen discharge

similar to the GUNN oscillations. The dissociation of 0 2 by electron attach-
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ment into 0 and 0 leads to heavy negative ions which play the role off con-

duction electrons having the larger effective mass. This dissociation process

requires a minimum electron energy of 4.4 cV which must be delivered by the

external field. If the concentration of these negative ions N_ exceeds that of

electrons N by a certain amount (N_/N^ ~ 20), a dipole space charge-layer

propagating periodically from the cathode to the anode is seen, the so-called

T-layer. The frequency of the oscillation decreases monotonically with in-

creasing distance of the electrodes. T-layers could also be observed in CO.,

discharges [i12].

8. Conclusions

Many aspects of localized electrostatic structures which are akin to

those discussed in this Review have not been touched. I should at least men-

tion some of them: holes and double layers in the ionosphere and in the solar

corona, electrostatic barriers as end plugs in tandem mirrors/ U-shaped DLs,

DLs and holes propagating obliquely to a magnetic field, sheaths and DLs at

electrodes, ionization dependent structures, and many others.

Here we have concentrated on the simplest possible way to excite and to

describe collisionless phase space structures appearing as volume structures

in a plasma. Although the analytical properties derived are strictly valid in

equilibrium situations only, scenarios could be developed describing qualita-

tively dynamical features of more involved transient processes. The reason is

that these structures, as said in the Introduction, possess the property to

attract deviating time-dependent solutions very similar to the self-similar

solutions in other areas of nonlinear physics. From this follows that the true

time evolution of a given dynamical system can often be divided into separate

time intervals each of which being governed by one or more excited nonlinear

steady-state structures, even if the whole system is changing appreciably for

a long time. Of course, the regions connecting these intervals in which the

dynamical evolution is more violent, are out of the scope of a steady-state

treatment and, therefore, globally valid descriptions are hardly to get.

A typical example has been presented in the last section where the main

phase in the oscillatory behaviour of a voltage driven plasma diode was char-

acterized by the presence of a propagating DZ. In this case laboratory and

numerical experiments yield essentially identical results despite the fact

that many idealizations had to be made in the numerical model (e. g. neglect

of boundary and geometrical effects, of magnetic field- and external circuit

effects, etc.). This demonstrates that in this case the main physics was not

affected by these simplifications. It appears then that in such situations

only "a few degrees of freedom" are effectively used by the plasma. In this

sense the phase space structures discussed in this Review are a manifestation

of this reduced albeit nonlinear dynamical behaviour. It seems to be benefi-

cial to consider them as basic elements in the description of more complex
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driven plasmas far away from thermodynaraic equilibrium.

In view of the novel results obtained in recent years by the common

efforts of experimentalists and theoreticians, one may think of other pheno-

mena to be attacked on similar lines. An example art 'he current disruptions

observed in high-current low-pressure discharges.

Note added in proof. In a recent linear turbulent heating experiment
of INUZUKA et al. [113] , similar to that of Ref. [36, 8 4 ] , strong DLs
have been recorded coincident with a NPD and a low value of the heat-
ing current.
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B. Jiittrier
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A review is given on plarana pro-

duction of metal vapour area in vac-

uum. Based on experimental results,

plasma acceleration, structure of cath-

ode spots and models of spot formation

are discussed. In particular, the role

of surface cleanness is underlined. In

thiswaya coherent though not complete

picture of vacuum arcs is obtained, but

also controversial problems like cur-

rent density or time constants of cath-

ode spot3 are analysed.

1. Introduction

Between two metal electrodes in

vacuum, electrical arcs can be lyri i. tcl

which burn with relatively low voltage,

and which have virtually no upper lim-

it of the current (while there in a

lower limit of u few ampere). Ar; fitat-

ed by Eoker[1] the common term vacuum

arc in paradoxical initoelf - if thure

io vacuum, there is no arc, if there

occurs an arc, there in no longer vac-

uum. While thin ie merely a problem of

semantic:; Or.--tnq.lly the arc is fed by

plasma emitted, frorr hot a potts on the

electrode riirfaceii, thun the term inc-t-

al vapour arc would be more npprnpri-

ate), thi; nr? fxhibito alr>o phy;rii:a]

paradoxa that .ire not yet rcal,.u;fu:: l.o--

rily solved.

A r;jv.i'".v on vfu.uuni area in con-

fronted with Uiene problem:; a.: '.'.•; I I

(is with their r-ontroverai al interpre-

tation in t!ie l:i teruture. There f.u---

s i m p l i f i c a t i o n s c a n n o t ho a v o i d e d

o r d e r t o o b t a i n a c o n e i n " :•< •prc'-'i'.n i.

t i o n . F u r t h e r m o r e , l a c k o f :-p.-/.-i. r

q u i r e s s e v e r a l rer - t r i e I. i n i u . The .•m

r e n t r an f ; e w i l l be l i m i Ltd l,u n I'

100 A, i . e . t o tlio j- i)- ion •••.•hr-rc on

few a r c chunnel.'i (i:.-.it.Mr>iie

i s t .r:imul taneourOy . ,'iu f I'i •: i

s u r f a c e s w i l l be prrvl'i-rrcci

a r e p r e s e n t e.f;. j ti vanitm".

t h u s r e d u c i n g t h e vnri.> ty o)1 |-si.;.

e f f e c t f j . F i n a l l y , jihe in c•.-;n.:i

magne t i c f i e l d n w] 1 1 n*. .. ! i-on,: i d>

l , ! , • / < • • ! •

i t,<

? . Arc p l a a m a

When o t a r t j r . ; ; in u l t r a fiii-n v

u u m , w i t h ^ a s - f r o e e l c c t r o n e : : , ;i>iij I

m o d e r a t e c u r r e n t a , t h ' - j - o i ; )io p h i :

p r o d u c t i o n f a r i ' r o n i t h e c a t h o i i f ; (i>.-i l.ii

t h e g a p o r a t t h e a n o d e ) . A l l p i a i -

o r i g i n a t e s f r o m : n o b i l e p o i n t , L . n n i v

a t t h e c a t h o d e . T i i r f i . ' c e , c a l l e d i-.n ; "rio

f i p o t s j . Ao d e m o n r ; t r a t o d by l-U-k U:>rd I. [ ,'

t h e a m o u n t o f n e u t r . ' i . l v i i p m n ' a ! \,

i j p o t a i n . s m a l l , b e i n / 1 ; p r o b a b l y pi-e.iiu

e d b y n . i d n e f f e c t ? . ; ( f ; v a p u r a t i ii:.1 dr.->

lolr, o r o m i n o l o n f r o m t i n : \v.;l.<- u f i.

m o v i n g s p o t n ) . T i n . ' r c 1 ' n r i f. 1 = i.- • i< .•:r---• •

l o i i i z a t i o n o f l ,Me a c t i v • w - . p i n . , ' : . - - !

n o t f a r f r o n i u n i t y . . " i c , i " - : , | . . n i i i ^

| ' -•- . ' . ] a t l l d i f l d t ) ; e p . l . 'I: in, . i , i n . : T o r ! !"
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Table 1

Mean ion parameters of a Cu-arc [6]

Ze v E/Ze Vfe

(1.6x1O~19 As) (m/s) (V) (V)

1.77 1.6X1041 48 21

Ze - charge, v - directed velocity,E/Ze

- kinetic energy per charge, V, - arc

burning voltage.

According to table 1, the ions have

more directed energy than correspond-

ing to the applied voltage. Because of

this high velocity, surrounding walls

receive considerable positive currents

when biased negatively (at cathode po-

tential or below). This has been es-

tablished by Kimblin [9-13] who found

the wall ion current I is a constant

fraction of the total arc current I

for all investigated metalB,

I+ = f I , f = 0.08-0.1 . (1)

The fraction f does not depend on the

wall radius, thus the ion current den-
+ — 2

sity j must vary as r , r being the

distance to the spot. Since 1+ « Zenv,

also the plasma density n is propor-

tional to r . Because of equation (1)

n is also proportional to the arc cur-

rent I. Finally, nv~cos 0 (cosine dis-

tribution) , 8 being the angle to the

surface normal at the spot. The pro-

portionality constant c is obtained by

integrating $ over the wall surface

which is in line of sight to the spot.

Using equation (1), the result is

A similar result can be obtained

from the cathodic eronion rate ae , i.

e. the ratio of mass loss at the cuth-

ode to the current-time integral, Be-

caune of ma3s conservation, the masc

flow -ae I must be equal to m^ j nv dP ,

where the integral is taken over n

hemispherical surface around the spot

(m. - ion mass). Using the relation
-2

n = c l r cos 8 , the integration re-

sults in c« se ( T ™ p " . Inserting ex-

perimental values for af (5x10"'-' - 10

g/As [11] ), we obtain c = (0.9 - 1.9)
13 —1-1

x 10 m A , in agreement with re-

lation (3).

This result implies large planma

densities at small distance:.) r. Fir;.1

shows the electron density of a carbon

arc plasma measured by Iiangmuir-micro-

probes (Ivanov et al.f14j).In the cur -

rent range 30-100 A the measuring curve

can be approximated by nr = 1.8x10 '
m~ . This Js connintent with equation

n

nr2/Icos8 = 2f (IT Zev)"1 (2)

With the values from table I, we have

c « 1013 m"V. (3)

Hence, Kimblin's measurements allow

general conclusions on the plasma den-

sity outside the spot.

10'
,25

10',23

1021

1019

,17

n-1.8xiO15/r2

1 10 102103 104 r[jim]
10

Pi;i;. 1 : Electron density n of
ore plasmes as a function oi'
distance r to the spot [14] •
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(?) for- ','.-•] rn/n, 9-0. Th" re-

lation liolfln flown to r= V.i/un, corn;-

sponding to dentil 1.1 on up to 10 m

If an extrapolation to runaller dln-

tancon wore allowed, the dunnity would

be ntill higher (BOO election 3).

The; electron temperature near the

spot wan found to be 1 - 2 oV l~14,10].

In view of the high ion velocities,

this is rather low. Consequently, there

munt be processes that accelerate the

plfuima iorm to energies *" 50 eV (the

great difference between the thermal

ami the directed energy of the ions io

the reason why we neglected the thermal

velocity when deducing equation 2).

Plyutto, Ryzhkov and Kapin|4|who

firnt reported detailed measurements

on the ion energies, explain the ac-

celeration by the gradient of electron

pressure p in the expanding plasma.

This gradient equals a force -gradp/n

= -kTn~ gradn = -kT grad In n which i8

balanced by a corresponding electric

field. The integration from a distance

cathode

F i g . ? : Potent:!;)] f ;i1oii,r; the K-ip nxir,.
v. - location of the potential

hniiip, ( f.,, v-,) -• vi i' i o n o f p l n i n n a

hontinr:, L - gnu length. V -

cathode fall, ̂ V ~vuItugn drop

in the huai'ui jila:;ma region,

, -anodic volta,';e dropn.

r. to a distance vo yields a voltage

kTe" 1ln n(r 1)/n(r ?) . Since there

are gradienfca of pressure and density

towards the cathode as well as towards

the anode, the associated voltage drop

forma a potential hump as indicated in

fig.?.

On an ana.!' "ous baoe, Moyzhea and

Nemchinskii |1 fij suggest a gain of ki-

netic ion energy

E kin :T In n(r1) / n(r2) . (4)

J,y, a potential hump could

not be demonstrated, tlicrefore :i t im.int

be situated clone to

(rj :=• 0.1 mm). AoGuming

rp/r1 = 10-100, equation (4) reault;;

in a voltage drop of ( 7 - M ) k T / e <

30 V. Thus, the potential hump can on-

ly oxpla.ina :.-:rt of tho Jon ijiiergjc:!.

Lyubimov [ 17J .•inr-unicii a n o t h e r g'in

dynamic phenomenon. The a r c c u r r e n t 1

h e a t s the e l e c t r o n s of tlie expand ing

plaoma, and tlie e l c c r r o n o t r a n s f e r mo-

mentum to tho i o n n . TJierc i;: a v o l l . -

age drop A V i n t)ie pja:ipia ( i n f i g .

2 the r e g i o n v., - r } ) . Tin. power 1AV t

i a not complcLi.Oy rarido.mi 7,od, a j>art

I A. V b e i n g c o n v e r t e d I n t o d I roo ted

energy of the plaoma . jo t . '('lie p]a!-,ma

'lifisw in i( 1 t , Unir with thf directed

v e l o c i t y v t h e fcinel. ).u j f - t orn-r,*1/ i rs

O , r ; - r f l t v ' - -. L A V t (:< - n r n n l o n r a t e ,

t - t i ' n e ) . T h e r e f o r e we havo O.b v1 ' -

Tim a c c e l e r a t i n g v o l t a g e of

t h e n

t h e ca thode

an ion with mnt;:j rn. i

'i'he [actor m.Je sf ̂

(b)

nifieo the ratio of the electron number

to the ion ::iu»bcr. So tiie aeeolei'at j on

process io the more effective the higher

the relative number of electrons i;.;.
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Equation (5) yields a voltage V\

of (4...40)AV. Together with the po-

tential hump this will be sufficient

in order to explain the ion energies.

This agrees with Miller [ 6] who analysed

the interrelation of ion charge and

ion energy and who concluded that both

mechanisms are working. Also Harris [18]

included both processes in his flow

theory of the arc. For Cu, 80 A, he

calculated ion energies of 45 eV and

multiplicities Z = 1.77, in excellent

agreement with the experiments (table

1). Thus, the ion acceleration seems

to be sufficiently understood.

The randomized part of 4.V leads

to an increase of the plasma tempera-

ture. Par from the spot, electron tem-

peratures up to 7 eV have been found

in [ 14J, in dependence on the arc cur-

rent. Similarly, Goldsmith and Eoxman

[19] report about 6 eV near the anode

of an Al-arc, and Drouet [ 20Jconcluded

5.4 eV for the anodic region of a Cu-

arc.

Thus far, the time played no es-

sential role, our arguments were sta-

Fig.3: Cu-arc spots (80 A) in UHV.
A-small spot unit, B-dense
plasma layer at the surface,
C-plasma streaming into the gap.
Daahed line: Electrode edge.

tionary. However, Mesyats and co-work-

ers [21J explain the ion velocities by

?xplosive surface processes. Prom ex-

periments with exploding wires [22], it

is known that the matter is ejected

with velocities of (1-2)x10 m/s due

to overheating the surface. This would

yield the measured ion energies if the

explosions were sufficiently frequent.

The relevance of explosive processes

will be discussed in section 5.

3. Spot structure

The real size of the cathode spot is

decisive for plasma production, elec-

tron emission, erosion rate, energy

balance and other important processes.

At present it is one of the most con-

troversial parameters.

At currents > 100 A, there exist

several spots simultaneously [23] • If

there are no anode spots (compare sec-

tion 6), the cathode spots can be con-

sidered as sufficiently independent

from each other, so we discuss single

spots that are typical for currents

of 10-100 A.

At first Farrall [24] raised clear-

ly the problem of a possible substruc-

ture of a seemingly single spot. Harris

[25] suggests every spot may consist of

an array of internal cells. He assumes

the cells are subjected to repelling

forces due to dipole interaction, and

to attractive forces due to magnetic

interaction, so an equilibrium distance

between the cells is established. A sim-

ilar conception has been already pub-

lished by Sena [26] .

With clean surfaces, it is dif-

ficult to decide whether a spot con-

sists of internal cells. Fig.3 shows

a magnified view of an arc of 80 A

running from a trigger electrode over

the surface of a clean copper cathode
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(open shutter photograph). The smallest

discernible spot structures have di-

ameters of 20-40 iim. The larger struc-

tures were probably build up succes-

sively in this time-integrated picture

by the spot movement, i.e. they do not

correspond to a real spot. With a bet-

ter time resolution (framing time £ 1

us ) it can be seen that such spots o;i

clean surfaces split sometimes into

2-3 fragments, but these join again

quickly after that. This may be an in-

dication of an internal structure where

the repelling forces dominate only

momentarily.

But if the arc is fed by surface

films, the cathode spot is unambiguous-

ly structured. Such films may be con-

taminants on metallic substrates or

metal films on dielectric substrates.

The latter have been thoroughly in-

vestigated by Kesaev [27]. Pig.4 shows

an erosion track of the Kesaev-type

with an arc of 50 A, 2 ms, burning on

an Al-film on glass (the location where

the aluminum is removed appears black

in the figure). In contrast to fig.3

there are numerous branches. The repel-

ling forces seem to dominate.

Kesaev measured the maximum cur-

rent of a cell as a function of film

thickness. The thinner the film the

smaller is the cell current (and, con-

sequently, the more branches occur).

For copper, the maximum current tends

to saturate at values below 4 A (the

corresponding film thickness being <

1 um). Therefore, with massive cath-

odes one would expect about 10 inter-

nal cells at 50 A arc current, but

since they do not separate, they can-

not be discerned, neither in spot pho-

tographs (fig.3) nor in the remaining

surface traces. Pig. 5 shows a spot track

due to a 50 A arc on clean stainless

2 mm

Fig.4: Al-film on glass, eroded by
an arc of 50 A, 2 ms.

«teel. It consists of overlapping cra-

ters with an average diameter of 10

yum. The width of the whole track va-

ries between 10 Aim and 30 Aim. This is

due to a chaotical (successive) dis-

placement of the spot centre, and to an

Pig.5-# Crater track due to an arc of
50 A on clean stainless steel.
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occasional branching. But the essential

melting structure is probably the cra-

ter. In any case, the track width rep-

resents an upper limit of the melting

zone. Outside the track, the surface

shows no sign of melting and erosion.

Since evaporation, is possible only

within the molten surface area, we have

three characteristic limits for the

radius of the plasma source - about

15*/um according to the maximum track

width, about 5 jvaa according to the

crater, and a value below 5 /im accord-

ing to the hypothetical internal cells.

In the literature, there are more de-

tailed data on the crater radius r
C

[28,29]. They can be summarized by the

empirical formula
r = rKexp(I/l*), (6)

with r x = 1.7, 1.2, and 3.8 um, and

I K = 83, 33, and 46 A for copper, mo-

lybdenum and stainless steel, respec-

tively.

Inserting in equation (2) a radius

r=15 jum (according to the track width)

we obtain a plasma density at the spot

edge of about 2x10 2^ m~^ for 1=50 A.

According to equation (6), this cur-

rent produces crater radii of about 3

yum on clean Cu-cathodes. Inserting the
25 — 3value we obtain about 6x10 m . An

inner structure would reduce the avail-

able area further on,resulting in still

higher densities.

As indicated in fig.4, with cath-

odes consisting of surface films the

influenced area is much greater. Sim-

ilarly, with contaminated cathodes the

visible spots have diameters of about

100 urn [15]. But if the spot is stretched

by a transverse magnetic field, it can

be seen that the really affected area

is smaller. This is shown la fig.6[3O]

where several arc spots produced par-

Pig. 6: Traces of several arc spots on
oxidized Mo [30] .

allel traces on a Mo-surface covered

by an oxide film of a few nm. Each

trace indicates the existence of in-

ternal fragments. The magnetic field

(1.4 T) prevented the fragments to di-

verge (in contrast to fig.4). The track

width is again around 10 mi, like in

the case of clean surfaces. But now it

consists of tiny craters with diame-

Pig.7: Detail from figure 6.
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tera < 1 inn that are dispersed over voltage drop in the plaoma ball at the

the active surface. Obvioualy, many of cathode surface is [32]

= ^ p l I / 2 i r r o
them were formed simultaneously. Some- .

times there occurred transitions from
., . ,, . ., . , r - spot radiun, P
this pattern to the concentrated era- o ' ' ̂ j
. . . ... . _. ,- T ... tivity. Calculating
ter train like in fig.b. In thia case J °

. . . the theory of Spitzer[34j , one obtajno
about 10 Pm. This theory is not well

, - pianma

<? , according tc

the track width io reduced

one third, and the movement appears to

be more chaotical.

Fig.7 gives a detail from fig.6.

Apparently, the sources of metal va-

pour are even more restricted than

with clean surfaces. But it is possi-

adupted to our problem, because the

arc plasma is already non-ideal, (e.g.

the Coulomb logarithm for electron

ion collifjions in i"2). But probably

tho order of magnitude of f ^ will be

ble that the arc plasma i.3 also fed still correct. Using therefore l,he val-

by non-metallic surface contaminants "°s Ppj_
=1° ^ m > 1=50 A, and rQ-rc=

(oxides, hydrocarbons) wiiich are re- 3/»ra, we obtain ^ Vr=265 V. In gonor-

moved from the area between the era- Q 1 » ouch a voltage does not appear at

ters. Perhaps the small craters cor- t h 0 electrodes. Puchkaryov and Prooku-

respond to the internal fragments of rovsky [35] have shown in an elegant cx-

a clean surface 3pot. periment that the discharge can exiot

In any case, the maximum aino of a t voltages below 50 V also on a nuno-

the source of metal vapour planraa is second time scale, therefore eventual

about the crater diameter, i.e. a few voltage tranoienta from the outer cir-

ymn. This signifies a high plasma den- cult cannot explain the general cur-

sity (equation 2), and consequently a r e nt conduction.

considerable power input to the sur- But internal voltages may occur

face due to ion bombardment. that help to maintain the current den-

sity. Thi3 ia related with the problem

4. Current density of ion acceleration (section ?). 10.g.

In the literature, the current transfer a Potential hump as caused by the gra-
dient of electron pressure (equationfrom the cathode into the arc gap ia

interpreted mrinly by electron emis-

sion.Itls often assumed that the re- lateral spot edge, because the plasma

gion where the current passes the sur-

face coincides with the area of planima

production. This results in very high

current densities because of the small

size of the molten zone. For copper,

50 A, the emission current density

would be about 1O12 A/m2 [28].

Such va2 ues are disputed by Rakh-

ovQkii and co-workers[31-331 , because

the conductivity of the plasma

4) should be especially high at the

3dge, because the

density decreases rapidly in thin di-

rection (as indicated by the cosine

distribution of the plasma ions). A

further effect is stressed in a recent

paper by Daybelge[3S] . AH the plasma

expands laterally in the magnetic field

of the arc current, additional volt-

ages are induced (like in a moving con-

ductor) with a maximum again at the

spot edge. Nevertheless, these intern-

cent to the spot does not suffice. The Q l voltages will hardly exceed 100 V.
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Several other phenomena (enumer-

ated in[37]) may provide for high cur-

rent densities, too. In particular,

explosive processes may contribute.

Already a sufficiently fast (non-sta-

tionary) emission of metal may create

a high particle density Buch that there

is a quasi metallic conductivity. As

it will be shown in the next section,

craters can be formed within a time x

< 10 ns. If a sufficient fraction of

th» crater volume is transformed into
28plasma, we obtain a density up to 10

m near the surface, close to the de-

generation limit. Similarly, equation

(2) indicates a density after plasma

acceleration up to 10 m . Because

of mass continuity, the density must be

still higher before acceleration of the

plasma, i.e. directly at the surface.

Thus we would expect the occurrence of

a very dense plasma layer with high

conductivity. Magnified spot profiles

as in fig.3 seem to confirm the exist-

ence of a thin bright layer at the sur-

face (arrow B) which differs from the

remaining plasma region (the corre-

sponding step in the density would fa-

vour the potential hump).

However, this is still speculative.

Apart from the early studies of Hermoch

[3Sjwhere the electrode zone of plasma

jets in air has been investigated, no

satisfactory experimental work haa been

done with respect to the plasma dynamics

of spots at clean surfaces in vacuum,

and with sufficient temporal and spa-

tial resolution ( 10 s and 10 m,

respectively). The existing theories

on the complicated flow dynamics of the

near surface plasma (e.g. Harris [181,

Schrade et al.[39], Daybelge[36]) can-

not substitute such experiments.

l.f the arc current passed the

cathode surface through a broader area

than the zone of melting and evapora-

tion (which is definitively limited),

the discussion on the current density

would be unnecessary. This is possible

if (i) there in sufficient electron

emission outside the craters, or (ii)

at the cathode the current consists

mainly of plasma ions. Rakhovsky [1̂ >]

suggests stationary electron emission

in the moderate electric field beneath

the plasma (space charge field). Prom

vacuum breakdown experiments it is

known that field dependent electron

emission occurs already at, 10 '-10 V/in

(Latham(40] , Halbrltter[41j ). But the

electrons come from very narrow sur-

face areas with orders of magnitude

typically of 10~14 - 10~'C m"". There-

fore currents > 0.1 A would imply again

high densities at the emission centres.

Case (ii), i.e. no essential electron

emission at all, would mean that the

integral of the current density j

of the plasma ions over the cathode

surface equals the arc current. In or-

der to estimate this current, we put

j + = 0.4 Z e n v., v.2= (2 kT /m. ) like in

the theory of Langmuir probea. Using

for the density n equation (2) and

omitting there the coeine (the moat

favourable case ), the integration

yields iVl^O.I, i.e. the ion current

I+ to the cathode is only about 10 %

of the total arc current I, as far as

the region outside the crater io con-

cerned.

Also the experiments indicate a

relatively low ion current fraction at

the cathode. In [42] arc spots were driv-

en over a slit in a Cu-cathode. Before

the spots crossed the slit only the

plasma current reached the second cath-

ode half, amounting to 10-20 % o£ the

arc current. Only when the spot3 pass-

ed the slit, the current at the second
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half roue to •'/>. P r o w t h e r i ::e I. i im.

and the spot velocity a spot current,

density of about 10 ' A/H' could be

estimated.

Consequently, we must cither pos-

tulate at! unknown process! of electron

emission which take;: place at. cold,

extended surface,.; beneath the planm.'i,

or we munt admit the posnibi l.ity of

the hij;h current di.no i tier..

'i. Spot models and crater formation

The present section dealn wi th surface

processes thatdetermino plasma gener-

ation and fjpot behaviour. Since mea-

surements are extremely difficult i

thin region, we be;;in with theoretical

models as a f;uide.

Assuming that both electron '.'mis-

sion and plasma production are taniti;1;

place ;it the unuu: location;-., most of

the stationary theories explain the

current transfer by thenno-field emis-

sion, and the plasma i;onerut ion by e-

vaporation wi th subseijuent ionif.ation,

e.y. [1, '!3-4(J]. Triis depends on the

surfaoe temperatui-e which i s di;tor-

mined by Joule heati.nf; (due (o the e-

misoion current), ejiijssion cooLini;

find ion impact lieatin;;. Trie space

charge field of the ion:; contribute;

to the emission proce;;:;. Thu.f, tjien.-

are poni tive and rie/;a.tive feedbacks of

non-lineur procesne::, controlled by

poorly known matoi'jal jiarame ters.

Therefore, f:.iniple analytical .sojij-

tions are riot to be expected. Kckej1

[l, 4€>J IKJS overcome the inliurent, uu-

cortednty of the description DV uniiM;

necesnnry 1 i;.'.'i t;; in:.; toad of exact ,•-

quati.on:;. in this way .•xastenee areas

can be calcu lati d a° indicated in i'i;;.

M. There are Iv/o pofifvi b !e areas, i I I'd

0-mode a;:iJ l-ii'ude. liecaus'.: th. • are...

A 000
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Bpot traces indicate clearly a tempo- turf maximum io achieved in tli<> bulk

ral development. After tf cei'tuin tijno below the surface [56,57] . A further

the spot extinguishes, and a nev npot feature of explosive processors in that

1B formed at a new location. The arc the presence of ionized matter in front

leaves the molten surface zone. ".[ t, of I;lie r.urfacc pn]inncc:i I'.vonlly tlie

does not drill a hole into the cath- electron emiuaion ("uxp.1 ouive emis-

ode, although this could be energetic- sion" [501), becaune the electron opace

ally favourable. charge ia diminished. Furthermore the

Several authors suggest the fir:it. emit ting nurface growa con Iiuuoualy.

atep of a spot cycle conoirato of sur- So a ponitive feedback be'.ween power

face explosions [47-50]. Sometimes it generation rmrt plasma generation ia no-

ia assumed that the whole arc opot ia tabllchtd. Fiimlly, in view of Uie nar-

nothlng else than a sequence of explo- row space (nm) and the .short ti/neo (pa),

Bions [51,52]. Generally Bpeaking, an n classical -.lefjcript ion may become in-

explocion in ejection of matter on a adequate. A irian'.un mechanical treat-

faster time scale than by evaporation, ment has been al. tempted in [ (<()]•

In particular the ignition has explo- The explo:;.i on provide:? for the in-

aive features. In thia stage the en- itinl plasma and for the necotujary cur-

ergy source is Joule heating of our- rent flow. After this otage, Kcker'a

face irregularities. The latter term exiotence diagram can be already em-

means chemical structures with con- ployed, but a temporal development rc-

tarainated surfaces (leading to dielec- mains.

trie surface breakdowns), or geomet- grown,

rical structures (micropoints) with

clean surfaces. While the former must

The area of plasma production

therefore the current density

(if reJated to thin area) decreaaes.

If this were not DO, a run-away aitu-

be replenished by outer proco";iea ation would occur, an oh own by llantsache

after consumption by the arc, the L>.t- [61] , becaune the re:iiot j.vi ty of the

ter are reproduced by the spot itself heated metal increases with temperature

(see below). The rise rate of the en- (thuo more Joule power is released).

ergy input into these structures can The expansion of the molten croter vol-

beeome very great, so that the lattice ume preventa this effect, loading f.i-

temperature of the solid cannot follow nally to a situation whore the heat

immediately the temperature of the e- Ioaae3 dominate (mainly due to eniiaaion

lectron gas (which is heated first), and to heat conduction). Such a scenario

Typical relaxation times have the or- ia employed by Daalder[62] , and by Lit-

der of magnitude of 10 ps [53l• Exper- vinov, Meayats and Parfyenov [63]. The

imentally, about 30 ps have been found latter auggent a narrow temperature

for Cu [54] • But also in less extreme profile within the crater area. The

cases, a rapid energy input cannot be very hot inner zone with radiua r e-

balanced by the evaporation rate that mitf! the electrons, therefore the Joule

ia limited at least by the sound ve- heat i s generated only there. Thia area

locity [551 . So the surface will be is surrounded by a cooler zone with

locally overheated, followed by explo- radius rr> where the metal ia atill liq-

eive ejection of matter. This will be uid, but no cmiotiion occurs. Pig.'?

particularly severe when the tempera- shown r^ and rR acs a function of time
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I yum,

The experiments seem to suppc

the shorter.times. Pig.10 shows aci

ter on molybdenum formed within 10

[29]. An analysis of the chaotical sj

movement yielded r /x =s 10 m*

[64] (on the supposition that arc trac

consist of successively formed £

overlapping craters aainfig.5). TIr

is compatible with the result of Li

vinov et al. , if we put r = r .
s

However, if we adopt the model

these authors, we are confronted wi

extreme surface temperatures (in t

beginning in excess of 10 K),andwi

very large current densities. The mod

starts with values >10 k/m and er
13 2

reached after a time at some 10 A/m when the spot is fu

5 10 15 t [ns]

Pig*9: Temporal development of active
spot area, radius r , and era-

3

ter area, radius r , after [63] .

for Cu, 50 A. Prom this figure we see

r a; 3 r . The saturation value of r

4 ns. r is close to the value ac-

is about 0.8

x
cording to formula (6), i.e. 3.1/U-m.

Daalder[62] puts r =r . His Joules c
heating model yields r = 2.55 >um, and

the corresponding formation time T a-

mounts to about 60 ns. Thus, while the

calculated radii of the melting zone
r (crater radius) agree well with the
c
experiments, there are differences

with the formation time XT .

Pig.10: Crater on clean Mo formed by
a discharge of about 30 A
during 10 ns [29] .

ly developed. It was already difficu

to understand densities of 10 A/

(section 4), now the problem is mult

plied.

In [59-62] a mechanism has be

proposed which explains the abort fo

mation time with less extreme curre

densities. The initial dense plas

(created by surface explosions) exp&n

with a velocity of about 10 m/a, i. 11

covering a surface area with radius

/am after about 0.5 ns. Ions are a

celerated from the plasma towards t

surface (possibly aided by voita

transients at ignition - Parrall [ 2

demonstrated that spot re-ignition

associated with such transients),

the case of contaminated surfaces, th

ion bombardment produces new plasma

desorption of surface films. With cle

surfaces, a thin surface layer with

thickness of < 0.1 /urn is molten a

partly vaporized. Considering the o

treme load of the surface atoms - vvi

an ion current density of 10 A/

each atom is hit by an energetic met

ion (20-50 eV) within a time of abo

300 ps - the upper surface layers wi
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be easily removed (so the term evapo- The acceleration of the liquid

ration may not be very adequate). Prom surface metal leads to formation of

the ejected matter new plasma is form- droplets and micropoints at crater rims

ed which replaces the trigger plasma, as shown in fig. 11. Fursey[56]suggests

Because of the rapid energy transfer, that the micropoints are pulled out by

heat conduction into the solid can be the electric field. These structures

neglected. The power deposited into a are essential for the survival of the

given volume by this ion impact heat- arc in the case of clean surfaces, be-

ing surpasses the Joule heating power cause they serve as a source of new

in the explosion centre, if the heat- explosions. Mesyats [69] proposed the

ed 'surface layer is sufficiently thin, following mechanism: if a sphere is

This layer will be rapidly consumed formed at the top of a micropoint (fig.

or pushed away by the plasma pressure 11), the collected plasma current will

(the latter has been already suggested be constricted at the neck (which con-

by McClure[68]). The ions gain energy nects the sphere with its holder) to

in the cathode fall and probably also a high density. The Joule heat gener-

in the region of the potential hump, ated at this location will provoke an

So sufficient power is available in explosion.

order to attack new surface layers. In The repeated formation of such

this way the melting front proceeds surface structures guarantees the ex-

into the interior faster than by heat istence of the arc. It explains the

conduction (like drilling a hole by a spot displacement by a length of about

laser beam). Thus, like Daalder [62] r . Finally, it creates a latent sub-
c

we suggest the active spot area cor- structure which may be the cause for

responds approximately to the melting spot division. In contrast to contam-

zone, but like litvinov et al. we as- inated surfaces, these explosion sites

aume formation times of a few nanosec- are attached to the molten pool, so aonds.

Pig. 11: Micropoints (Cu-cathode) [29].

tendency to diverge is weak (compare

section 3).

Various interesting ideas can be

mentioned only shortly. Zharinov and

Sanochkin[70]explain rapid crater for-

mation by the action of the surface

tension. Daybelge[36] describes the nu-

cleation of droplets in the expanding

plasma near the surface due to the

cooling of the plasma. Alexander [71]

suggests the occurrence of a kind of

ion recycling at the surface, because

the sputter efficiency increases with

temperature[72]. This would, alleviate

the maintenance of the spot plasma.

But more experimental experience is

needed in order to judge the relevance

of these processes.
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6. The anode region

With moderate currents the anode serves

only as a passive collector of elec-

trons without active emission. In gen-

eral there is no smooth transition of

the plasma potential to the potential

of the anode, because the plasma cur-

rents are not matched necessarily to

the arc current. Since the directed

plasma velocity v (= 1-2x10 m/s) is

small in comparison with the thermal

electron velocity v = (kT /2irm )

(» 4x10 m/s), we have for the satu-

ration current density of the electrons

j = env. . With large anodes the

corresponding electron current exceeds

the arc current. Therefore a negative

voltage drop A V' develops at the an-a
ode in order to repel the superfluous

electrons. The anode current density
Ja iB then j a

The anode fall

exp(- AV-/kT g).

is indicated in

fig.2 by the dashed curve 1.

With a flat anode, radius R. , lo-ci
cated at a distance L from the cath-

ode, and with a plasma density n ac-

cording to equation (2) where the plasma

is aatsj.flied to ewbtt.-ote from the centre

of the cat.nodi: isurl'-n: o, l.'.t- Integra -

tion ovej' Uu- unudt ,;,ir:act; yields: nu

anode current I,

T.---C7- AVa/kV

I i 1P u t t i n g 1. / l - l . i:-]>,IJ n. ' A " ' , w e o b

t a i n e A V ~ k T f u r ],/H ^ 1 . I n t h i s

case, irrespective ut the arc current

the voltage dznop con .'sponda to the

plaama temperature near the anode C-j-

7 eV). Consequent]v, the voltage drop

A V caused by the current in the plasma

(fig.2) does not influence very much

the burning voltage Vj. the latter be-

ing near the cathode fall V .

However, for L/R > 3 the satura-
a

tion current from the jlasma becomes

inferior to the arc current. Now a

positive voltage drop A V develops

in order to draw more electrons from

the plasma (fig. 2, curve 2). This volt-

age increases with the current and may

assume considerable values as illus-

trated in fig.12 [73].

The figure indicates a new pro-

cess: when A V"a surpasses about 50 V,

it may become energetically more fa-

vourable to produce anode vapour. An

anode spot is developed which delivers

new plasma, thus enhancing the plasma

current and reducing the voltage drop

(and consequently the burning voltage,

fig. 12). The concrete cause for the

formation of anode spots may be due to

local density fluctuations, possibly

influenced by eathodic explosions [20j .

Another reason may be the plasma heat-

ing by the arc current [14] , because

500 1000 1500

Arc burning voltage as a filia-
tion of arc current for Cu
(73]. a) L/R =3.8, b) L/R -1.

c) L/R « 1 . L-gap length,

Rfl- anode radius.
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there ie a positive feedback between

plasma temperature and current densi-

ty - a local increase of the current

leads to locally higher plasma conduc-

tivities.

7. Concluding; remarks

In recent years considerable progress

has been achieved in understanding the

dynamics of cathode spots which influ-

ence also the plasma in the gap and

near the anode. The main poinc is the

non - stationary surface erosion and.

the plasma production having momentari-

ly explosive features. Because of the

extreme physical conditions in the spot,

the controversy on current density and

time constants is not yet definitively

settled. Almost entirely obscure is

the plasma within the spot. Future ex-

perimental and theoretical work should

tackle preferentially this difficult

task.
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RECOVERY OF SWITCHING ARCS

E. Schade

Brown Boveri Research Center, CH-5405 Baden, Switzerland

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. GENERAL

Switching devices, known as circuit breakers, are used to protect

networks for the transmission and distribution of electrical energy from

damage by isolating the defective parts in the event of a short circuit

[1-4]. An arc, initiated by contact separation, provides a medium which can

be transformed rapidly from a conducting to an insulating state and which

forms a conducting bridge between the parting contacts until they have

reached a separation sufficient, to insulate the network parts. In today's

high technology era the use of arcs is still the most economic and reliable

means of switching and it is unlikely that an alternative will be found in

the forseeable future.

The extinction of arcs is achieved by different methods depending on

the network voltage. At lower voltages, the arc resistance, and hence the

arc voltage is increased by lengthening the arc, by cooling and/or by

splitting into a number of series arcs so that the arc cannot be maintained

by the circuit voltage [5J. The extinction medium is normally air. This

method is no longer applicable at higher network voltages because the arc

voltage cannot be increased to values comparable to the network voltage.

In this case, current interruption is possible only by the rapid removal

of the charge carriers when the arc current goes through zero. An event

that occurs periodically in AC-networks but must be artificially induced in

DC-networks. Deionization takes place either by volume recombination or by

neutralization at surfaces. Volume recombination occurs in high pressure

arcs such as those in SF,, air or oil. Neutralization at surfaces of the
o

enclosure and electrodes occurs with metal vapor arcs in a vacuum ambient

(vacuum arcs) [6].

The treatment of the physical phenomena during the dielectric recovery

period will be restricted to high pressure arcs of high voltage breakers.

Vacuum arcs were discussed in detail by Juettner [7]. Axially blown arcs

widely used in switchgear (Fig.l) are especially suited for a detailed

discussion. Their properties are well defined. SF, gas is choosen as the

interruption medium. Due to its high specific heat at low temperatures [9]

and high electron rate f8J it has a superior interruption capability and

breakdown strength in comparison with other gases.

Many of the processes that will be described also occur in other

interrupting media or in other types of arcs such as in systems applying

magnetic fields, i.e. cross flow arcs.
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SF,-metalclad substation with breakers for 550 kV. In high volt-

age transmission networks breakers are needed to interrupt cur-

rents up to 50 kA or more, at voltages in excess of 800 kV.

The metal housing is at ground potential and the high voltage

conductors are enclosed in an SF, gas atmosphere at a pressure of

several bars.

The interrupter units of the breakers aie contained in the verti-

cal parts of the housing. In order to cope with the high volt-

ages, several units are connected in series for each phase.

Nevertheless, the voltage across the open ends of one unit re-

covers to peak values of several hundred kV within a few hundred

microseconds. Smaller breaker aie designed to operate at the

distribution level at significantly lower voltages.

1.2. AXIALLY BLOWN ARC

The principal arrangement of an interrupter unit with an axially blown

arc is shown in Fig. 2. The strong axial gas flow iesulting from the im-

posed axial pressure gradient has two functions.

First, it restricts the arc to the centr.il region, thereby preventing

nozzle damage.

Second, and more important, the axial flow results in two cooling

mechanisms, convection cooling and cooling due t.c turbulent mixing (10].

Convection cooling, which results from the outflow and replacement of the

plasma, is alone insufficient to yield a rapid reduction of the gas tempe-

rature and charge carriers near current zero. The enforced cooling provided

by turbulent mixing is needed in addition |10]. Under the influence of the

axial pressure gradient, the plasma at the axis of the system, with a lower

mass density, is accelerated to higher velocities than the heavier cold gas
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••.Tiller /'d'i/ invc-stir:uteu Lhe
radially free full circle arc in
Ar-gas stabilized by the sel- and
external magnetic fields. J.Blass
/24/ proposed a method by which the
whole set of projections for the
layer of cascade arc can be recor-
ded with one interferoraetric step.

Co-operative GT group in I.'ovo-
sibirsi: has studied many of elect-
r ical , optical and gas-dynaaiical
properties of a non-stationary tur-
bulent arc plasma by 6-channel
emission tomograph /25,26/. Density
and temperature fields within two-
jets plasma device have been resto-
red in the experiment /27/.

b/ TokamakSj

Seeonstruetion algorithm was
worked out for purposes of local
phase measurements of the plasma
density within "Tokamak-3" /28/.
A successful realization of fast
polychromatic recording of four
projections for a selected cross
section was achieved in the Law-
rence Laboratory on the "Tormac-4"
/29/- Local distributions of spect-
ral line profiles of hydrogen and
helium were established, allowing
further reconstruction of the den-
sity and temperature fields.Simi-
larly to the already mentioned ex-
periment of A.Plessl /22/, the
authors of Hef./30/ obtained on the
"Alcator-A" tokamak up to 18 f~.n-
shaped projections of X-ray emis-
sion from a plasma rotating with a
period T = 0.456 msec, ooft X-ray
tomography has been developed /3I /
in order to observe magnetic is-
lands structure in the "JIPP T-II"
tokamak plasma.

Techniques for the reconstruc-
tion of 2D images from projections
obtained on "PLT" tokamak were de-
scribed by N.R.Sauthoff and 5. von
Goeler /52/. In the papers /33,34/
numerical simulation of CT prob-
lems was realized with application
to toksaiak -.©vices -I5X-B" and "JET"
respectively. In the paper / I7 / ci-
ted above six'-le reconstruction
nrocedure with isolines of special
form referred to stellarator plasma

is nronosed. CT on the br-se of e l l i -
pi-o:r:etry principles with several
viewing angles available in toka-
muJc is sue ested in / j 5 / .

Dir.,Tiostic experiments on "Pul-
sntor" /36/,IIToka-sak-IO" / j7 / and
stellarator from Lebadev's Insti-
tute / j 8 / can be regarded though
with some reserve, as tomogruphic
studies. 6ince i t was not r-oa^ible
to obtain more than two pi ejections
in thyne experiments because of
space limitations, the authors wore
forced to use a deTi'iite paranetri-
zation of the problem, numerical
calculation of "actual" radial pro-
file of ion temperature from "mea-
sured" enerpy siectra of chnxye-
exchanred neutrals in "Tiilj-J..-!" to-
kamak alco has been possible due
to strong a priori restrictions
/39/.

As Prof. H. J. Bic'certon emnhasi-
zed in his invited lecture at
ICF1S-XVI /40/,"our knowledce of
tokamali; behavior at i l l tends to be
more botanical or empirical in na-
ture rather than deeply physical".
There is a hope now that consistent
attacks of the problem by CT tech-
niques will change the situation
radically.

c/ Hî h-te_mi)erâ ure_lase_r— produced

plasmas.

The feasibility of obtaining 3D
tomocraphic reconstruction of the
X-ray emission in laser imploded
targets with an array of pinhole
ccjneras has been demonstrated by
G.N.ffiinerbo et a l . / 4 l / . Only four
two-dimensional projections were
used. The mathematical details of
the procedure and the results of
computer modeling are analysed in
the paper /42/.

The single pinhole camera, how-
ever, has low signal-to-noise ratio
especially for a weak radiation
source because of i ts small opening
area. Presnel zone plate (PZP) ca-
mera is much brighter and may pro-
vide a radiation collection solid
angle four to six orders of magni-
tude greater than a pinhole camera
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Fig. 2: Principal configuration of an interrupter unit with an axially

blown arc. A strong axial gas flow exists through the nozzles due

to a pressure drop from the stagnation point at the center of the

double nozzle system to the nozzle outlets. In a modern circuit

breaker the gas pressure difference is built up by a piston that

moves together with one of the contacts.

surrounding it, resulting in a large radial difference between the axial

velocities of the hot and cold gas. As a consequence, a shear layer with

high vorticity is built up at the arc boundary [10]. The free shear layer

becomes unstable in the region of the nozzle throat and transition to tur-

bulent flow occurs. For undisturbed inflow the velocity difference is too

small and therefore no turbulence is developed upstream; the plasma between

the nozzles forms a well defined cylindrical column (Fig. 3). Nevertheless,

turbulence develops in the upstream region as well during the dielectric

recovery period [11] after current interruption. This peculiarity will be

discussed later in connection with the temperature decay.

Recent investigations [12] of turbulent shear flows have shown that in

addition to small scale structures such flows contain large scale eddies

that play a significant role in the dynamics of the mixing process at the

interface of the hot and cold fluid. These large structures entrain fluid

from well within the adjacent layers and together with the action of the

smaller eddies, this leads to efficient mixing and radial transport, of
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Differential interferogram of the decaying arc at current zero

showing a well defined cylindrical arc column upstream between

the nozzles inlets. The diameter is fatill about three millimeters

of that location. Great care was taken to make the inflow symme-

trical and undisturbed and therefore practically free of turbu-

lence and vorticity [11j.

e.itrgy j.he main result of turbulent mixing is to induce the nigh tempsra-

tures quickly. In addition, the connective mechanism plays an important

role in removing the mixed gas from the region between the coutacts.

As the current approaches zero and the ohmic energy input drops

simultaneously, the plasma outflow results in a shrinking of the aicc dia-

meter. At current zero the diameter is smallest in the region of the nozzle

throat. As a result the cooling due to turbulent mixing is most effective

in this region [10, 13]. Nevertheless, the total resistance of the residual

arc channel at this tine is still of the order of 100 ohms (Fig. 12). As

the high voltage of the network increases fron. zero at a rate of a few
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kV/(JB, a post arc current of few amperes is driven through the arc channel

[14]. The resultant electric power input counteracts the energy-loss mecha-

nisms. Depending on which way the balance tips, this leads to either ther-

mal reignition or interruption of the power current flow. This time inter-

val from I = 0 to definite current interruption is called the thermal

regime and normally lasts several microseconds f11J.

In case interruption occurs, the dielectric recovery phase follows and

the resistance increases dramatically (Fig. 12) due to recombination and

attachment processes among the electrons and the heavy species [15]. Mean-

while the transient recovery voltage continues to build up across the

decaying arc channel. However due to the low conductivity, the current

becomes so small that the electric energy input can be ignored and decay of

the residue occurs freely without any further energy input. The breakdown

strength steadily increases to its final constant value at room tempera-

ture. On the other hand, if the cooling does not occur fast enough, the re-

sidual hot gas is overstressed and breaks down. -In this case arc reigni-

tion occurs and the breaker fails. A measurement of the increase of break-

down strength with time, the so called recovery characteristic of a model

breaker is shown in Fig. 4.

Measurement [11] and calculation (15] (solid curve) of recovery

characteristic of a model breaker with fixed contacts. The arc

was ign ted by exploding a wire. The time scale begins at current

zero. The measurement was performed by applying voltage pulses of

high enough value to induce breakdown at different delay times

after current interruption. The term recovery refers to the lower

end of the scatter band. The "fast-slow-fast" behavior is typical

of dielectric recovery for undisturbed inflow. At voltages above

the dot-dashed line breakdown occurs between the nozzle faces

outside of the residual plasma channel.
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2 t DIELECTRIC RECOVERY PERIOD

2.1. FLUID MODEL - BASIC EQUATIOMS

Because of the strong interaction due to the high gas density the

plasma states can be modeled as a fluid in which all species have the same

kinetic temperature. Under these-conditions the governing equations for one

volume element of the freely recovering plasma (without electrical energy

dissipation) are the conservation equations for mass ((la) or <lb)), momen-

tum (2) and energy (3) [16-18]. In addition, an equation of state, normally

the ideal gas law is used.

V • (psv) + V • (pyvs) = l s (la,

+ V • (p v) = 0 (lb)

v > v - -VP ••• v * (<n+nt>(v * v)> (2)

<v • V)p + V • ((K+Kt)VT> (3)

= 0.5ptLAV (4)

Kt = pc t U v (5)

P = I («>sns) (6)

h .

p,: mass density of species "e"

p: total mass density

r : net mass production rate per volume of the species "s"
due to the different chemical reactions

n : particle density of the species "s"

mg: mass of the species "s"

v: gas velocity (mass-average)

$ : diffusion velocity of species "s" (difference of. epecies
l i

y p (
average velocity to mass-average velocity v)

p: gas pressure (isotropic)

T: gas temperature

h: • enthalpy

c : specific heat

eB: internal energy of the species "s"

q: coefficient of viscosity
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Dt: coefficient of turbulent viscosity

K: coefficient of heat conduction

Kfc: coefficient of. turbulent heat transfer

Av: velocity difference across the shear layer

L: characteristic dimension

e: empirical dimensionless factor

This set of equations describes not only the temperature decay of the
axially blown arc but is valid for decaying high pressure arcs in general.

When the temperature decay rate is small compared to the chemical
reaction rates the concept of local thermodynamic equilibrium can be used
and the concentration of the various species "s", as well as the material
and transport properties can be calculated from statistical considerations
[9, 18, 19]. In this special case the temperature ducay is given by the
total mass balance (lb) in conjunction with equation (2) and (3).

However, when the plasma temperature decay rate becomes comparable to
or faster than some reaction rates, a state of chemical noneguilibrium
develops. Generally this requires the mass balance for each of the dif-
ferent species "s" (la) in conjunction with equation (2) and (3).

The influence of turbulent mixing results in additional mass diffusion
and an increase of exchange of momentum (viscosity) and energy (heat con-
duction). The effects of turbulent and thermal particle diffusion are des-
cribed by the third term on the right hand side of equation (la). The ra-
dial transport of momentum and energy of the turbulence can be modeled by
the phenomenological Prandtl mixing length hypothesis [21] (equation (4)
and (5)). Viscous dissipation and energy transport by radiation can be
neglected.

The turbulent heat transfer, which is an order of magnitude greater
than that due to thermal conduction, should be large at low temperatures in
order to provide an effective cooling during recovery. This requires the
product of the mass density p and specific heat c to be as large as pos-
sible (equation (5)) which occurs when dissociation or recombination take
place. SP g meets these requirements extremely well and is superior to other
gases in this respect [9].

Under conditions of local thermal equilibrium the species composition
is determined by equilibrium mass action laws and is a function of tempe-
rature and pressure only.

In general however, the species composition is retarded and determined
by the set of equations (la), (2) and (3). The terms r g in equation (la) are
the net mass production rates due to the different chemical reactions [16].
The production rates depend on the rate coefficient and of the species
concentrations involved. The rate coefficients alone are unique functions
of the gas temperature because the different excitation temperatures are
equal to the kinetic' temperature of the gas.

If the species densities n deviate from equilibrium conditions, the
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mass density of the gas p (equation (6)), the enthalpy h (equation (7)),

the coefficients for viscosity and heat conduction also change. However,

the turbulent coefficients r\. and K. dominate, so that one can in principle

neglect the influence of changes in n and K. The material functions p and h

appear to be shifted to lower temperatures in comparision with their

equilibrium vailues due to the retardation.

The pressure distribution is in general determined by the geometry and

the imposed pressure difference [11]. The calculation starts with the tem-

perature distribution at current zero. These temperature values have to

measured or calculated using a different model.

2.2. SPECIES COMPOSITION- - TEMPERATURE DECAY

In general a direct solution of the set of differential equations

(la), (2), and (3) is not feasible because the •treatment of this large

number of equations is too difficult. Besides this, there is a lack of

knowledge about the turbulent mass exchange and not all rate coefficients

for the different chemical reactions are known. To circumvent this problem,

an iterative approach can often be used. The calculation is first performed

with the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium. The result is a

good approximation of the gas temperature decay for the quasi-steady case

in which the plasma cools down very slowly. On the basis of this equili-

brium temperature decay the retardation of species composition and the re-

combination can be estimated. Such an estimate of the variation of species

composition with time at the stagnation point of a' axially blown arc is

50 t/|is 100

Calculated variation of the various species of decaying arc resi-

duals at the stagnation point as a function of time based on equi-

librium temperature decay. M is the total particle density [22].
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given in Fig. 5. Immediately after current interruption recombination of S.

with electrons, mainly by three-body-recombination is observed. High densi-

ties of S, and ions are also preserved during this period. The formation

of SF, sets in rather abruptly in the time interval between 50 and 100 us.

This occurs at temperatures of about 1200 K, retarded a few hundred degrees

Kelvin (Fig. 6), |23].
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Particle densities of the equilibrium composition of SF, as func-

tion of temperature T at a pressure of 3 bar (23].

The relaxation and its influence on material functions can be modeled

by shifting the material functions to lower temperatures and the more rapid

formation of molecules by a reduction of the temperature interval at which

the release of internal energy occurs. By repeating the calculation using

the modified material functions, a good estimate of the temperature decay

can be obtained for temporal relaxations that are not too extreme fl5|.

The temperature decay at the stagnation point of the model breaker of

Fig. 2 calculated using the iterative method is shown in Fig. 7. The tem-

perature decays very rapidly and flattens out after about 40 |js. After

about 130 us the decay rate again increases. A calculated spatial tempera-

ture distribution during the first 50 us is shown in Fig. 8. Upstream, be-

tween the nozzles, the temperatures are still high. However the cylindrical

column has shrunk to a diameter of about one millimeter due to the axial

outflow. Downstream of the nozzle throat the temperatures have fallen to a

very low value due to the effective turbulent mixing.
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Fig. 7: Calculated temperature decay at the stagnation point oi i \<f. ,m,.h-i

breaker of Fig. 2 (15J.

T /K

/MM

Fig. 8: Calculated spatial temperature distribution during cht fiis-r

"fast" recovery phase. The origin of the coordinate t.ystom * i -

respdnds to the stagnation point in the center oetwsen ihu

nozzles (Fig. 2). Gas flow is along the z-axis. The rarijcl cooi-

dinate is perpendicular to this direction. The noy.?le tluoat of

10 nun diameter is located at z = 10 nun [IS].
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Differential interferogram of the decaying arc at the beginning

of "slow" recovery phase showing the development of turbulence

around the stagnation point of the nozzle system (Fig. 2) [11].

The rapid temperature decay at about 40 us results from the develop-

ment of turbulence in the upstream region as well (Fig. 9). The reason for

the onset of turbulence observed in differential interferograms is still

unclear [15]. The development starts locally at the nozzle inlet at the

edge of the inner core and then spreads over the entire column. The genera-

tion and persistence of turbulence even near the stagnation point could

perhaps be explained by a stability analysis; however, with the present

state of knowledge, this is rather difficult. Possibly, the sudden heat

release due to delayed recombination during this phase contributes to this

effect.

The release of internal or dissociation energy is also responsible for

the slowing down of the temperature decay. The effect is more pronounced

because the recombination process occurs at lower temperatures at which
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convection cooling has also decreased. Ttie i,ite of temperalut e decriy in-

creases again when most of the SFfe molecules have bei
jn foinied.

The temperature decay is sensitive to the radial extent ot the hoi -<jns

column at current zero and to the axial pressure profile. On the cthei hand

the pressure and initial temperature value at the stagnation point, have

little influence [33J.

2.3. BREAKDOWN PROCESS - CRITICAL FIELD STRENGTH

To transform the resulting temperature curve into a recovery chatrfc-

tcistic a criterion to characterise the breakdown process is needed.

The lo ition of the first ionization depends on the applied ejectiic

field strength and on gas the density and composition at the djfferr-nt

points. Apart from the thermal region and a short transition region after

current interruption, breakdown is initiated by an avalanche process |24J

in which new electrons are created. In a dielectric breakdown the applied

electric field imparts sufficient kinetic energy to the electrons between

collisions to ionize molecules or atoms. Streamer discharges develop from

avalanches when the number of electrons is increased to such a value that

the electric field around the avalanche head is mainly determined by space

charges. In most instances a complete breakdown of the gap occurs through

a subsequent leader discharge |24]. In many gases electrons are attached

to heavier species forming negative ions in an extremly rapid process

whereby the number of ionizing elections is reduced |8|. An exponential

increase of the electron number, an avalanche and a subsequent streamer

discharge occur if the net ionization coefficient, the difference between

ionization and attachment, is greater than zero (25]. For SF, , the net

ionization coefficient changes from negativ to positive values at a

reduced field strength value of 360 10 Vcm , which corresponds to

89 kV/(cm*bar) at room temperature. This value is a material property and

is called the critical field strength.

For the discussion of the variation of the dielectric strength with

temperature it is assumed that the hot. gas is in thermal equilibrium. Below

a temperature of 1500 K only small amounts of SF, have dissociated (f'ig.
o

6). The critical field strength is constant up to these temperatures be-

cause the dissociative and nondissociative electron attachment exhibit

opposing trends 1261 and the ionization coefficient is unchanged at these

low temperatures. This behavior is conf.irroed by measurements of the break-

down strength in the wake of a cross flow arc (triangles in Fig. 10) (27|.

Rothhardt et a.l [28] measured breakdown values not ma lij.ee! by the mass

density in a shock tube experiment. They also found that the normalized

breakdown strength was unefferted by temperature up to 300 K and dropped to

80 % of this value in the range of 800 K to 2000 K. Beyond this point, the

normalized breakdown strength drops Jine-aily to very nmal) values within

an interval of 900 K. The data of Uothhaidt et a I, renoimalized by particle

density are shown by the dotted line in fig. JO. This renorinal ization is
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Fig. 10: Critical electric field strength of hot SFfi under equilibrium

conditions normalized by the value at room temperature. The

limits of the gas composition were calculated by Ruchti 123]

(Fig. 6). The triangles (Schade [27]), the dot (Schade [29]) and

the dotted curve (Rothiiardt et al [28]) are experimental data.

The lower bound on the critical field strength, shown by the

thick dot-dashed line, is estimated from calculations of Hayashi

[30]. The values for atomic fluorine result from a calculation of

Hayashi [30] (thin dot-dashed line) and an estimate of Brand [31]

(shaded field).

based on the dependence of mass density on temperature as calculated by

Ruchti [23]. The dot in Fig. 10 is a measurement in the wake of a rotating

arc [29J.

At temperatures higher than about 3000 K SF6 consists mainly of atomic

fluorine for which only calculated values are available. Hayashi 130] used

the Boltzmann equation and obtained a critical field strength value for

pure atomic fluorine about 6 % of that for SFft at low temperatures. This is

in good agreement with an estimate of Brand [31] (Fig. 10). The dielectric

strength is reduced because the energy transfer due to inelastic collisions

in atomic gases is much lower than that in molecular gases, and consequent-

ly electrons under the influence of the applied electric field can reach

the energy necessary for ionization at a lower field strength. In addition,

the attachment cross section of atomic constituents is significantly lower.

The dielectric properties of the different constituents in the transi-

tion region from SF, to atomic fluorine and sulfur are unknown. However,
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Hayashi |30| has been able to calculate the critical Held strengt.li of

mixures of SF, with atomic fluorine. A lower bo"nd on the critical dielec-
b

trie strength in the transition region is obtained if one assumes that SF^

has the same dielectric properties as SFfc and that molecules containing

less than five fluorine atoms have the same properties as atomic fluorine

and simulates the hot, dissociated SFfe by a mixture SFfe and F only. The

thick dot-dashed line in Fig. 10 results from applying the calculations of

Hayashi. The agreement with the experimental data of Schade (27, 29] is

surprisingly good if we consider the additional contribution of SF4 and SF2

which have their maximum densities at the indicated temperatures. The fact

that the dielectric strength of SF, is not significantly reduced up to

temperatures of about 2000 K has also been confirmed by observations during

the development of switchgear equipment. The shock tube measurements of

Rothhardt et al [28] predicts much larger reductions.

At temperatures of about 2500 K the densities of positive and negative

ions reach values of 10 cm" and the applied electric field is distorted

by the formation of space charges. Finally, at temperatures of the order of

3000 K to 4000 K ion and electron densities are so high, that essentially

electrical conduction occurs. The breakdown process is then q-yezned by

ohmic heating and energy loss rather than by dielectric breakdown. This

thermal breakdown may be distinguished from streamer breakdown at lower gas

temperatures by the fact that much longer times are needed, due to the

heating process involved. In the case of dielectric breakdown ionization

occurs over a very small time interval and during avalanche and streamer

formation the gas temperature is unaffected by the ionization process.

For dielectric breakdown much higher field strengths are required.

In summary, the critical dielectric strength of SFfe for equilibrium

conditions drops sharply at temperatures above about 2000 K at which the

main dissociation takes place. For the case where equilibrium does not

exist, it can be concluded from experiments that the value of critical

dielectric strength should be within 20 per cent of that of SFfe, once the

percentage of SF,. or SF, formed is greater than about 30 %.

2.4. RECOVERY OF THE BREAKDOWN STRENGTH

Calculated temperatures can now be transformed into recoveiy charac-

teristics and compared with experimental results (Fig. 4). The oveiall

agreement is quite good. In particular, the three typical phases fast-

slow-fast are well predicted by the theory.

During the first rapid increase of the breakdown voltage the high

temperature region around the stagnation point is still elocLri<:ally con-

ducting. The resistance of this channel section is estimated from experi-

ments to be about one megohm which is several orders of ma.jnitu.ie lower

than the downstream resistance [11]. When a high voltage pulse with the

waveform shown in Fig. 11 is applied across the gap no substantial current

flow occurs because of the large downstream resistance. However, spjee
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Fig. 11; Measured currents I during the first "fast" recovery phase. The

full lines ((3) in Fig. lla; (2) in Fig. lib) denote currents

produced by voltage pulses (dashed line) with amplitudes well

below breakdown. The voltage pulse begin (t = 0) is at different

times after current zero (Fig. lla: curve 1: 5 ps, curve 2: 9 \is,

curve 3: 12 ps; Fig. lib: curve 1; 14us, curve ?.-. 20 us). The

dot-dashed line ((1) in Fig. lla) shows predischarges with return

to capacitive behavior. The dotted curves ((1) in Fig. la and lb)

are currents in case of breakdown at different times. When the

voltage has reached a constant value the current reduces to a few

uA, corresponding to the high resistance downstream (Fig. 12).

The measurements were performed on a model breaker specially

designed for this purpose [11].

charges are formed at the end of the conducting zone; this build-up of

charge carriers results in a measureable transi- , t current 1 Low (Fig. 11)

proportional to the derivative of the applied voltage [11].

Due to the build-up of space charges the applied electric field is
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13: Estimated electric field strengtl) distribution along the axi. "I

the model breaker of Fig. 2. The origin of the /.-.JXJJ; correspond:,

to the center of the nozzle system. Cu.ve (J) represents the

space charge free field determined by the nozzle contour. The

reduction of the electric field around the utatjuafion region

during the first "fast" recovery phase (curve (2)) lesullu ijom

the build-up of space charges |15|.
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From this moment the conditions at the stagnation point determine

breakdown because charge carriers are no longer available to shield this

zone against the high applied electric field. The breakdown strength is

now proportional to the gas density at that point. The scatter in the

measured breakdown voltage is in all likelihood caused by processes which

prevent the first streamer from developing into a complete breakdown. This

hypothesis is supported by experimental observations- Fluctuations in the

gas density caused by turbulence are by themselves probably too small to

cause the observed experimental scatter of breakdown values.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We can conclude that if a fast recovery or a high interruption capa-

bility is needed, cooling due to turbulent mixing is necessary in addition

to convection cooling. The turbulence can be self-generated, as in the case

of the axially blown arcs, or externally produced, for instance, by the

application of magnetic fields [32]. The controlled flow conditions of a

model experiment do not always prevail in actual circuit breakers and a

well-defined cylindrical arc column does not exist at current zero between

the nozzle inlets. Pertubations of the gas inflow can trigger the onset of

turbulence which then builds up to its full intensity already in the

upstream region at current zero. Consequently, the temperatures decay much

faster than in model experiment, especially in the stagnation point

region, and the breakdown values immediately after current zero are higher

[11, 15, 33]. Nevertheless, the physical phenomena responsible for the

dielectric recovery are the same as those in the model experiment.

The high temperature regions are shielded by space charges. Ionization

starts at that location where the local reduced electric field reaches the

critical values.

The ideal interruption medium should have a low energy content at high

temperature, a high specific heat at low.temperatures to ensure an effec-

tive turbulent energy transfer and a high dielectric breakdown strength.

SF, meets these requirements very closely.

The aim of this paper was to demonstrate the present state of our

knowledge concerning dielectric recovery of arcs in switchgear. Consider-

able progress has been made. We now have a good understanding of the

dominant physical phenomena and are able to predict the recovery of

switching devices for technical applications within reasonable limits [34].

Scaling laws have been established enabling a comparison between experi-

ments or extension to new geometries [33, 34].

The understanding of the physical phenomena has allowed the develop-

ment of a new generation of switchgear, the so-called self-extinction

breakers. These create a blast to extinguish the arc by heating the gaseous

interruption medium SF& with arc energy [35, 36]. An optimum balance be-

tween sufficient heating and small reduction of the dielectric strength had

to be found.
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From the scientific standpoint, however, a lot of open questions re-

main. First, there is a lack of basic data, for instance rate coefficients

and data on the dielectric strength of the decomposition products of SF^

and of other dielectric media. In addition, different processes such as the

unexpected development of turbulence in the stagnation point need to be

explained in detail.

Fig. 14: Differential interferogram of the upstream region (Fig. 2) during

the first "fast" recovery phase showing a thin core within the

residual hot gas channel [11].

The fact that open questions still exist is demonstrated very well by

a differential interferogram of the hot gas during the first recovery phase

(Fig. 14). An extremely thin core is observed within the column of the hot

gas. It has rot been possible to identify the physical property responsible

for this change in refractive index. We assume that it is related to

complex species recombination, but are unable to verify this fact.

We hope that we have been able to convince you that research in con-

nection with switching devices for high voltage networks is not only of

great practical importance but also very challenging from the scientific

point of view.
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In t roduct ion.

In recent years image reconstruc-
tion from projections,or computeri-
zed tomography (CT) hns been one of
the most widely applicable techni-
ques of signal processing. CT has
had a profound iranact on all bran-
ches of basic and applied sciences,
especially in medical imaging.

The 1979 Nobel Prize in medi-
cine (A.K.C'ormack, ft.N. Houns field)
has been awarded for work on CT.
The 1982 Nobel Prize in cheiTi istry
(A.Klug) has also been awarded on
image reconstruction: this time
for restoration of viruses, nucleo-
protein complexes and macromole-
cules from electron microprrmhs.

During the same period the
tomographic ideas have found appli-
cation also in non-destructive
evaluation and testing, solid. tit''t;
physics, geophysics (including
ocean surveillance and atmospheric
research), aero- and•hydrodynamics,
plasma physics, radioastronomy and
many other fields. In the present
paper I shall describe briefly the
peculiarities and possibilities of
CT methods in plasma dirj/Tnostico.

CT attacks a set of inverse
problems characterised by the con-
mon trait that the desired quanti-
ties are the values within a field
but measurements can be made only
through the field. Lore often one
extracts the cross section of an
inhomogeneous object (e.g. plositia).
Images can be stored in the fonn
of stack of two-dimensional (2D)
matrices or e<juivalently, as a
three-dimensional (3D) matrix of
numbers.

Conventional imagine technique;
are based on the fundamental me-

thods of reconstruction froici nro-
jections as firrjt introduced by
J.Untlon / I / . A number of more trr>c-
t.-ibJe reconstruction procedure:-; If'.'.
been developed irccl.ud.in/" it'll', .JJ...J',
"onion peeling",
sions, Courier nynthe:3ia, filtered
back-iiro.lection etc /H/'. a-J; ch :O ; o-
riti a:;sui;ics a corny)] cte act of
accurate iricai3uri.-nnjiit.a of the )ir:>-
jections in order to recoii.jtruct
nn artifnet-free i;i!a;'-,e.

In plnsMia physics ;•:; in i:.;iny
other fields of n^tur^l ucie:ice i.h:;
measurements f''.il to r-.ccuratf-! • )• •
present a complete aot oi' nro.i' '
tions. The inadenuacy or t.he :. •:-. -
regents can include noise, in:.;ui i i-
cicntrjata, scruenin;; e,';ects, r.'.-i.c
li.:)i i tr-tions, v^riour; norii :noai-i t.i • :.,,
Tiooi- te:i:oornl resolution c-tc. . i.' 11«.- s - * -
inficiciu^c j ec inevit.-.^nly result in
a variety of distortions; oi' tiic i-'.i-r-
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r i . c h .
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(' ( .s
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rio!1. pronriects and uniiiu.; ]^rc>i.vi--
tii;3 oT plaaur; to,!ior'r:'p!i.v in -'>ti [•(•
lur;;<; now and it seeins u.:< '•' ' \ ;-..ii
in proper time to discu:;.' c -n in-
citO.ets of the ir-etiiOd an I ... •; .e ro:;-
sibilibies of it.

Bnaic concepts :-.nC< for: til;.::.

• From a mathematical point oi'
view the procedure of toao/'rap-. i c
reconstruction is e. typical riroh--
le:n of integral <:eon;etry /3/'f M.•...•*. !.
ly for:riulsted as i"ol!ows. Let ;'(•'•)
r.-nd 1,<(x,y) be sufficiently r,:iv<?':h
functions, defined, res^ec t.i vcj. ,
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in n-dimen.".ionnl (':£ K ) and (n+k)-
dimensional spaces. Ki(y) ir- a fruni-
ly of k-dimonijionrl imni folds in

ii , where k<; n. If a function

f(y)= JW(x,y)tf(x)d6- (I)
K(y)

is assumed to be known, v.'ith 06'
being the measure element on I«(y),
then the problem of integral geo-
metry ig to find out the intercom-
munication of various properties
of functions g, f, weights W and
manifolds M.

Conventional C'P problem is to
find g(x); in i.he most oases n=2
or 3, k=I or 2, W=I and the mani-
fold M are points on a rectiline-
ar or curvilinear trajectory. More
complicated situation arises when
one haa to take into account inter-
dependence of K and g.

In classifying of plasma tomo-
graphy problems it is convenient to
distinguish three large groups of
r-uch problems according to increa-
sing complication of their solu-
tion.

a/ j;inear_CT pr£blemn_with

s_trong_a_pri£r_i res_tri£ti.ons_j_

In this case the trajectories
of the rays penetrating the plasma
in a selected plane are assumed
strictly rectilinear, and the a pri-
ori information concerning the un-
known function g(x) is usually of
the following nnture.

In the simplest case the func-
tional form of g(x) can be Riven,
and then it re-mains only to deter-
mine several unknown parameters •
appearing in the problem. A preli-
minary analysis of the information
content for this problem (calcula-
tion of Fisher matrix) and parame-
ter search (the maximum likelyhood
technique) are well developed and
widely used procedures. A lot of
examples referx'ing to the problems
in plasma physics are given in

Further, the shape of the cur-
ves on which the unknown 2D distri-
bution g(x) attains a constant

value (isolines) pan bo aosur-ied
known. The sirnplout and most fully
investigated case ia that of iso-
lines in the form o£ concentric
circles, when the object i:j inhomo-
geneous only in the radinl direc-
tion, and to restore g(x) (here x
is the radial variable; only a
single projection f(y) is needed.
Equation (I) with «V = I degenerates
in this case to the classical Abel
equation

_yr v\-*/2 ,i (2\

b
having for a continuously dj ffe-
renti-'jble function f(y) the single
continuous solution

e l x ) =-?? ax l ( x - y ) " I / 2 f ( y ) d y (3)

A large number of examples of
physical problems leading to the
Abel equation were ooiiuidc. red in
the review article /6/. It; is
worthwhile to note that if en axi-
ally symmetric plasma is self-
emitting, eq.(2) is valid only in
the limit, when solf-absorption of
radiation and fluctuating shifts
of axis or'n be neglected. In the
more general case / 7 / the solution
of the problem evolves into a stage
of deconvolution and series of suc-
cessive inversions of the Abel
type.

The a priori restrictions on
the function g(x) enn also be re-
lated to the symmetry properties
of the plapwa, expressed not in
tenns of the given configuration
of isolines, but directly in the
language of group theory. A typi-
cal example from high-te:nperaturo
plasma diagnostics aad solid stniG
plasma physics is a Oompton scat-
tering tornogz'a'phy in 3^ momentum
s [ip.ee.

Quite gener;.<13.y stated t'.wo-
grnp'nic nrohlcin v. itii daolinoa v .".;j
stutiiod in ifcf./8/, fiiere the ion-
lint'fi '.ri: t'occriljcti by a given si. t
of arbitrary convex c3o:'ed curves
without i-cli- inlorrcct i "n:>.
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b/ Linear_CT jjroblems^/ith we.-ik

a £ripori_resjtri.c^i£ns.

Higher ia the level of compli-
cations is the class of 2D and JI)
tomographic problems in the literal
sense of the word, when the object
is asymmetric, parametric represen-
tation or shapes of isolinos are
not employed and the (weak) a pri-
ori restrictions induced on g(x)
are related only to stability of
the solutions. The path of ray, os
formerly, assumed to be given and
rectilinear.

It is important to recall thn.t
the existence of a simple inversion
formula like (3), seeming at first
glance to solve the problem comp-
letely, in fact does not at all
imply that the error in the resto-
red field g(x) will be of the same
order as the error in the recorded
projection f(y). In reality the
problem belongs to a class of ill-
posed (unstable) problems /9/, and
any algorithm of numerical recon-
struction of g(x) requires regu-
larization, i.e. the use of comple-
mentary restrictions on the func-
tion g(x), consistent with random
measurement errors in f(y).

Fig. I
Definition of the variables used
in formulas (4) and (5). Expla-
nations are given in the text.

Turning PfiHn to the initii.il
eq.(l) wo put in jt W=I vm\ :u;
{i''(y)[ we consider the f;unily of
nil possible hyperplunes in n-
din:enf)iorinl space. In thin formu-
lation the problem of necking .T(X)
vws solved by one of the fouo<..rt; of
inbegrc.1 geometry J.Hndon, in
1917 /I/. B'ig. I explains the re-
sults of the Hadon inversion in the
two-diipencionul coae.

Let L be a rny intersect in,"
the plasma, with s the distance
measured nlong it, 0 the origin of
some coordinate system, f the unrlf-
between the bnse line OP in the
selected plane and the perpendicu-
lar dropped from 0 onto 1, p
the shortest distance from 0 to
L, and n the unit normal determi-
ned by the sawe rn,r;]s J* . In tlij:;
notation eq.(l) must be replaced by

(4)f(p,n) = Jc(
I.

where r is the 2D. nonitjon vector
turned v/itli resnect to Or.i by angle
o . As shown by il

r. If

V"°°=o

f ( p , n ) l n I p - r n | d p

2 _
—rr--— In | p-r-r, |.ip
dp"

After r..n apjiropriate regularir.n—
t.ion one can use an./ of expressi-
ons (5); the inner integrals are
understood in the sense of Cauchy
principcil value.

3D inverse tfadon transi'ora can
be written in the fora:

g ( r ) = - I - ,

w
—(6)P=rn^
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Here r is the general 3D position
vector and angular integral extends
over 21T ster. Note that formulns
(6) are somewhat simpler than their
2D counterparts (5), since the con-
volution with ln|p| is not requi-
red in 3D case.

Reconstruction of 2D emissivi-
ty distribution for an optically
dense plasma was considered in / ^
in this case W/ I in (I) and is
a function found from a complemen-
tary experiment.

c/ Tomographic P_roblems_f£r_

jcurvili.near trajectories^

The transition to curvilinear
ray trajectories, which can be pri-
marily caused by taking into acco-
unt refraction of the plasma under
consideration, gives rise to new,
more complicated and quite diverse
classes of CT problems. In a num-
ber of applications (e.g. in geo-
physics) the form of trajectory is
assumed to be known /il/; unfortu-
nately, it is not the case for
plasma physics as a rule.

Axially symmetric optical in-
homogeneities, as well as inhomo-
geneities in a planar layer due
to strong beam refraction were in-
vestigated by a number of authors,
see e.g. /I2/. Curiously enough,
despite the ray bending under con-
ditions of axial symmetry, one
again obtains the Abel integral
equation, though the variables occu
ring in it have a totally diffe-
rent meaning than in the case of
rectilinear trajectories.

When the shape of the curvi-
linear trajectories is not known
a priori and the object is asymmet-
ric, even in the simplest approxi-
mation of geometric optics we en-
counter a nonlinear CT problem. In
the Institute for Pure & Applied
Mechanics, Novosibirsk, the follo-
wing iterative algorithm has been
worked out and then approved in a
number of^numerical experiments.

Let II be an operator of con-

ventional and R - of generalized

(for curvilinear trajectory) Radon

transform. Let further g be a cor-
rection to the refractive-index N

o
of the medium and g - a zero
approximation for correction nought
from condition

(7)g - H-1 f
o o

Here the function f is recorded
interferonietrically, and the re-
sulting phase distribution is re-
ferred o as the projection. If

operator R is known, then
g

f.= R (g.+ N ) - R H
I gVDi o' g o

(8)

In eikonal approximation one can
write

v2
= (g + N Q )

2(VA,V3) + AV 3 = 0
(9)

where A(x,y,z) and 3(x,y,z) arc
wave amplitude and phase, respec-
tively. The system (y) is solved
by the explicit differences scheme
and its stability is determined as
usual with the help of Courant-
Friedrichs-Levy condition. Calcu-
lation of ray trajectory from (9),
i.e. the solution of .direct prob-
lem, defines the structure of the
generalised Radon transform opera-
tor H .

e
Corrections g. at each step

can be calculated in the following
way:

<f - (10)

where inverse modified Radon ope-
rator is written in shorthand as

" T * "• »

Dy is the operator of differenti-
ation with respect to the first
variable y of a function of two

real variables; Hy is the Hilbert
transform operator relative again
to the first variable y . !^ is a

modified back-projection operator:
1T

V=
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where P0(f) denotes the intersec-

tion on the line of projection re-
cording.

Comparison with the well-known
Cha-Vest algorithm /I3/ proves the
better convergence of the iterative
process described above. A parti-

cular case of algorithm when R = H
mo

was considered in Ref./I4/.
The situation in the case of

strong refraction is much trouble-
some. There due to the effect of
virtual rays intersection /I5/ ,as
well as effects like Maxwell's
"fish eye", the danger exists to
lose the uniqueness of the CT solu-
tion.

Though within the eikonal app-
roximation one often succeeds in
avoiding several crude artifacts
of refraction nature, the resolving
power of the restored image can
remain inadmissibly low. Further
progress is related to taking into
account the diffraction effects,
i.e. to solutions of the full wave
equation or the Helmholtz equation.
These solutions are usually found
with the help of Born or iJytov
approximations /I6/. The consistent
theory of the corresponding C'J?
problems is only starting to be
developed. •

It must be stressed that the
classification suggested above has
by no means to be considered as
encompassing all conceivable types
of plasma CT problems. For example
one can extend straightforward the
usual 2D tomographic concept to
3D case by involving time t or
frequency V as "third variable".
As a result chronotomography or
spectrotomography /I7/ comes into
existence. The extension of tomo-
graphic principles to the well-
known methods of Thomson or Compton
scattering could make it possible
to reconstruct directly the distri-
bution function of a gas or plasma
in 6-dimensional phase space. A
wide variety of CT problems arises
as strong coherent fields are emp-
loyed under conditions of occurence
of nonlinear effects such as self-

focusing, self-diffraction, para-
metric instabilities, formation of
solitons, nonlinear Landau damping
etc. Unfortunately, however, the
formulations of such inverse prob-
lems are not yet sup 'orted by neces-
sary experimental material.

A short survey of applications.

In this paper no attempt has
been made to sumiarize comprehen-
sively an extremely wide field of
CT experiments in plasma physics.
Descriptions of some techniques and
analysis of results can b» found in
several recent reviews /2,5,6/.
Practically only a short guide to
references and some remarks can be
given below.

a/ Asvmmetrical_arc_d^Lsc;har£es_

and J3lasr!ia_;je_ts.

Axial symmetry is substantially
destroyed by the application of an
external magnetic field, the inter-
action of a plasma with the flow of
the incoming gas or with some solid
obstructions (including walls,pro-
bes, electrodes etc).

One of the first really topo-
graphic research was a study /18/.
D.M.Benenson et al. /IS,20/ inves-
tigated the effects of velocity,
current and transverse magnetic
field upon temperature distribution
within cross-flow arc discharge.
N.Sebald /2I/ fulfilled the mea-
surements of the temperature and
flow fields of the magnetically
stabilized cross-flow N. arc.

A.Flessl /22/ caused the arc
itself to rotate, which under tiie
assumption of stationary discharge
in a rotating reference system :nade
it possible to gather quite simply
the required number of projections.
The 2D temperature field of the
gas was determined from the Hg-line
with the deviation of the plasma
state from M E being taken into
account; in this experiment a coisn-
licat? r? structure of the flow v.-as
made t? ient, including several
vorticea and stagnation points.
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of equivalent resolution. Tliis .̂ nd
other adventages of ' '.r \.ere de-
monstrated by experiments used the
"Cyclops" laser-target irradiation
fa.cility at Lawrence Livennore La-
boratory /43/. Comprehensive mathe-
matical framework for FZP technique-
is provided in the review article
/44/, where a lot of additional
references is given.

But i'ZP camera inevitably pro-
duces the artifacts in the recon-
structed image /45/. The uniformly
redundant array (UHA) has been
introduced by ii.E.Fenimore and
T.J.J. Cannon /46/ as artifact-free
array for the coded aperture ima-
ging. This UflA camera has been
for the first time applied to the
CCv laser driven compression ex-
periment /47/. The camera has to-
mographic capability as FZP but
superior to it in some respects
because the system point spread
function of the URA camera can be
made practically the delta func-
tion. UHA camera has been succes-
sfully applied to take an X-ray
image on a cannonball target /48/;
the tomographic capability of it
was farely improved by applying
the iteration method.

It is worthwhile -to mention
also the results of co-operative
USSR-USA research on numerical
processing of interferograms from
strongly inhomogeneous phase ob-
jects /49/ and CT investigation
of small de:ise ^ar^ets made by
groups from Lebedev's Institute'
(Jioscow) and from Novosibirsk /50/.
Analysis of a novel non-linear 3D
CT algorithm for laser-produced
plasma study is given in the pa-
per /5I/.

d/ Spjice studd:e£,_aa_l;ro2)ĥ sa:cs.

One meets a great variety of
approaches, assumptions, algo-
rithms and objects of observation
in this CT field. Half a century
ago V.A.Ambartsumyan lias solved
the so called Kddington prob]erri:
to restore the snctial velocities
distribution for the stars near
the Sun from a set of radial (ruy)

ve] oci l.i c.v. (for ;: tcviev. Sue the
ria.-.'or /y±/). .̂athe.Ti.'.ticvll'.y the
Tirolj] tsm is rother simple one: i t
in a JJJ iiadon trf'nr.form of u snhe-
r icr l ly symmetric function in
the velocity cri'CO. ojinil;.r cise
concerning the inr.cr structure of
glonu_lor r/Lpr clusters v.;;.s con-
sidered by li.L.Kosarev /'Ji/; an
example referred to the cluster
of flare stars in the Pleiades
was discurjued.

The stuciy of i<.W.Br;iceivell
/54/ also shoi-ld be regarded as
a pioneer one: i t contains inve-
stigations of U1U'1 emission of
solar pi; isina,measured by the ree-
tiiod of s t r ip sums which are pu-
rely tomogrsrihic i n their matlie-
matical frat/iev/ork. To the saine
category also beloiig studies on
lunar radar ranging /55 / and OJI
the interptvjtt.tion of data ob-
tained on a ro.dioheliograph /jti/.
Important overview of tlie .-n.-ii/ning
of radio u:".ic;sion fi'Oi' cclcstiiil
objects is given by li.H. brace-
well /57/ .

In many c-'-ses the scic-iitmts
annlying CT techniques to space
plasma pliyaicy v.-ei-e iorced to re-
sort to rather strong a priori
restr ict ions, SJTIU only isolatr :
.•'.t tempts are known ol" reconatx-uc
ting the inner structure of truly
asymmetrical objects. For e;::unplt',
in studying of the solnr corona
the standard assumptions !.-,;.-de are
of central or axial symmetry /5t>/,
the poesibility of describing the
electron density distribution
function by n sir:;-ll number of po-
rrureters /59/ , the eorrectucc:: of
calculatiii.'1; of ji) magnetic field
distribution from 2D (photiiopljere)
dat; by uumg the Lai-lace equa-
tion /60/ , etc.

Recently i. . U. Altachu"! er L-WI-
iiiorificd the results on reconst-
ruction of the glob;.'l-cc;:l e jD
sol;-.r corona /fal/. The raagnt-tjc
field and electron don., ity dis-
tributions v/ere restored, iiovvtver,
i t Vw.'s necessary to ;:i,ini y.u.l ;;te
v.ith projections obtaini.'d yucct-t;-

dui-in;/ half 1-he period of
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the Sun rotation around its £jcia,
i.e. during 14 days.

C.G.S'esen and P.L.Hays /62/ de-
scribed a technique which inverts
satellite airflow data producing
volume emission rates as functions
of altitude and position- The G'i1

inversion is applied to the data
obtained when the spacecraft rjpins
in the orbital plane.

Somewhat specific, but undoub-
tedly promising, is a method of
studying the 3D spatially inhoino-
geneous structure of planetary ne-
bulae from the planar pattern of
its isophots /6j/. Coded apertures
have made significant imaging
contributions in the fields of
X-ray astronomy: e.g. the struc-
ture of the Vela supernowa remnant
/64/ and the emissivity from Crab
nebula /65/ have been investigated.
Various CT approaches connected
with the occultation experiments
/66,67/ also are of interest for
astrophysics.

Conclusion.

I hope the bs.sic considerations
and the examples of application
given above show you the signifi-
cance of computerized tomography
in plasma physics nowadays and the
new real possibilities in the near
future. The impression emerging
from a survey of CT literature of
recent years is that this inter-
disciplinary field is presently
undergoing a rapid expansion in
various directions. The result of
the world wide research efforts is
that CT of plasma in laboratory and
space which only several years ago
was in its infancy provides now a
reliable and very informative di-
agnostic tool permitting the dee-
per understanding and closer cont-
rol of plasma processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For both steady-state and pulsed Townsend discharges Jr. •-. uniform electric field I!,

the inter-electrode gap contains three regions of interest.

(a) The cathode (non-cqui librimii) region. Mere electrons retain some memory of

the initial conditions. The extent of this region can be estimated by requiring that

electrons starting from rest should fall through ;i potential difference of the order

2e/e where £ is the mean energy at equilibrium. Since c/e = D/u this potential

difference corresponds to a distance of 2D/uE = 2D/W, where D is the diffusion cooffii.ii.iu.

u is the electron mobility and W the electron drift velocity. This can only be regarded

as a very rough approximation since each transport parameter or reaction rate will

approach their steady-state values in quite different ways. For example, the drift

velocity approaches its final value in the order of one momentum transfer collision time

when the energy dependence of the momentum transfer cross-section gives a constant mean

free time. On the other hand the onset of ionization (or other processes with even

higher threshold energies) may occur only after electrons have fallen through a

potential difference many times greater than e/e for small E/N values. Keeping these

comments in mind, an approximate value for the extent of the non-equilibrium region will

be given by \,z = 1, where >.. = W/2I) , z is the distance from the cathode and D. is the

longitudinal diffusion coefficient.

(b) The equilibrium region. The behaviour of an electron swarm can now be

described using constant transport parameters. The hydrodynamic model of swann or

steady-state discharges is applicable and the energy distribution function depends on

both E/N and gradients of the electron concentration n.
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(c) The anode-boundary layer. In this region large changes in the electron

concentration occur in a distance comparable to the energy exchange length I/A. and the

hydrodynamic model is no longer satisfactory. The mean energy increases since absorption

at the anode reduces the number of electrons diffusing back in the field direction.

These electrons would normally lose energy to the field and contribute to the number of

lower energy electrons in the energy distribution.

There are still many interesting, although difficult, problems to be addressed in

relation to the boundary layers and even in the equilibrium region. There have been

few experimental investigations concerning the internal structure of swarms, and indeed

these topics have been characterized by simulation rather than experimentation. In

this paper some optical observations of Townsend discharges will be presented which

indicate that these problems are amenable to further experimental study. Only the

cathode layer and the equilibrium region will be discussed, although the techniques

could be applied to the anode boundary region,

2. THE CATHODE NON-EQUILIBRIUM REGION.

This region is characterized by a spatial and/or temporal dependence of the energy

distribution function for a given group of electrons leaving the cathode. Of the

various phenomena associated with spatial variations in the energy distribution perhaps

the most striking are the Holst-Oosterhuis luminous layers observed for steady-state

Townsend discharges in atomic gases [1] - [6]. The layers are most distinct over .an

intermediate range of E/N values for a given gas. In this range the main features of

the layers can be explained by electrons gaining energy from the field with a relatively

small energy loss by recoil in elastic collisions until they reach the threshold of an

electronic excitation level. Electrons then lose most of their energy in an inelastic

collision producing a region of excited atoms (and luminosity) with a corresponding

decrease in mean energy. Since the mean energy is spatially dependent, the constancy

of electron flux (in the absence of ionization or attachment) cannot be achieved by a

uniform electron concentration except in the idealized case of a constant mean free

time for electron momentum transfer. Consequently the spatial variations in luminosity

and mean energy are accompanied by variations in electron concentration as shown

schematically in Figure 1. The changes in electron concentration can be so large that

particular care should be taken when inferring excitation frequencies from measurements

of the light intensity.
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Figure 1. A schematic representation

of the formation of luminous hiyors in

a gas with one excitation level iia.'jug

a thresholii energy <>V . Tin.1 relative
a

positions of the maxima in mean energy ,

light output and electron concent rat ion

depend upon the energy dependence of

the collision cross-sections.

For low li/N values, electrons undergo sufficiently in.my elastic i o\ 1 isioit.-< lu

produce broadening of the local energy distribution through recoil energy I O S M - . .nit!

at the same time the mean energy is reduced. The luminous layers Ijecomc progn^si % c I)

weaker and more diffuse as 1-/N is reduced. At large l-./N the presence of ioniujtiun

and the sharing of energy between the two outgoing electrons reduces the strong

correlation between the electron energy and axial positiun and again the layers becneu-

less distinct and reduced in number.

This simple description of layer formation is substantially nindifii'd when mine

than one excitation level is considered. This is demonstrated in l:iguiv 2 fur I ivo

levels with threshold energies eV and eV, . There is structure evident in each
a o

layer which should be observable using spectral analysis of the light output.

Hayashi [7] has carried out detailed simulations fur helium using a number <>f im-l.i:.. i i •.

states and his results demonstrate these variations m tho >p.itia) exiitntion oh

different excited states.
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Fi'.;ure 2. A schematic represent-

ation of luminous layer formation

in a gas with two excitation levels

with threshold energies eV_ and eV. .

Simulations of pulsed Townsend discharges also indicated that the layered structure

should be seen within isolated swarms even though the spatially integrated characteristics

of the swarm (e.g. mean energy, centre of mass drift velocity and higher moments) have

substantially reached their steady-state values f8], [9].

The non-equilibrium region is more complex in molecular gases since there are a

large number of electronic, vibrational and rotational energy loss channels. There

is a paucity of experimental data for molecular gases although Fletcher [5] has

observed the decrease in the layer structure of luminosity when a few percent of N2 is

added to Townsend discharges in He. Simulation studies [10] for SF, indicate the

existence of strong spatial variations in energy and attachment rate in that gas.

This is attributed to the low threshold energies for attachment and vibrational

excitation and the large energy gaps to the first electronic excitation threshold.

In N2 however, various simulations have shown little indication of oscillations in

discharge parameters - some approaching smoothly towards their equilibrium while others

may "overshoot" the equilibrium value. This remnant oscillation is not different in

kind to the Holst-Oosterhuis layers but only in character as a consequence of the

multitude of inelastic processes. In particular the large vibrational cross-sections

of N2 in the vicinity of 3eV means that many electrons starting from the cathode with

small energies undergo one or more collisions with vibrational excitation of the ground
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state before they reach the first excitation threshold. A detailed Monte-Carlo

simulation [11] of the time evolution of the energy distribution at high ll/N values

clearly showed the ebb and flow of electrons through energy space and the rapid

spreading of the distribution function away from the "discrete" spectrum characteristic

of the atomic gases. This simulation suggested the possibility of observing some

degree of oscillatory behaviour by injecting electrons with energies above SeV for

which the ground state vibrational cross-sections have negligibly small values.

After gaining additional energy from the field, electrons lose energy by a variety of

inelastic electronic transitions giving again a "quasi-discrete" spectrum although

broadened by the-vibrational and rotational structure of the electronic states.

Many of the electrons return to energies above the maximum in the ground state

vibrational cross-sections, so that further oscillations in moan energy and c-xcitatioii

rates would be expected.

Figure 3. lixperimuntal urranjjinciit loi

observation of the light output from

Townscnd discharges.

Using the experimental arrangement shown in figure 3, the light output from steady-

state Townsend discharges in N2 was measured in the non-equi ljbrium region using the .sljt

collimators [12]. The electron source was placed lmm behind a hole in the cathode using

acceleration voltages > 5 volts. Gas pressures were sufficiently low (0.2-0.3 ton ) to

ensure that very few electrons undergo inelastic collisions before entering the drift

legion. The light emission from the (0,0) band of the second positive system at

3X7.lmm is shown as a function of the additional potential fallen through (i.e. equivalent

to axial position) in Figure 4(a) for E/N = 330 Td and an injection energy of 8cV. A
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Monte-Carlo simulation was also carried out [13] using the cross-sections given by

Tagashira [14] and 8eV initial energy. The excitation rate to the C3TI state was

determined although it should be noted that this cross-section set makes no allowance

for the vibrational structure of the C-state. The theoretical results shown in

Figure 4(b) reproduce the general features of the experimental values but differ

significantly in detail. Although contact potentials produce some uncertainty in the

injection energy and the potential scale for the experimental results, it is clear that

modifications to the assumed cross-sections are required.

NITROGEN E/N = 332 Td (3371)

bias = 8 Volts

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

J
25 50

Potential difference (volts)

NITROGEN E/N = 330 Td (3371)

bias = 8 Volts

MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION

25 51

Potential difference (volts)

Figure 4(a) . Measured radiation in

the (0,0) band of the second positive

system in N2.

Figure 4(b) . Monte-Carlo

simulation of excitation to the

Cir state.

u
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NITROGEN E/N = 330 Td (3371)

Figure 5. The energy distribution

when the electrons have fallen through

a total potential of 17.5 volts.

5 10 15
Energy (eV)

20 25

The energy distribution function as determined by the Monte-Carlo simulation is shown

in Figure 5 for an axial position where electrons have fallen through a total potential

of 17.5 volts (including the 8 volt acceleration potential. A spread of initial

energies of approximately 0.25eV was included in the calculations). The absence of

any electrons with energies between 12eV and 17.5eV follows from the absence of inelastic

collisions until the threshold of the A3I+ state is reached at 6.17eV provided that the

injection energy is sufficient to ensure that vibrational collisions can be neglected

until the first inelastic collision has occurred.

Experiments of this type should be valuable in the determination of cross-sections,

particularly near the threshold energy of the excitation process. The analysis and

interpretation of the results would be simplified if radiation from several states were

recorded, although quenching of long-lived states would be required to retain the spatial

dependence of the excitation rates. Since very few inelastic collisions are involved

in these experiments, it is likely that the differential scattering cross-section would

be important whereas isotropic scattering has been assumed in the Monte-Carlo results

presented here. Clearly, further work is needed to obtain the full potential of this

type of investigation.
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3. THE STEADY-STATE KEG ION.

When a group of electrons leave the cathode and pass beyond the non-equilibrium

region described in the last section, the energy distribution for the group (and any

progeny in the presence of ionization) reaches a steady state except at very large

values of E/N for which electron run-away occurs. The electron concentration in a

swarm can be described in terms of constant transport parameters and reaction rates

[15]. However this does not imply that the energy distribution is spatially uniform

and in this hydrodynaraic regime the distribution function can be expanded in a

concentration gradient expansion (for cylindrical symmetry),

f(r.z,e,t) = n(r,z,t)go(£) - { ^ ^

L

where the factor 1/X is included to make g,(e) independent of pressure and of the same

dimensionality as g (e). Only these first two terms of the expansion will be considered

in the following discussion.

In a steady-state Townsend discharge this can be written as

f(r.z.e) = n(r,z)[go(e) - X T fl
 8 1 ( E ) ] " C n

L

For a one-dimensional discharge, or integrating (1) over all radial positions,

with n(z) = nQexp(aTz),

f(z,e) = n(z)[go(e) - PgjCe)]- (2)
L

However in an experiment such as that shown in Figure 3, — -TA- is not constant and
n dz

the normalized energy distribution function varies throughout the discharge region.

Experiments have been carried out to illustrate this spatial dependence of the energy

distribution by observing the ratio of spectral intensities in different regions of a

steady-state discharge [16]. Using a gas mixture of He:N2:C02:C0 = 54:34:6:6,

transport parameters were first measured by observing the spatial and temporal

distribution of photons emitted from a pulsed electron swarm [17]. These data allow

the electron concentration to be calculated for a steady state discharge, although the

results can only be regarded as approximate since the boundary regions are not properly

accounted for in this approach. The results are shown in Figure 6(a) for E/N = 300Td

at a pressure of .373 torr and an electrode separation of 6.0 cm. The corresponding
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values of the parameter y^ ~ occurring in equation (1) are shown in Figure 6fbj.

IC

0.0

1 1

- - —

1 >

1

ZCo>>

0. <

0.8

2.5

5.0 •

I

Kigure 6(a). A contour

diagram of the electron

concentration for a steady-

state discharge with a point

source.

Figure 6(b). Values of

T — 77- corresponding to
A. n dZ

the conditions shown in

Figure 6(a).

These results show that •j—-sj- varies appreciably with radial position, although care
Li

must be taken to ensure that A,Z>1 if the non-equilibrium region is to be avoided.

Transverse scans of the radiation emitted from the steady-state Townsend discharge were

made with the linear collimator shown in Figure 3 and using single photon counting

techniques. It is desirable to monitor two states with markedly different excitation

thresholds to maximize changes in the intensity ratios which result from small changes

in the energy distribution. The (0,0) band of the second positive system at S.w'.lmn and t lie

(0,0) band of the first negative system at 391.4nm of N2 were chosen with threshold energies

of lleV and 18.75eV respectively. After Abel inversion of the transverse scan data, the

radial dependence of the excited state population of the upper level of each band could

be determined. In order to remove uncertainties in calibration of the photon detection

sensitivity the profiles for each band were normalized to the radially integrated photon

count rate.
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From equations (1) and (2), this normalized count rate R, for a given band is given

by

where
10

and Q, (e) is the cross-section for excitation of the upper level of this transition.

If -^— -̂— -— « 1, then
z 10

Rl " n(z

Comparing these normalized rates for both bands, we obtain

R2 " " 3z

If the states designated 1,2 are taken to refer to the CH and the BZZ+ states

21 ll
respectively it would be expected that >

v20 v10
since the "tail"of the distribution

function is more sensitive to small changes in the mean energy. Then

( 1 3n aT)T — •x T ~ » with K a positive constant, and the results shown inA n dZ A. J

Figure 6(b) indicate that R./R, would be less than unity in the central regions of the

discharge and greater than unity in the outer regions. Experimental values of Rj/R2

are shown in Figure 7 for z = 2.5cm where the electron concentration has a saddle point

at r = 0 (of Figure 6(a))> Using the experimental value of R./R2 at this point

together with the previously measured values of ouA, we find k = 2.0 ± .2 for

E/N = 300 Td in this gas mixture.

3 -I

VR2
Figure 7. Experimental values

of Rj/R2

r (cms)
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Although several theoretical evaluations of the terms in a gradient expansion of

the distribution function have been published, these have been used mainly for evaluation

of the so-called time of flight, pulsed Townsend and steady-state Townsend transport

parameters. As far as the author is aware only the time of flight parameters have been

measured. The results described above concerning the spatial distribution of

excitation rates show that this method can be used to obtain information about the

individual terms in the gradient expansion of the distribution function.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies of light emission from Townsend discharges have concentrated on

the evaluation of transport parameters and reaction rates for ionizatio/i and excitation

which have been spatially integrated. However only time of flight transport parameters

are obtained and excitation rates cannot be regarded as absolute unless an independent

aeasure of the electron concentration is made. A reasonable estimate of the electron

concentration can be obtained by measuring the anode current, but this can only be

approximate in the presence of ionization since a satisfactory treatment of the

boundary conditions has not been fully developed.

Nevertheless, the results presented here show that many features of the energy

distribution function can be obtained using the optical observation method in both the

boundary and steady-state regions of the discharge. In particular the concentration

gradient expansion of the distribution function can be studied in some detail.

Further work is required to establish the conditions for which this expansion is valid.
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Abstract
The spectroscopic diagnostics is a powerful 1 in situ and non intrusive method of an-i-

lysis of reactive plasmas. Gas mixtures with nitrogen are employed for surface treatments
such as metal nitriding and coating . Emission and absorption spectroscopy with high power
tunable gas lasers have been applied to N2> N2- H2 and Ar - N2 - H2 glow discharges to
study the Np(X,V) ground state vibrat'lonal distribution (CARS spectroscopy and rare gas
actinometry) and to determine the spatial distributions of atomic and molecular excited
states such as N-, N̂ s. H and metal eitoms of the target. Correlations are given betwer the
relative densities of the plasma excited states and the surface characteristics.

Introduction
Reactive plasmas with N2 are commonly used for metal surface treatment such as surface

nitriding and coating. In surface nitriding, the plasma is a glow discharge in N2 - H2

rnixtures where the sample to be nitrided is connected as a cathode. In surface coating , the
plasma must satisfy the two functions of evaporating a metal source and activating the
gaseous products to obtain a specific compound on the substrates. An example if surface
coating is given with T. N deposition on steel substrates by using an Ar - N2 - H2 reactive
plasma. Such plasma treatments are employed in the engineering field for tool hardening and
resistance to corrosion.

In surface treatments by plasmas, there is a poor understanding of plasma chemistry
processes such as composition and spatial distribution of excited states, energy (tempera-
tures) of the active species, specific reactivity of neutral species and ions. The present
paper is focused on N2 excited states in plasmas for surface treatments. Low pressure plas-
mas (< 5 Torr) are concerned in glow discharge regime. In these conditions, neutrals and
ions are mainly excited by electron collisions inside the plasma volume.

First, the excitation of N2 states in a glow discharge column in flowing N2 is analysed
in discharge and post-discharge regimes. Electron distribution functiorvand excited state
populations have been calculated in connection with M. Capitelli in Bari [l]. The vibratio-
nal distribution of N2(X,V) which are the most populated species in N2 glow discharges has
been especialy studied. The calculated values are compared to first experimental results of
N2(X, V ^ 15) distribution obtained by CARS spectroscopy with the ONERA group [2].

Then excited states in N2 - H2 glow discharges for metal surface nitriding are analysed
by emission spectroscopy. A special focus is given on rare gas actinometry used to connect
excited state and ground state relative populations.

Finally, the first results on excited states in Ar - N2 - H~ plasmas for TiN deposition
are given.

These studies are undertaken to correlate plasma and surface characteristics in view
to control the plasma deposition process.
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1) Vibrational distribution of M^(X.V) ground states in a glow discharge and in a post-
discharge of flowing N,,

The vibrational distribution of Np(X,V) in the discharge has been calculated by solving
a system c* vibrational master equations coupled to the Boltzmann equation for the electron
energy distribution (e.d.f.) [l]. A result is shown in Fig. 1 for a residence time of
10 " sec. The characteristic vibrational temperature P, (NI/N • exp - AE,g/k6,) is
ex = 4400 K (full line in Fig. i).

Measurements of N2(X,V) vibrational distribution have been undertaken by CARS with the
ONERA group. The experimental arrangement 1s in Fig. 2. A Yag-Nd laser with a dye cell is

o

used to separate two laser beams with frequencies v. (5320 A - 80 mJ) and v, (variable in
o 1 I C

the red ^ 6000 A - 3 mJ - 6o« = 0.05 cm" ). These two laser beam crossed the discharge tube
as shown in Fig. 2. The discharge tube was with six electrodes allowing creation of dis-
charges and post-discharges of several lengths (from 20 cm to 120 cm) in flowing N«. The N?

pressure can vary from 1 to 5 Torr, the discharge current from 10 to 100 mA.
The two laser beams interact with the N«(X,V) molecules to produce an anti-Stoke

signal as shown in Fig. 3 with the frequency v3 = 2v. - \>_. The CARS signal intensity (I )
is detected by using a dichroic lens to eliminate Xj, i^ and by a spectrometer as shown in
Fig. 2. We have the following relation [2] :

Ic - v* (AN;
+1) Ij I2 (1)

V+l
where I., I 2 are the two laser (;u, A-) intensities and fiNy = Nv+, ,, - Ny ,„ with
AJ = 0 ± 2.

The experimental results of N 2 (X, V ^ 14) vibrational distribution found for a dis-

charge of 40 cm in length (residence time 6 x 10 sec) are given in Fig. 1. It can be seen

an over population of N2 (X, V > 5) in comparison to the Boltzmann distribution. This over-

population is the result of an efficient V - V pumping up effect as given by the relation :

N2 (V) + N 2 (W - 1) * Nz (V - 1) + N2 (W) (2)

The pumping up mechanisms are effective in time scales of about 0.1 sec in the present
discharge conditions.

The V - V vibrational transfers produce also a strong vibrational excitation of
Ng ( X,V) in post discharge conditions which are combined to superelastic electron colli-
sions to produce a strong coupling of e. vibrational temperature and "I " electron tempera-

•3 9 -3

ture in times of the order of 10 - 10 sec [l]. In times greater than 10 sec, vibration
-translation (V - T) destruction processes for W^ (X,V) and diffusion and recombination loss
terms for electrons are effective so that s^ and "Te" are decreasing.

CARS measurements in discharge and post-discharge conditions are given in Fig. 4. These
results clearly demonstrate that the N, (X,V) populations remain highly populated in late

-2post-discharges (At ^ 10 sec). The vibrational temperature was slowly decreasing from
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4500 K in the discharge to 3000 K in the late post-discharge.

2) Excited states in N, - H, glow discharges for metal surface nitriding

Plasma treatments are conducted with a glow discharge where the sample to be nitrided
is used as a cathode. A discharge voltage is applied to a N2 - H 2 gas mixture ( 1 - 5 Torr)
introduced into a reactor to perform the plasma nitriding at a chosen cathode temperature
(840 K'for a steel ^r'face). The emission spectroscopy has been set up to analyse the plas-
ma excited species in operating conditions of plasma nitriding. The actinometry method has
been used to determine the main excitation processes in the plasma glow near the cathode.
The e, vibrational temperature of N., (X) ground state has been deduced.

2.1) The nitriding device

The experimental device is shown in Fig. 5 (for more details, see ref. 3).The best
steel nitriding conditions of the steel cathode have been found as the following : total
pressure 2.5 Torr, discharge current 1 - 5 mA cm" and cathode temperature 550 °C. In these
conditions, an abnormal glow discharge is produced whose the negative glow near the cathode
was analysed by emission spectroscopy using a HRS Oobin-Yvon grating spectrometer (resolu-

o o

tion 6\ = 0.2 A) in the visible range (3000 - 9000 A). The plasma light was collected

through pin-holes (diam. 2 mm), 1 cm apart, along the reactor wall, allowing analysis of

the negative glow axial distribution near the cathode dark space.
2.2) Excited species in N, - H., piasmas

The identified species are reported in table 1 with the optical transitions, the charac-

teristic spectral lines and the corresponding excitation thresholds.The N 2
+ first negative

bands are the most intense spectral lines. The relative intensity distribution of N o
+,

o C

\ = 3914.4 A is shown in Fig. 6 versus the axial distance upward the cathode. The N 2
+ band

intensity first increases out the dark space (about 1 - 2 mm) to reach a maximum value and

then quasi-exponentialy decreases up to about z = 8 cm (see Fig. 6). In Hy - H.. mixtures,

the N2 lines remain the most intense lines even with 90 % H2-
2.3) The N,* rotational temperature

The R-Branch (AN = + l)of N2
+(B2z+, V = 0 ->• X2z+, V" = 0,), A = 3914.4 A is given in

Fig. 7,for 40 % H2 in a 2.5 Torr N? - H2 mixture. For a Boltzmann distribution of the
N_+ (B,0) rotational levels, the I., rotational intensity (N lower rotational level) is given
by the following relation [4] :

Log ( X ) = - -£*— (N+l) (N+2) (3)

where

B' he
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It has been found that the experimental rotational spectra such as in Fig. 7 follow

the Boltzmann relation (3) and that the rotational temperature Tfj + can be determined.

Results are shown in table 2 for several H.. percentages at constant voltage (500 V) and

total pressure (2.6 Torr). The spectra correspond to the maximum intensity of the negative

glow as shown in Fig. 6. The cathode temperature T^ measured using a thermocouple is also

reported in table 2. It has been found a good correlation between TN + (measured at axial

distance z = 1 - 2 cm) and T» for all the N« - H2 mixtures except for pure N2 where T N 2
+

was always found higher than TK. In N2 - H2 mixtures, the N 2
+ rotational temperature in the

negative glow near the cathode appears to be a reliable diagnostics of the cathode surface

temperature.

2.4) The gas rare actinometry method

The main limitation of the emission spectroscopy method is that the detected excited

states are not alway simply related to the corresponding ground states. In out of equili-

brium plasma at low gas temperatures, the electron collisions are the main excitation pro-

cesses. Also by using a rare gas impurity, as previously described for etching plasmas

[5,6], the main kinetic process can be deduced in favourable conditions.

By using first a 2 % Argon impurity in the N2 - H2 nitriding plasma, it can be observed

in Fig. .8 that the excitation threshold for Arl 7504 A (13.5 eV) is about the same than for
nd °

Up 2 positive, 3371 A (11.1 eV). Moreover, the excitation cross sections have similar
shapes for the two species. Consequently, if direct electron excitations are the main pro-

o o

cesses for Ar (4p) and N_(C) states, the No, 3371 A over Ar, 7504 A intensity ratio must be

directly proportional to the N2/Ar ground state density. It is really what it is observed

in Fig. 9 for axial distance z = 1 cm above the cathode.

Then by using a 2 % Neon impurity, the ionic state N 2
+ (B.0) (18.7 eV) can be compa-

red to the Ne (3p) (18.6 eV, cf. Fig. 8). In Figure 10, the variation of vN
 + (B,0)

I (N2
+ 3914 A)

o— is reported as a function of [lO/flte] for axial distance z = 1 cm. The total
I (Ne 5852 A) d

destruction frequency vfj2
+ (B,0) : radiative and quenching by N2 and H2 has been calculated

[7J.
It can be observed in Fig. 10 that the intensity ratio is proportional to the ground

state density ratio for N2 - Hg mixtures with H 2 upper than 10 %. Consequently, since the

Ne and Ar excited states are directly populated by electron collisions (the quenching of

argon and neon metastable states by the N2 - H2 main gases is efficient), the N 2
+ (B) and

N2 (C) states are also directly populated by electron collisions at the beginning of the

negative glow near the cathode fall.

At distances z > 1 cm, the intensity ratios deviate more and more from linear varia-

tions to reach quadratic shapes as shown In Fig. 11 for Îj /I^ r at z = 1.7 cm for

H2 < 50 %. When the H2 percentage Is growing, the cathode fall depth Increases from about

1 mm in pure N2 to 3 mm in pure H-. The border between cathode fall and negative glow moves

apart the cathode with the H 2 percent so that the IN_/I^r variation with [N2]/[Ar] remains

linear at z = 1.7 cm for H? > 50 % (cf. Fig. 11). In this case, direct electron excitations

are still the main kinetic process.
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2.5) The vibrational temperatures in U,, - H., plasmas

Direct electron collisions for excitation of N 2
+ B and N 2 C states can be used to

determine the vibrationai temperature of Np (X) ground state. The 9-vibrational temperatu-

res are reproduced in Fig. 12 for Ng - H2 discharges {2.7 Torr, 500 volts). The e z
C and

Bj + temperature are given by the following relations (7) :

ML , exp . 1650JK1 (4)

[CO] e2
C

e x p - 3418JKI ( 5 )

[B.O] e*

where the brackets are for excited state densities.
y

The ground state e. temperature has been calculated by using the Franck-Condon factors

connecting the N9 (C) and N,
+ (B) states to the N, (X) ground state, e, has been chosen

C X r I
Instar e. as giving more precise values of 8j [7J.

It can be observed in Fig. 12 that the N,,C and N~+,B vibrational temperature givex
about the same value of 8^ confirming that direct electron collisions occur at z ̂  1 cm.
the e,X temperatures are in the range 1500 - 2000 K, higher that the cathode temperature

and varying in the same way with the H~ percentage.

3) Excited states in Ar - Ng ̂ _H2 reactive plasmas for TjN deposition on steel surfaces

The emission spectroscopy has been used to analyse the excited states of Ar, N2 and H,

in plasmas pulverising T^ for T.N deposition on steel surfaces.

3.1) The experimental set-up

The plasma reactor and the spectroscopic diagnostic 1s indicated in Fig. 13. The plasma

reactor is a stainless steel chamber of 45 cm in diameter and 90 cm high. A titanium emit-

ter K (Lj) is located at the center. It is a circular array (5.2 cm in diameter) of eight

titanium rods (1 cm in diameter). A plain steel substrate (S)was located at a distance

z = 16 cm from the T^ array. A loop electrode (A) (10 cm in diameter) was located between

Kc and S (for must details see ref. 8).The spectroscopic diagnostics rested on a rotating

table allowing a spatial distribution study between K (T.) and (S) with a precision of

± 0.5 cm.

3.2) Excited species in Ar - Ng ̂ _H2 ^_T, plasmas

Selected observed spectral lines are listed in table 3 for T., H, N? and Ar. A large

number of Ar, A r
+ and T^ spectral lines were emitted in the spectrum between 300 and

500 nut. which complicated the identification of T>+ and N« emissions. For T.+, the

Ti II 3759 A has been chosen. For N2, the N? (B
3n - A3z*) band head at A = 6623 A was the
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only one appearing in a free spectral range and sufficiently strong to be detected. The N2

2 positive and N2
+first negative systems although more intense was hidden by the Ar and

T. emissions. When the loop electrode (A) was connected to a positive voltage VA < 100 volts
all the spectral line intensities were observed to increase between (K ) and (S) (cf. Fig.
.13 and ref. 8) by a factor varying between 1.3 and 1.7 (VA = 90 Volts). In Fig. 14, the
intensities of Ar, N2> H and T. spectral lines are reported as a function of position bet-
ween K and S. The Ar and H excited atoms decrease with about the same spatial distribution.
This decrease is enhanced for the T^ excited states. But the N2 (B) excited states keep a
constant density value over about 10 cm before to decrease near the substrate. The main
consequence of these spatial distributions is that the density ratio of the N2/T. excited
states increase from K to S. Noting can be deduced fnr the corresponding ground states
since the kinetic processes for N« and T. excitation have not been elucidated. Nevertheless,
nuclear analysis of the substrate coating has shown that the coating composition varied
continously from T^ N, close to the T. emitter, to stochiometric T^ N farther away [8],
Such a variation in fact follows these of the T^ and N2 excited states.

Conclusion

Plasma analysis using optical spectroscopy has been applied to reactive plasmas with
N2 for surface treatments. The excited species have been identified in the negative glow
from the target to the substrate. The spectral line intensities can be used to control the
steady state conditions for a giver, process. In some experimental conditions, for example
with N2 - H2 plasmas for steel nifruration, the rotational distribution of N2 Is negative
spectral lines (band head 3914.4 A) can be identify to the gas and cathode temperatures
allowing a quantitative control of the nitriding process.

To relate the excited state to the ground state population, the kinetic analysis of
electron excitation must be accurately undertaken. The actinometry method using a rare gas
impurity can be used to detect the main excitation channel and to correlate excited to
ground states. Some results have been obtained for N2, at the end of the cathode fall
(beginning of the negative glow), allowing a determination of the N2 (X) ground state
vibrational temperature.

The absorption spectroscopy 1s a powerful 1 method giving quantitative results on the
active specie populations with good resolution (< 1 mm) in the whole target - substrate
space. The inconherent resonance absorption has been successfully applied to rare gas
metastable but is limited to visible resonance line. The coherent absorption using power
dye lasers can be extended to non resonant absorption. CARS spectroscopy allows a determi-
nation of vibration al distribution of homonuciear molecules as for N2 (X,V) presented in
this paper. Multiphoton absorption can be Investigated to detect species whose excitation
thresholds are over 10 eV as for H, N, 0 [9],

Emission and coherent absorption spectroscopy can be combined to study the kinetic
processes in the reactive plasmas and to extend the application field of the emission
spectroscopy to the ground states analysis.
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Table 1 - Most intense spectral lines observed in N2 - H2 negative glow discharges with a
steel cathode (2.6 Torr, 500 V).

Species

N+

N2

N,

NH

H

N

N+

Fe

Transition

c\*

B3ng->

A3n -

Balmer

2p23p

2p3p

A
°\
*i
xV
series

+ 2p23s

+ 2p3s

Spectral

391.4

337.1

380.4

662.3

336.0

556.3

486.1

746.8

568.0

561.6

(v

(v

(V
(V

(V

<Ha

(HB

line

= 0

= 0

= 0
= 6

= 0

)

)

(nm)

.» v"

->- v "

+ v"

+ V"

•*• v "

= 0)

= 0)

= 2)

= 3)

= 0)

Excitation
threshold

(eV)

18.7

11.1

7.4

3.7
i

12.1

12.7

12

20.66

5.54

Table 2 - Cathode surface temperature (Tj,) and rotational temperature of N-(T|j +) for
several Ng - H2 mixtures (2.6 Torr, 500 V).

LJ fW \
np \ fo)

0

10

20

30

50

60

70

90

TK(K)

720

830

810

790

740

720
680

550

I(mA)

62

90

90

85

75

70

60

38

TN 2
+(K)

870

810

810
810

770

700

660

550
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Table 3 - Relevant spectral lines of species in the Ar - N- - H« - Ti plasma.

Species

Ti

Ti+

H

N2+

N2
Ar

Ar*

H(n=3

B \ *

* \
3p5(4p

3p4(5s

Transitions

-n=2)

, v = 0 ->• X Z z + , r=0

, v=6 •* A Z + , v=3

- 4 s )

Spectral
lines (nm)

521.0

375.9

656.3

391.4

662.3

696.5

376.5

Excitation
potential Es(eV)

2.43

3.91

16.6(H2)

\O 1 / LJ\

18.7

8.5

13.3

22.5
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1
Vibrational distribution of N2(X,V) ground state In discharge regime. JJ^ : calcula-

tions with p = 5 Torr, TQ « 500 K, E/nQ = 6 x 10"
16 Vein2, ng = 10

1 1 cm"3, 9j = 4400 K and
residence time t * 10' sec. CARS-Exp. : Experimental results by CARS absorption with
p « 4 Torr, TQ =» 550 K, E/nQ = 6 x 10"

16 Vcm2, ng = 5 x 10
1 0 cm'3 and residence time

t = 6 x 10'3 sec.
Fig. 2

Experimental set-up for N2(X,V) measurements in discharge and post-discharge regimes.
Tube radius R = 1 cm, distance between electrodes (nickel cylinder 0 1 an) : 40 cm.

Fig. 3
V+lCARS detection of &Ny - Anti-Stoke signal of frequency v, =* 2v^ - v_.

Fig. 4
Vibrational distribution of N2(X,V) 1n discharge and post-discharge regimes.

Disch : p = 2 Torr, T = 550 K, E/nA = 5 x 10"
1 6 Vcm2, n ^ 5 x 10 1 0 cm"3, e, = 4500 K,

t = 10"£ sec.

Post-Disch : time At = 10 sec. after discharge (above conditions) e. = 3000 K.
Fig. 5

Experimental set-up for steel surface nitriding : A anode, K steel cathode (d1a. 3 cm),
0 hole (d1a. 1 cm) and pin-holes (dia. 2 ram), L optical lens, PM photomultiplier, P pico-
ammeter, R recorder, Gas flow 1-5 i/h STP, p = 1-5 Torr.

Fig. 6
— + °

N« (X * 3914 A) intensity in log. scale versus axial distance Z upward the cathode (K).
Conditions : Hg 2.6 Torr, 770 V, 160 mA, Q * 2 i/h STP, TK = 850 K.
Fig. 7

Rotational spectra of R-branch of N2
+, X = 3914 A, 6X = 0.2 A, 540 V, 90 mA,

Nj, 1.6 Torr, H2 0.9 Torr, T K = 850 K.
Fig. 8

Energy levels of Ne, N2 and Ar concerned by actinometry measurements.
Fig. 9

Intensity ratio of N2, x - 3371 A (IN ) and Ar I 7504 A (IAr) versus [N2]/[ArJ
density ratio at the negative glow maximum, (Z = 1 cm)'.
Fig. 10

. o o

Intensity ratio, of N2 , x - 3914.4 A (If|2+) and Ne I 5852 A (lf{e) versus [N2]/[Ne]
density ratio at the negative glow-maximum. VNO+ZR Q\ ^S *ne N2 (B,0) quenching rate.
Fig. 11

Intensity ratio of N2, x = 3805 A (IN 2) and Ar I 7504 A versus % N2 and [N?]/[Ar]
density ratio for two distances upward the cathode.
Fig. 12

Characteristic vibrational temperatures of N2
+(B) : e * \ N2(C) : e2 and N2(X) :

6j . T K : cathode temperature.
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Fig. 13
Experimental set-up for T^N deposition on steel surface. Kc(T.j) :(T^) emitter array of

eight T. rods (rod 1 cm dia.) array 5.2 cm dia., 15 cm height),(S)stainless steel substrates
J\)loop electrode of 10 cm dia. (rod 1 cm dia.) with a cooling water,(O)pyrex window,(P.H)
photomultiplier.
Fig. 14

O

Ar, N2» H and T. spectral line intensities versus axial distance Z. H : HQ 6563 A,

Ar, 6965 A, N2> 6623 A and T1, 5210 A. Gas mixture 0.82 Ar - 0.10 H? - 0.076 N ^

Electrical parameters : VE = - 1150 V, I£ = 4.3 A, VA = + 90 V, Ifl = 6 A, V $ = - 200 V,
Is = 0.55 A.
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NON-DEBYE PLASMA THEORY
A.S. Kakljugin, G.E. Norman

Moscow Radiothechnlcal Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences
125083 Moscow, USSR

A review is given of the physical ideas of non-Debye plasma theory >
based oni a) an analysis of plasma electric-field fluctuation statistical
properties [1] , b) distinction between free, bound (atomic) and localized
states according to the plasma electron energy spectrum [2] , c) treatment
of localized states by means of the disordered structure theory concepts
[2-4] , d) use of the Ebeling virial functions for calculation of the pair
scattering-states contribution [5] . 1&ere-(is discussed,)4n analytic expres-
sion for the correlation energyywfeife^^wkes-lnto account shoi«t-wave fluc-
tuations and describes the "formation-of- the ehort-range order-Itr plasma-plj-
A »**H-g<tp 1n nnn-I>byy plasma «l»otron «n»rgy spectrum between_£r«e and
bound states is shown to exist iZ,; 3i 61 . Hie theory is applied to the~~?
thermodynamic properties/^lculationslSTJhe results obtained are compared
with the density expansion J^Ki the computer simulation &f¥ and experi-
ments,, -[©r~9] 1

1. Plasma model
1.1. Plasma electric fields

Fluctuations of these fields determine both the correlation contribu-
tion in non-Debye plasma properties and electron localization. The theory
of screening, dielectric properties, tree charges correlation, localized
electrons motion and fluctuations of the potential must be self-consistent.

The spectral density of plasma electric-field fluctuations 6E is rela-
ted with the longitudinal dielectric permittivity,

( 6B

where I is temperature. Therefore one can relate e (q ) with the polarizati-
on energy

Uc - -(T/2) (2TC )"3 [dq [E(q)-1 ] 2 / £ (q) (1)

as well with Fourier-spectrum of the screened potential V* «4ir q e (q) .
i, continuous-medium approximation i s used for calculation of £ (q) for Debye
plasma. This approximation is valid for q < qo» where qQ l 0 » 1, 1Q is the
characteristic length of the physical infinitesimal volume. She vanue of 1Q

must be smaller than the length of the fluctuations which should be taken
into account and greater than that to be smoothed.

There are several types of charge density fluctuations in plasma. Their
corresponding lengths are: the mean distance a £ n~ '^t the screening
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radius r,, • f. - 1

eleotron (Ion) density,
and the path of kinetio relaxation 1\ here n-ne=n± is mean
nsity x 2 8 2 1/l ) 2 2( 2 = 8 •* ne2p ,

1\ here n-ne=n± is mean
p « 1/ltI. since e (q) = 1 +*2/q2

and a« ae" « 1 in Bebye plasma, in this case only q & * oontribute in
V* ( riff, /a ) and Uo and one oan define 1Q in euoh a way that a « l «x~1

or aP « qQ <-<r n / 3 . Thus, the continuous-medium approximation for e°(q) is
correot and al l long-wave fluctuation contributions are taken into account.

Vn 2/3

20

40

- \

I" v«

ae

v a

Fig. 2

=pe2(ne + n i /o i ' deoreasing
1 / 3

a or

W i t h i n c r e a s i n g n o n - i d e a l i t y p a r a m e t e r y p ( e

D e b y e number » D , n o n - D e b y e o o n d i t i o n s i s r e a c h e d when r 0 a o r n a
The fluctuations for this oase have been investigated in [1] . For small
4 « <lo~ n oontinuous-medium approximation a8 valid. These wave veotors
oorreepond to distances exceeding n~1/3, i . e . the interactions for suoh
range are weak in comparison with the thermal energy. One can conclude that
correlations in this range of q are s t i l l of lie bye character (curve section
ab in Fig. i6 ) .

At fluctuations with q > qQ one should consider point charges. Proa
the Kotelnikov theorem applied to this case it follows that the fluctuation
amplitudes are negligible and £ (q) - 1 for q :•> n1 /3 (section od in Fey. W).
The vertioal jump IB at q»qQ is a rough approximation for the Intermediate
section bo.
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The estimation of q may be made by analogy with that of the Debye
temperature for the latt ice heat capacity which gives <i.0

B2^a. + nj) '•'.
Moreover, a correlation function K(r) for localized electrons which

do not contribute In screening were obtained for Debye

Z(r) « T^SN^r1 exp(-Xr) (1 - x r / 3 )

and non-Debye plasmas

K(r) • 4 f e ur(i"2 sin x + x oos x + s i(x))»

here x = <lo
r» T n e evolution of K(r) with decreasing N« are shown in rig. 2.

1.2. Electron localization
Xhere exist electronic states which are intermediate between discrete

and continuous energy spectra of plasma, These states can be considered
neither as belonging to a certain ion, nor as states with Infinite motion.
They are many-electron and many—ion localised states and should be treated
In the frame of quantum theory of disordered structures [2-4] . The loca-
lized states do not contribute to the ideal plasma properties but become
very important in non-Debye plasma.

for the following consideration i t is necessary to estimate two values;
the overlap Integral J which determines the probability of electron tunnel-
ing between neighbouring ions and energy interval & of the nearest s ta-
tes which can form a cluster. The potential rel ief fluctuations U were
considered in seotion 1.1.

The overlap integral for the states with equal principal quantum num-
bers s and other zero quantum numbers can be used to estimate J [2] • A
caloulation yields the function JS(S) where E i s the distance between the
ions. Beplaoing the variable e by Eg » -meV2n2s2 a n d substituting
E - n ' 3 w e get the function J(ES) for different electron densities.

For an isolated atom A • A.) = me h~ s • One can use A «A,«
for plasma when A1 > Aj, - 3 eaQFs2 (stark spl i t t ing) . Here aQ i s the
Bohr radius, F is a mean plasma microfieid. A • &~ * A / s , i f
i ^ i . [2] . The transition from & * A . to A = Ap was approximat-
ed by a vertical Jump at Inglls-Teller value ( A ̂  « A p ) .

The values of J and U are compared for Anderson localization model
and A and 4 j for I.Lifehitz one. The values of j(£e)» U and A F de-
pend on the plasma density differently and the three cases can be dist in-
guished.

The intersection point of ^(Es) with 4 (B s) for the ideal plasma
- £Q i s situated in the region where A » A . ( ^ i 9 J a ) , Both the
Anderson j- <. U and Lifshits hj <: A localization criteria hold for
Bg < - € and electron spectrum consists of atomic states. The Ingl is -
Teller merging exists as well. The electrons are localized according to
Anderson but beoome delocalized according to Lifshitz, for £g > -£Q
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Fig.

Fig. 3

where A/4 < j < U» An electron state transforms i'rom one - ion to many-
ion one but i ts wave function is space-confined by range of the long-wave
nioropotential fluctuations. The electron is localized in this fluctuation
acoording to Anderson and Is delocalized In the fluctuation volume accord-
ing to Lifshitz.

Pen? non-Debye plasma ( riff. 36 ) the intersection point of /ij(Es)
with
of e

A (BB) is shifted to the vertical section of A (EK) and the value
is defined by the Inglis-'Heller formula. This case differs
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from the previous one that the Inglis-Teller merging vanishes. Discrete
non-overlapping atomic le- els l i e at E£ < - £ . She states of electrons
which are localized in long-wave micro-potential fluctuations exist over
the region E > - & where U > j > &/h •

The case in F L g. 3a transforms to the case in F~ig. 3 6 at
18 —*5densit ies ne + n, £ 0.5*10 cm J. The jump from A, to i p i s only an

approximation and virtually an intermediate range e x i s t s .
At ne + n± > 0.5.102 1 cm"3 the intersection of 4J(BS) with A (B6)

occurs on the l ine A = A^ ( Fig. 3c ) , For BB > - So delocaliza-
t ion takes place both according to Anderson and to l i f s h i t z . This energy
range is a precursor of a valence or liquid-metal conductance bands.

The motion equation for localized electrons in non-Debye plasma may be
approximately reduced to the equation for brownian anharmonio osci l lator
[4] • Characteristic frequencies of localized electrons osci l lat ions turn
out to be close to the plasma frequency and i t s overtones. I t may be shown
that no more than one electron i s simultaneously localized in each long-
wave micropotential f luctuation.

1 .3 . Electron energy spectrum
Now the estimation of the electron density of states in the whole

range of energies wi l l be presented for the case of non-Debye plasma which
corresponds to Fig. 36 . A simple model may be proposed to obtain effec-
t ive density of states which involves both one-particle and many-partiole
states [32 * The plasma micropotential r e l i e f i s approximated by the set
of wide shallow randomly distributed potential wel ls . The well depth i s
equal to £ and i t s diameter i s assumed to be of the same order of mag-
nitude as the screening radium. An electron-electron interaction i s appro-
ximated or by a constant 2 £. i f the distance between electrons i s l ess
than diameter of the well either by zero if that distance exceeds the
diameter. The average spacing between the well edges i s of the same order
as the well diameter and one can assume that electrons localised in di f fer-
ent wells do not interact. Therefore only those localized eleotrons which
occupy the same well contribute to the interaction energy which i s equal
to 2 £ b for each suoh pair.

A calculation of the density of states G(E) i s fa ir ly sophisticated
even for the described simple model and have been performed in [3] .The
resul ts are shown in Fig. 4 . The sol id curve represents the density
of state calculated in single-electron approximation in the whole energy
range from atomic states (B <: - £ 0 ) to free states (B > 0 ) . I t was
proved [3] that d(*(s)/dB in single-electron approximation for any mioropo-
tent ia l re l i e f i s always pos i t ive . Only many-electron effects result in the
formation of the energy gap. The dashed curve corresponds to the more
r e a l i s t i c oase £. < £ . (c f . section 1.2) and point-dashed curve - to
£ b < £ o < 2 £ f c . The single-electron approximation remains valid for
E < - £ 0

 a n d E > 0.
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One may state that it it; impossible to give a unique definition of
G(]i) in the caee which includes electron-electron interactions since presen-
tation of uiany-electron interaction energy In the form of the sum of sing-
le-electron energies is rather arbitrary. However it was proved that the
existence of an energy gap in G(li) does not depend on this arbitrariness
D3 • The form of this expression of interaction energy only affects the
gap profile.

The existance of this î ap is due to the fact that because of the re-
pulsion energy 2£v, localization of the first electron prevents or even
forbids the localization of the second electron etc. The repulsion yields
the decrease in the number of states in the well compared with the single-
electron case, aince in the range of the gap G(]i) > 0 this gap was call-
ed a soft one by analogy with a similar effect in doped .".emiconductors.

2. Thermodynamics

2.1. Free energy

The concept of the gap in plasma electron energy spectrum allows to
propose an unambiguous cut-off procedure to avoid divergency of the atomic
partition function and to write the free energy I1 as a sum of contributions
from different parts of electron energy spectrum

pi-v"1 - fa + f e l + ftl + fo + fx . (2)

Here T is volume, f i3 contribution from the ideal gas of atoms in the
ground and excited states. Free states contribute as ideal electron-ion
gas (£ei)» quantum effects in pair scattering (f{.)i and correlations
(f ). She localized electron contribution is f...

The numbers of electrons and ions which are bound in atoms coincide.
But there are no localized ions because the period of ion plasma oscilla-
tions exceeds the time of change i»i the ion energy.Therefore all ions
which are not bound in atoms should be rafari'tsu to as free ions. But the
plasma model with unequal numbers of free electrons and ions is inconve-
nient. As the first approximation at f«s calculations we shall set these
numbers equal (n = n. = n).

let us proceed to calculation of various f in eq, (2). Expressions

for ffl and f . are conventional. Mote that atomic partition function 6 in

fa " na { l n [6~\ <2 * fe2 P A 0 3 / 2 ] " 1} (3)

is out off by the energy gap - g . Here na and M are the atom density and
mass. The expressions for f may be simplified for the low-temperature pla-
sma if Born parameter ^ = C2'"p) e / n essent ial ly exceeds unity [5J »
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2*2. Correlation contribution
From the dielectric permittivity discussed above follows the expres-

sion for the non-i)ebye plasma correlation energy [1]

Uo - -Tae3 (2 ir )~ 2 arotg

At n /3 »3f arctg is equal to "K /2 and we obtain for 0 the Debye limit.
At n ' 3 «% or jf^,1 one can replace arctgz by x and obtain an expression

V3

which formally coincides with the Madelung energy and does not depend on
temperature.

For the evaluation of f one should integrate the thermodynamic equa-
tion B dp • d((4P0) from 0 to p . A s correlations vanish at T -*• «° the
final result is (y • ir/ )

f0 = (2/37T2Xae +n±) [in (1+y)-y-2y 3 / 2 ] . (5)

2.3, Localized electrons contribution
In order to exclude from consideration the density of localised

electrons a following derivation may be developed. First, the contribution
of localized eleotrons in thermodynamic potential 12 ̂ is determined in
the frame of grand canonical ensemble. Then we put f^ • 12 ./TV and re-
place the electron chemical potential in the right side by - dF/ d S .
The obtained integral equation is reduced to the closed definition of f,
after neglecting the term d f,/ d N • For conditions considered this
term can be shown to be the smallest one in d F/ d E.

She derivation of the grand canonical partition function of localized
electrons is described elsewhere [4] . The main assumptions are that the
number of localized electrons In one well does not exceed unity and that
the potential relief consists only of the wells and the humps, i.e. that
there are neither small wells inside the humps nor small humps inside the
wells. The calculations were oarried out
for a system of identioal wells, far a mixture of wells of various depth
and for the wells with continuous distribution of depth values. Ihe final
result is given by the equation

-3 % ~4(ne + Q l ) In I 1+2 <jr y
 3/2 t, ~2ne

• exp [ (Tt 3 ' 2 y 3 /2 % ) + (2/3 x 2) (In (1+y)-y-

- 3y3/2 aroctg y1/2 )] £ _ CTp(-1.22 y 4 / 5 £ 2 / 5 ) ] ) . (6)
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2.4. pressure, ionization equilibrium

How we can insert (3)-(6) into (2), caloulate derivatives of the re-

sulting expression with respect to temperature, volume and numbers of par-

ticles and obtain formulas for energy, pressure P and equation of the ioni-

zation equlibrium. The results of calculations for P, interaction energy

E and lowering of the ionization potential AI are shown in fig. 5

we
9
2

H-5PV/2 j£

a

J L
25 50 75 5

P, atm

rig. 6

<0

for two values of the Born parameter: solid lines 1 - ? = 6 and
2 - J? = 4, The dashed line represents numerical results for the ef-
fective pair potential model computed by Monte Carlo method [7] • The mo-
del incorporates the pair quantum effects and many particle coulomb inter-
actions.

The Monte Carlo method allows us a direct calculation of screening,
density fluctuations and classical localization. The gap effect was taken
into account via thermodynamic perturbation theory, and the temperature
dependence was neglected. Both approach [7] and the present theory con-
sider the same effects. However, in approach [7] the plasma model is
approximate while the computations are accurate and the results are nume-
rical, in the present theory the plasma model is more refined, the results
are analytical while the calculations are approximate. A satisfactory
agreement between the solid and dashed lines corroborates the reliability
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of the results.
Let us consider P-V-T and P-V-H equations of state, where H is enthal-

py. The results for caesium plasma are shown in F"<-g. 6a for V=200
onr/g and in ^V.0. £ # for 1<rcnr/g. Here the solid line was calculat-
ed using the present theory and the shaded region represents experimental
results [8] . A comparison of experimental (exp) [9] and theoretical (th)
results for argon plasma in two state points are given below.

p

kbar
1.63
5.00

T

K
23500
21000

39
10

V,

exp

.1±*

cnr/g

t h

37
10

E, 1010

exp

28.0&1.4
16.4±0.8

erg/g

t h
26
16

The agreement both for Cs and Ar is satisfactory and has been achieved
through a cut-off of atomic partition function at the lowest gap energy
and the effective repulsion in the expressions for P,AE and 6 1.

2.5. Comparison with density expansion

A rigorous expression is an expansion with respect to the total densi-
ties of charged particles aQQ = n Q i = n0 [5J

fei C V ~ noe
noi KOO " fh

 Babnoanob

ln nj \

Here the first, second and third terms are an ideal-gas, a bound-state
(E(T) - 8 7C3/2 e 6 p 3 6 / ^ 3 ) and scattering - states contributions,
respectively, and the fourth one is the Debye correlation energy. The den-
sities n incorporate both free and bound charges, and therefore the expan-
sion (7) is only valid for a fully ionized plasma. To extend the range of
validity of eq. (7) it is necessary to transform it into expansion with
respect to n , n, and n . A correct procedure for this purpose has not yet
been known.

The density expansion for pressure contains the contribution from atoms
in an explicit form. For this reason it seems to be more preferable than
eq. (7). However, when starting from pressure expansion it Is necessary to
reconstruct p by integration with respect to V. Because of a change in
the ionization degree with changing V a procedure for such integration has
not yet been developed as well.

A fugaoity expansion yields a more realistic picture of atoms forma-
tion. But only those terms of this expansion have been calculated which are
sufficient for a description of the low-density limit. The fugaoity expan-
sion terms have no evident physical meaning. This shortcoming makes
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impossible the extention ol' the fugacity polynom to higher densities.

Thusf the rigorous approaches yield no expressions which are valid

for a partially ionized non-l)ebye plasma. There exist only semiphenomeno-

logical approachesj see [1-5, 7, 10.] and references herein,

leaving alone the problem of a rigorous definition of bound states

let us compare eq, (2) with eq. (7) in the limit of full ionization and

N_ -*• <=o . Ihe ideal-gar, contributions coincide. A cut-off due to g

becomes exponentially unessential, and G in eq. (3) transforms in Plank-

larkin partition function from eq. (7). The f - contributions are the sa-

me both in eq. (7) and in eq. (4). Thus, the contributions sums f a+
f
ei+

f
a

are identical in both eqs. (2) and (7) in the limit considered. An expan-

sion of f v/ith respect to Y is given by

fc = -(V3)n(7r
1/2 jf3/2-1.5 J- 2+..O (8)

The first term is a Debye one from eq. (7). The second term is of

the n ' •* - order and is lacking in eq. (7). The point is that eq. (7)

only includes long-wave correlation, renormalization of density of charged

particles from n to ng and quantum corrections. The eq. (5) takes into

account the short-wave correlations as well, and in the limit U -*• oo

i t should contain terms defined by the ratio of characteristic lengths of

long-range and short-range correlations 3E /n ' •* -*> n ' . The lack

in such terms is a shortcoming of eq. (7). The TOT' + " / " _ terms reveal

formation of the short-order in non-Debye plasma.

The eq. (6) for f, is only valid for a definite range of non-zero va-

lues of y [2,'»] . Therefore, the expansion of f-̂  with respect to Y is

deprived of any sense, contrary to eq. (8). Another expression describes

the f. - contribution in the limit jf^O. Not writing i t down we only men-

tion that f̂  decreases with v faster than any exponent of n and, conse-

quently, i t in not contained in eq. (7).

Prom the above discussion i t follows that r?' * and n - contributions

coinside in eqs. (7) and (2). The nJ' ^lnn+c) - contributions have not

been written down explicitly in eq. (7), cf. [5] « Prom their physical

meaning one can see only a partial correspondence of these terms with f .
5/2 °

f or f •,» However, the n ' - contribution itself becomes significant only

for those densities where higher terms must also be considered.

Finally, we summarize the main results of this section. In the seml-

phenomenological approach developed in this paper the bound, localized and

free states are introduced from an analysis of the electron energy spec-

trum. The qualitative approach is also a basis to define and calculate

various contributions to the free energy. A loss in rigour is compensated

by resulting enlargement in the validity range of eq. (2)-(6) compared to

any expression of the type (7). The resulting gain comes from the ab initio

definition of bound, free and localized states, partial summation of higher
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terms with respect to n when calculating f , including n3/2-tJc/6 - oont-
r ibu t ions , cutting off 6" a t - £ » consideration the electron density
of s t a t e s , calculation of the localized electrons contribution. One can
also add in eq,. (2) terms of charge-neutral, neutral-neutral and other
interact ions .

3 . Other properties
The existanoe of the soft gap in electron spectrum not only effects

the thermodynamio propert ies. The effect is especially significant for
optical properties of non-Debye plasma, since th i s question was discussed
in [6 f 11-14* 2] we report here only the main r e su l t s : a) the spectral
l ines series does not merge smoothly in the corresponding photocontinuum
but terminates) and there i s a transparency window between the l ines and
the photocontinuum} b) photocontinuums corresponding
to the levels which are In the range of the gap vanish and are not oom-
pensated by an increase in free-free t rans i t ions ; the resul t ing bleaching
(brightening) being of the order of ten and more in cer tain spectral in-
te rva l s ; o) the integral charac te r i s t ics , such as Rosseland mean and t o t a l
energy emitted, ohange by several times. These conclusions are oorroborat-
ed by observations of plasmas for various chemical species. At the present
time considerable efforts are directeu to hydrogen for which generation
of non-Debye plasma i s d i f lcu l t and the effects discussed have not yet
been observed.

The effect of the gap on e leo t r i ca l conductivity was considered in
[15] .
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PULSE BREAKDOWN IN UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELDS

E. E. Kunhardt
Weber Research Institute

Polytechnic University
Farmlngdale, New York 11735

I. Introduction

Over the last few decades there has been and continues to be an Interest In the phenomenon
of the growth ot lonizallon of a gas In a unirorm electric field, and the subsequent breakdown of
the Insulating properties of the gas. Early investigations of this phenomenon were conducted
primarily, In non-attaching gases at low pressures, using DC electric fields. Townsend [J)
formulated a criterion for the breakdown of the Insulating properties of the gas under such
conditions. This criterion can be expressed (In non-attaching gases) as follows [2]:

(w/o) (eQ d- I) = 1 (1)
where UJ is the generalized coemclent for secondary electron production, a is the Townsend primary
ionizatlon coefficient, and d Is the electrode separation. Equation (1) Implies that breakdown
occurs when the secondary processes, resulting from the traversal across the gap of a primary elec-
tron and the corresponding e a d - 1 secondary electrons, are sufficient to regenerate the primary elec-
tron at the cathode. When this occurs, the current becomes self-sustaining.

In the derivation of Eq. (1), only "slngle-partlcle" processes were considered. That Is,
processes that Involve the Interaction of a primary particle (such as an electron, an Ion, or a pho-
ton,) and a target (a ground state neutral, or the cathode). "Collective" processes (those Involving
the Interaction of a number of particles, such as space-charge effects) have been assumed to he
unimportant.

Using the physical Interpretation of Eq. ( l ) to explain the breakdown of a gap under pulsed
conditions, it would be concluded that the breakdown delay time, from the application of the pulse
to the gap (and taking the statistical delay to be zero), Is proportional to the time constant of the
relevant cathode-related secondary processes. For a 1 cm gap, at atmospheric pressure, these time
constants are of the order of 1O~5-1O~7 sec. In early investigations of the breakdown or atmos-
pheric pressure, 1 cm gaps, subjected to voltage pulses with amplitude above the DC breakdown
voltage, Vs , breakdown delay times of the order of 10" 7 sec or less were observed [3]. Those
values were found to be too short to be associated with any secondary cathode processes. As a
consequence of this and other observations (such as the apparent Independence, at high pressures,
of V9 on the cathode material [4], and the filamentary nature of the Ionized channel [5]), the vali-
dity of the Townsend theory (the physics associated with Eq. (1)) under these conditions (high
pressure gaps, and/or applied voltages above V3) was questioned [4-6].

A number of models were Introduced to explain breakdown under pulsed, overvolted
(applied voltages above Vs), high pressure conditions (see next section). It should be noted that
some of the discrepancies between the breakdown experiments and the Townsend theory were later
resolved [2]. Moreover, the domain of validity of the various models has changed as better under-
standing of the processes has been achieved [7-10). For a review of the historical development of
breakdown physics, the reader Is referred to [11] and [12]. A consequence of this historical
development Is that DC and pulsed breakdown In gases have been treated essentially as separate
phenomena.

In the discussion of pulsed breakdown, the approach taken In this paper Is to emphasize the
basic breakdown processes (single particle and collective) and their contribute n to the development
of breakdown. In general, these processes are common to both DC and pulsed breakdown, and
their roles In both cases are very similar. From this perspective, no difference can be made between
DC or pulsed breakdown. However, since our interest Is In breakdown under pulsed conditions,
examples of how the basic processes contribute to the development of breakdown will be restricted
to such conditions
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A discussion of the various models of pulsed breakdown Is given In the next smi lon . In
these models , a number of processes that are fundamental to breakdown In general (In addition in
those Introduced In tlic Townsend theory) have been Introduced. Because of I is relative Impor-
tance and since II has been a source of controversy, one of these processes (the s t reamer) Is dW-
cussed In more detail in Section III. In Section IV, the various collective and single-psirilclc
processes are used as a basis for discussing a number of generic pulsed breakdown situations, Unit
Includes the nano-seeond regime. Concluding remarks are given In Section V.

I I . Breakdown U n d e r P u l s e d Condi t ions

A number of models have been proposed to explain the breakdown of a K"P under PUIM-'I
conditions. The more significant, features contained In these models are the Introduction of: a) c>|-
lectlve processes (for example , space-charge effects, and streamers) [-1-0], b) circuit effects Is*.n|, <•)
electron k lne" r eirects [ 10,13], arid d) cathode flares [14]. These models are discussed below.

a) Streamer Models

The s t reamer model was proposed, Independently, by Meek [ft], Haethcr (f>|, :md l.och | i | .
Actually, these models were Initially Intended to explain breakdown (I).C'. or pulsed) of high pr<-s
sure (a tmosphere) gaps.

M e c k ' s ob.leetives [0| were to obtain a modified form of Kq. ( I ) willed would be eompailMi'
with the experimental observat ions at high values of pd. l lnelher and l,oeb directed Ihelr :iilrnil<>n
to the observed shor t time lags and to the filamentary character of the breakdown.

Til reality, theirs |l-fl] was more than one model [l.r>]. However, the fundamental nni<-rpt
used by these investigators In the deve lopment of their models was common to all. This conn | l
was that at a. certain stage in the development of a single electron avalanche, the spaee-cliany Ili-ld
and photoionlzallon of the gas In the Interelectrode space became (lie more import-nit IIH-<-(>.-II>J- in.-.
that Influenee the further deve lopment of the avalanche, and Indirectly, the breakdown of Hi!1 u.:ip.
The main (inference between the models lay In the stage at which these mechanisms became op. ra
tive. Kor Meek and hocb , this occurred when a single avalanche reached the anode, whereas f.>i
Ilaelher, It occurred when Hie avalanche was somewhere In the middle of the nap. From this ••< <!• >•
on, the models invoked different argument.1! to explain the breakdown of the gap. However, they .ill
used photoionizntion of the gas surrounding the avalanche as the principal mechanism.

According Ixi Raetlicr | 5 ] , on Its way to the anode, the avalanche reaches a critical •;!•••
(det 'Tnilued by the number of electrons In the avulnnche) such that the space-charge field IMTOIM' .
siRiilllciint (compared to the external field). The secondary electrons generated Just ah< ad of the
avalanche by phololonl/ ing radiation produced In the avalanehe, are located In a region of high IP Id
due to the enhancemen t (above the applied field) caused by the avalanche space-charge Held. In
this region of hiuh Held, these photo-electrons multiply elllciently, generating a space-charge . I .u.|
which rapidly grows to the dimension of Hie parent cloud, but at a position closer to tin; ain..|i-.
The progress Is repented continuously to the anode boundary. This progression, due to the spin. -
charge Held and photolonization. Is called a s t reamer. This process is discussed in more detail In
the next .section. Once the anode Is reached, Rae thcr argues, a similar process begins to occur ai
the cathode end of the parent avalanehe. The photo-electrons generated In this region u<f
accelerated towards the avalanche, extending the Ion sheath of the parent avalanche toward Hie
cathode. Loch and Meek only considered the cathode directed s t reamer. That Is, they assuni 'd
that the avalanche becomes critical Jusl In front of the anodn.

What determines the critical stage of an avalanche? Meek arbitrarily chose It to be WJMII the
radial field due to the avalanche Is equal to the external field. Raether , on the other hand, deiim d
the critical stage from experimental observations of avalanche development In a cloud chain I.ir.
Me observed that s t reamers developed when

a x c r ~ 2 0 C-1)

where x r r Is the average position of the avalanche when it becomes critical. Usiiu, K.|. ( 2 ) . In- i-.-cl-
culated a formative time for breakdown. He argued that since the s t reamer proposit ion vi-locin !̂
high (of the order of speed of light), the Ionizing fronts quickly reach the electrodes. S u b ' '
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qtiently, the weakly Ionized, filamentary, channel that bridges the gap quickly fop pomes a hlRhly
conducting channel leading to the collapse of the voltage. In this case, the formative time Is hnsi-
cally the time, tcr, It takes an avalanche, started by a single electron, to become critical. This time
Is given by [5]

tcr~xcr/we~20/«We (3)

where we Is the electron drift velocity In the applied field. From Eq. (3), It Is found that the
number of electrons In an avalanche when It Incomes critical is:

Ncr = eOJI' (4)

and using Eq. (2)

Nc r~108

Equations (3) and (4) assume that the space charge field has no effect on the propagation
and growth of the avalanche (see next section). Note that this number Is only of significance at
atmosphere pressures, where the corresponding charged-particle density Is ~ IO1"1 cm"3. Moth,
total number and density of charged particles, determine the condition for which space-charge
effects are significant.

It Is interesting that thp criterion for the streamer onset, Eq. (2), Is consistent with the
breakdown criterion introduced by Schumann in 1023 [10]. lie used an Integral form of Eq. (2) to
define a condition for the breakdown of the gap. That Is,

«„

/ a (x)dx ~ 10...20

This expression Is also applicable when the field Is non-uniform.

Further support for the streamer model of breakdown, as the above models have come u>
be known, came from experiments by Fletcher [17j. The time lags he measured smin to nî iee
with those obtained from Eq. (3). However, the validity of using this equation for his expcrimentnl
conditions has been questioned by many [8,0]. It appears that the Initial number of electrons in tho
gap was of the order of 104, a number too large to be consistent with Eq. (3) which requires a sin-
gle initial electron.

Similar types of experiments were carried out by Felsenlhal and Proud [!8|. They explained
the results by using a modified pulsed-mlcrowave breakdown model. The modification in essence
returned them to Eq. (3) In the frame of a moving avalanche.

b) Other Models of Pulsed Breakdown

A dynamic Townsend theory was developed by Davidson [10]. It was a time dependent
description of breakdown taking cathode processes Into account, but neglecting collective processes.
This formulation was used to describe the time evolution of breakdown for voltages near and
slightly above the D.C. breakdown voltage determined from Eq. (1). Although this analysis is
highly mathematical, It provides a complete, self- consistent, description of breakdown In this situa-
tion. Since the fundamental physics has already been discussed In Section 2, no further details will
be given.

In reference to Fletcher's experiments. Dickey |8] pointed out that a voltage collapse may
also have been due to space-charge motion In the gap and not to the bridging of the gap by a con-
ducting channel. This motion Induced a current In the external circuit, and thus, a voltage is gen-
erated at the load. Since the supply voltage was constant, the voltage across the gap collapsed.
Representing the motion of the charge carriers by an equivalent current source, and using a
transmission line model for the gap region. Dickey obtained an expression for the voltage across
the gap as a function of time. For Fletcher's experimental conditions, the values for the break-
down delay time obtained from this expression were In agreement with the experimental results.

Using similar ideas as Dickey, Mesyats et al. [0,20] developed a model for pulsed breakdown
which recognized the Importance of the Initial number of electrons present in the gap when the vol-
tage was applied. They differentiated between a single-electron Initiation and multiple-electron Inl-
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t ln t lon. In both ciifi-s, i l ie fundamenta l concept Is l l i ; i ! o f ;m avalanche chain. ' I ' I IH I I1-. an avalanch"'

Is assumed l<> s top growing due lo the decrease In tol :il lit- It I b rough t about by ii.s u n n space t-li :*rn<-

f ie ld. T h e n , now avalanche develops f rom the head of the o ld one \% 111'• 11 undergoes the sanw cvn-

l i l l l o i i . T i l l s way a chain o f avalanches Is f o r m e d . In Die C:ISP o f mul t ip le-e lec t ron In i t ia t ion , H IP

cur ren t generated by Hie tunny chain? Is de termined to cause breakdown as- In I) t< ' k ' ys analy: i •<. In

the ease o f s ingle-electron In i t ia t ion , a chain Is said u> cross the nap f o r m i n g a h ighly resi-.-ttvc cl ' .ui-

nel across the gap. However , due to the photo-electr ic effect at the cathode, addi t ional chains :u<•

f o r m e d , thus reaching (he same cond i t ion as In mul t ip le e lectron in i t i a t ion . The l ime did:i.v to

breakdown (neglect ing the statist ical delay) Is thus longer fo r single electron in i t ia t ion i l ia ' fur mu l -

tiple, e lectron In i t ia t ion . They also observed this result exper imenta l ly [ l l ] , i t shou ld be noted that

a l though. In general , the growth o f an avalanche as a whole decreases w i th l ime due l<> spaee-

charge effect;*, the e lectrons at the f r o n t o f the avalanche are cont inuous ly c row ing . Thus . th» <•%•(>-

lu t lon o f the weakly conduct ing f i l ament across the gap occurs In a niacroscopii-nl lv cont inuous

fashion (see nex t two sect ions) ,

K u n h a r d t and Uyszewskl [10] In t roduced a model for h ighly overvo lu -d b reakdown. In this

mode l , the energy d is t r ibu t ion func t i on for e lectrons In the advancing avalanche is assumed to have

two componen ts : fa.st electrons and slow ( the rma l ) electrons. The fast electrons can run away f rom

the avalanche. This happens because the effect ive retar ' Ing force on an electron m o v i n g ih rouu l i a

neutral gas decreases w i th Increasing ve loc i ty In the case o f electrons possessing suH l r i r n i l y )iiu.h

energy ( I .e . , u > 3 - 5 f i t where c. Is the lon lzat lon energy) . The energy threshold for these runaway

electrons Is de te rm ined by the electr ic f ield strength and the pressure and propert ies of the na.s.

Once these fast electrons leave the avalanche, mos t o f them no longer meet the runaway

cond i t ion and begin to s low <lown. Tha t Is, they are " therm al lzed." This Is due to the fact that they

enter a region o f decreasing f ie ld ahead o f the avalanche, and the energy they gain f rom Hie Held

along thei r t rajectory is no t enough to overcome the losses. The t rapping distance o f lh< T elec-

trons Is a func t i on o f their Ini t ia l energy. Thus , these seed electrons, which are cont inuous ly emit-

ted f r o m the avalanche, mu l t i p l y at var ious distances f rom the parent avalanche, rapidly i--\N-mliitiz

the avalanche space charge towards the anode. On the cathode side, the photoelectr ic elle<-i. is

assumed to be the p r imary mechan ism for generat ing secondary electrons which ate ^uhsequeuil.v

accelerated towards the high-Held region o f the parent avalanche.

A s the ampl i tude o f the appl ied f ie ld Is Increased, eventua l ly a regime is reached in whl'-h

runaway electrons are abundant | 13 ) . The spatial s t ructure of the breakdown channel in l i i i - C A T I:.

di f fuse. Exper imen ta l evidence o f these runaway electrons exist [21,2L']. These exper iments , how-

ever, were no t l ime resolved so that It. Is no t k n o w n when dur ing the breakdown runaway < i | c i rons

were produced. Noto that , when the (average) f ield at the cathode is ;> io r ' V / c m , the fo rmat ion

o f cathode Hares [ lO j may have to be considered In the descr ipt ion o f gap breakdown. These i l ;m- ,

are f o r m e d by the explosive heat ing o f cathode mic ro-pro t rus ions due to field emission e u m - n i - .

and the subsequent f o rma t i on o f a m ic ro - plasma at the cathode surface. This phenoi in-no i i can b<-

taken in to account by re-def lnlJ ig the In i t ia l state o f the gap (see ne \ t sec t ion) .

111. Streamers

In the previous sect ion, the concept o f streamers has been In t roduced. This ph" i i o iueno i r
has received considerable a t tent ion (subsequent to R a r l h e r ' s w o r k ) , both o> per ln ienui l |^:<-*J7|.
theoret ical [>27-:t 1,10,-11], and computat iona l [32,33,.VI] and lias iieeti 'be .subject of much coi i i ro-
versy. The central Issues have been: a) the existence o f ion iz ing radiat ion, and l>) whethi-r tin
l um inous frontfi that have been observed to propagale away f rom the evo lv ing avalanche, at .speeds
higher than the local mean-ve loc i ty at. the avalanche boundar ies, are streamers o r l um inous phase
effects | 2 [ . h u e to spare l im i ta t ions , the vat ions exper imenta l and theoret ical " I w - n ; i ! i m ^ tli:.i
have been made regarding streamers cannot be presented here. The reader Is referred to ») i - - above
references and to Hie review article [1(11 (and references Mr. rein) for fu r ther detail:-.

A I I u in In r o f mechanisms have been proposed to explain the dynamic-; o f s in H I P rs (;>n< •• (••

and cathode d i r e c d d l . These mechanisms fai l in to two \H tivnil cuu-jAorie.s: 1) i l io e :i.-.->o.-i.iied v.ii i j

the d is t r ibu t ion in veloci ty o f the electrons in the avalanche (e lect ron d r i f t [3-1], electron pressure

[:S!>|, and high i-uergy electrons [ M i ] ) , and 2) p l io lo ion lza t ion [ J 0 ] .
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Since the validity of macroscopic models to describe the dynamics of streamers Is always in
question (see Section V), we carried out a kinetic Investigation of streamer formation and propaga-
tion In an attempt to clarify their properties. That Is, we have ascertained the role that the electron
velocity distribution and photolonizatlon play In the formation and propagation or streamers and HIP
properties of streamers shortly after formation; namely, speed of propagation, diameter, and den-
sity contours. The results can also be used to determine the range of application of a moment
description (I.e., fluid equations). The existence of the photo-electrons ahead of the avalanche pro-
duced by photolonlzlng radiation from the avalanche has been a subject or debate. However, both
the presence of Impurities, and of electrons with sufficient energy to excite energetic slates that can
produce photolonlzlng radiation [36) cannot, at present, be disregarded. In our simulations for
nitrogen, we have used the data of Penny and Hummert [37] to determine the production of Ioniz-
ing radiation and photo-electrons In nitrogen (with Impurities). It should be emphasized that this
data has been taken as a model for these processes.

We have used a Monte Carlo technique to stimulate the dynamics of the electron population
In 6-dlrnenslonal phase-space, taking Into account the space-charge electric field, sclf-conslstently.
For the time scales of Interest (nanoseconds), the Ions can be considered Immobile. The space-
charge electric field Is computed assuming cylindrical symmetry. Details of tho computational tech-
niques have been presented elsewhere [38]. The physical problem investigated can be described as
follows: consider two infinite parallel-plate electrodes with nitrogen, at a density N, lining the Intcr-
electrode space. A pulse of electrons Is released from a small area of the cathode. Simultaneously,
a voltage greater than the DC breakdown voltage Is applied to the electrodes. The rt'sults to be
briefly discussed here are from simulations carried out at E/N of 300 Td and 1000 Td, with nitro-
gen densities of 2.4r>xl0IBcm~3, and a single Initial electron. This Is the classical, single electron
avalanche breakdown situation. The two values of E/N were chosen to Illustrate the role of high
energy electrons In the piopagation of streamers. The evolution of the velocity distribution, rate
coefficients, and transport parameters of the avalanche, for the time prior to the critical stage, are
discussed elsewhere [30].

The critical stages of the avalanche and the development of anode and cathode directed
streamers are shown In Fig. 1 for E/N = 300 Td. In this figure, contours of constant electron den-
sity are shown In r-z space. In the early stages (Fig. la), the avalanche Is nearly symmetric and
disc-shaped (since the longitudinal diffusion coefficient, DL , Is smaller than the transverse, DT) . As
the total field at the head of the avalanche Increases (due to the space-charge field), the photo-
electrons produced ahead of the avalanche rapidly multiply and extend the boundary of the
avalanche towards the anode (see Fig. lb) . It Is Interesting to note that when the anode directed
streamer becomes apparent, the total number of electrons In the avalanche Is l . lx io 8 , remarkably
close to Raether's experimental results [5]. Moreover, at high pressures, the growth of the
avalanche Is nearly exponential up to the critical stage, even though the space-charge field
significantly alters the uniform Held conditions. The decrease In the lonlzation growth of an
avalanche resulting from the reduction In the total Held Inside the avalanche Is partially compen-
sated by the concomitant increase at the front or the avalanche where the field is high. This com-
pensation Increases with pressure, so that at atmospheric pressures It Is nearly complete.

A short time later (Fig. lc) , photo-electrons created at the rear of the avalanche initiate the
cathode directed streamer. The propagation of the streamer is due to the.rapid growth of the
secondary (photo-electron) avalanches which serve to extend the density front. The concentration
of the electrons In the secondary avalanches at the cathode side Is ~10 l 4cm~3 , which is an order of
magnitude higher than at the anode side. The process of streamer propagation is statistical since It
depends on the few photo-electrons generated. These results support the view held by Daw.son and
Wlnn [40] and Gallimbertl [41] regarding streamer propagation.

At the time the streamers form, E/N In the body of the avalanche Is 134 Td. This value Is
3% higher than the E/N at which DC breakdown occurs for the same gap conditions. This Is the
lowest E/N which has been observed in the simulations. This Is a surprising result since tradition-
ally the avalanche-streamer transition is assumed to occur when the field Inside the avalanche goes
to zero [31], The body of the avalanche Is In this aspect similar to the positive column or a clow
discharge. That is, the value of E/N on axis Is sufficient to keep lonlzation active to make up for
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Fig. 1. Contours of constant electron density in r-z space
for four different times .

any losses. In these simulations, since the Ions do not move, the electrons losses In the early
stages of streamer formation are due to the radial expansion of the avalanche. For the later stages
of development, the E/N In the body increases as the axial separation of the regions with net
charge-density (I.e., the streamer fronts) Increases, while the net charge In the layers stays constant
(see Fig. 5 In next section).

The cathode-directed streamer under these conditions is observed to have a diameter of
approximately while the anode-directed streamer has a diameter or ixio~2cm (see Fig. lc). These
values increase with decreasing pressure. From plots similar to Fig. 1, we can determine tlv: veloci-
ties of the anode and cathode directed streamers. The position on axis of the 10 1 2 CHT 3 density
contour at the anode side of the avalanche Is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of time for all the cases
considered (see below). Also shown In the figure are the velocities of the corresponding anode
directed streamers. For the conditions and duration of these simulations (in particular, no boun-
dary effects), the cathode-directed streamer propagates at a slower velocity than the anode-directed
streamer. The anode-directed streamer propagates In the early stages at nearly twice the velocity of
the cathode-directed streamer. The values of the velocities are consistent with experimental values
[23,42). The effect of the lifetime of the state producing the photolonlzlng radiation on the propa-
gation of the streamer was Investigated using conservation (moment) equations (see next section).
Lifetimes, r, equal to 0,0.1 , and 2.0 nsecs were used. It was observed that as r increases, the den-
sity pro tiles at the front of the avalanche become steeper In the fleld direction; however, there are
no significant changes In the radius or speed of propagation of the streamer.

To illustrate the role of kinetic effects, simulations have also been carried cut. (using the
Monte Carlo method) neglecting photolonlzatlon. In this case, the cathode-directed motion or the
avalanche has not been observed. Under these conditions, electron pressure effects do not pr<̂ -
pagate the cathode-directed streamer. Also, the anode-dlrertpj front was observed to propagate at
a lower velocity (see Fig. 2). However, the velocity was a factor of 1.7 higher {at p = 283 Torr)
than the drift velocity in the enhanced fleld. This indicates that electron pressure plays an impor-
tant role when photolonlzatlon Is absent. Thus, In gases where the photolonlzation yield is negligi-
ble, this effect determines the propagation of the avalanche front towards the anode. The dynamics
of propagation, In either case, are very similar. That Is, It is due to the Avalanche growth of » few
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electrons found ahead of the avalanche. When the photolonizatlon yield Is low, these electrons are
the result of the properties of the distribution at the front of the avalanche and are found closer to
the avalanche. Because of this, the- density profile In the absence of lonlzation Is steeper than when
photolonlzatlon Is Included. The field enhancement at the front Is thus greater In the first case.
This has significant consequences at higher E/N as discussed below. At E/N = 300 Td In nitrogen,
electrons In the avalanche do not gain sufficient energy to "runaway" from the avalanche. That Is,
no high energy electrons are observed Just ahead of the avalanche. Thus, hleh energy electrons do
not play th« equivalent role of photo-electrons In the propagation of the anode-directed streamer at
moderate values of E/N. Runaways have been observed In nitrogen when the local value of E/N
exceeds 1500 Td [43]. At an applied E/N = 1000 Td and In the absence of photolonlzatlon, the
field at the head of the avalanche exceeds 1500 Td. Runaway electrons are observed and the velo-
city of the anode front increases considerably (see Fig. 2). However, when photolonlzatlon Is
Included, the density profiles are less steep and the enhanced field at the head Is below 1500 Td.
Runaway electrons we not observed and the front propagates at a lower velocity (see Fig. 2).
Thus, for E/N values of up to 1000 Td In nitrogen (where photolonlzatlon Is important), runaway
electrons are not observed. The electron energy distribution Is well behaved In velocity space (I.e.,
no runaway electrons). Thus, It Is possible to model, for lower values of E/N, the dynamics of
avalanches and streamers with a proper set of fluid equations. When the energy distribution
changes rapidly with position and time (as occurs, for example, near the streamer fronts when the
photoionlzation Is small), a proper set of fluid equations Is dim cult to obtain. In this case, non-
local effects (when the average properties at (r,t) depend on tlie properties at (r'.t')) due to large
gradients In the local mean energy and velocity may have to be Included (see Section V). At
higher E/N, a kinetic treatment Is necessary to properly account for the high energy electrons.
When photoionlzation is present (as in the case of nitrogen), electron kinetics determines the fine
structure of the streamer fronts. In this case, the propagation of the streamers is due to the
avalanche growth of the photo-electrons produced In the enhanced fields near the streamer boun-
daries (as first suggested by Raether, Loeb, and Meek). Electron pressure effects observed for the
anode-directed streamer In the absence of photolonlzatlon, are masked by the fact that the diffusion
length (due to density and mean energy gradients) Is smaller than the radius at which photo-
electron are produced. However, In the absence of photolonlzatlon, these effects dominate. It Is
possible that for some gases, both processes may be equally Important In propagating the anode
streamer. The properties of the streamers In nitrogen presented here from the simulations at a
background density of 2.45xl019cm~3 are consistent with experimental observation of luminosity
tracks [23,42].

IV. Breakdown Under Generic Gap Conditions

At present, a comprehensive quantitative theory of pulsed breakdown Is not available. The
difficulty In arriving at such theory stems from the fact that, besides slngle-partlcle processes (such
as Impact lonlzation, attachment, and secondary cathode processes), collective processes (such as
space- charge effects, streamers, gas heating, and multi-step ionizatlon) must also be taken into
account in the formulation of such theory. Note that streamers are here considered as fundamen-
tal, collective processes that, along with the other processes (slngle-partlcle and collective) contri-
bute to the development of pulsed breakdown. The term streamer Implies a physical (collective)
process that Involves photo-lonlzation, space-charge fields, and Impact lonization. Streamers are a
subset of a more general class of Ionizing potential waves [44]. The subset Is defined by the fact
that the gas ahead of the Ionizing front Is composed of neutral particles.

Percent overvoltage (amount above DC breakdown) has often been used as an Indicator for
the regime where streamers play a major role in the development of pulsed breakdown. This prac-
tice, however, Is misleading. Recall from section I, the breakdown criterion (Eq. 1), namely
— ead sail. If w/a is small ( < 10~8),eod must be large ( > 10s) in order to satisfy the criterion. In

this case. Eq. 1 is not valid and collective processes would have to be taken into account already at
0%overvoltage; that Is, atD.C. This Is the case, for example, In SF6 at high pressures [45]. Thus,
Townsend breakdown (Eq. ) and D.C. breakdown are not, In general, equivalent. As mentioned
In the introduction, Towensend breakdown Implies that only slngle-partlcle processes need to be
considered for arriving at a breakdown condition. Thus, In general, stngle-partlclc and collective
processes have to be taken into account In describing both DC and pulsed breakdown. Except at
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Fig. 2. Axial position of the density contour with 10
particlee/cm^ as a function of time for a) E/N =
300 Td and b) E/N = 1000 Td.

very high applied fields (where runaway [10], and cathode flares [14] effects have to be con-
sidered,) there is no difference between DC and pulsed breakdown as the far as physical processes
(single-particle and collective) that need to be considered. The relative Importance of the various
processes In the development of breakdown Is very dependent on the gap conditions. This is
reflected, for example, on the spatial characteristics of the ionized channel.

In Fig. 3, a diagram Is shown of a typical experimental set up for Investigating pulsed break-
down. Information concerning the breakdown of the gap and the processes contributing to Its
development is obtained from: a) current and voltage oscHlograms from probes located before the
gap and at the load [12], and b) optical records of the light emitted by the discharge [46-48]. From
the oscillograms, the breakdown delay time and the spark current and voltage can be determined
(since the system is a transmission line [12]). From the optical records, more quantitative informa-
tion can be obtained regarding the processes that contribute to breakdown. Due to the very low

Fig. 3. Diagram of an experimental set up to investigate
pulse breakdown. The u-v source io used to
generate the initial distribution of electrons.
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emission, It Is difficult to obtain optical information from the very early stages of breakdown.
Recently, Pfelffer and colleagues [49] and Byszewskl and colleagues [50] have made significant con-
tributions In this direction.

In pulsed breakdown experiments, the gap conditions are given by: 1) initial charge distribu-
tion, 2) type of gas, 3) gas pressure, 4) gap dimensions, ind 5) applied fleld. It is assumed that the
rise-time of the voltage pulse applied to the gap Is nearly zero. The domain of gap conditions
obtained from these five "parameters" is Infinitely large. It Is thus useful to define a finite number
of "generic" conditions, and to understand how breakdown proceeds from them. The results from
these generic problems may be extrapolated to other situations.

The Initial charge distribution defines two classes of generic conditions. These are: 1) distri-
butions whose space-charge fleld is significant (for example a plasma), and 2) those whose space-
charge fleld may be neglected. Distributions of the first type may be produced with a high power
laser or by a cathode flare. The discussion to follow, focuses on distributions of the second type.
This type of distribution may be grouped Into three classes: a) when the total (initial) number of
electrons is sufficiently large (and relatively low density) that breakdown can be described by
Dickey's model [8], b) when the spatial extent and density of the electron distribution leads to
essentially 1-dlmenslonal streamer fronts (see Fig. 7), and c) when electron distribution Is localized
and near the cathode. This Includes the single electron condition. Quantitative understanding of
how the early stages of breakdown develop from these conditions has been achieved by numerical
simulations [51-54]. The reader Is referred to these papers for more details.

The simulation of the development of breakdown from a given Initial distribution, using a
kinetic description (see Section III), Is very time consuming. Thus, an alternate description, using
moment equations [55] Is, from this point of view, desirable. The question arises as to the number
of moments that need to be used to describe the development of breakdown, and how to obtain
the various parameters that appear In their equation evolution. When the momentum and energy
equilibration time and distance are small compared to any macroscopic scale variations of the
system, then a single moment description (continuity equation for the various particle densities) is
satisfactory. This is the case when the photolonlzatlon yield Is sufficiently large (for a given applied
field) that the space/time variations of the particle distribution satisfy the above criterion. In this
case the evolution of breakdown can be determined from the following set of equations:

dtne + v n ( l , = a n e | j c , | - v ne | x j + Sp (5)

<9tn,+ = a n e | v | + Sp (6)

0 t n f = » > n e | v | (7)

where ne: electron density, nt
+: positive Ion density, nf: negative Ion density, x,e,: electron fluid

velocity, a : electron lonizatlon coefficient, t] : electron attachment coefficient, and Sp Is a source of
electron- ion pairs due to photolonlzatlon [52]. The electron fluid velocity Is determined from the
expression

n d = I > V i l , - / f ( l i e ( E + E ) (8)

where Dis the diffusion tensor for electrons with components D| and DT, fte Is the electron mobil-
ity, and E and E, are the space-charge and applied fleld, respectively. The space-charge field Is
determined from Polsson's equation as discussed in Section III. An algorithm, based on Flux
Corrected Transport techniques [58], was developed to accurately handle the steep gradients and
large dynamic range that are encountered when solving Eqs. (5)-(8), coupled to Polsson's equation.
This algorithm has been discussed elsewhere [57]. Using this model, we have simulated the
development of breakdown up to the formation of a weakly conducting channel for a number of
generic conditions. The results for Initial distributions corresponding to classes b) and c) (previous
paragraph) are summarized below.

For class b), the characteristics of the early stages of breakdown strongly depend on the
amplification factor, ead (which in turn depends on the type of gas, pressure, and applied fleld), and
the magnitude of the secondary cathode processes. These two parameters further define four possi-
ble situations depending In their relative magnitude. When the Intensity of the secondary emission
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processes and the amplification factor are relatively small, the distribution becomes "critical" (see
section Ila) far from the cathode and no secondary avalanches are generated from the cathode.
The distribution remains finite In radius as It moves towards the anode (see Fig. 4a). After the
"critical" stage, anode and cathode directed streamers develop that are also finite in radius (F'fg. 4b).
The speeds of these streamers are essentially equal (and of the order of 108 cm/sec). This is due to
the fact that the condition of the (gas) medium ahead of the streamers Is the same. The evolution
of the longitudinal electric field on axis, Ez(z,t), for this case Is shown In Fig. 5. Note that the field
does not go to zero as discussed In the previous section. Moreover, as the streamer fronts move
away Trom each other, the field Inside the Ionized region Increases until It becomes equal to the
applied field. When the Intensity of the secondary processes Is large, secondary avalanches can
develop from the cathode that may Influence the characteristics of the cathode directed streamer.
For example, the speed of the cathode directed streamer may be larger than that of the anode
directed streamer.

In both of the above situations, after the streamers reach the electrodes, a weakly Ionized
channel with charge densities of the order of 1OU cm'3 , radius of the order of 1CT2 cm, and total
resistance In the 100K ohm to mega ohm range bridges the gap (see Fig. 4). For circuits with
aeries resistance In the ohm range, the voltage across the gap does not collapse at this point. The
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further development of breakdown depends on the rate at which the conductivity of the Ionized
channel Increases with time. This rate is governed by the heating of the background gas and by
multi-step collison processes.

Depending on the magnitude of the secondary processes at the cathode, a number of weakly
Ionized (non-overlapping) channels may form either early In the development of the primary chan-
nel (for high magnitudes), or later when the cathode directed streamer approaches the cathode (for
low magnitudes). The question then is: After the formation of the primary channel, does the con-
ductivity of this channel Increase fast enough with time that the voltage across the gap collapses
before the formation of additional channels? If it does, breakdown occurs In a single channel; if
not, a number of channels develop. In this case, breakdown may occur by either a change in the
conductivity of some of the channels or when sufficient number of channels are formed that the
total current In the circuit Is sufficiently high that the voltage collapses.

A number of models have been proposed to explain the change In conductivity of one chan-
nel (see below). This transition may (loosely) be divided into two regions: a) the evolution from a
density of ~10ucm~3 to —1018cm~3 (for atmospheric pressure discharges), and b) the hydro-
dynsTnlcal region. In the first region, the evolution of the discharge channel Is characterized by the
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flow of energy from the electrons to the various Internal energy states of the background gas and
eventually to gas heating and Increased lonlzatlon. The details of the energy (low depend on (.he
properties of the background gas. In this region, the composition of the gas changes considerably
as the degree of lonlzatlon and gas temperature Increase. Analysis of this evolution has been car-
ried out by a number of authors (see for example [58-56]). In all of these studies, the discharge
has been assumed to be uniform. The consequences of this assumption have not been assessed. As
the density of the channel Increases to nearly 10 l8cm"3 , the further development of the channel is
largely determined by hydrodynamlcal considerations. Theories describing the further evolution of
the channel In this later period were developed by Drabklna [00] and Braginskll [Olj. For further
discussion on this subject the reader Is referred to these references and to [62-64].

When the amplification factor Is large, the initial distribution grows rapidly very near the
cathode. If In addition, the magnitude of the secondary processes Is small, breakdown develops as
described above, except for the possible absence of cathode directed streamers. However, when
the magnitude of the secondary processes Is large, secondary avalanches that develop from the
cathode cause a rapid expansion of the Initial distribution in the radial direction (see Fig. 6). At
later times, essentially a plane streamer front develops that propagates towards the anode. Subse-
quently, the evaluation of the distribution Is essentially In l-dlmenslon and is similar to class b
above. The distribution for this latter case Is shown In Fig. 7. After the streamer reaches the
anode, a weakly Ionized gas fills the lnter-electrode space. As In the other eases, the resistance of
this channel is high. Voltage collapse Is observed after the Impedance of the Ionized channel is
sufficiently low compared to the external circuit impedance.

V. Concluding Remarks

In the previous sections we have presented: a) a brief review of pulsed breakdown models,
b) a kinetic analysis of streamers, and c) a description of the development of breakdown under a
number of generic gap conditions. In the discussion of breakdown, we have emphasized the funda-
mental processes and the role they play In the development of breakdown. The gap conditions
then determine how these processes contribute to the breakdown of the gap.

Significant advances have been made In the diagnostics of pulsed discharges which have
resulted In more detailed observation of the spatio-temporal development of breakdown for a
number of gap conditions [49,50]. Similar advances have been made In understanding the various
stages of breakdown and how the fundamental processes (single-particle and collective) contribute
to Its development. However, a number of obstacles have to be surmounted before more quanuia-
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tlve information can be extracted from the numerical models and correlated with experlmentnl
resulte. Some of these obstacles are discussed below.

First, there is a significant deficiency of data on the spectral composition of the radiation pro-
duced by an electron avalanche, the average lifetime of the radiating stales, and the absorption
length of the radiation. This data Is needed before a more quantitative description of streamer pro-
pagation can be accomplished.

Second, the most difficult computational problem, yet to be resolved, is the solu'ion of
Poisson's equation for charge distributions existing during the development of breakdown.
Although techniques for solving the Polsson equation are available, (primarily in 2-dlmenslons)
these techniques fall when the photolonlzatlon yield Is small and the applied field Is very large. In
these situations the gradients In the charge distributions are too large and localized to be handled by
these techniques. Moreover, to Investigate such phenomenon as streamer bifurcation (branching),
and multi-avalanche initiated breakdown, a three dimensional solution or Poisson's equation is
necessary. No computational model to date has made use of Poisson's equation in 3-dimensional,
most assume cylindrical symmetry. Note that techniques are available for solving the equations of
evolution (kinetic or fluid) of the various species In 3-dImenslons In configuration space (see sec-
tions III and IV).

A fully kinetic description of the evolutllon of breakdown (although in principle possible) is
very time consuming and at present not feasible with available computers (except for the very early
stages as discussed In section III). An alternate, less time consuming, description consists or
moment (fluid) equations for each of the particle species (sec Section IV). For a number or sltuar
tions (see section IV), a single moment description (using the equation of continuity for the parti-
cle densities) Is satisfactory. However, when the photo-lonlzation yield Is low and the applied fields
are large (leading large gradients In the particle densities, mean velocities, and mean energies),
such description Is no longer satisfactory, as previously discussed. For these situations, a proper set
of moment equations Is yet to be found. This Is another of the obstacles to the complete descrlp-
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tlon of breakdown. In essence, it entails the proper termination of the hierarchy of moment equa-
tions and a procedure for determining the various coefficients appearing In the various equations.

After the weakly Ionized channel has been formed, the quantitative description of Its
transformation into a highly conducting channel constitutes the last obstacle we shall mention. This
consists of an Investigation of the energy and mass flow in the discharge. Rather detailed studies of
energy flow in discharges have been made using rate equations [54,051 ('•©• zero dimensions). In
order to apply these results (or techniques) to pulsed discharges, the finite dimensionality of the
channel and the transport of the particle species out of the channel region, must be taken Into
account. Such analysis have been carried out by restricting the details of the energy flow. How-
ever, the tools exist for conducting asufllclently comprehensive investigation of this transition.

Of the obstacles discussed above, the first appears to be the least likely to be resolved In the
near future.
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